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Preface: The Patchwork Quilt of Intrinsic
Disorder

Protein intrinsic disorder is ubiquitous and inevitable. It cannot be ignored

as it penetrates all the nooks of the protein universe and represents a universal

lock pick that helps opening seemingly unopenable locks and aids explaining

unexplainable. This volume represents a patchwork quilt of intrinsic disor-

der that covers various aspects of the protein intrinsic disorder phenomenon

ranging from the roles of intrinsic disorder in liquid-liquid phase separation

(LLPS) to analysis of the evolutionary peculiarities of intrinsically disordered

proteins (IDPs) and intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), to look for the

functional roles of intrinsic disorder in nonspecific porins of Gram-negative

bacteria and in the integral membrane proteins, to description of various

approaches used for the molecular simulations of IDPs, to the analysis of

the roles of prestructured motifs (PreSMos), to emphasizing the roles

of “dancing duplexes” in biology and diseases, to description of the roles

of long IDRs in functionality of A-kinase-anchoring proteins (AKAPs),

to the representation of the nucleoprotein landscape of the eukaryotic cell

nucleus, and to the analysis of the genomic signatures preserved in the

orthologous IDRs of plant viral proteins.

Chapter 1 written by Mariana J. do Amaral and Yraima Cordeiro1

represents an attempt to use protein intrinsic disorder and liquid-liquid phase

separation phenomena to answer some of the existential questions related to

prion protein.1 It seems that the major unsolved mysteries of the exciting

prion world are linked to its intrinsically disordered nature. This includes

the lack of the high-resolution atomic structures for either full-length

endogenous human PrPC or isolated infectious PrPSc particles, the lack of

a complete understanding of the multifunctionality and binding promiscuity

of this protein, mechanisms of its misfolding, strain phenomenon (associated

with the heterogeneity of PrPSc conformations), and peculiar transmissibility

of the misfoldedness to the unaffected prion protein molecules, as well as

peculiarities of its cellular distribution, the presence of several PrP fragments

originating from the conserved proteolytic cleavage, and the existence of a

multitude of various posttranslational modifications. Intrinsic disorder

nature of prion protein may also define its ability to undergo LLPS, a

phenomenon behind the biogenesis of membrane-less organelles.1

xiii



In Chapter 2, Mátyás Pajkos and Zsuzsanna Dosztányi analyze the

evolutionary peculiarities of the intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or

intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs).2 The authors point out that nature

uses different rules in the evolution of ordered and disordered proteins. In

fact, since the functions of ordered proteins are dependent on their unique

structures, the need for the preservation of such unique functional structures

serves as the major evolutionary component of such proteins. On the other

hand, evolutionary pressure shaping functionality of structureless IDPs/

IDPRs is very different, and the authors describe the different types of

evolutionary behavior of these proteins and regions and their associated

functions.2

In Chapter 3, Olga D. Novikova, Vladimir N. Uversky, and Elena

A. Zelepuga focus on the various aspects of nonspecific porins of

Gram-negative bacteria and the roles of their IDRs in functional properties

of these proteins and their abilities to form functional bacterial amyloids.3

The author use several illustrative examples of the nonspecific porins (such

as Marinomonas primoryensis MpOmp, Yersinia pseudotuberculosis YpOmpF

and YpOmC, Yersinia ruckeri YrOmpF and YrOmpC, and Escherichia coli

EcOmpF and EcOmpC) to show that the conformational plasticity of

the tertiary structure of porins plays a special role in the manifestation of

various types of biological activity by these proteins. In fact, increased

conformational plasticity was found in regions, the functional importance

of which has long been reliably confirmed as a result of numerous experi-

mental studies. The authors also claim that all these proteins contain signif-

icant levels of intrinsic disorder, and their disorder status varies not only

within porin types but also within bacteria species.3 Finally, the authors

emphasize that the formation of amyloid-like structures by the nonspecific

OM pore-forming proteins of Gram-negative bacteria uncovers a new

type of β-structured transmembrane proteins from prokaryotes capable of

fibrillation.3

In Chapter 4, Brian J. Aneskievich, Rambon Shamilov, and Olga

Vinogradova continue with the subject of the prevalence and the overall

functional importance of IDR in integral membrane proteins (IMPs).4

Although many receptor functions of IMPs can be described within the

classical “lock-and-key” model, these proteins are known to contain sub-

stantial levels of intrinsic disorder. The authors provide an overview of

the potential functional advantages of intrinsic disorder in selected

single-span IMPs and also consider the possible conformational impacts of

disease-associated mutations within IDRs of these proteins. Furthermore,

the authors emphasize that building of the more realistic and complete
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mechanistic models of disorder-containing IMPs requires a complex exper-

imental approach integrating biophysical and computational methods.4

This more complete view of IMPs is expected to help in improving the

conformational flexibility and functionality of these important proteins in

both normal and pathological settings.

In Chapter 5, Hebah Fatafta, Suman Samantray, Abdallah Sayyed-

Ahmad, Orkid Coskuner-Weber, and Birgit Strodel provide a comprehen-

sive overview of various approaches used for the molecular simulations of

IDPs.5 Based on the premises that conformational flexibility and related

entropy-driven motions are crucial for various functions of IDPs, that

many IDPs/IDRs can undergo functional disorder-to-order transitions

coupled to their binding to specific interaction partners, that the reliable

characterization of these proteins requires a methodological utilization of

both experimental and theoretical tools, and that the outputs of computa-

tional studies depend strongly on the chosen force field parameters and

simulation techniques, the authors provide an overview of all-atom force

fields developed recently for IDPs, and present molecular dynamics-based

simulation methods that are capable of generating IDP conformational

ensembles and also provide means for the characterization of functional

disorder-to-order transitions.5

In Chapter 6, Do-Hyoung Kim and Kyou-Hoon Han focus on the

analysis of the roles of prestructured motifs (PreSMos), which are transient

secondary structure elements observed in many IDPs/IDRs serving as

protein target-binding hot spots.6 Similar to the binding pockets of globular

proteins that preexist before target binding, PreSMos are already present in

the target-unbound state of IDPs/IDRs, thereby serving IDP “active sites,”

being, however, not a spatially assembled binding pocket within the unique

structure of a globular protein, but rather a functional secondary structural

motif transiently populated within the conformational ensemble of IDPs/

IDPRs. The existence of such PreSMos indicates that even highly disor-

dered proteins are not entirely structureless, but might contain some tran-

sient structures that (being present prior to the binding to a partner) are

conformationally selected by a partner, being then stabilized into the more

ordered bound structures as a result of complex formation. Therefore,

PreSMos-containing IDPs bind their partners via the combined conforma-

tional selection and induced fit mechanism and acts as “structural rationale”

for the functionality of unstructured proteins.6

In Chapter 7, Heather M. Forsythe and Elisar Barbar emphasize the roles

of “dancing duplexes” in biology and diseases.7 The dancing protein duplex

is defined as a flexible homodimer that contains structured domains
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separated by long IDRs, which is formed via self-association domains or

using some other means for strong protein interactions. The major focus

of the chapter is on IDP duplexes capable of binding to a dynamic hub

protein—dynein light chain 8 (LC8)—that is a highly conserved and func-

tionally diverse protein interacting with IDRs of target proteins containing

a highly conserved “TQT” motif. Despite these rather simple founding

principles, LC8-binding IDP duplexes are very diverse and can be grouped

into several classes, where one can find IDP duplexes containing a

self-association domain that is extended by LC8 binding, IDP duplexes

without self-association domains but capable of dimerization through bind-

ing to several copies of LC8, and multivalent LC8-binding IDP duplexes

that also have self-association domains.7 Since many proteins have domain

organization similar to that of IDP duplexes, the authors indicate that such

functional units are conserved and can be used as new therapeutic targets.7

The subject of Chapter 8 by Mateusz Dyla and Magnus Kjaergaard is

A-kinase-anchoring proteins (AKAPs), a diverse class of anchoring proteins

regulating protein kinase A (PKA).8 AKAPs are responsible for targeting

PKA to different activators and substrates of this important kinase. The

authors show that a characteristic feature of the most AKAPs is the presence

of long IDRs that serve as crucial means for the tethered phosphorylation,

where substrates are tethered to the kinase, thereby forming grounds for the

intracomplex enzymatic reactions, where many phosphorylation events

might happen while PKA stays physically connected to its substrates via

AKAPs. The authors suggest that the allosteric regulation of PKA signaling

is, at least in part, dependent on the structure of the AKAP signaling com-

plex.8 Interestingly, all the players engaged in the formation of PKA-AKAP

signaling complex are shown to contain long IDRs serving as linkers

between functional domains. Importantly, the reach zone of the kinase

domain of the dynamic AKAP-PKA complexes is shown to be determined

by the length of flexible AKAP linkers, with longer linkers defining larger

reach zone.8

In Chapter 9, Sveinn Bjarnason, Sarah F. Ruidiaz, Jordan McIvor,

Davide Mercadante, and P�etur O. Heidarsson looked at the nucleoprotein

landscape of the eukaryotic cell nucleus.9 Many nuclear proteins are intrin-

sically disordered, and some of them are responsible for the genome com-

paction at the first fundamental level, the nucleosome. The authors discuss

the challenges and recent advances in understanding structural disorder

within the context of transcription. They also provide a description of

how cellular transcription patterns determining the dynamics, architecture,

and epigenetic regulation of the genetic material are controlled by the
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intrinsic disorder-based interactions with and within nucleosomes. The

overall goal of this chapter is to emphasize the prevalence of intrinsic disor-

der within the nucleus, show that IDPs play key roles in maintaining the

genome and regulating its readout, underline the important interplay

between IDPs and the nucleosomal landscape that leads to functional out-

puts, and describe major challenges and developments in the structural

characterization of disordered nuclear proteins both experimentally and

computationally.9 The authors conclude the chapter with a very important

message that better understanding of the disordered nuclear milieu is greatly

dependent on a better synergy between experiments and simulations.9

Based on the analysis of the plant viromes, in Chapter 10, Rachid

Tahzima, Annelies Haegeman, S�ebastien Massart, and Eug�enie H�ebrard
propose an evolutionary quantitative proteomic approach to understand

some of the genomic signatures preserved in the amino acid sequences of

orthologous IDRs from plant viruses.10 The final chapter begins with a brief

introduction of the proteomes of plant viruses, their evolution, uniquemod-

ular organization, and introduction of various transmission mechanisms.

Then, the prevalence and variability of intrinsic disorder in plant viromes

are discussed together with a comprehensive coverage of the functionality

of plant viral proteins and emphasis on an important point that in plant

viruses, intrinsic disorder represents an important evolutionary functional

modulator of adaptability.10 The authors provide a comprehensive evolu-

tionary analysis of plant viromes and show that IDPs in plant viruses are char-

acterized by multiple specific and phylogenomically preserved features,

which are correlated with the genome size and partition or replication strat-

egies, and show that the viral multifunctionality is modulated by different

IDPs with similar evolutionary signatures. Based on these and many other

important observations, the authors propose a model, where evolutionary

proteome-wide intrinsic disorder-associated patterns can be used for the elu-

cidation of the plant virus transmission mechanisms.10

VLADIMIR N. UVERSKY

Department of Molecular Medicine and Byrd Alzheimer’s Research

Institute, Morsani College of Medicine, University of South Florida,

Tampa, FL, United States
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Abstract

After four decades of prion protein research, the pressing questions in the literature
remain similar to the common existential dilemmas. Who am I? Some structural char-
acteristics of the cellular prion protein (PrPC) and scrapie PrP (PrPSc) remain unknown:
there are no high-resolution atomic structures for either full-length endogenous human
PrPC or isolated infectious PrPSc particles. Why am I here? It is not known why PrPC

and PrPSc are found in specific cellular compartments such as the nucleus; while the
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physiological functions of PrPC are still being uncovered, the misfolding site remains
obscure. Where am I going? The subcellular distribution of PrPC and PrPSc is wide
(reported in 10 different locations in the cell). This complexity is further exacerbated
by the eight different PrP fragments yielded from conserved proteolytic cleavages
and by reversible post-translational modifications, such as glycosylation, phosphoryla-
tion, and ubiquitination. Moreover, about 55 pathological mutations and 16 polymor-
phisms on the PrP gene (PRNP) have been described. Prion diseases also share unique,
challenging features: strain phenomenon (associated with the heterogeneity of PrPSc

conformations) and the possible transmissibility between species, factors which contrib-
ute to PrP undruggability. However, two recent concepts in biochemistry—intrinsically
disordered proteins and phase transitions—may shed light on the molecular basis of
PrP’s role in physiology and disease.

1. Introduction

1.1 Paradigm shifts in biochemistry are present in prion
research: A protein as infectious agent, intrinsic
disorder, and phase separation

A half-century has passed since the revolutionary idea emerged of a protein

directly triggering a group of central nervous system diseases called transmis-

sible spongiform encephalopathies (TSE).1,2 This protein-only hypothesis

challenged the nucleic acid informational flow (DNA➔RNA➔protein),

postulated in the central dogma of molecular biology.a In 1982, Stanley

Prusiner identified the nature of TSEs,4 supporting the conformational

templating proposed by Griffith,1 according to which the cellular prion pro-

tein (PrP),b highly expressed in neurons (and other cell types), undergoes an

auto-catalyzed misfolding into a self-propagating non-native isoform named

scrapiec (PrPSc).4 This concept shed light on several other proteinopathies,

not limited to the central nervous system, which are currently termed

prion-like diseases.5 The so-called protein misfolding diseases include p53

mutant-associated cancers (breast tissue),6 immunoglobulin light chain amy-

loidosis (systemic), Alzheimer’s disease (amyloid-β and tau aggregates found
in the brain), amylin-associated type II diabetes mellitus (endocrine pan-

creas) and other disorders (reviewed in ref. 7). Paradoxically, even as prion

research experienced a boom, especially in the 1980s with the creation of the

first transgenic prion mouse model,8 a key field in understanding prion

a For a complete historical overview of prion diseases research, see ref. 3.
b “proteinaceous infectious particles” (acronym for prion, coined by Stanley Prusiner).
c Scrapie refers to the pathognomonic sign of intense pruritus in sheep TSE. Animals tend to scrape

against fences and objects to relieve their itchy skin.
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behavior went largely ignored: intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) were

treated by many biochemists as useless proteins9,10 with no relevance, as

noted by Dobson.11 Indeed, IDPs were disregarded in theoretical studies

on the nature of protein folding and stability.12,13 Furthermore, high purity

recombinant production of IDPs was hampered by their lack of a stable ter-

tiary structure, which facilitates proteolytic cleavage and aggregation, as well

as recurrent co-purification with other macromolecules such as nucleic

acids. However, since the mid-1990s, investigations of genomic sequences

have uncovered the widespread occurrence of IDPs across different species

within the three domains of life. Around half of the mammalian proteome

has disordered regions with at least 30 residues, as demonstrated in

pioneering studies from Dunker’s group.14–17 Additionally, the regulatory

role of IDPs inmany cellular signaling pathways—especially through nucleic

acid-related functions18,19—and their enrichment in neurodegenerative dis-

eases20 have helped speed up their biophysical characterization. Since NMR

analysisd of full-length recombinant murine PrP (rPrP23–231)21 revealed that

half of the protein (spanning from residues 23–120) is disordered, pioneering
bioinformatic tools studying the “protein disordered code” havemade use of

PrP to validate algorithms with different training sets.15 The disorder in

disorders (D2) concept has found links between several culprits of

proteinopathies and their enrichment in intrinsically disordered regions.20,22

Recently, cell biology has been faced with a novel framework related to

nucleic acid-binding IDPs involved in diseases since they have been

found to drive liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS).23 The formation of

protein-rich condensates or granules by LLPS underpins the formation of

membraneless organelles (MLOs) in vivo.24,25 PrP has emerged as one

of the proteins that form liquid-like condensates,26 especially in the presence

of nucleic acids.27 The highly dynamic compartments formed by DNA/

RNA-PrP may explain various functions of PrPC and its misfolding. If

so, condensates may be part of the PrPSc pathway andmay therefore represent

novel targetable structures for therapeutics.

1.2 The prion protein
The human PrPC (26 kDa; 253 amino acids; UniProt ID P04156) is a sol-

uble, monomeric protein with a long-disordered N-terminal domain

d Consult other NMR structures for the human PrP C-terminal domain, which has a well-defined

three-dimensional structure, at PDB 1HJM (obtained at pH 7.0), PDBs 1QM0, and 5YJ5 (at pH 4.5)

PDB 2LSB at pH 5.5.
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followed by a globular domain containing three α-helical segments and two

short β-strands.28 The only intramolecular disulfide bridge (Cys179 in

α-helix 2 bound to Cys214 in α-helix 3) seems necessary for the conver-

sion event, since the addition of a reducing agent or cysteine mutants

result in a failure to generate PrPSc from PrP.29,30 Interestingly, the overall

three-dimensional conformation of PrPC is maintained across different

species of vertebrates (100-residue unfolded N-terminus followed by a glob-

ular domain).21,31–33 Although PrPC has been primarily studied in the cen-

tral nervous system (CNS), it is expressed ubiquitously in extra-neuronal

tissues34 including skeletal muscle,35 blood (with the highest expression in

lymphocytes,36) and endothelial cells37 to which PrPSc has been found

attached.38 Despite being regarded as a plasma membrane protein anchored

by a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) unit, about 20% of PrPC is found in

the cytosol (the endoplasmic reticulum signal peptide is suggested to be inef-

ficient).39 In fact, PrP traffics through several cellular compartments, endocytic

vesicles, mitochondria, and the nucleus (reviewed in ref. 40).

PrPC does not have a specific physiological function, as its dynamic,

intrinsically disordered nature suggests. PrPC is also a multivalent protein,

displaying short motifs that bind multiple partners with high affinity.41,42

Additionally, PrPC can undergo physiological post-translational modifica-

tions (PTMs): glycosylation (at asparagine residues 181 and 197; believed

to increase folding and modulate interactions),42,43 phosphorylation (at

serine 43; PrPSc was reported to be phosphorylated in the nucleus),44

ubiquitination (at lysine 194; for turn-over)45 and four proteolytic cleavages

(β-cleavage; α-cleavage; γ-cleavage and shedding).46

PrPC has been associated with several physiological roles,42 such as cop-

per sensing and trafficking,47 as well as the unwinding of G-quadruplex

structures of its own gene promoter (auto-transcriptional regulation).48–50

PrPC also influences cellular fates (survival, death, proliferation, differentia-

tion, and myelin maintenance) and systemic effects, such as memory consol-

idation.42 Since PrPC engages in various signaling pathways and interacts

with different types of ligands, it is regarded as a scaffold protein,42 acting

as a hub to assemble multicomponent molecular complexes. The

liquid-liquid phase separation phenomenon thus provides a useful lens for

understanding its myriad functions: PrPC might be the “driver” scaffold,

with ligands and solutes diffusing in and out of the liquid droplets once spe-

cific reactions have taken place. Moreover, PrP condensation is possibly

modified by PTMs and has already proven to be finely controlled by ligands

in vitro, especially by specific nucleic acids, which can bind PrPwith micro to

nanomolar affinity.
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In mammals, the misfolding of PrPC into the pathological PrPSc leads to

the development of TSEs (or prion diseases), a group of acquired, sporadic,

or genetic fatal neurodegenerative disorders with an average survival time of

1 year after diagnosis depending on disease subtype (reviewed in ref. 51).

Most TSE cases are sporadic, with Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD) having

the greatest incidence (one case per million people per year).52 The main

histopathological features are spongiform degeneration (vacuoles with a size

of 20–1500 μm)53 and accumulation of PrPSc plaques. PrPSc, which is char-

acterized by β-sheet-rich aggregates/multimers, has a self-propagating

ability (i.e., PrPSc catalyzes the conversion of native PrPC into PrPSc),

and, unlike PrPC, is insoluble in aqueous solvent, infectious and resistant

to proteases.54

In addition to the links between PrPSc and TSEs, recent studies have

shown a direct connection between PrP and other age-related disorders such

as Alzheimer’s (AD) and Parkinson’s diseases (PD).55–59 Some studies have

reported that PrPC acts as a receptor for neurotoxic β-sheet-rich oligomers

of α-synuclein, tau, and amyloid-β (Aβ).60,61 The finding that PrP is

involved in pathogenic signaling pathways and that its aggregation or fibril-

lation might synergize with other misfolded proteins places PrP at the center

of neurodegenerative diseases.62,63

1.3 The liquid-liquid phase separation phenomenon
Along with membrane-bound compartments, membraneless organelles

(MLOs), which are visualized in the cellular milieu as micrometer-sized

spherical condensates, classically serve to organize biomolecular content.

MLOs are numerous in eukaryotes, with about 18 known MLOs in the

nucleus, which range from the nucleolus to paraspeckles, along with stress

granules and P bodies in the cytoplasm, among others (reviewed in refs. 64,

65). An example of MLO are stress granules (SGs) that form upon environ-

mental or intrinsic cellular stresses, such as oxidative damage, and are rapidly

dissolved once the cellular homeostasis is reestablished. These granules

sequester specific mRNA and RNA-binding proteins resulting in a pro-

survival effect, although the precise functions of SGs remain little understood

(reviewed in ref. 66).

The formation and disassembly of MLOs are finely tuned due to the

availability of certain NAs and post-translational modifications of the

“driver” biomolecules, namely those that form the scaffold. The MLOs

are comprised of a scaffold of proteins co-mixed with nucleic acids that form

a specialized environment that facilitates a range of biochemical reactions
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from mRNA translation to synaptic signaling (reviewed in ref. 67). These

non-membranous bodies exhibit biophysical properties distinct from lipid

vesicles, such as direct contact with their intracellular surroundings and

the characteristic fluidity of liquids and are assembled through liquid-

liquid phase separation (LLPS) or liquid-liquid demixing.24,65,68 The main

molecular “driver” of this phenomenon consists of proteins containing

intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), oligomerization domains, and NA-

binding properties. The LLPS is a physicochemical process in which a binary

mixture separates into a dense and a light phase, such as oil droplets dispersed

in water. In the case of phase-separating proteins, the dense phase (protein-

rich condensates) can reach a concentration 10–300 times higher than the

light phase consisting of the same molecules dispersed at a lower concentra-

tion.69 Additionally, RNA can be concentrated in liquid droplets by five

orders of magnitude.70,71

Recently, the field of protein phase transitionse has focused on examining

the structure in the dense phase (either liquid-like, hydrogel, or solid-like) at

the atomic level26,72–74 and cracking the “LLPS code.” Phase separation was

initially envisioned as a property of disordered regions whereby weak homo-

typic (intra- and/or intermolecular interactions of the “driver” biomolecule)

or heterotypic interactions (interactions between proteins and NAs) were

responsible formaintaining the phase-separated state. However, themolecular

determinants of LLPS are complex, and the dissociation between a solely

IDP-driven phenomenon is clear since the condensate-forming protein can

have a compact three-dimensional structure when phase-separated.26,73,75

Collective interactions play an important role in the formation of liquid drop-

lets. This is because the so-called “driver” proteins are usually multivalent (i.e.,

contain multiple binding points within disordered regions). The formation of

liquid droplets can be achieved through the presence of Short Linear amino

acidMotifs (SLiMs) in low-complexity regions.76 SLiMs are formed by polar

amino acid residues interspersed with aromatic or glycine residues in tandem

(e.g., RGG andRG). Curiously, liquid droplets can transit to hydrogels, which

are reversible upon temperature increment, dissolved by 1,6-hexanediol, and

are detergent-sensitive. The key interactions that drive reversible gels (also

called reversible amyloid cores, RACs) are kinked β-sheets in the place of

e Any change in molecular phase, such as from soluble protein to solid aggregates, from liquid conden-

sates to hydrogels, from liquid condensates to a soluble one-phase regimen, etc. Considering the meta-

stable characteristic of liquid condensates, these can transit to gel-like structures and aggregates.

Transitions of protein-rich condensates are altered through ligand binding, post-translational modifi-

cations, splicing variations, and mutations, for instance.
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the highly stable steric zippers found in irreversible fibrils. In these unusual

structures, termed low-complexity aromatic-rich kinked segments (LARKS),

torsions are evident in the aromatic amino acids and glycine residues that com-

pose the backbonewhen these interact with other chains, causing the former to

serve as weak adhesion points. Notably, PrP is one of the 400 proteins in the

human proteome enriched in LARKS,77 denoted by the five octarepeats

(Fig. 1). Of the top eight gene ontology terms related to LARKS-containing

proteins, seven are related to NA-related functions such as mRNA transport

and stress granule assembly.77

The Flory–Huggins theory, formulated for a mixture of homopolymers,

has been used to understand the phenomenon applied to proteins or NAs

that phase separate. However, the “monotony” of homopolymers is not

ideal for understanding biomolecular phase behavior since proteins and

Fig. 1 The prion protein N-terminal primary structure encodes LLPS and possible mod-
ulators include post-translational modifications and ligands. Domain organization of
human PrP showing the two signal peptides (SP) at the N- and C-extremities; the
unfolded N-terminal segment comprising residues 23–120 and the C-terminal globular
domain (residues 120to230). The N-terminus contains five octarepeats (gray highlight)
predicted to be low-complexity aromatic-rich kinked segments (LARKS), likely forming
transient β-sheet contacts involved in LLPS. The nucleic acid-binding sites (NBS I and
NBS II) are clusters of lysine residues in which the suggested nuclear import signals
(NLS) are also located (marked by a red line). The C-terminal domain has been involved
in DNA interaction (NBS III). Positive (blue), aromatic amino acids and prolines can
potentially interact through cation-pi, pi-pi, hydrophobic and electrostatic contacts,
driving LLPS. Sites that coordinate copper ions (Cu2+) are assigned, as well as post-
translational modifications (PTMs) such as phosphorylation (P), N-glycosylation sites
(CHO), ubiquitination (Ub) and the glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) that anchors to
the plasma membrane. The 3D structure of the C-terminal domain (residues
120to231) is shown in pink (PDB: 1HJM).
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NAs are highly heterogenous, with a combination of different (non)structural

elements. Currently, more accurate models have been developed based on

associative polymers, which are macromolecules that contain adhesive patches

or “stickers” (in the case of the wholly disordered PrP N-terminus, analogous

to SLiMs). This model also considers the effect of loops called “spacers” and is,

therefore, termed the “stickers-and-spacers” model. See Harmon et al.76 and

Ruff et al.78 for mechanistic descriptions of homotypic-driven and ligand-

based phase transitions, respectively.

However, the same “non-equilibrium” state of protein liquid conden-

sates that provides them with such dynamic properties (rapid assembly/

disassembly, e.g., deforming, coalescing, and undergoing fusion/fission

events) can promote the transition to irreversible solids upon interaction

with certain ligands. The uncontrolled formation of condensates has been

linked to the aggregation into highly stable amyloids, which is implicated

in cellular dysfunction and disease, as shown for cancer-associated (e.g.,

p5379–81 and SPOP82) and neurodegeneration-associated proteins (e.g.,

TDP-43,83 FUS,84,85 tau,86,87 huntingtin,88 and α-synuclein89). There is

solid evidence to indicate that liquid condensates precede the formation

of aggregates. Therefore, new therapeutic approaches to keep the conden-

sates’ liquid nature (functionality) and prevent aberrant phase transitions

are promising strategies for the still untreatable proteinopathies (reviewed

in ref. 90).

2. Considerations on intrinsic disorder and phase
separation ability of the prion protein family

The prion gene family includes three proteins: PrP, Doppel (Dpl,

downstream prion protein-like), and Shadoof (Sho, shadow of prion pro-

tein). All family members have conserved characteristics: signal peptides

at the N- and C-terminus and the potential to be membrane-anchored

and undergo N-glycosylation. In the biosynthesis of these proteins, the

N-terminal signal peptide targets the protein to the endoplasmic reticulum

(ER), while the C-terminal motif drives PrP to the plasma membrane,

followed by addition of the glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor.91

Despite the low primary sequence identity between PrP and their two para-

logs (16.5% relative to Dpl and 13.7% relative to Sho based on studies using

human sequences aligned using Clustal Omega software92), they do share

f Shadoo comes from the word for shadow in Japanese.
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common biochemical and structural features. PrP contains a disordered

N-terminus (residues 23–121) with a random-coil conformation, followed

by a folded domain (residues 121–230; a “three-helix bundle” conformation

plus short regions of antiparallel β-strands).
Several algorithms predict that Sho is fully disordered (Fig. 2, middle

panel). This is supported by circular dichroism experiments showing char-

acteristic unordered spectra.93 Due to its structural plasticity, the atomic res-

olution structure of Sho is most likely to be hampered. Mature Sho has an

arginine-rich basic region covering half of its sequence. Moreover, Sho does

not have any disulfide bridges and only two small clusters of residues with

opposite charges (Fig. 3, bottom graph).

The physicochemical character of Sho’s primary structure resembles the

N-terminal region of PrP, while the secondary structure elements and ter-

tiary folding of Dpl are homologous to the PrP C-terminal domain. The

main exception is that Dpl has two disulfide bonds, making the structure

more compact.94 Notably, the expression of Dpl is mostly confined to

the testis in adults, whereas PrP and Sho are highly expressed in the

CNS.95 Considering the structure-function relationship and the functional

redundancy in biology, one would expect that the depletion of PrPC could

be replenished by Sho (mediating the N-terminal functions of PrP) and Dpl

(mediating the C-terminal functions). This speculation is based on studies

that have shown an interplay between functional and pathological outcomes

of the two paralogs. For example, PrP knockout mice have increased Dpl

transcripts96 and Sho has been shown to play a role in neuroprotection.97

Indeed, PrP and Sho might share important biochemical behavior: nucleic

acid-binding, nuclear localization, and potential condensation, as we discuss

next.

Among the three proteins, the various disorder algorithms identify only

PrP and Sho as having long predicted regions of intrinsic disorder (Fig. 2). It

is estimated that approximately 90% of proteins linked to transcriptional reg-

ulation have long segments of intrinsic disorder.98 Themost similar region of

the primary sequence between PrP and Sho is the alanine-rich hydrophobic

region (residues 120–132 in the case of PrP and 68–87 in the case of Sho).

This region is a putative dimerization domain99 and encompasses the neu-

rotoxic peptide 106–126, attributed as the minimal amyloidogenic region of

PrP.100 Note that the Sho N-terminal region contains five repetitions of

RGG/RG (arginine/glycine repeats) and other arginine residues that most

likely contribute to phase separation mainly mediated by electrostatic

interactions (Fig. 3). The arginine 28 resides within a post-translational
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Fig. 2 See figure legend on opposite page.
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methylation conserved motif.93 The protein FUS contains RGG-rich

regions crucial to mediate LLPS (when arginine residues were replaced to

alanine residues, phase separation is inhibited) and methylated patterns con-

trol the material property of condensates.101 Since cation-pi contacts

between Arg and Tyr are responsible to mediate FUS LLPS, methylated

Arg tune the strength of these interactions.101 Considering that post-

translational modifications impact on the intra/inter-molecular contacts that

sustain the condensates,102 it is pivotal to assess whether PTMs reported for

PrP, such as N-linked glycosylation (Fig. 1) impact on the assembly/disas-

sembly of condensates. It is also unknown whether the addition of methyl

groups in Arg residues from Sho occurs in vivo. The disordered N-terminal

regions of Sho and PrP have low levels of complexity and can also be termed

prion-like domains (PrLD) due to their biased composition favoring

repeated polar amino acids to the detriment of hydrophobic residues.

Glycine residues merit special attention, as they account for about one-

third of the PrP N-terminal’s composition (34.3%) and full-length Sho

(27.5%). For recombinant proteins of FUS members, when glycine residues

were replaced by alanine residues in the disordered domain, the fusibility of

the droplets was decreased 20-fold, as demonstrated using optical tweezers.

Since Gly residues play a key role in the fluidity of liquid droplets, the

increased flexibility due to the lack of a side chain likely contributes to this

effect.

Electrostatic, cation-pi, and pi-pi planar interactions may mediate het-

erotypic NA-driven LLPS of PrP or Sho, as suggested by their sparsely

arranged aromatic residues and arginine/lysine enriched clusters. In the case

of PrP, the LLPS prediction algorithm PScore103 assigns the extreme

N-terminal region (residues 30–90) of PrP as an important segment for pla-

nar pi-pi contacts involved in LLPS. No PScore prediction could be

Fig. 2 Prediction of intrinsic disorder in the prion protein family. Analyses of per-residue
disorder predisposition of mature isoforms of human PrP (residues 23–230; UniProt ID
P04156; top panel); Sho (residues 25–126, UniProt ID Q5BIV9; middle panel), Dpl
(27–156, Q9UKY0, bottom panel) by various algorithms as indicated in the legends.
Mean disorder predisposition was calculated by averaging all predictor-specific
per-residue disorder profiles (dark blue curve). Scores above 0.5 correspond to disor-
dered residues/regions, whereas scores between 0.2 and 0.5 show flexible regions.
Access to PONDR® VLXT, PONDR® VL3, and PONDR® VSL2 was provided by http://
www.pondr.com/. Access to PONDR® FIT was provided by http://original.disprot.org/
pondr-fit.php; access to IUPred was provided by https://iupred2a.elte.hu/plot; access
to PrDOS was provided by http://prdos.hgc.jp/cgi-bin/top.cgi.
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calculated for mature Sho and Dpl due to their small size (shorter than 140

amino acid residues). Despite Dpl’s low total score for granule formation,

this propensity is high in the region comprising residues 20–40. This seg-
ment could therefore mediate LLPS in specific conditions. PrP and Sho

are assigned as RNA-binding proteins by the catRAPID algorithm but

not Dpl (Fig. 4).

Among the prion family, Sho has the highest overall LLPS score (Fig. 4)

predicted by catGranules104 and has been shown to form amyloid fibrils in

physiological conditions.99 Despite the recently described nuclear localiza-

tion of Sho,105 its liquid phase separation behavior has not yet been explored.

Indeed, the N-terminal domain of Sho binds to bacterial NAs in vitro as

evidenced by elution from a chromatographic column immobilized with

Fig. 3 PrP N-terminal domain and Shadoo have positively charged clusters that can
potentially interact with nucleic acids. Analysis using the Classification of Intrinsically
Disordered Ensemble Regions (CIDER) webserver (http://pappulab.wustl.edu/CIDER/
analysis/) demonstrates the highly basic characteristics of the PrP N-terminal domain
(top graph) and Sho (bottom graph), as shown by the plot of net charge per residue
distribution (NCPR). Upper panel: PrP has two basic clusters in the N-terminal domain
described to be NA-binding sites (NBS I and NBS II) and two other positive motifs (res-
idues 35–39 and 46–50) where arginine side chains could possibly engage on cation-pi
stacking with nucleotides. Bottom panel: Sho has RGG/RG short motifs (underscore)
predicted to bind NAs (nucleic acid-binding site, NBS) and also configuring a nuclear
localization signal (NLS) followed by a hydrophobic segment and negatively charged
region. The arginine 28 is a conserved methylation site (CH3). Positively charged resi-
dues are colored in blue and negative ones in red. The isoelectric point and net charge
(at pH 7.4) of the PrP N-terminal domain (residues 23to121) and mature Sho are shown.
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recombinant Sho; this happens through arginine residues since replacing them

to histidine residues prevented binding.106 Sho’s RGG-rich region is also

assigned as a NLS107 (Fig. 3).We are currently studying the prion family phase

transition behavior in vitro. Considering the evolutionary landscape of the

Fig. 4 Liquid-liquid phase separation and RNA-binding propensity of the prion protein
gene family predicted using bioinformatic tools. Top and middle: Propensity profiles of
liquid-liquid phase separation along the primary structure for mature forms of prion pro-
tein members was calculated by catGranule algorithm (http://service.tartaglialab.com/
new_submission/catGRANULE) and PScore based in pi-pi planar contacts (http://
abragam.med.utoronto.ca/�JFKlab/Software/psp.htm). PScore was only calculated for
PrP due to size limitation, primary sequence >140 residues. Bottom: overall scores for
liquid-liquid phase separation based on catGranule (score>0 indicates granule forma-
tion; >1.0 strong propensity for LLPS). Scores of hPrP, hSho, and hDpl were compared
with controls. For example, controls of proteins that were experimentally proven to
undergo LLPS modulated by nucleic acids such as hNPM1 (UniProt ID P06748) and
hBEX3 (UniProt ID Q00994) represented by green bars, or negative controls composed
by folded proteins such as hAlb (UniProt ID P02768) and hSmac/Diablo (UniProt ID
Q9NR28) represented by red bars. Bottom right: catRAPID analysis (http://s.tartaglialab.
com/page/catrapid_group) of RNA-binding propensity (overall score above 0.50 denotes
interaction with RNA). hSho and hPrP are assigned as RBPs with a similar overall score.
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prion gene family, with Sho arising earlier than PrP,108,109 we specifically aim

to compare whether the characteristic NA-driven phase separation behavior

of PrP is also shared by its ancestor. Moreover, would Dpl interact with NAs

and undergo phase separation? This possibility cannot be ruled out, especially

considering that DNA interaction still occurs with recombinant PrPΔ32–121
(where the 32–121 region has been deleted).110 Moreover, rPrP121–231 in

presence of DNA misfolds into amyloid fibrils, suggesting NA interaction

with the C-terminus.111 In agreement, Bera and Biring state that “(…) full

length prion protein and its 121–231 fragment bind nucleic acids with com-

parable affinities (…)” in spite of not showing data.112 Thus, if the PrP

C-terminal globular domain (residues �121–231) has DNA binding ability,

this property may also be present in Dpl, given that it shares very similar

folding.

3. The manifold interactions of PrP with nucleic acid
targets: Can phase separation explain it?

3.1 Nucleic acids act as catalysts in PrP misfolding/
aggregation

The concept of PrPSc being the only causative agent of TSEs is challenged by

reports of recombinant PrP (rPrP) in vitro conversion upon the addition of

polyanionic cofactors.113–115 Glycosaminoglycans, lipids, and nucleic acids

(NAs) have been proposed as catalysts for the conversion from soluble rPrP

to PrPSc-like aggregated rPrP.114–117 Indeed, several studies have shown

that, over time, NAs can trigger the formation of solid-like β-sheet-rich
oligomers. Both wild-type soluble rPrP and PrPSc can interact with DNA

and RNA with high affinity in in vitro assays, as extensively reviewed in refs.

41, 117. A major caveat in this field is the lack of evidence for PrP-nucleic

acid interaction in living cells. Nonetheless, PrPC is found in the nuclei of

several cell lines and exhibits a bona fide nucleic acid-binding behavior, as will

be discussed in detail here.

3.2 PrP interacts with different types of nucleic acids
The interaction of PrP with NAs is promiscuous as it binds eukaryotic and

prokaryotic NAs regardless of size and sequence, albeit with different bind-

ing kinetic and thermodynamic parameters.41,48,118–120 PrP can interact

with polynucleotides (e.g., poly(A), poly(T), poly(G)) and stimulate prop-

agation of PrPSc.115,121 Also, the role of short dsDNAs is controversial; they

interact with full-length PrP inducing β-sheet enriched oligomers, but do
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not stimulate aggregation of a peptide comprising a PrP hydrophobic region

(PrP109–149).114 Despite the absence of canonical NA-binding domains, there

are three regions of PrP involved in NA-binding (residues 23–31110,122,123 and
101–11048,110 in theN-terminus; being the C-terminus also involved27,110,124)

and two nuclear localization signals (NLS) were suggested.125,126 PrP generally

shows a binding preference towards structured NAs such as hairpins and

G-quadruplexes (reviewed in ref. 41). This finding is in agreement with the

“structure (of RNA)-driven protein interactivity,” observed in a large study

involving CLIP (Cross-Linking ImmunoPrecipitation) of protein-RNA

networks.127 It is estimated that 77% of ribonucleoproteins (RBPs) show bias

towards binding structure-enriched RNAs. Groot et al. contextualize their

results on the high dynamics of single-stranded RNAs that enable fast contacts

and poor residence of proteins.127 On the other hand, RNA folding contrib-

utes to the existence of precise binding sites, aiding in the formation of

protein-RNA stable complexes.127,128 If both the RNA and the RBP have

multivalency (interleaved binding motifs repeated along sequence),

“interconnected polymeric networks” are possibly stimulated as shown in

phase separated-states (reviewed in ref. 129).

Curiously, specific NAs containing stable secondary structure are effec-

tive in assembling protein-rich condensates even in a known disassembly

condition (excess total RNA background).130,131 Earlier results from our

group and others on PrP “aggregation” as a function of NA concentration—

we now know that the observed “aggregation” was in fact LLPS at time

zero—highlighted the impact of protein:NA stoichiometry on misfolding

modulation. Studies on the lifetime (i.e., association and dissociation rates)

and stability of different PrP-NA complexes are necessary to understand the

effect of specific NAs on PrP misfolding and phase transitions. Moreover,

even if PrP displays similar dissociation constant values with different

NAs in vitro (usually in the nano- to micromolar range), in the cellular

millieu small changes in affinity, influenced by ionic currents and competing

molecular partners, for example, may drastically influence the assembly/

disassembly of PrP-NA complexes. Not only can the soluble rPrP structure

be influenced by NA binding—as demonstrated by circular dichroism, fluo-

rescence, and NMR studies—but soluble rPrP also appears to induce NA

unfolding (reciprocal structural changes).27,110,119 Higher-order oligomeriza-

tion in PrP is remarkable in the presence of guanine-rich oligonucleotides,120

which may form G-quadruplexes (GQ), tertiary structures formed by

guanine-rich sequences. A GQ is a planar structure formed by stacked

guanine-tetrads paired byHoogsteen hydrogen bonds and stabilized by cations
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(monovalent or divalent, with ideal coordination by potassium ions).132

Curiously, studies have suggested that soluble rPrP has a “helicase-like” activity

in vitro in the absence of ATP, given that rPrP can unwind small GQs and

stem-loop hairpin DNAs.48-50,133 In GQs, the unwinding has been reported

as occurring within the promoter region (�700 to +299 relative to the tran-

scription start site).50 ThePRNP promoter contains two putativeGQ segments

with lengths of 24 and 25 nucleotides. Luciferase reporter assays in human neu-

roblastoma cells (IMR-32) have shown that PrPC transcriptional activity is

higher in the promoter containing the preserved 25-nt GQ segment.50 In addi-

tion to the predicted GQs within the PRNP promoter, the initial portion of

PrP mRNA comprising the five octarepeats is predicted to form five GQs.49

Synthesized RNAs (ranging from 13- to 24-nts) corresponding to four seg-

ments were analyzed by biophysical methods, three of them showed GQ con-

formation in the presence of potassium ions and the other showed stem-loop

conformation.49 Among DNAs and RNAs, structured molecules such as GQs

do show a higher affinity towards PrP27,41,48,49 (reviewed in ref. 41). Taken

together, Olsthoorn has proposed that co-translational folding of PrP occurs

when recruited by the GQs from its own mRNA and altered interactions

would induce the conformational switch (PrPC➔ PrPSc). In this respect, the

cofactor involved in PrP aggregation would be its octarepeats-mRNA.49

However, a recent study analyzing the conformation of entire octarepeats’

mRNA (94–288 in relation to PRNP ORF) ruled out the hypothesis of for-

mation of GQs within this region since the conformation was not observed

even in presence of stabilizing agents.134 Instead, the OR-mRNA has a

well-defined fold of A-helical stem-loop, being questionable the GQ forma-

tion in living cells.134 Considering the higher affinity of PrP for structuredNAs

than single-stranded NAs, addressing whether PrP could bind to its own

mRNA is needed. In this manner, many intrinsically disordered RBPs (e.g.,

TDP-43, Hsp70, FMRP, RpS3) exert an auto-regulatory feedback on their

expression level achieved by binding to its transcripts.135,136 For example,

when the RBP is overexpressed complexes with its own mRNAs are

formed, hence, hampering translation. This is advantageous considering the

aggregation-prone nature of these proteins. In many instances a high protein

toNA ratio promotes condensates’ formation; thus, we speculate whether their

own mRNAs can be sequestered. Oppositely, at low protein:NA ratio, con-

densates’ formation is prevented, and further translation might be elicited. The

complex interaction of PrP and NAs (extensively reviewed in ref. 41) is

becoming better understood in the light of LLPS,whereby the same nucleotide

sequence can promote or inhibit condensates’ assembly depending on its
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folding, i.e., mostly single-stranded (heated) vs structured RNA. This was the

case for the PGL-3 protein condensation.137 Despite the vast PrP-NA litera-

ture, how/when/where those interactions occur in the cellular context and

their functional consequences remains to be dissected. Moreover, the crosstalk

betweenNA and proteins not only argues the possibility that PrP regulates NA

fate but the other way around,138 i.e., NA-binding regulates PrP localization,

function and stability. The latter possibility is clearly observed in vitro, where

different NAs modulate rPrP stability; high-affinity oligonucleotides stabilize

PrPC whereas unspecific NAs could accelerate the conversion of PrPC to

PrPSc (reviewed in ref. 41). Anyhow, increasing evidence suggest nucleic acids

as natural partners of PrP.

3.3 PrP destabilizes and remodels nucleic acids: Is this activity
promoted inside condensates?

Since the 2000s, in vitro studies have assigned soluble recombinant PrP as a

DNA/RNA chaperone with activities similar to those of the highly basic

and disordered HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein p7 (NCp7).133,139–141 Firstly,

rPrP has been shown to bind tRNALys,3 and anneal to the HIV RNA

primer-binding site, assisting reverse transcriptase initiation.141 Secondly,

soluble rPrP has been implicated in the catalysis of DNA strand transfer.140

Thirdly, soluble rPrP has been reported to form RNA dimers as well as

DNA andRNAmultimers, as shown by electrophoretic mobility shift assays

(EMSA).139 Finally, soluble rPrP has been shown to melt double-stranded

oligonucleotides (16- and 28-nts), as demonstrated by fluorescence reso-

nance energy transfer (FRET) and UV spectroscopy data.133 Whether

PrPC can also exert an annealing activity, given that some helicases display

rewinding activity,142 or stabilize the secondary structure of physiologically

relevant NAs, remains a matter for further investigation. More recently,

another reported effect of soluble recombinant PrP on DNA has been the

compaction of extended DNAs, especially an 840-bp DNA containing only

GC repeats, as demonstrated in fluorescence studies. Interestingly, PrP121–231

cannot exert this activity, indicating that the N-terminus, the region most

prone to LLPS, is required. This observed DNA compaction effect is reason-

able in the crowded environment of a condensate.112

Concerning the denomination of PrPC as a NA chaperone, it is very

likely that PrP takes advantage of its phase separation behavior in the pres-

ence of NAs to modulate various nucleic acid-related processes. Indeed, a

single protein with phase separation behavior can lead to the formation of

ribonucleoprotein (RBP) complexes with multiple functions depending
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on the intracellular microenvironment (reviewed in ref. 67). FUS, which is

associated with the development of frontotemporal dementia and is among

the most studied proteins with phase separation behavior,84,143–145 has been

correlated with the following activities: regulation of the fate of noncoding

RNAs and mRNAs as well as modulation of RNA trafficking, splicing,

processing, stability, and translation. The factor that dictates the functional

outcome of the condensate depends on the clients partitioned in the granule

and their biophysical properties, including viscoelasticity. Interestingly, with

respect to the activity comparison between PrP and NCp7, it has recently

become clear that nucleocapsid proteins initiate encapsidation of genomic

material via LLPS.146,147

Condensates show a unique inner milieu, with specific charge patterns

and mesh size because of interactions (cation-pi, hydrophobic, electrostatic,

etc.) that keep the phase-separated state. The activity of rPrP in NA folding

could be explained by phase separation processes. The internal crowded

environment of PrP liquid droplets would promote conformational changes

in NAs, analogous to duplex melting activity of short DNAs promoted

inside DEAD-box protein 4 (Ddx4) protein condensates.148

3.4 Identification of a small nucleic acid partner of prion:
The switch from infectious role to possible therapeutic
potential

Some studies have sought to identify a “prion-specific” NA from TSE brain

homogenates but have not shown conserved nucleotide sequences.149,150

Additionally, NAs co-purified with PrPSc exhibit heterogeneous sizes.

Safar et al. found small NAs with about 25 nucleotides co-purified with

PrPSc from the brain of TSE-affected Syrian hamsters.150 Similarly, recom-

binant PrP has been found to interact with two small RNA populations

purified from scrapie-associated fibrils (�27 and 55 nts).151 However, other

studies have reported nuclease-resistant large NAs ranging from 300 to

5000 nts.152–155 Interestingly, a monoclonal antibody against genomic

DNA (OCD4) was able to specifically detect PrPSc in human brain homog-

enates in various forms of prion diseases, supporting the assertion that PrPSc

is bound to DNA.156 rPrP complexes with total RNA from murine neuro-

blastoma cells (N2a) resulted in�80% cell viability loss. However, this cyto-

toxic effect was not observed when soluble rPrP was complexed with a

17-mer RNA displaying nanomolar affinity for rPrP.119,157 Aptamers are

NAs with high specificity and affinity for a single protein target. Usually,

they are small DNAs (20–100 nts) selected by many rounds of a method
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called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential

enrichment),158 which our group has explored using the globular domain

of recombinant PrP (rPrP90–231), containing a 31-residue N-terminal flex-

ible region. Among the selected aptamers, the highest binding affinity was

observed with a 21-mer harboring secondary structure (named A1). A1 is

predicted to have a hairpin consisting of a hydrogen bonding-stabilized stem

and an internal loop. While rPrP binding to A1 initiates LLPS, a mutated

aptamer with two nucleotide substitutions named A1_mut has been shown

to elicit aberrant phase separation of rPrP and to age into amyloid-like aggre-

gates.27 The latter was the first study to show nucleic acid-driven LLPS with

PrP, providing a framework for further exploitation of both the pathophys-

iological role of PrP-NA phase transitions and the potential therapeutic

value of using aptamers to control PrP condensation.

Most studies on the identification of NAs bound to PrPSc focused on

ex vivo preparations. Thus, the possibility of non-specific scrapie-NA com-

plexes assembled in vitro cannot be ruled out. Since both soluble and scrapie

PrPs have been shown to bind NAs, would preferential conformations dis-

play an enhanced binding affinity? Future studies on the interaction of aggre-

gated PrP with NAs should account for the amyloid polymorphism (strain

phenomenon) and whether NAs form the amyloid core. Such studies should

also allow the characterization of the binding of NA to aggregated PrP con-

taining post-translational modifications and PrP mutants. There is also a pos-

sibility that PrP forms reversible amyloid fibrils. These possibilities highlight

the need for further research addressing the molecular structure of PrP after

phase separation. Additionally, PrP exists in solution as monomeric, dimeric,

and low-order oligomeric species; thus, assessing which organization is more

prone to NA-binding would be mechanistically valuable despite the dynam-

ics between these species. The hypothesis of PrP amyloids serving as a plat-

form to sequester NAs, and impairing their normal functions, has recently

been explored by molecular dynamics using small peptides.159 In the latter

study, two PrP C-terminal peptides with steric zip conformations (127-

GYMLGS-132 and a polar amyloid surface 170-SNQNNF-175) formed

stable complexes with a small RNA (UCCU). RNA molecules displayed

a higher affinity for the peptide 170–175, which has exposed side chains,

and inmany simulations, theRNA showed conformational rearrangements.159

Reciprocal conformational changes in rPrP andNAs are reported in vitro,

with both biomolecules undergoing loss of secondary structure content

upon interaction.27,48,119,120 Physiologically, protein-NA interactions result

in bidirectional outcomes, i.e., proteins can regulate NA fate and function
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and the reverse can also happen (reviewed in ref. 138). This protein-NA

crosstalk is likely a consequence of the mutual protein-NA structural

changes, tuned by binding specificity and stoichiometry. Reentrant LLPS,

as observed for rPrP with addition of nucleic acids,27,160 should be finely

controlled intracellularly, as impaired disassembly of PrP-NA condensates

could result in pathological aggregates. Shifting the molar ratio towards excess

of NA in relation to protein by antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs, comple-

mentary to mRNA targets) or by aptamers at appropriate molar ratio admin-

istered directly into the brain161 might offer promising NA-interventions to

control aberrant PS.

3.5 The potential role of non-coding RNA species in PrP
pathophysiology

Future directions in the field of PrP-NA studies should include identifying

interactions in living cells using specialized approaches, such as RNA-

protein co-localization using high-resolution single-molecule fluores-

cence microscopy, which can also assess the spatiotemporal dynamics

of such interactions.162 Another powerful method is PAR-iCLIP

(PhotoActivatable-Ribonucleoside-enhanced individual-nucleotide reso-

lution UV Cross-Linking ImmunoPrecipitation).163 In this method,

protein-RNA complexes are crosslinked by UV light in cells, followed

by immunoprecipitation and deep sequencing, enabling the mapping of

protein-RNA contacts. The protein tau—linked to the development of

frontotemporal dementias—preferentially binds to transfer RNAs (tRNAs)

from among a pool of total RNA in living human cells, as shown by PAR-

CLIP. Upon tRNA binding, tau undergoes LLPS.164

In the case of PrP, tRNAs have shown the most noticeable impact on

murine PrP higher-order oligomerization between the different types of

RNAs and ribonucleoside triphosphates (rNTPs) analyzed.165 These

RNAs included two different mRNA sequences (domains V, IV, and II

from the 23S E. coli rRNA) and a prokaryotic tRNA pool. While rNTPs

did not affect recombinant PrP phase separation, mRNAs and rRNAs

showed a similar trend, resulting in a �7-fold increment in PrP light scat-

tering (LS) with different PrP:RNA stoichiometries.165 Notably, tRNAs

resulted in a muchmore pronounced effect, with�20-fold higher light scat-

tering. Consistently, upon immediate addition of tRNAs at low molar ratio

(at a 20:1 ratio), a homogenous population displaying hydrodynamic radii

(Rh) of �700 nm was observed by DLS.165 These Rh values were seven

times larger than the effect of other RNA types.165 Indeed, recombinant
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human PrP binds tRNAs with high affinity (dissociation constant of

1.7�0.7 μM).166 The tRNAs have noncanonical functions, especially

through their derived fragments, a new class named tRNA-derived frag-

ments.167 Small-derived fragments of tRNAs such as tRFs (14–30 nts)
can modulate phase transitions of Brain-Expressed X-linked 3 (BEX3).75

Short intracellular RNAs such as microRNAs (miRNAs) and tRFs have

recently emerged as important players in neurological syndromes. Their

expression and chemical modification patterns are altered in diseased

brains.168–170 The tRFs and tRNA halves (tiRNAs) are found across all

domains of life and are derived from tRNA upon digestion of ribonucle-

ases.171 Their vast array of regulatory functions includes gene expression,

regulation of mRNA stability (acting as miRNAs), and activation of

pro-survival protein translation (in response to cellular stress).172 The

anti-apoptotic role of some tRFs that complex with cytochrome c, ulti-

mately preventing apoptosome formation, has also been described.173 In

another context, some tRFs have been associated with p53-dependent neu-

ronal cell death.174,175 Further studies dissecting tRNAs and the interaction

between their fragments and PrP would be interesting, considering in par-

ticular two studies that identified the interaction of PrP with argonaute pro-

teins (AGO1 and AGO2).176,177 All four argonaute proteins are loaded with

tRFs, forming molecular complexes that can post-transcriptionally silence

genes.178,179 AGO proteins are the core of the large RNA-induced silencing

complex (RISC), which exerts an endonuclease activity on mRNAs with

complementary sequences to specific miRNAs. It is possible that PrP indi-

rectly binds to AGO2 as both can co-bind miRNAs or tRFs. However, PrP

contains six glycine-tryptophan (GW/WG) repeats within the octarepeat

domain. These motifs can mediate contact with AGO2, similarly to

GW182 protein members.176 The interaction of PrP with AGO2 thus leads

to stabilization of the large RISC and ultimately to translational repression.176

In this case, PrP demixing feature would certainly favor the formation of

RNA processing bodies.

Circulating cell-free NAs (cfNAs) are not as scarce and labile as previ-

ously thought. Among cfNAs, miRNAs present in cell culture medium have

shown outstanding 2-month stability in cell lysates.180,181 MiRNAs are a

type of non-coding RNAs with 19–23 nts that can abrogate mRNA transla-

tion by annealing to 30-untranslated regions of targetmRNAs.182 It is estimated

that around half of the human transcriptome can be post-transcriptionally

repressed by miRNAs. Additionally, a single miRNA can regulate approxi-

mately 200 mRNAs, a redundant process reviewed in ref. 183. Notably,
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several miRNAs are differentially expressed following prion infection. In an

effort to understand which miRNAs regulate cellular PrP expression, a recent

report identified miR-148a-3p and 148b-3p as strong repressors.184 Studies on

miRNAs tackling PrPC expression may offer therapeutic strategies since PrP is

the central factor in prion diseases. This reverse concept of targeting native

PrP is based on the fact that PRNP knockout mice are resistant to disease185,186

and that depletion of PrP by the Cre-lox system ameliorates spongiform

degeneration.187

Since nuclease activity is high in body fluids, most NAswould be expected

to be degraded unless compartmentalized or occluded in the RBP binding

sites. Indeed, some cfNAs reside inside extracellular vesicles, but prominent

studies have shown that most miRNAs are associated with RBP complexes

in human blood.188 Indeed, these miRNAs are associated with AGO2 and

nucleophosmin (NPM1).180,189 NPM1 exhibits polyampholytic properties

that mediate self-association and drives its LLPS.190 Likewise, PrP also has

weakly charged clusters in its primary structure, which may be important

for electrostatic contacts driving the NA-protein droplets.27 Turchinovich

et al. noted that, despite NPM1 having 33 kDa, the fraction of miRNAs-

NPM1 did not flow through 100 kDa filter devices; rather, they stayed in

the concentrate.180 Based on that, it is speculated that NPM1 could be part

of a higher-order complex, perhaps forming an extracellular phase-separated

condensate, in our view.

Cell-free NAs are released by apoptotic/necrotic cells and extracellular

vesicles such as exosomes and small vesicles (30–150 nm) that mediate inter-

cellular communication, as reviewed in ref. 191. Exosomes transport differ-

ent RNA cargos depending on cell type, stimuli, and stress condition. Both

PrPC and PrPSc can be released into the cell culture medium in association

with exosomes.192,193 Additionally, isolated exosomes containing PrPSc act

as seeds for prion propagation in cells.193 Could the RNA load in exosomes

or cfNAs have a role in the conversion of PrPC to PrPSc? In this regard, the

encounter of PrP with NAs might occur extracellularly and generate seeds

for propagation. Likewise, at physiological state, high amounts of shed PrP

(residues 23–228) and the N1 fragment (residues 23–110) can be found in the
extracellular space, including CSF and blood (reviewed in ref. 46, 194).

Moreover, shedding and α-cleavage products contain the NA-binding

regions assigned in the N-terminus. Recently, the largest genome-wide asso-

ciation research involving 5208 sporadic CJD individuals identified two

prominent transcripts increased in the brain.195 These consisted of the

mRNAs coding for syntaxin 6 (a member of the SNARE family involved
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in secretory pathways) and galactose-3-O-sulfotransferase 1 (involved in the

synthesis of myelin lipids).195 Along with their mechanistic role in the disease

mechanism, the possibility of direct interaction with PrP should be considered

using biophysical approaches. Our group is currently studying the effect of

specific mRNAs and miRNAs on PrP phase transitions.

The role of miRNAs in the diagnosis and therapeutics of prion diseases is

promising since distinct miRNA molecular fingerprints have been found in

prion brains.184,196,197 Some miRNAs are differentially expressed in the

thalamus, and extracellular vesicles are shed in blood serum from sporadic

CJD mice. Moreover, the profile of miRNAs in serum at the pre-clinical

stage has been altered, potentially playing a role as biomarkers in non-

invasive blood collection.197 In addition to differential expression of

miRNAs, their post-transcriptional modification landscape (more than

150 types have been reported, such as pseudouridine198) may be altered,

providing potential insights into the mechanisms and diagnosis of TSEs.

This has been recently observed in post-mortem studies of the brains of indi-

viduals with Alzheimer’s disease, where unique modifications in small RNA

nucleosides were identified by liquid chromatography-mass spectrome-

try.170 Additionally, tRFsArg and tRFsTyr were significantly reduced.170

Notably, tau, p53, PrP, and BEX3 are examples of proteins implicated in

proteinopathies that bind tRNAs and modulate the former’s aggrega-

tion.75,199–201 Importantly, the dysregulation of protein translation is

common to many age-related diseases.202 In the case of neurodegenerative-

associated proteins that exhibit phase transition behavior, we query whether

specific tRNAs and their derived tRFs could be sequestered in aberrant

intracellular condensates.

Given that PrPC is found in body fluids, it is possible that PrPC encounters

cfNAs and undergoes extracellular phase transitions. In fact, differentmorpho-

logical types of PrPSc plaques can be found extracellularly.53 In a broader per-

spective, would protein-NA phase transitions occur in the CSF and peripheral

blood? There is evidence for extracellular phase-separated states, such as

hydrogels, which are secreted by marine organisms (e.g., mussels) to provide

adhesion to surfaces.203,204 In addition, RNA-protein granules are found in

secreted royal jelly.205 Proteolytic fragments of PrP encompassing residues

90–121—the binding region for NAs and Aβ, two known ligands that trigger
LLPS of PrP—can be expected to exhibit phase separation behavior if the crit-

ical concentration and specific protein: ligand stoichiometry is reached. Cell

adhesion and intercellular signaling are examples of functions that PrP could

mediate extracellularly by LLPS. Further studies should address whether
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extracellular amyloid deposits composed of PrPSc and Aβ, separately ormixed,

could originate from the aging of liquid-like condensates.

4. Phase transitions of PrP in health and disease

Phase separation is a key mechanism that helps explaining the promis-

cuous interaction with NAs shared by many IDPs and their simultaneous

involvement in multiple NA regulatory events. In vitro LLPS studies have

shown that rPrP is able to condense in the absence of ligands in physiological

buffer, an effect promoted by macromolecular crowding (e.g., addition of

polyethylene glycol of different sizes). However, in the cellular environ-

ment, PrPC engages in interactions with ions, metabolites, and macromol-

ecules that can modulate its phase transition behavior. Fig. 4 and Table 1

summarize the findings from prominent studies that investigated PrP phase

transitions using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy. The

first study investigating recombinant full-length PrP condensates showed

liquid droplet formation in phosphate buffered saline (>30 μM protein,

pH 7.4), with acidic pH inhibiting the formation.26 Addition of Aβ
oligomers to PrP solutions triggers gel-like amorphous structures with

composition dependent on the AβOs:PrP stoichiometry. Conformational

changes in phase-separated states are different in liquid droplets formed

by self-interaction of PrP (unfolding of threonine residues in helices α-2
and α-3) or AβOs:PrP hydrogels (folding of residues 113–120 and

octarepeats to α-helical conformation). In this case, more ordered PrP

was found in the higher viscosity state (hydrogel). Based on in vivo data,

it is proposed that the AβOs:PrP hydrogels sequester metabotropic gluta-

mate receptor 5 (mGluR5), leading to excessive signaling and neuronal

dysfunction.26

Intricate mechanisms to avoid the solidification of liquid droplets exist

intracellularly, with the stoichiometry between the components that form

a condensate being a potential determining factor. For a fixed PrP concen-

tration, a low concentration of DNA triggers numerous small liquid drop-

lets. With increasing DNA concentration, the condensates become larger

and dissolve when an excess of aptamers is present. The latter mechanism

is described as re-entrant phase transition and is typical of LLPS that is mostly

driven by electrostatic interactions.131,208 Re-entrant LLPS was also

observed on recombinant C-terminally truncated PrP (Y145 stop mutation)

upon addition of either structured RNAs (tRNA pool) or single-stranded

homopolymers (poly-uridine).160 The phase separation modulation of
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Table 1 Studies on the prion protein liquid-liquid phase separation.

Construct PS-stretches Modulator Conclusion
Physiological
rolea Pathological rolea R

Addition of ligands or physicochemical changes

hPrP23–231 23–51 and

95–110b
Aβ oligomers Hydrogels formed at low

AβO-PrP ratio, reversible

by excess of AβO

N/A, focused

on

pathological

role

PrP:Aβo hydrogels sequester

mGluR5, leading to

synaptotoxic signaling

26

mPrP90–231 90–120 is

necessary for

NA-driven

LLPS

25-mer DNA aptamers Stoichiometry and

structure of NA modulate

condensate formation

- Storage

- Processing

- Transport

of specific

NAs

Aptamer without secondary

structure triggers liquid to

solid-like transition

27

mPrP23–231 N/S - 21-mer

GC-rich DNA

- Cu(II) ions

PrP:DNA droplets

formation is minimally

influenced by Cu(II)

- Storage

- Processing

- Transport

of specific

NAs

After 24 h, a large network of

amorphous aggregates is seen

in presence of the DNA

118

hPrP23–231 23–89 - Kosmotropic anions

(e.g. Na2S2O3)

- Macromolecular

crowding

(concentrations

of PEG/Dextran)

Aged PrP gels have

proteinase-K resistance

and some β-sheet content

N/A, focused

on

pathological

role

Conformational transition

from PrP to PrPSc is via LLPS

206

Continued



Table 1 Studies on the prion protein liquid-liquid phase separation.—cont’d

Construct PS-stretches Modulator Conclusion
Physiological
rolea Pathological rolea R

Effect of mutations

hPrP23–231

G127V

N/S - Protective

polymorphism

- Mutation of glycine

127 to valine

(hydrophobic side

chain)

G127V liquid droplets and

amyloid formation is

reduced

N/A, focused

on

pathological

role

The G127V PrP droplets are

more dynamic compare to

WT PrP, inhibiting

amyloidogenesis and

cytotoxicity

207

Y145 (stop

codon)c
N/S - Mutant found

in GSS

- tRNAs, ssRNA

Y145Stop undergoes

LLPS, after 5 h-aging

solid-like amyloids are

formed

N/A, focused

on

pathological

role

Aberrant Y145Stop phase

transitions are associated to

seeding activity

160

aCondensate role suggested in the discussion section.
bNA-binding sites overlap Aβ interaction sites. However, Aβ oligomers do not displace aptamer binding to PrP90–231 (verified for aptamer named A1).27
cSpecies (e.g., mouse, human) not specified in the manuscript.
Only studies providing evidence of PrP micrometer-sized condensates via microscopy (DIC and/or fluorescence images) were included.
As a matter of simplicity, we highlight the main conclusion of each study and do not include results of the extensive physicochemical characterization of LLPS (critical
concentration, showing which interactions were involved in LLPS by salt addition, 1,6-hexanediol, pH effect, and so on) nor were included other protein constructs that
did not lead to the principal conclusion. In addition, studies were classified based on their novelty, since some fell in more than one category. To the best of our knowl-
edge, up to now, there are no studies directly assessing PrP LLPS in living cells. In all cases, recombinant PrP produced in E. coli and purified to homogeneity was used.
Studies were organized by publication date within subsections.
Abbreviations: h, human;GSS, Gerstmann-Str€aussler-Scheinker syndrome;m, mouse;NA, nucleic acids;N/A, not applicable;N/S, not specified;R, reference number.



PrP90–231 also depended on the secondary structure of 25-mer aptameric

DNAs. In addition, the 90–121 region is necessary for PrP-DNA interaction

since the 121–230 PrP construct did not show binding to the rhodamine-

conjugated A1 aptamer, as shown by fluorescence anisotropy.27

Collectively, the first unfolded stretch of PrP90–231 (composed of 31 residues)

plays a crucial role in NA-driven LLPS.

Since various prion-like proteins exhibit RNA-controlled condensation,

a general mechanism to control phase separation (mostly electrostatic-

driven) has been suggested: high protein:NA molar ratios—present in the

cytoplasm—induce LLPS, while low protein:NA ratios—as in the

nucleus—keep the protein in a soluble state.131 This observation corrobo-

rates findings that post-mortem misfolding diseased brains contain no aggre-

gates from prion-like proteins in the neuron’s nuclei.131,209 This mechanism

where a low concentration of NA in relation to protein nucleates LLPS with

a maximum phase separation point (charge neutrality of protein:NA com-

plexes), and a large excess of NA causes a charge inversion in droplets surface

(e.g., negatively charged protein:NA condensates, for example) concomi-

tant to dissolution into an homogenous phase is known as reentrant phase

transition.208 Interestingly, Cordeiro’s et al. work on rPrP23–231-DNA

interaction already pointed out reentrant LLPS 20 years ago: “at high

DNA-to-protein ratios, aggregation is inhibited”114; followed by Nandi

et al. observation: “Due to the experimental difficulty encountered from

the appearance of turbidity and coagulation during thermal unfolding studies

of mouse recombinant prion protein in nucleic acid solution, we have

undertaken studies of structural properties of the isolated C-terminal

MoPrP (121–231) fragment (…)”111—this observation of cloudiness was

most likely due to the formation of PrP:NA liquid droplets, as recently

shown by our group using microscopy techniques.114

A number of neurodegeneration-associated proteins can transition from

soluble to less dynamic material states over time, which resemble hydrogels

and solid-like amyloids.67 This aging process can bemonitored in vitro by the

characteristic deep-blue intrinsic fluorescence of amyloids.27,210 We have

shown that mouse PrP90–231, in the presence of a single-stranded aptamer

(A1_mut), forms condensates with a darkly refractile appearance that show

deep-blue autofluorescence with 1 h of incubation with fibril-like species

sticking out of the droplets. Furthermore, the same solution kept for 24 h

did not show any droplet formation but rather the appearance of amorphous

aggregates and fibrils.27 Similarly, Agarwal et al. recently characterized the

liquid-to-solid transition of recombinant Y145Stop PrP, a stop codon
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mutant associated with GSS. The study showed an increase in intrinsic blue

fluorescence as a function of maturation time for recombinant Y145Stop

PrP.160 Curiously, this N-terminal construction of PrP has been shown

to be located in the nucleus in the presence of proteasome inhibitors.211

These findings have been corroborated by a study of the NA-driven

LLPS of Y145Stop, which showed a 15-fold lower critical concentration

for LLPS in the presence of tRNAs. tRNAs were also shown to promote

solidification of Y145Stop droplets, decreasing protein diffusion inside

droplets. Aggregates revealed by thioflavin T fluorescence were observed

after 24 h.160 In addition to NAs, PrP phase separation can be modulated

by mutations and protein-ligands26,27,118,160,207,206 (Table 1 and Fig. 5).

In their study about the disease-resistant polymorphism G127V, Huang

et al. proposed that the change in the phase behavior observed between

G127V and wild-type PrP prevents fibrillation and further cytotoxic

effects.207

Together with the potential biological importance of NA-driven LLPS

for PrP, targeting of PrP condensates to prevent aberrant phase transitions

opens a new avenue for therapeutic applications. While we characterized

the LLPS of PrP tuned by oligonucleotides in vitro, further study is needed

to understand whether this process occurs in cells, where a multitude of mol-

ecules is present. With the current knowledge, the notion that some NAs

induce in vitro aggregation whereas others prevent it is clearly an oversim-

plification, as the biophysics of condensates are affected by the stoichiometry

of binding and the interaction time window. Proteins that are scaffolds of

LLPS have their condensation regulated by specific cellular responses and

PTMs.67 The fine control of assembly/disassembly prevents the dense phase

formed by the scaffolding protein from evolving into a less dynamic

solid-like species such as amyloid fibrils.

PrPSc has been reported as being phosphorylated at serine 43 in the nuclei

of brain cells from 22A-infected mice.44 This post-translational modification

could play a role in nuclear shuttling, as well as regulating PrP phase tran-

sitions as verified for other proteins.102,212 Additional reports have shown

the presence of PrP-immunoreactive material in the nuclei of infected

mouse neuroblastoma cells (N2a) and the tight association of cellular PrP

with chromatin (only dissociated with 400 mM sodium chloride).213

Various other studies mention that PrP can be localized in the cell nucleus

and that nucleolar localization has been shown by confocal micros-

copy.214,213,215 Indeed, full-length PrP has at least three motifs/domains that

can bind nucleic acids with high affinity110,114,119,120,123 (illustrated in
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Fig. 5 Regulators of PrP in vitro phase transitions. Overview of known modulators of
PrP phase transitions as evidenced in studies (published to date) using Differential
Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy. Heterotypic interactions between rPrP (PDB:
5YJ5) and ligands or “clients” (blue shading) modulate condensate formation and their
transition to more ordered material states. Homotypic interactions between monomers
of PrP that maintain phase separated states are influenced by mutations and physico-
chemical factors (gray shading). Heterotypic: Amyloid-β oligomers (AβOs, PDB: 6RHY)
complex with PrP forming a reversible hydrogel (ref. 26). Nucleic acids such as a
single-stranded (ss) RNA composed of a homopolymer of uridine (poly-U) and crude
transfer RNA (tRNA) in presence of rPrPmutant Y145Stop elicit reentrant phase behavior
(ref. 160). A selected aptamer for rPrP90–231 also showed the characteristic concentration-
dependent control of LLPS. A ssDNA aptamer (mutation to disrupt base pairing) triggers
few liquid droplets with gel-like characteristic and with long incubation, aggregates with
amyloid features are observed (ref. 27). A small dsDNA (22-mer, named D67) triggers
full-length rPrP23–231 phase separation (10 μMprotein: 10 μMD67) and addition of copper
ions (60 μM CuCl2) are unable to modify D67-driven LLPS (ref. 118). After 24 h, D67-PrP
complexes form solid-like branched aggregates. PrP coordinates Cu(II) in vivo and most
of its functions are attributed to copper-binding ability. rPrP does not show droplet for-
mation in presence of 200 mMCuSO4; instead, amorphous aggregates are seen after 24 h.
Homotypic: macromolecular crowding agents, temperature (T), pH variation, addition of
salts and 1,6-hexanediol (HD) influence rPrP LLPS (refs. 26,27,206). The Y145Stop mutant
has increased permanence in the nucleus, forming liquid droplets prone to aging in
β-sheet-rich solid-like structures (ref. 160). The disease-resistant mutation G127V (PDB:
5YJ4) shows reduced LLPS and fibrillation (ref. 207). Created with BioRender.com.
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Fig. 1). Moreover, PrP has two suggested nuclear localization signals

(NLS),125,126 which are curiously embedded on the NA-binding regions

from the N-terminus. However, little attention has been devoted to deter-

mining the triggers of nucleocytoplasmic shuttling and how it correlates

with its phase transitions in cells. In this regard, one study reports PrP in

the nuclei of neurons in response to DNA damage induced by an alkylating

agent. This localization was verified in both mice and human neuroblastoma

cell lines, and, as a result, PrP was shown to activate DNA repair, which

coincided with granular immunoreactive staining in the nucleus.216

Taken together, PrP may form liquid-like condensates inside the nucleus

that serve as scaffolds for “clients” involved in DNA damage response

(DDR) since LLPS has been associated with DDR (reviewed in ref. 217).

Furthermore, the intrinsic activity of PrP on the remodeling of NA

structures verified in vitro50,112,133,139–141 might be important for the repair

activity. Another way that condensate-forming proteins modify NA struc-

ture is through the biophysics of condensates. Condensates are selective, and

not all NAs can diffuse into their interior. This partitioning is achieved by

the biophysical properties of condensates such as mesh size and its surface

charge, roughly analogous to a “2D gel electrophoresis.” Moreover, the

interior of condensates favors biochemical reactions without the need of

ATP. For instance, Ddx4 is an intrinsically disordered protein that forms

condensates in vitro in association with DNA or RNA, which are regarded

as “passive helicases” since double-stranded nucleic acids are melted inside

while single-stranded structures are stabilized.148 We suggest that the PrP

condensates could also function as “biomolecular filters” involved in NA

processing.

We cannot rule out the possibility that the molecular structures within the

PrP condensates are reversible amyloid fibrils (RACs) with amore labile cross-

β conformation, as observed in the X-ray structure of the RNA-binding

proteins FUS and hnRNPA.77,218,219 Is it possible that RACs possess a self-

propagating ability similar to irreversible fibrils? According to a recent study,

PrP liquid droplets maturated for 72 h into hydrogels displayed proteinase-K

resistance, with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis showing a β-sheet
structure.206 Although mechanistically insightful, the study analyzes PrP gels

produced in unbuffered aqueous solution under macromolecular crowd-

ing and kosmotropic salt addition (Na2S2O3), an artificial condition.206

Additionally, the authors state that Congo red was able to stain PrP aged

gels, though no characteristic birefringence was observed under polarized

light.206 In fact, we recently found that monomeric recombinant PrP binds
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Congo red, as demonstrated in spectrophotometric assays.118 Furthermore,

thioflavin T and Congo red are capable of modulating phase transitions.220

The extrinsic dye partition in the crowded condensates could also happen

nonspecifically. Results on the use of amyloid dyes to characterize PrP

phase-separated states should therefore be evaluated with caution.

Regarding a possible function of PrP liquid droplets, one study showed

that recombinant PrP in the presence of a DNA plasmid is endocytosed by

mammalian cells.123 Subsequently, the complex can act as a “transfection”

complex since the expression of the protein encoded by the plasmid was

achieved.123 Extrapolating to the cellular milieu, liquid droplets of PrP-NA

could serve as a means of intracellular storage and transport. When stimulated,

neuronal protein-RNA granules migrate to microenvironments within the

cell interior to promote local protein synthesis. These RNA granules have

various advantages in terms of energy economy and fine spatiotemporal con-

trol of cellular processes and can migrate to and from the nucleus and cytosol

to remote sites like synaptic terminals (reviewed in ref. 221).

Once liquid droplets are formed, their transition to a more solid material

is uncontrolled in the solution unless modulators are added. As time passes,

the intermolecular contacts involved in the dense phase are favored, forming

ordered structures with tight interactions (perhaps β-solenoid-like folds in

the case of PrP) (reviewed in ref. 222). As the biophysics of condensates con-

tinuously change with aging, dehydration can occur223 and stronger inter-

actions lead to increased stability. How does aging take place? Jawerth et al.

addressed the rheology of evolving FUS and PGL-3 condensates (up to

�46 h) and found a glass transition (disordered with viscoelastic properties)

instead of spontaneous gelation (more ordered, highly crosslinked structures

with elastic properties).224 This intermediate stage between a liquid and a gel

displays constant elasticity but higher viscosity with long incubation.

Considering the ability of a range of phase-separated systems to be tuned

depending on cellular conditions expands the already intricate roles of dis-

ordered proteins in signaling pathways. Also, the different material states

formed by PrP certainly co-exist in a single cell at a particular moment,

as do FUS condensates, which correspond to 1% of total nuclear FUS in liv-

ing cells.131 Furthermore, we speculate that some polymeric states of PrP could

have functional implications, as shownwith functional amyloids (e.g., amyloids

of CPEB mediate memory consolidation; reviewed in ref. 225). Considering

phase separation being the “new phase in cell biology,”25 it is rather imprecise

to describemicroscopy patterns as “inclusion,” “foci,” and “puncta” formed by

misfolding-prone proteins in cells.Moreover, these terms should be dissociated
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from the irreversible pathological aggregates since liquid condensates can be

morphologically identical. To differentiate aggregates from liquid droplets,

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments are valuable,

as they ascertain themobility of proteins in the granules.226 Liquid-like droplets

contain macromolecules with a higher diffusion coefficient, meaning that

recovering from the photobleached spot is rapid. Instead, solid-like aggregates

display poor molecular kinetics (slower recovery).227 Biomolecular conden-

sates might not always be the intermediate between the soluble phase-

separated and solid-like aggregates, though some evidence does exist for

NA-binding prion-like proteins (reviewed in ref. 67). Interestingly, data on

early oligomeric species have shown liquid-like behavior in mammalian

cells.228

Aptamers would be an advantageous approach to tackle the aging of PrP

biomolecular condensates that likely preclude scrapie formation. Since they

are highly specific, they can compete with other NAs or proteins that drive

aberrant transition. High concentrations of aptamers, however, can dissolve

PrP condensates. With the potential effect of LLPS on TSEs and the devel-

opment of prion-like diseases, new therapeutic strategies based on conden-

sate formation and dissolution are starting to be discussed.90 How drugs

would partition into them represents an even greater challenge to the already

complex scenario of IDP drug targeting. We conclude that the perspective

embraced by Silva and Cordeiro on the “Jekyll andHyde” actions of NAs on

prion conformation117 should be extended to the phase transitions phenom-

enon, which involves soft matter physics. Depending on howNAsmodulate

the material properties of PrP biomolecular condensates, they can behave as

“physiological”Mr. Jekyll (dynamic liquid droplets) or “aberrant” Dr. Hyde

(ordered solid-like condensates).
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Abstract

Protein sequences are the result of an evolutionary process that involves the balancing
act of experimenting with novel mutations and selecting out those that have an unde-
sirable functional outcome. In the case of globular proteins, the function relies on a
well-defined conformation, therefore, there is a strong evolutionary pressure to preserve
the structure. However, different evolutionary rules might apply for the group of intrin-
sically disordered regions and proteins (IDR/IDPs) that exist as an ensemble of fluctuat-
ing conformations. The function of IDRs can directly originate from their disordered
state or arise through different types of molecular recognition processes. There is an
amazing variety of ways IDRs can carry out their functions, and this is also reflected
in their evolutionary properties. In this chapter we give an overview of the different
types of evolutionary behavior of disordered proteins and associated functions in
normal and disease settings.
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1. Introduction

Intrinsically disordered regions and proteins cannot be characterized

by a single well-defined structure, instead they exist as an ensemble of rapidly

fluctuating conformations.1 At a closer look, protein disorder is a heteroge-

neous phenomenon encompassing a continuum of conformational states.

These include random coil-like conformational ensembles or more compact

structural states with varying tendencies to form transient secondary and ter-

tiary structure elements.2–4 Protein disorder can span entire proteins or can

correspond to short regions located within ordered globular domains. IDRs

defy the traditional structure-function paradigm that stated that a stable

3D-structure is required for functionality.5 Instead, IDRs rely on their

inherent flexibility and plasticity for their function. Disordered regions

are integral components of many proteins, in particular those that are

involved in cell signaling and regulation.6–8 Further underlying their

importance, IDPs are also associated with a wide range of diseases including

various types of cancers or neurodegenerative diseases and can also be direct

sites of disease mutations.6,9–12

The characteristic molecular features of IDRs, such as their increased

molecular dimension, the lack of transition to a denatured state, or their con-

formational heterogeneity, can be captured by a range of experimental

methods.2,13 Structures deposited into the PDB database can also provide

indirect evidence by the presence of disorder in terms of missing electron

density in the case of X-ray structures or high structural variations in the case

of NMR structures. The most detailed information about the conforma-

tional preferences of IDRs can be obtained by NMR.14,15 However, in

order to obtain a complete view of the structural ensemble of IDRs, multiple

techniques are needed, including various types of NMR measurements,

SAXS, or FRET, in combination with computational calculations.16 The

DisProt database was established to systematically collect experimentally

verified disordered regions. It currently contains over 3000 regions IDRs

in more than 1700 proteins.17

The sequence analysis of experimentally verified disordered proteins

revealed that IDRs have a distinct composition compared to that of glob-

ular proteins. In general, IDRs are enriched in polar and charged amino

acids and are depleted in hydrophobic residues.2,3 These characteristic dif-

ferences enable the prediction of disordered and ordered regions from the

amino acid sequence. Several dozen prediction methods have been
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developed, exploiting different principles ranging from simple amino acid

scales, biophysical models or machine learning methods, increasingly rely-

ing on deep-learning techniques.18–20 The state-of-art of the predictions

methods was recently evaluated in a community-wide effort21 highlighting

a trade-off between speed and accuracy. Nevertheless, sequence based

prediction methods make it possible to gain insights into the prevalence

of disordered proteins at a genome scale.

Known genome analyses showed that IDPs are present across the tree of

life.22 By measuring the occurrence of predicted long (>30 residue) disor-

dered regions showed that disorder content correlates with the complexity

of organisms.23 While the content of disordered residues in archaeal and

eubacterial proteins is 2% and 4.2%, respectively, in eukaryotic proteins this

number reaches 33%.24 This result was confirmed more specifically by ana-

lyzing and comparing the whole proteome of E. coli and S. cerevisiae in terms

of 30 residue long disordered regions. Results showed that the yeast prote-

ome contains significantly more disorder than E. coli, with�50% and 15% of

proteins containing disordered segments, respectively.25 At a more detailed

level, however, disorder content shows great variability of IDR type and

frequency even between closely related taxa and is strongly influenced by

environment and pathogenic lifestyle, in both prokaryotes and eukary-

otes.22,26 Interestingly, viral proteins, in particular RNA virus proteins are

also enriched in disordered proteins.27 For example, in the recently emerged

SARS-CoV-2 virus, disordered regions play important roles in viral genome

packaging.28 Overall, protein disorder seems to be an important invention

of evolution26 that provides advantages in certain types of functions over

globular domains.29

2. Functional categories of IDPs

The growing number of IDPs reveal large functional diversity in this

class of proteins.30 The first functional classification schemes for IDPs was

first introduced by A. Keith Dunker and Peter Tompa in 2002,31,32 identi-

fying 28 IDP functions that could be classified into five main classes. These

functional categories provide the basis of the IDPO ontology in the DisProt

database.17

One of the most distinct functions of IDPs corresponds to entropic

chains.1,32 This category includes linkers, which allow movement of

domains relative to each other; spacers, which are responsible for regulating

the distance between domains; and entropic bristles which can provide
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barriers for certain molecules.1 Another main functional group of IDPs is

based on molecular recognition.32 In this group, IDPs can be assemblers that

bind multiple partners to create functional complexes or can be effectors,

such as inhibitors or activators, that regulate the activity of the partners.

The functional class of display sites is also based on molecular recognition

and includes IDPs whose regions are targets of post-translational modifica-

tions (PTM), such as phosphorylation, methylation, glycosylation or acety-

lation. In addition, IDPs can function as chaperones, which play a role in the

folding mechanism of proteins and RNAs.33 IDPs that are involved in the

formation of biological condensates correspond to a distinct functional cat-

egory, which was created recently. These IDPs can drive the formation of

condensates, such as liquid droplets, through phase separation.34

IDPs often exert their function through macromolecular interaction.32

Their partners can be proteins, RNA, DNA but also small molecules such

as metal ions. Upon interactions, IDRs often undergo a disorder-to-order

transition through a coupled folding and binding process.35 As a result,

IDRs can adopt a well-defined conformation which is amenable for tradi-

tional structure determination methods. The binding regions are often

referred to asMolecular Recognition Features.36 The length of these regions

range from a few residues to over 70 amino acids. In the bound form, IDRs

can adopt α-helices, β-strands, and irregular (but rigid) secondary structure

elements and the unbound states can be biased toward the structural ele-

ments adopted in the complex.1,37 It was suggested that IDRs draw a func-

tional advantage from these preformed structural elements, which can

facilitate the binding process.37 The structural complexes formed between

disordered regions with ordered domains are collected in the DIBS data-

base.38 The focus of a similar database, the MFIB database is to collect com-

plexes formed exclusively between two or more disordered proteins.39 Both

databases require the disordered status to be experimentally verified while

the disordered-to-order transition is substantiated by the known structure

of the complex. Some IDRs maintain significant conformational heteroge-

neity even in their bound states.40 Examples of these so-called fuzzy com-

plexes are collected in the FuzDB database.41 Although in most cases the

complex formation induces structural transition into more ordered forms,

a recent example revealed two disordered proteins which remain completely

disordered even in their bound state.42

IDRs often contain compact functional modules, called short linear

motifs (SLiMs), which mediate interactions to specific binding domains.43

SLiMs usually consist of 3–10 contiguous residues. Typically, only a few
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amino acids contribute directly to the interaction and are shared among the

interaction partners of the binding domain. The bindingmotif is usually char-

acterized by regular expressions, highlighting fixed positions corresponding to

the key residues mediating the interactions, while the other positions of the

motif can show larger variations.43 SLiMs canmediate their interactions inde-

pendently from the other parts of the protein sequences, however the flanking

regions of the motifs can modulate the binding. SLiMs often undergo a

disorder-to-order transition upon binding and overlap with disordered bind-

ing regions.44 Validated SLiMs are collected and annotated in the ELM

database which currently stores 3542 instances in 235 motif classes.45

In the ELM database, SLiMs are classified into two main categories,

which can be further classified into 3–3 groups.1,43 The first category consists
of modification motifs. The three groups of this family are (i) the proteolytic

cleavage sites, such as motifs that are recognized by the apoptosis and inflam-

mation promoting; (ii) PTM removal/addition, which are recognized by

many PTM catalyzing enzymes; (iii) motifs that are involved in structural

modifications. The second category comprises ligand motifs and its three

subgroups are the following. (i) Complex promoting motifs, which often

function in protein scaffolding and can increase the avidity of interactions

by their multivalency; (ii) Docking motifs, which increase the specificity

and efficiency of PTM events by providing a distinct, additional binding

region in the target protein of the PTM; (iii) Targetingmotifs are responsible

for the localization of proteins in the cell.1

Functional regions of IDPs can also correspond to larger segments

which show evolutionary conservation, often referred to as Intrinsically

Disordered Domains (IDDs).46,47 These regions share two important

characteristics of globular domains: they can be structurally and functionally

independent from the remainder of the protein and have specific biological

function. However, they are fundamentally different from a structural point

of view, as they do not correspond to a folding unit. The PFAM database,48

which collects evolutionary conserved sequence families, contains several

examples that are already classified as disordered based on experimental evi-

dence. In general 14% of all PFAM families are predicted as mostly disor-

dered.47 IDDs are involved in a variety of functions, but are most

commonly involved in DNA, RNA, and protein binding.1

Another important concept strongly associated with IDRs corresponds

to low complexity regions (LCRs) or compositionally biased regions

(CBRs). These features are defined based purely on sequence properties

using various computational approaches.49 Certain LCR/CBRs can
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correspond to fibrillar or repeat regions which are structured, however,

there is a large overlap between disordered regions and LCRs/CBRs.50

For several decades, the function LCRs/CBRs have remained a puzzle.

Recently, however, pieces have started to fall into places by recognizing that

these regions are often involved in driving or regulating the formation of

various biological condensates through the formation of weak, multivalent

interactions with RNA, DNA or other proteins.51

IDPs have an amazing ability to form interaction often with many part-

ners, thereby participating in the protein-protein interaction networks as

hub proteins.52 They can be static hubs, when a large number of partners

are simultaneously bound via distinct interaction regions.52 However, IDPs

often correspond to dynamic hubs, interacting with partners that compete

for the same binding site.53 Overlapping functional modules formed by

PTMs, SLiMs and MoRFs can be mutually exclusive or enhance functional

outcome through avidity. This can create highly complex molecular switches

that are critical elements of the decision making of dynamic signaling net-

works.54 Consequently, structural disorder is enriched in proteins involved

in signaling and regulation, and is mostly associated with functional categories

such as transcription and its regulation, cell cycle, mRNAprocessing, apopto-

sis or development.7,55

Protein disorder is a heterogeneous phenomenon encompassing a con-

tinuum of conformational states. However, it is also important for gener-

ating different functioning proteoforms: different molecular forms in

which the protein product of a single gene can be found. Basic mecha-

nisms for generating various proteoforms include alternative splicing or

PTM events, which often involve IDRs56. In a more direct way, proteo-

forms can also correspond to different conformational states of IDRs or to

their promiscuous binding forms adopting different conformations

depending on their interacting partner. All these considerations indicate

that IDPs/IDRs represent a very rich source of proteoforms. The prot-

eoform concept highlights that the actual “one-gene-one-protein-one-

function” model is oversimplified, the real gene-protein relationship is much

complex, which can be described by a more general “protein structure-

function continuum” model. This model states that a given protein exists

as a dynamic conformational ensemble containing multiple proteoforms

characterized by a broad spectrum and structural features and possessing dif-

ferent functional forms.56 These wide range of different functions and the

associated molecular features shape the specific evolutionary behavior of

disordered proteins.
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2.1 Extending the basic toolkit of sequence alignments for IDPs
Evolutionary conservation analyses are widely used to identify and charac-

terize functional residues within protein regions. One of the most important

steps of molecular evolutionary analyses is the generation of sequence align-

ments which has three key elements: (1) substitution matrices, which are

used for scoring the matching position pairs of amino acid position between

sequences, (2) the gap penalty system, which controls the introduction of

indels into the alignment, (3) and the algorithm, typically a dynamic pro-

gramming method, which aims to find the optimal solution by maximizing

the similarity of sequences given the substitution matrix and the penalty sys-

tem.57 From pairwise comparisons multiple sequence alignments (MSAs)

can be built. Most MSA algorithms are based on progressive approach, first

introduced in the Clustalw program.58 For improved quality, MSA algo-

rithms now largely use an iterative process to refine multiple sequence align-

ments.59 Globular domains generally show high evolutionary conservation

in their amino acid sequences. This stems from purifying selection to pre-

serve critical functional residues but are also due to structural constraints.60

Orthology and paralogy predictions are another important element of

evolutionary conservation analyses that rely on MSAs.61 Identification of

orthologs and paralogs provide the basis of inter- and intra-species compar-

isons, respectively. In principle, there are two main approaches for ortho-

logy predictions: reciprocal best hit approaches, such as GOPHER,62 and

phylogenetic approaches that use gene and species tree reconciliation.

PhylomeDB63 and ENSEMBL-Compara64 are two examples of this latter

approach. Sequence conservation is usually calculated for orthologous

sequences as paralog sequences often show larger functional divergence.61

The development of MSA algorithms has largely focused on globular

domains with well defined 3D structures. However, globular domains and

IDRs are different from the aspect of sequence homology. Amino acid com-

position of IDRs differs from the ordered ones, and amino acid substitutions

are likely to follow different logic. Further, it has been shown that disorder

commonly overlaps with both insertion/deletion events which can lead to

larger variations in the length of IDRs.65 In general, IDRs and in particular,

low complexity regions can be challenging to align. Similarly, SLiMs often

have weak conservation signals due to their short and degenerate nature,

which makes their alignment very difficult.

The choice of substitution matrices is an important element of sequence

alignments and can influence the ability to detect and discriminate related dis-

ordered proteins.66Novel substitutionmatrices have been derived specifically
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from IDRs.66,67 To further improve on alignment quality and to capture con-

served features in IDPs, a Knowledge-based MSA (KMAD) was introduced

for IDPs. KMAD produces insertion-free alignments, when insertions from

homologous sequences (compared to query sequence) are removed.The con-

cept of the insertion-free alignment was introduced for transfer information

from the whole alignment to one sequence of interest.68 In KMAD, elements

of the alignment matrix are augmentedwith feature scores which incorporate

metadata, such as SLiM, domain and PTM annotations.69

Details of the algorithms can also largely influence the quality of

sequence alignments. The MAFFT program is one of the new-generation

alignment algorithms that incorporates several adjustments that improves

the performance for IDRs. Generally, MAFFT uses an iterative refinement

method.70 For the rapid detection of homologous segments, it uses Fourier

Transformation which can drastically reduce execution time without

compromising alignment accuracy.70 An important technical element of

MAFFT—that is also relevant for IDPs—is the rescaling of the substitution

matrix according to the sequence similarity. Thus a different scoring system

is applied for each sequence pair in the alignment procedure, which controls

the over-alignment in the MSA.71 MAFFT also uses generalized affine gap

cost, which was first introduced by Altschul.72 This penalty system allows

non-conserved regions to be effectively ignored in the alignments, which

can increase the quality of MSAs for sequences containing IDRs. Since

short conserved segments of IDRs, such as core regions of SLiMs, are fre-

quently separated by non-conserved regions, this gap penalty system pro-

motes the correct alignment of adjacent functional sites located within

non-conserved disordered regions.

The BaliBASE benchmark suite introduced novel test sets in order to

specifically evaluate the efficiency of MSA methods to correctly align

SLiMs.73,74 For the novel test set, a specific pipeline with manual validation

was applied to generate high-quality MSAs of related sequences that

included functional SLiMs. The evaluation of the different alignment

methods to be able to correctly align SLiM positions was focused on two

important aspects, (i) in all sequences containing a given SLiM should be

correctly aligned and (ii) sequences that do not contain these SLiMs should

not be aligned in the motif region.74 Applying this new reference dataset, the

most popular alignment algorithms were evaluated. One of the best per-

forming methods was the popular MAFFT algorithm.74

Despite these improvements, the alignment of distantly related IDRs

remains challenging and further methods are needed. Novel machine
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learning approaches could also bring improvements into this field.75

Nevertheless, many important insights have been gained into the evolution-

ary properties of IDRs using existing methods.

2.2 Evolutionary rate and selection
Estimating the evolutionary rate is a central subject in molecular evolution

and is used to characterize the dynamics of evolutionary changes in

sequences. Commonly used method for estimating the evolutionary rate

is based on the ratio of nonsynonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS) substi-

tutions in nucleotide sequences. Evolutionary rate can be calculated in a

intra- or inter-species manner, and can be focused on whole proteins,

sequence regions or only individual sites. There are multiple factors that

influence evolutionary rates. In general, slowly evolving proteins tend to

be regulated by more transcription factors, involved in characteristic bio-

logical functions (such as translation), and are generally more abundant,

more essential, and enriched for interaction partners.76 The expression level

of protein is also a determinant of the evolutionary rate.77 However, the

presence of structural constraints is a one of the most dominant factors

and in general, globular domains typically have a slow evolutionary rate

among orthologs.

The first systematic investigation of rate heterogeneity that focused on

IDRs was carried out by Brown et al. in 2002.78 They collected 26 homol-

ogous protein families having at least onemember with experimentally char-

acterized at least 30 residue long disordered regions (based on X-ray

crystallography or NMR) and compared the pairwise genetic distances

between the ordered and the disordered regions.78 The results showed that

disordered proteins evolved more rapidly than ordered ones in the majority

of cases with 19 out of 26 families exhibiting this evolutionary behavior.

For five families, no significant difference between disordered and ordered

regions was observed. Interestingly, a slower rate of evolution was observed

for two IDRs. The first such region is the 34 amino acid long flexible loop

of the adenovirus ssDNA binding protein. The region is part of the DNA

binding domain and is essential for high-affinity binding to ssDNA.79 The

second case with slower evolution corresponded to the disordered segment

in flagellin that forms the flagellar filament by becoming ordered upon

polymerization.78

IDRs have an elevated rate of evolution, in general.78,80 It was suggested

that positive selection might have an important role in their rapid evolution.
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Detection of molecular selection on coding genes is an important element of

the discovery of gene evolution, which contributes to the understanding of

the emergence of novel gene functions at themolecular level. Themolecular

selection prediction is based on the effect of the genetic substitutions.

Evolutionary pressure within genes can be calculated from the ratio of syn-

onymous (dS) and nonsynonymous (dN) substitutions. If this ratio is nearly

1, it refers to neutral evolution, when 0<dN/dS<1, negative selection

pressure is assumed andwhen>1, the sequence evolves under positive selec-

tion. The CODEML algorithm of the PAML program package81 is the most

widely used tool based on the ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous

substitutions, and it provides several models to calculate molecular selection

both individual residue and whole gene levels.82

In a recent study, IDRs of human proteins were analyzed to investigate

the evolutionary pressures that acted on these regions using mammalian

homologous genes.83 This study confirmed the elevated evolutionary rates

in IDRs compared to ordered protein regions. Moreover, it also suggested

that positive selection is one of the main contributors for the elevated rates

and found evidence for positive selection in 377 IDR.83 This work pres-

ented the first examples for positive selection detected within disordered

regions in mammals. The analysis was based on a site-specific test of positive

selection that specifically reveals amino acids in proteins that have evolved

under positive selection. Overall, examples of site-specific positive selection

are difficult to identify for IDRs. This could originate from the higher evo-

lutionary variability of these regions but could also be influenced by tech-

nical challenges.

The evolutionary rate based approach of molecular selection strongly

depends on the data, especially if positive selection has affected only one

evolutionary branch. For example, in order to an accurate calculation,

sequences in the MSA must not be too closely related, or too distant, they

must be sufficiently divergent.84,85 Another important factor is the align-

ment length, which has to be long enough (minimum 30–40 residues) to

avoid loss of evolutionary information.84 Therefore, amino acid substitu-

tions on a given branch do not necessarily present strong evidence for pos-

itive selection. However, detection of positive selection can be still useful in

protein evolutionary studies even if the individual affected sites cannot be

identified reliably.86

Species-specific positive selection may be detected more effectively by

applying McDonald and Kreitman (MK) test. The MK test compares diver-

gence to polymorphism data in closely related species, such as human and
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chimp. In a recent study this approach was applied to identify human-

specific positive selection and 198 of 9785 human genes were found to show

positive selection.87 Although this study was not focused on IDPs, some

proteins of the 198 hits with human-specific selection have IDRs. One

of them is the estrogen receptor 1 (ESR1), which is a member of the nuclear

hormone receptor family. For the position 300 and 306 of ESR1 human-

specific substitutions were observed. These amino acids are required to

create a phosphorylation site for protein kinase A in human, therefore it

was suggested that these changes are a consequence of human-specific

positive selection.88

3. Distinct evolutionary scenarios of IDRs

While IDRs generally evolve at a faster evolutionary rate, deviations

from this general trend also occur commonly. This was also observed in a

comprehensive study that analyzed protein domains containing conserved

long (>20 residues) disordered segments.46 These domains containing con-

served disordered segments were found in proteins from all kingdoms of life,

however, domains from eukaryotic and viral proteins had more long con-

served disordered regions compared to domains from archaea and bacteria.

Analyzing the sequence conservation of these disordered segments, it was

found that the average value is slightly lower than in the case of ordered

regions. This strong conservation of long disordered regions occurred

within domains indicates their functional importance. The most common

function across all kingdoms was the DNA/RNA binding. In addition, sev-

eral ribosomal proteins with conserved disordered segments containing

domain were from both archaea and eukaryota. The function of binding

cytoskeletal components was observed in bacteria and eukaryota.46 These

results highlight that conserved disordered regions are present to a greater

extent than first thought.29

In many cases it was observed that while there was no sequence conser-

vation detected, the disorder property was still conserved. Bellay et al. sys-

tematically analyzed the evolutionary behavior of disorder in the context of

sequence conservation for the yeast clade.89 For this analysis, the conserva-

tion of predicted disorder and the conservation of sequence over MSAs of

orthologous sequences was calculated for each residue over sequences for

23 yeast species. The disorder tendency of a residue was considered to be

conserved if it was conserved in at least half of the species. Similarly, the

amino acid type of a residue was considered conserved if it was present in
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at least half of the species. Based on this, they established three categories

of IDRs exhibiting distinct conservation properties. (i) constrained disor-

der, IDRs, where both disorder and the amino acid sequence are conserved;

(ii) flexible disorder, where the structural property of disorder itself is con-

served rather than the amino acid sequences of IDRs; (iii) non-conserved

disorder, IDRs that are not conserved across orthologs89 (Fig. 1). IDRs of

these three classes are different not only in their evolutionary conservation,

but were also associated with different functional properties. These catego-

ries can guide us to introduce some basic scenarios for IDP conservation and

their associated functions.

3.1 Constrained disorder
Constrained disorder encomposses cases when the conservation of disorder

is accompanied by sequence conservation. This represented approximately

the third of disordered residues in yeast. Based on functional enrichment

analysis, different functions of proteins with constrained disorder were

identified, such as RNA binding of ribosomal proteins and chaperone

activity. In general, proteins with constrained disordered were enriched

for multi-interface hubs.89

Fig. 1 Schematic depiction of the three disorder conservation categories. The upper
part of the figure represents multiple sequence alignment of orthologs where colors
indicate conserved columns. The bars at the top of the alignment show sequence con-
servation values highlighting conserved residues of the alignment. At the bottom
part, predicted disordered and ordered residues of each sequence are indicated by
red and blue colors, respectively, indicating the conservation of structural state among
orthologs. Black rectangles show globular domain conservation and examples for the
three IDP conservation types.
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Many protein regions with constrained disorder tend to adopt a fixed con-

formation undergoing disorder to order transition upon binding to their tar-

gets. The structural constraints associated with this transition might impose

evolutionary constraints on the sequence.29 Therefore, it was suggested that

the ability to undergo structural transition can be a hallmark of constrained

disorder. An example of this behavior is provided by the C-terminal domain

of the ribosomal protein Rpl5.89 This disordered region was shown to

undergo structural transition in the C-terminal domain upon binding 5S

rRNA in Xenopus.90 It showed high sequence conservation among

yeasts.89 However, sequence conservation of the disordered region is pre-

sent beyond yeasts and the corresponding segments can be identified in

human too. The sequence alignment together with the predicted disorder

using the IUPred391 disorder prediction tool is shown on Fig. 2.

IDDs naturally represent examples for constrained disorder. VHL, the

Von Hippel-Lindau disease tumor suppressor protein has E3 ligase activity

and plays a key role in cellular oxygen sensing by targeting hypoxia-

inducible factors for ubiquitylation and proteasomal degradation. VHL

has two IDDs which are also represented in the Pfam database. The

α-domain (VHL-box) and a larger β-domain, which are responsible for

binding elongin C and HIF1α, respectively. However, VHL exists in a

compact disordered state in isolation92 and only adopts a well-defined

structure in complex. In humans, both domains of VHL are evolutionarily

conserved in all vertebrates, while the β-domain is also conserved in the

VHLL paralog.88

The Wiskott�Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP) homology domain 2

(WH2) of actin-binding proteins corresponds to the WH2 Pfam family

(PF02205). The WH2 domain family is about 30 amino acid long conserved

sequence module that is almost always embedded in a Pro-rich protein seg-

ment. This domain was shown experimentally to be fully disordered in iso-

lation.47 Similarly tomany globular domains, theWH2domain can also occur

in different sequence contexts in multiple, unrelated proteins (Fig. 3). In this

particular case, actin binding is coupled to different context-dependent out-

comes through the disordered WH2 domain.

In general, the category of constrained disorder is associated with mac-

romolecular binding involving a disorder-to-order transition. Therefore,

the sequence conservation is the consequence of the high degree of local

structural constraints. However, constrained disorder is also observed in

chaperones without a transition to a fixed conformation. For example,

the HSP90 heat shock protein is conserved in the bacterial kingdom.
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Fig. 2 Representation of evolutionary conservation of the Ribosomal L18 C-terminal domain from human RPL5. The upper part of the figure
shows the multiple sequence alignment of the domain including the conserved disordered region, which is highlighted by a black rectangle
in the alignment. Indicated positions at the top of the alignment correspond to the human Uniprot sequence. The bottom part shows the
domain organization and disorder profile generated by IUPred3 of the protein.91 Yellow and red boxes depict the domains and the disordered
region, respectively. On the profile, the disordered region is highlighted by red.



Within this protein family, a constrained disorder region is localized at the

inner surface of the barrel-shaped protein and it may play a role in entropy

transfer and the refolding of clients, only interacting with partners in a tran-

sient fashion.89 Conserved disorder can also be associated with entropic

chain function. The projection domain corresponds to the IPR013588

interpro family and it was described as an IDD in microtubule-associated

protein 2 (MAP2).47 In the cytoskeleton, MAP2 serves as a spacer by

repealing molecules that approach microtubules, therefore it has an entropic

chain function.1

3.2 Flexible disorder
IDRs with flexible disorder conservation type show high sequence diver-

gence while the property of disorder is conserved. One common function

associated with flexible disorder is the entropic chain function. An illustra-

tive example is the 70 kDa subunit of replication protein A (RPA70).

RPA70 is a eukaryotic protein that plays a role in replication, recombination

and DNA repair. RPA70 contains a linker region between residues 100 and

Fig. 3 Conservation representation of WH2 domain among human proteins. At the
upper part of the figure the multiple sequence alignment of the WH2 domain is shown.
The positions of the aligned domain regions of the proteins are shown in parentheses.
The bottom part represents the domain organization of the WH2 domain containing
proteins, which was retrieved by applying the interproscan tool.93 The WH2 domains
are shown in yellow boxes in all cases. The WH1 and the PDB domain of WASP are
depicted with warmwhite and light pink, respectively. In the WASF family green and
orange boxes show unknown Gene3D families. Purple box marks the C-terminal
PH-like domain of WIPF1. The IMD domain of MTSS1 is depicted by brown, and in
LMOD1 the Tropomodulin domain and Leu-rich repeat are shown by blue and red
boxes, respectively.
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200, approximately. This connects two globular domains, the DNA binding

domain (from 200 to 400 in the sequence) to an N-terminal domain respon-

sible for single stranded DNA binding and protein interactions (DBD F,

�1–100 residues). The tethering provides mobility for DBD F to be able

to interact with ssDNA, other proteins, or the other subunits of RPA

heterotrimer. Exploiting the conservation of the adjacent domains, the

linker sequence of RPA70 was identified in 19 orthologs ranging from yeast

to mammals. In order to confirm disorderedness, the dynamic behavior of

the linker was verified in five cases by solution NMR analysis.94 Although

the disorder linkers of orthologs could be identified using a sequence-based

pipeline, they showed a high sequence divergence, exhibiting the character-

istics of flexible disorder conservation type94 (Fig. 4).

In general, PTM sites, in particular phosphorylated Ser and The residues

tend to evolve more slowly compared to non-phosphorylated ones.95

However, phosphorylation based protein function is not strongly dependent

on individual sites, often only the density and the accessibility of PTM sites is

relevant. In these cases, clusters of phosphorylation sites within a disordered

region can act in groups, representing a single functional unit. This can be

observed in the case of inhibitors of cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs). These

proteins show conserved regulation in animals and fungi but diverge in the

position and number of clusters of phosphorylation sites. For example, Ste5

inhibition by CDK is proportional to the charge in the disordered region

surrounding the PM domain of Ste5. Emergence of CDK consensus phos-

phorylation sites in this region will increase, while loss of these sites will

decrease the strength of inhibition. As long as the total strength of inhibition

is within an optimal range, the exact number and location of sites are not

crucial. Accordingly, these regulatory sites of Ste5 in related yeasts show a

diversity in the location of phosphorylation sites.96

The preservation of groups of phosphorylation sites within IDRs over

long evolution time provided the basis of the stabilizing selectionmodel.

In this model the individual amino acid sites are under relatively weak func-

tional constraints and mutations at these positions are tolerated as long as

there are enough phosphorylation sites to retain function. In other words,

a given group of phosphorylation sites can be considered as a quantitative

trait where selection does not act on a particular site but rather on the num-

ber or density of sites.96

Stabilizing selection can also have an effect at the proteome level.

Flexible disorder regions with no detectable similarity in their amino acid

sequences can be associated with specific biological functions among
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Fig. 4 The top of the figure represents the disorder profiles of the human RPA70 and its orthologs from five generally known model organ-
isms (Mus musculus, Danio rerio, Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, Saccharomyces cerevisiae). Disorder profiles were generated
by IUPred3 disorder prediction tool.91 At the bottom of the figure, MSA of the linker regions of orthologs is depicted using an extended set of
model organisms. Indicated positions of the alignment correspond to the human Uniprot sequence.



non-homologous proteins in a given species. For example, in yeast more

than 150 IDRs are believed to represent mitochondrial N-terminal targeting

signals that share similar constraints on their molecular features, such as the

abundance of positively charged residues. These signals have been pre-

served independently over evolution as mitochondrial genes were trans-

ferred individually to the nuclear genome. Swapping the N-terminal

targeting signals that have no detectable similarity in their primary amino

acid sequences in mitochondrial proteins, such as Atm1 and Cox15, has

no effect on localization indicating that protein localization requires only

the appropriate molecular feature of signal peptides with limited constraints

on their sequences.97

Several other types of molecular features were identified to be evolution-

ary preserved within flexible disordered regions. These features include

charge properties, asparagine or other residue content, physicochemical fea-

tures such as isoelectric point, etc.97 For example, the �100 residues long

IDR of yeast DNA repair Srs2 protein showed a pronounced separation

of positive and negatively charged residues along the sequence and this

feature was conserved in yeast species.97

Another important stabilizing feature is associated with low complexity

regions. An illustrative example is the budding yeast Sup35. This protein is a

translation termination factor that is a key element of protein synthesis and

has the ability to form reversible biomolecular condensates.98 Sup35 can be

divided into a disordered N-terminal region and an essential C-terminal

GTPase domain which catalyzes termination of protein synthesis. The

N-terminal region has ionizable groups, specifically glutamic acid residues,

and the density of these residues was observed to be conserved.97 This

charged N-terminal region can contact the C-terminal domain and basically

acts as a pH sensor. This region also provides the interactions that drive liq-

uid phase separation as a response to environmental stress caused by pH

changes. This liquid phase separation based mechanism is capable of rescuing

the GTPase domain from irreversible aggregation during environmental

condition changes, providing the functionality of Sup35. The ability of

Sup35 to function as a pH sensor through biomolecular condensation is

shared among budding yeast and fission yeast.97,98 Moreover, this feature

of Sup35 seems to be conserved not only in opisthokonts, but also in other

eukaryota orthologs including mammalian sequences as well, which suggests

that condensate formation of the translational termination factor is a highly

conserved and ancestral function.
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In the case of the low complexity disordered region of Ccr4, the poly-

glutamine repeats represent an evolutionary conserved molecular feature in

yeasts that are associated with the so-called “prionogenicity.”97 The conser-

vation of critical amino acid responsible for the liquid forming potential was

also observed to be conserved in RNA-binding protein Fused in Sarcoma

(FUS). While the prion-like domain evolves three times as rapidly as the

remainder of FUS, the tyrosine residues that are crucial for phase separation

were conserved over the 160 My of mammalian evolution.99

While flexible disordered regions provide many amazing examples of

functionality through disordered regions, their evolutionary studies remain

highly challenging and need novel approaches that can trace back the evo-

lutionary history of the specific molecular features associated with

function.100

3.3 Non-conserved disorder and the limitations of the concept
In the case of non-conserved IDRs not even the property of being disordered

is conserved in orthologous sequences. Nonconserved disorder accounts for

around 17% of disordered residues in yeast.89 Neither SLiMs or phosphosites

showed enrichment within IDRs that exhibit non-conserved disorder. This

category was not associated with any specific function. Although specific

functional roles were not identified for non-conserved disorder regions, their

functionality cannot be ruled out.

The three conservation categories were established based on yeast species

using cutoff values of 50% of sequences for both the conservation of disorder

and sequence. However, different cutoff values were applied in a similar

analysis of metazoa species (30% for disorder conservation and 90% for

sequence conservation).101 These differences highlight a potential problem

with the proposed classification scheme of disorder conservation. Namely,

results are largely dependent on the applied cutoff values, the evolutionary

range of sequences or even selected sequences.

4. Evolutionary conservation of SLIMs

In terms of evolutionary conservation SLiMs fall into a special case

showing varied types of conservation.

Similarly to the non-conserved disordered cases in yeast, SLiMs com-

monly show species or clade specific evolutionary conservation. Moreover,

SLiMs can occur within a single paralog among homologous proteins from
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the same species, which is a special case of intra-species non-conserved disor-

der. These conservation features are the direct consequences of the specific

features of SLiMs. They are defined by only a few fixed amino acids and this

makes them likely to arise or disappear by tiny changes in the protein

sequence, such as a given substitution or a few residues long indel.

Examples for the phenomenon when nonfunctional disorder protein regions

change into functional motifs were collected and studied by Davey et al. and

based on these case studies they formulated the ex-nihilo motif birth

model.102 In this model, SLiM acquisition is driven by random mutations

leading to the appearance of the motif “ex nihilo.” Once the motif becomes

fixed, purifying selection will retain it over evolution during which further

fine tuning mutations can occur.102 An example of ex-nihilo motif birth is

the Ser2Gly substitution in the N-terminus of the human leucine-rich repeat

protein SHOC-2, that was observed in multiple Noonan-like syndrome

patients. This mutation results in the birth of an N-myristoylation motif that

was the first example of an acquiredN-terminal lipidmodification of a protein

causing a human disease.103 Another example for the ex-nihilomotif birth is a

clade specific motif emergence of the RxL Cyclin binding motif of E3

ubiquitin-protein ligase Mdm2 in rodents, which is a result of a four amino

acid long deletion.104 Because SLiMs can arise and be lost very simply over

evolution, they have a high propensity to convergently evolve. One example

for convergent evolution is the retinoblastoma-binding motif, which has

more than 20 convergently evolved instances.105

Other SLiM examples occurring within IDRs are representative of

flexible disorder. In these cases, the core SLiM positions can show high evo-

lutionary conservation among homologs. One notable example is the

YxPPxxR pattern of the human Eukaryotic translation initiation factor

2A (eIF2A), which corresponds to a currently unverified consensus transla-

tion initiation factor (eIF4E) binding motif (YxPPxΦR). The pattern of

eIF2A motif shows conservation across many diverse species from unicellu-

lar eukaryotic organisms to vertebrates.106 Another example is the PCNA-

binding PIP box motif in the Flap endonuclease 1 (FEN1) protein. The

functionally important positions of the motif are almost invariable across

Eukaryotes and Archaea. Comparing these motif positions to the surround-

ing residues in MSA of homologous sequences, they are relatively more

conserved, and show a specific, island-like conservation pattern.107 This

island-like conservation of SLiMs within disordered regions can be used

as a discriminatory technique for motif discovery. SLiMPrints, a de novo
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motif discovery tool, is based on this approach identifying relatively con-

served proximal residues within disordered protein regions.106 Similarly,

exploiting that SLiMs are preferentially conserved such that substitutions

and insertions or deletions occur more frequently adjacent to the motif than

within it, a phylo-HMM-based computational framework was developed

and used to systematically detect SLIMs in 13 related yeast species.47

Inmany cases several adjacent and/or nested SLiMs can form larger func-

tional modules with strong evolutionary conservation corresponding to

constrained disorder. The disordered C-terminal of the retinoblastoma-

associated protein (RB1) is one such example. RB1 is a key regulator of

entry into cell division. It promotes G0-G1 transition when phosphorylated

by CDK3/cyclin-C and acts as a transcription repressor of E2F1 target

genes.108 SLiMs occurring in the C-terminal region of RB1 are highly con-

served at the whole range of vertebrate species. This disordered region is

approximately 30 residues long and only a few changes can be observed

among the orthologous sequences. In agreement with these conserved

sequence features, this region is part of the Rb C-terminal PFAM domain.

Interestingly, binding partners of a single linear motif binding domain

can exhibit all three types of motif conservation behavior. The dynein light

chain LC8 is a eukaryotic hub protein, whose binding motifs were identified

in a wide variety of proteins. The LC8 protein is a highly conserved protein

from human to yeast, however, its binding motif instances show varied con-

servation as it was shown in systematic evolutionary analyses of the known

human binding partners.109 Many of the LC8 binding motifs showed an

ancient, island-like conservation pattern, like the LDVSSQTD motif (from

278) of WWC1/KIBRA. In this case, highlighting a very strong conserva-

tion, residues of the core motif are identical from human to invertebrates,

while the adjacent positions are significantly less conserved in the MSA of

orthologs (Fig. 5A). The region involving the LC8 binding motif in

Cytoplasmic dynein 1 intermediate chain (DC1 j1) DC1 j1 and its paralog,

DC1 j2, are examples of constrained disorder. This region overlaps with the

Dynein_IC2 (PF11540) PFAM sequence family, which includes two adja-

cent binding motifs recognized by the light chains DYNLT1/Tctex1 and

DYNLL1/LC8. The 30 residues long Dynein_IC2 binding region show

high sequence conservation from human to fruit fly (Fig. 5B).109,110 In con-

trast, the LC8 binding motif of MAP4 is mammalian specific, but motifs spe-

cific to slightly larger taxonomy ranges were also identified, for example in

the AMBRA1 orMTCL1 proteins, which are conserved only in vertebrates.
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5. Evolutionary origin IDRs mutated in cancer

The determination of gene origin is a common aim of evolutionary

conservation analyses. Gene origin prediction can contribute to the discov-

ery of evolutionary histories of genes and can also provide insights about the

function of genes.Gene origin prediction is commonly based on orthologous

and/or homologous relationships, of which orthology is a more commonly

used criterion. Using orthology, the origin of a single gene can be defined as

the deepest speciation node of all descendents of the corresponding

orthologous group.111 This approach gives information about single gene his-

tories, however the evolution at gene family level is not inferred. An alterna-

tive method is based on the so-called founder gene approach. Founder genes

represent evolutionary novelties in protein sequence space that emerged not

simply duplications of existing genes or genes with re-shuffled functional

domains.112 Domazet-Loso et al. developed the phylostratigraphy method

to identify the origin of founder genes.113 The technique relies on BLAST

sequence similarity searches to gather descendants of founder geneswhichwill

represent a given clade (e.g.,Mammalia, Eumetazoa, Arthropoda, etc.) whose

Fig. 5 (A) Multiple sequence alignment of human KIBRA and its orthologs with the rep-
resentation of the LC8 binding LDVSSQTD instance. Indicated sequence positions
belong to the human Uniprot sequence. (B) Multiple sequence alignment of the
Dynein_IC2 PFAM family from orthologous sequences of the cytoplasmic dynein 1 inter-
mediate chain. Black rectangles at the bottom of the alignment indicate the separate
Tctex1 and LC8 binding regions. At the top of the alignment, the positions of the human
Uniprot sequence are indicated.
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common ancestor first carried the ancient founder gene, and thus defining its

origin. This BLAST based approach relies on the conservation of globular

domains (e.g., the kinase catalytic domain) and can produce clades which

do not share an evolutionary history beyond a common domain.

Domazet-Loso et al. analyzed the origin of genes that are associated with

cancer.112 The results revealed that the emergence of cancer genes largely

corresponds to the evolutionary transition when multicellularity evolved.

These cancer genes typically have a gatekeeper role and promote tumor pro-

gression directly by changing cell differentiation, growth and death rates.

Gatekeeper genes that control cell division are among the best known

cancer-associated oncogenes and tumor suppressors.114 However, many

cancer genes have a more ancient origin and can be traced back to the uni-

cellular life.112 These genes were suggested to play a caretaker role and con-

tribute to tumorigenesis by increasing mutation rates and genome instability.

The emergence of disease genes, as we as novel genes in general followed a

similar trend.112,115 However, these results are based on the founder gene

approach, which is heavily biased toward globular domains.

IDRs are important components of many cancer-associated proteins

and can also be direct targets of cancer mutations.116 In general, cancer sam-

ples contain a large number of mutations, but only a small number of the

observed variations, the so-called driver mutations, are responsible for

actively driving tumorigenesis. A recent study collected disordered regions

that were enriched in cancer mutations and were likely to play driver roles

in tumorigenesis.12 The detailed analysis of these disordered drivers rev-

ealed their functional diversity. The mutated disordered regions included

not only SLiMs, but also PTM sites, linker and autoregulatory regions, dis-

ordered domains involved in binding to other proteins, DNA or RNA. It

was shown that these disordered drivers had increased interaction capacity

and were enriched in specific biological processes such as transcription,

gene expression regulation and protein degradation.12 An interesting ques-

tion is what is the evolutionary origin of these disordered regions which are

specifically targeted in cancer.

In our recent work we explored the evolutionary origin of cancer

drivers that were primarily mutated in their disordered regions.88 In this

analysis, the origin of cancer regions was determined at gene family level

that incorporated paralogs as well. This was necessary to trace back the ori-

gin of regions which were lost in one paralog after gene duplication events,

which can occur more frequently for IDRs. This way the first emergence of

regions can be traced back even when gene duplication events occurred.
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For this, the orthology and paralogy relationships of homologous sequences

provided by the ENSEMBL-Compara64 project were used.

Surprisingly, our results indicated that most of these disordered cancer

genes had an ancient evolutionary origin.88 Out of the 36 cases collected,

the majority, 23 IDRs have emerged at the eumetazoa evolutionary stage,

while a more recent, vertebrate origin was identified in only eight cases.

Interestingly, five IDRs mutated in human cancer were very ancient and

their evolutionary origin was traced back to unicellular organisms.88 An

interesting example of ancient IDR origin is the linker region of the mis-

match repair protein MLH1. This region connects the DNA mismatch

repair and C-terminal domains and can regulate both DNA interactions

and enzymatic activities of neighboring structured domains.117 Cancer

mutations targeted an approximately 20 amino acid long segment within

the linker region.118 The linker region showed relatively low sequence con-

servation in general, showing flexible disorder-like evolutionary behavior.

However, the mutated positions were highly conserved from human to

yeast, suggesting that region was already functional in the common ancestor

of human and yeast. Although the exact function of this 20 residues long

region is not known, the strong evolutionary conservation indicates a highly

important function.88

6. Conclusion

Protein disorder is a diverse and complex phenomenon. The function

of IDRs can directly originate from their disordered state or arise through a

molecular recognition process. In general, IDRs evolve faster than struc-

tured domains due to the lack of structural constraints. However, disorder

tendency can also be highly conserved with or without sequence conser-

vation. Based on the relationship between the conservation of sequence

and disorder property, three basic scenarios were outlined corresponding

to conserved disorder, flexible disorder and non-conserved disorder.

These categories were originally suggested to correlate with specific func-

tional categories. However, specific examples paint a more nuanced pic-

ture. Conserved disordered regions are not restricted to DNA and RNA

binding regions which become structured upon binding, but can also cor-

respond to longer loops within domains, or regulatory modules incorporat-

ing a combination of SLiMs. There are also many different types of

functional modules that exhibit the characteristics of flexible disorder.

While the evolutionary constraints on the sequence are more relaxed, there
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are often specific molecular features that are preserved besides the disorder

tendency. Overall, the evolutionary constraints can be as strong for IDRs as

for functional residues for globular domains, supporting the fundamental

biological importance of these residues. This is further underlied by the

strong evolutionary conservation of cancer-associated disordered proteins.

While currently the evolutionary studies largely rely on approaches devel-

oped for globular domains, novel methods and approaches would enable to

gain further insights on how evolutionary processes shaped the versatile

group of intrinsically disordered proteins.
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Abstract

Features of the structure and functional activity of bacterial outer membrane porins,
coupled with their dynamic “behavior,” suggests that intrinsically disordered regions
(IDPRs) are contained in their structure. Using bioinformatic analysis, the quantitative
content of amyloidogenic regions in the amino acid sequence of non-specific porins
inhabiting various natural niches was determined: from terrestrial bacteria of the genus
Yersinia (OmpF and OmpC proteins of Y. pseudotuberculosis and Y. ruckeri) and from the
marine bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis (MpOmp). It was found that OmpF and
OmpC porins can be classified as moderately disordered proteins, while MpOmp can
be classified as highly disordered protein. Mapping of IDPRs, performed using 3D struc-
tures of monomers of the proteins, showed that the regions of increased conforma-
tional plasticity fall on the regions, the functional importance of which has been
reliably confirmed as a result of numerous experimental studies. The revealed correla-
tion made it possible to explain the differences in the physicochemical characteristics
and properties of not only porins from terrestrial and marine bacteria, but also
non-specific porins of different types, OmpF and OmpC proteins. First of all, this con-
cerns the flexible outer loops that form the pore vestibule, as well as regions of the barrel
with an increased “ability” for aggregation, the so-called “hot spots” of aggregation.
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The abnormally high content of IDPRs in the MpOmp structure made it possible to sug-
gest that the high adaptive potential of bacteria may correlate with an increase in the
number of IDPRs and/or regions with increased conformational variability.

Protein molecules, due to their astonishing structural and functional versa-

tility, play a central role in the distinctive properties of eukaryotic and pro-

karyotic cells. The functions of proteins are extremely diverse and are of

great importance for maintaining the vital activity of both an individual cell

and the entire organism as a whole. The most important of these functions

are structural, energy metabolism, transport, motor, catalytic, signaling, and

regulatory. Presently, the researchers in the field of protein structure and

function have no doubts that many functional proteins do not have

well-folded structures. On the contrary, so-called intrinsically disordered

proteins (IDPs) and proteins with intrinsically disordered protein regions

(IDPRs), which play a number of cruсial roles in a living cell, are widespread

in nature.1 Under certain conditions, some IDPs are able to form amyloid-like

structures.

Amyloids are protein fibrillar aggregates with an ordered β-sheet second-
ary structure (known as cross-β-structure). While one part of amyloids is

associated with the development of about 50 incurable diseases in humans

and animals, the other performs various important physiological functions.

The greatest variety of functions was found in amyloids of prokaryotic spe-

cies. Therefore, bacteria represent the simplest cellular model for studying

the process of functional amyloidosis. Bacterial amyloids form layers of

extracellular protein, acting as adhesins, regulating the activity of toxins

and virulence factors, and being components of biofilms as a matrix.2 It is

also known that various species of pathogenic bacteria widely use the amy-

loid form of the protein to interact with eukaryotic organisms.3 Therefore,

the repertoire of disease-associated amyloids includes not only dozens of

pathological mammalian amyloids, formation of which is associated with

various amyloidoses, but also numerous microbial ones utilized by the bac-

teria for more efficient host infection. Although the ability of symbiotic

microorganisms to produce amyloids has recently been demonstrated, their

functional role in host-symbiont interactions, as well as in interactions

between species within prokaryotic communities, remains poorly under-

stood. In this regard, the formation of protein assemblies with amyloid

properties is currently the subject of intensive research.4

All functional amyloids of microorganisms known to date have been

identified using targeted approaches that did not allow assessing the entire
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set of amyloids in the cell. However, as a result of proteomic screening of

candidates for the role of new amyloid-forming proteins using the PSIA

(Proteomic Screening and Identification of Amyloids) method developed

by Nizhnikov et al.5 61 proteins present in the fractions resistant to ionic

detergents were identified in Escherichia coli, one of the most important

model and biotechnological subjects. The proportion of proteins containing

potentially amyloidogenic regions predicted by bioinformatics algorithms

among the identified proteins was 3–5 times higher than the proportion

of such proteins in the entire proteome of E. coli.5

The discovery and characterization of IDPs and IDPRs disrupted the

established structure-function paradigm. Disordered proteins exist as highly

dynamic conformational ensembles of different states that interconvert at

different time scales. Structured, ordered proteins can fold into unique stable

structure that correspond to a deep minimum in the energy landscape,

which is achieved via the process of spontaneous folding. In contrast, the

IDP energy landscape is characterized by multiple, shallow/local minima

that correspond to a number of different states, and this structural plasticity

is an integral part of their function.1,6,7 However, it is interesting and impor-

tant to note that protein amyloids are the most stable, conceptually simple,

and universal macromolecular structures that have ever been encountered in

nature, and therefore, the study of their structure and properties is fraught

with a huge potential of new knowledge useful for problems of protein

engineering.8

OmpA is an important structural protein ofE. coli, which plays a vital role

in the stability of the outer membrane (OM) of this microorganism, presum-

ably due to the presence of the long hydrophilic extracellular loops, which

represent a kind of “molecular rivet.”9 With the exception of OmpA, the

porins of the outer bacterial membrane have not yet been characterized

and described in literature as prokaryotic proteins containing IDPRs and

amyloidogenic regions in their amino acid sequences.10 OmpA is one of

a few transmembrane proteins, which folding and stability has been studied

in detail. It was found that only half of the mass of OmpA encodes its

transmembrane β-barrel, and the remaining sequence constitutes a soluble

domain located on the periplasmic side of OM. To understand how the peri-

plasmic domain of OmpA contributes to the stability and folding of the

full-length OmpA protein, the periplasmic domain of the protein was

cloned, expressed, purified, and explored independently of the transmem-

brane β-barrel region.11 Experiments have shown that the periplasmic

domain of OmpA exists as an independently folded unit, which, according
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to the circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, has a mixed α/β secondary

structure. In vitro folding analysis has shown that self-association competes

with the β-barrel folding if the folding process occurs outside the membrane,

and the periplasmic domain increases the folding efficiency of the full-length

protein by decreasing its self-association. It was also found that the periplas-

mic domain of OmpA reduces the tendency for self-association of the

unfolded barrel-shaped domain, but only in the cis-position; i.e., being

covalently attached to the protein body. These results define a novel chap-

erone function for the OmpA periplasmic domain that may be relevant to

the in vivo folding. In addition, the study of self-assembly of OmpA showed

that the transmembrane region of the protein must form a critical core con-

sisting of three molecules before further oligomerization with the formation

of new molecular form of the protein with a large molecular weight.11

The formation of amyloid fibril-like structure by the transmembrane

protein OmpA is a very remarkable example of bacterial functional amy-

loids, which has important consequences. First of all, it opens up for the

researchers another class of bacterial proteins that can be used to study the

process of fibrillation and to determine the properties of the amino acid

sequence that contribute to the formation of amyloid. On the other hand,

it raises a very important question related to the folding process of OM pro-

teins, namely, the role of periplasmic chaperone proteins that can prevent

the formation of amyloid fibrils by β-barrel proteins.
Porins are OM proteins of Gram-negative bacteria. They belong to the

class of integral membrane β-structured proteins. Using the example of

non-specific E. coli porins (OmpF and OmpC types), defined as classical

in the modern literature,12 the main characteristics and properties of these

channel-forming proteins have been determined. In quantitative terms, they

are the major proteins of bacterial OM, accounting for about 2% of the total

protein content in the cell. Being structural proteins that have an exit to the

surface of a bacterial cell, they can act as receptors in many cellular processes.

However, their major function, which defines the name of these proteins, is

their ability to form a network of water-filled pores in the OM of microor-

ganisms, which are intended for the non-specific diffusion of soluble nutri-

ents and metabolites through the membrane.13 Many external factors

influencing the expression of porins of one type or another have been deter-

mined, the main of which are osmolarity, temperature, and pH of the

medium.14 The significance of this complex regulation of pore-forming

proteins in the vital activity of the cell has not yet been fully elucidated.

Nevertheless, it is assumed that these two types of non-specific porins
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(OmpF and OmpC) are involved in the balanced supply of nutrients

through the OM and protect the bacterial cell from toxins.12,13

As membrane proteins, porins are unique, since, unlike most other

membrane proteins with α-helical structure, they consist of β-cylinders (bar-
rels).15 In addition, a characteristic feature of their sequence is that it is pre-

dominantly polar and does not contain long hydrophobic segments similar

to those found in the membrane α-helices of bacteriorhodopsin and the bac-
terial photosynthetic reaction center.16 This is due to the noticeable differ-

ences in the geometry of β-strands and α-helices. In fact, one turn of α-helix
that includes 3.6 residues provides a pitch (advance per turn) of 5.4 Å (i.e.,

1.5 Å rise per residue). On the other hand, in a β-strand, the distance

between Cα
i and Cα

i+2 ranges from 7.6 Å in a fully extended peptide to

6 Å in “pleated” β-strands. This means that with the average thickness of

a membrane of 40 Å, it takes a transmembrane α-helix (which is typically

40 Å long) 7–8 turns (or 25–29 residues) to cross the membrane. On the

other hand, the length of the transmembrane β-strands typically ranges from
7 to 12 residues. Furthermore, due to the alternation of charged and

hydrophobic residues, the β-barrel surface shows noticeable alternating

polarity, which in turn, allows porins to interact both with a non-polar lipid

membrane and with hydrophilic substances diffusing through the water-

filled channel. In native membranes, porins exist as homotrimers. Their

monomer units have a very stable barrel-shaped (β-barrel) structure (e.g.,

see Fig. 1A and B), which is stabilized by a whole network of interactions

of various nature, such as hydrophobic interactions, as well as ionic and

hydrogen bonds.17

Undoubtedly, the presence in proteins such as porins of intrinsically

disordered regions, which have some advantages over folded domains

including the capability of formation of various bonds,18 including poly-

valent electrostatic interactions that occur on the surface of lipid bilayers

and inside the porin channel, can explain manifestations of various porin

properties. Therefore, in the last decade, an increasing amount of atten-

tion has been paid to studying the features of the conformational and func-

tional activity of porins, coupled with the analysis of their dynamic

“behavior” under the influence of various factors, including the environ-

ment. Nevertheless, despite the clear progress in studying the structural

and functional features of the pore-forming proteins, the factors

determining their multifunctionality, as well as the mechanisms underly-

ing their conformational variability (plasticity), are still insufficiently

understood.
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In this regard, bioinformatics analysis of the porin sequence would

undoubtedly be a welcome approach to solving this problem. The relation-

ship between the amino acid sequences of structural elements, such as

β-hairpin, in porins and amyloidogenic motifs that form the β-arcade of typ-
ical amyloid proteins is of particular interest. This because, like amyloid

fibrils, most β-hairpin repeat (BHR) structures have a so-called crossover

fold β-forms. Furthermore, the β-hairpin is considered a likely intermediate

structure in amyloidogenesis. Bioinformatics analysis shows that the occur-

rence of predicted β-arcade motifs in BHR regions varies greatly depending
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Fig. 1 Theoretical model of the spatial structure of the OmpC porin from
Y. pseudotuberculosis (strain 3260). The structure of the OmpC porin is shown as ribbon
diagram (side view—A, top view—B). Superposition of Сα atoms of 3D structures of
porins OmpС Y. pseudotuberculosis and osmoporin K. pneumoniae (PDB code 1OSM.
A) (C). The value of the standard deviation for all Сα atoms is 1.1 Å. The superposition
and the figure were obtained using the MOE™ 9.10 program. The structure of the
OmpC porin trimer from Y. pseudotuberculosis is shown as ribbon diagram (side
view—D, top view—E). In one of the monomers, AK, residues are represented as
spheres corresponding to Van der Waals radii; glycine residues are marked in black.
Amino acid sequence YpOmpC with “hot spots” of aggregation marked as bold font (F).
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on the BHR structural fold, cell localization, and phylogeny. One of the

most striking observations is the high level of sequence similarity between

BHR membrane porins and β-arcade motifs.19 This sequence similarity is

the further evidence that the membrane porins and the ring-shaped amyloid

oligomers may have structural similarities. Furthermore, these results explain

how some amyloidogenic sequence can fold into either ring-shaped oligo-

mers or elongated amyloid fibrils. It was also found that potentially lethal

amyloidogenic β-arcade motifs are absent in the elongated BHR structures

of intracellular eukaryotic proteins. In this case, the selective evolutionary

pressure is suggested to act against aggregation.19

In this study, we made an attempt to comparatively analyze the quanti-

tative content of amyloidogenic regions in the amino acid sequence of

non-specific porins from terrestrial bacteria of the genus Yersinia (OmpF

and OmpC proteins from Y. pseudotuberculosis and Y. ruckeri) and from the

marine bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis, as well as using theoretical

models of the proteins considered to determine the localization of IDPRs

in their structure, and, if possible, to assess how these regions coincide with

the functionally important regions of porins.

For many years, we have been studying the structure and function of

Yersinia porins as typical representatives of β-barrel integral membrane

proteins that form ion channels in the bacterial membrane and serve as

immunodominant antigens of these microorganisms. Yersinia is a genus of

Gram-negative bacteria with unique adaptive capabilities: they live andmul-

tiply both in the external environment and in a warm-blooded organism

(including humans), combining saprophytic and parasitic lifestyles.20 As a

result of studying the structural transformations of Yersinia porins under

the influence of denaturing factors, as well as their functional and biological

properties, we came to the unambiguous conclusion that these porins possess

all the characteristic properties of proteins containing IDPRs in their

sequence. The most important and indicative of these features are confor-

mational plasticity and multifunctionality of the Yersinia porins.

Porins are extremely stable proteins that are resistant to denaturation in

the presence of 5 M guanidine hydrochloride or 2% SDS at elevated tem-

peratures. Studies have shown that the L2 OmpF fixing loop directed

toward the adjacent monomer contributes significantly to this exceptionally

high conformational stability. In this respect, Yersinia porins are no excep-

tion among the other transmembrane β-barrel proteins. At the same time,

they easily form various conformational intermediates, the spatial structure

of which is determined by the nature of the detergent used to solubilize these
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proteins. The conformation of porins under various conditions changes not

only at the level of the tertiary structure, but also at the level of secondary

structure. In solutions of ionic amphiphilic (zwitterionic) and hydrophobic

detergents, the ratio of the elements of the regular secondary structure of

porins differs significantly. In the presence of SDS, the content of α-helical
structure increases markedly, and this trend is even more pronounced when

the temperature is raised.21 On the contrary, in the solutions of n-octyl-β-
D-glucopyranoside (octylglucoside) and Zwittergent 3–14 (Zw), the

amount of α-helices was minimal, no more than 5%,22 which, according

to Garavito and Rosenbusch, corresponds to the native structure of the pro-

tein in lipid environment (in the bacterial membrane).23 Interestingly, an

increase in the temperature did not result in an increase in the α-helical con-
tent in the structure of porin from Y. ruckeri (YrOmpF) solubilized in a Zw

solution. Instead, a significant increase in the amount of disordered structure

was observed.22

As known, an important feature of intrinsically unstructured proteins is

their ability to undergo a disorder-order transition during or before their bio-

logical function. Functionally, IDPs/IDPRs are described as the “protein

quartet” model, where the protein function is determined by four specific

conformations (ordered forms, molten globules, pre-molten globules and ran-

dom coils) and transitions between these states.10 Interestingly, it was shown

that upon pH titration, the Yersinia porins a capable of formation of a number

of partially folded intermediates that differ from each other in the degree of

their unfolding.23 The OmpF porin from Y. pseudotuberculosis (YpOmpF) at

pH 4.5 forms a specific intermediate with the minimal content of the regular

β-structure and the largest amount of β-turns, which is known to be a char-

acteristic feature of the structural instability of the protein molecule. At pH

3.0, YpOmpF is characterized by a significant decrease in the degree of order-

ing of the environment of the side chains of the protein, and, on the other

hand, by a maximum increase in the affinity to the hydrophobic quenchers

of protein fluorescence, which indicates the exposure of the hydrophobic

regions of the molecule. With a further decrease in the pH of the medium

to 2.0, a new intermediate is formed, which, in terms of the degree of its ter-

tiary structure ordering is practically similar to porin at pH 3.0, but differs from

it in the content of the regular secondary structure. On the basis of these data,

it was concluded that at pH 3.0, the molecular organization of YpOmpF sat-

isfies the criteria of the molten globule conformational intermediate, whereas

at pH 2.0, porin adopts the pre-molten globule-like structure.24
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One of the main internal characteristics that determines the nature of a

particular protein and, as a consequence, its biological properties is the ability

to aggregate and/or to be engaged in protein-protein interactions. Using

various bioinformatics approaches,25 it is possible to accurately determine

the localization of regions with an increased predisposition for aggregation,

based on the primary structure of a protein. The prediction of such

aggregation-prone segments, the so-called “hot spots” of aggregation, in

the OmpC amino acid sequence of the porin from Y. pseudotuberculosis

(YpOmpC) was carried out using the AGGRESCAN webserver.26 As

our studies have shown, some of these zones are located in the region of

the inter-monomer contacts of the porin (Fig. 1E). However, most of them

are located on the outer surface of the β-barrel.27 Fig. 1D and E show the

localization of these “hot spots” on the spatial model of the YpOmpC porin.

In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 1D, these regions either include glycine

residues or are limited to the β-strands containing so-called glycine clusters.
The high content of glycine residues (about 14%) and the frequency of their

occurrence (more than 13%) are characteristic of pore-forming proteins of

OM bacteria. It turned out that porin OmpC from Y. pseudotuberculosis is no

exception. As shown by our calculations, 78% of glycine residues in this

protein are conservative and are located mainly in β-strands.28 There is an
opinion that the glycine residues form a kind of glycine backbone of the

β-barrel. On the other hand, according to the views of a number of

authors,29 an increased content of glycine residues imparts conformational

plasticity to the protein structure. The Gly residue is unique among the

amino acids in that its entire side chain is just a hydrogen atom. As a result,

its conformation has greater freedom than other amino acids and further-

more can provide flexibility for adjacent residues. Possibly, this compensates

to a certain extent for the increased stability of the β-barrel and ensures the

mobility of the tertiary structure of porins, which is manifested in their abil-

ity to form various conformational intermediates.

Another characteristic feature of IDPs is their multifunctionality. It is

well known that the structure and location on the bacterial surface endows

pore-forming proteins with a variety of functions. However, it should be

noted that the acquisition of the status of functionally important components

of OM bacteria by porins in various manifestations of their interaction with

eukaryotic cells of the host organism has a long history. In early studies, por-

ins were considered exclusively as a neutral carrier of lipopolysaccharides

(LPSs). At present, researchers have no doubts about the fundamental roles
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of porins not only in the life support of a bacterial cell, but also as a target for

the innate immune system of the host organism. Porins play a number of

important roles as effectors of pathogenesis: they promote adhesion (and

possibly invasion) of bacteria, affect the nature of the immune response, pro-

viding resistance to phagocytosis. In addition, they interact with the com-

plement binding system and inhibit the production of lymphocytes.30 The

adhesion sites on the surface of Gram-negative bacteria are external loops of

porins, which are involved in the binding of bactericidal compounds and in

interaction with other cells. Changes in the loop structure as a mechanism of

“escape from the influence of the immune response” as well as modulation

of porin expression in response to the presence of antibiotics are survival

strategies developed by some pathogenic bacteria.

In connection with the aforementioned considerations, in addition to

structural and functional studies of Yersinia porins, we were interested in

their role in the pathogenesis of pseudotuberculosis. We have shown that

these proteins are highly immunogenic antigens. Antibodies to them are

found both after vaccination of laboratory animals, and during the natural

development of infection. They are targets for the innate immunity system

of the host organism, and also act as effectors of pathogenesis, suppressing

individual stages of the host’s immune defense, and thereby ensure the sur-

vival of the pathogen in the host.31 It was found that Y. ruckeri OmpF

(YrOmpF) induces the arrest of the S-phase of the cell cycle both in normal

chum salmon heart cells (CHH-1) and in THP-1 tumor cells. In cancer cells,

the observed effect was most pronounced. A significant cytotoxic effect of

YrOmpF on primary mouse peritoneal macrophages was also found.

YrOmpF stimulated the activity of bactericidal systems of phagocytes, espe-

cially the oxygen-independent subsystem. Antibodies against YrOmpF

decreased the release of myeloperoxidase and the synthesis of cationic

peptides by peritoneal macrophages, and increased their viability.31

The study of the biological activity of the recombinant OmpF porin of

Y. pseudotuberculosis in vivo showed that the Yersinia porins play an important

role in the formation of the cellular and humoral immune response, namely,

they act as inducers of some mediators of the immune response. It was pos-

sible to reveal the actual effects of porin on the synthesis and dynamics of

accumulation of cytokines on the first day of the development of a bacterial

infection. The data obtained suggested that the presence of LPS in the pro-

tein sample can compensate for both suppressive (against IL-12, IL-1β and

IL-17A) and pronounced stimulating (against IL-6, MIP-1α, MIP-1β)
effects of porin on some mediators. Taken together these data allowed us
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to conclude that during the development of a bacterial infection in vivo,

porins and LPS act on the host cells not only as separate components of

OM, but also as an endotoxin-protein complex. Obviously, such a com-

bined effect on the specific receptors of the host immune cells contributes

to the development of a balanced immune response.32

The significance of the conformational plasticity of the outer loops of

porin in the manifestation of the immunogenic properties of OmpF

Y. pseudotuberculosis (YpOmpF) was convincingly demonstrated when study-

ing the antigenic and immunogenic activity of mutant OmpF porins with

deletions of the outer loops,33 as well as when elucidating the causes of

cross-serological reactivity between OmpF porin and thyroid-stimulating

hormone receptor (hTSHR).34 As a result of immunochemical analysis, a sig-

nificant decrease in the immunochemical activity of mutant porins was shown

when interacting with immune serum to the native trimer YpOmpF.

Obviously, not all outer loops are equally involved in the formation of anti-

genic determinants of porin, or the conformational determinants of YpOmpF

formed at the level of the tertiary and quaternary structure of the protein

undergo significant changes (i.e., might represent neotopes35), which seems

to us the most probable.33

In experiments to identify the immunochemical relationship between

YpOmpF and hTSHR, it was shown that the monoclonal antibodies to

the receptor (mAb) interact equally effectively with both antigens in thyroid

tissue extracts and with YpOmpF. However, according to immunoblotting

data, the trimeric form of porin was not detected by these antibodies. To

explain the obtained experimental data, theoretical models of the spatial

structures of monomeric and trimeric complexes of YpOmpF with anti-

bodies to hTSHR were constructed. According to the results of molecular

modeling, YpOmpF, being in monomeric form, can, like hTSHR, freely

interact with mAbs. But when a porin trimer is formed, the hydrophobic

region, which is located in the interaction zone of the porin with the anti-

body, is closed. This feature, as well as other spatial rearrangements of amino

acid residues, which determine the efficiency of binding, interfere with the

interaction between the porin trimer and the monoclonal antibodies to

the receptor.34 These results, obtained in vitro and in silico, confirmed the

existence of the phenomenon of molecular mimicry. Thus, autoimmune

thyroid disease (Graves’ disease), which sometimes occurs in patients suffer-

ing from pseudotuberculosis, may be due to structural and antigenic similar-

ities between the immunodominant OM protein, porin, and the human

thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor. In addition to the very fact of the
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experimentally and theoretically proven existence of the phenomenon of

molecular mimicry, according to the results of this study, one more inter-

esting conclusion can be drawn. Since the amino acid sequences of porin

YpOmpF and the hTSHR receptor are not found to have sufficiently long

regions with high sequence similarity, the reason for the antigenic relation-

ship is, most likely, the similarity of the conformation of individual regions

of their spatial structure.34

The aforementioned examples clearly indicate that the conformational

plasticity of the tertiary structure of porins plays a special role in the mani-

festation of various types of biological activity by these proteins. Next, we

conducted comparative bioinformatics analysis of the Yersinia porins

(Y. pseudotuberculosis and Y. ruckeri) from bacteria inhabiting noticeably dif-

ferent natural niches (environmental conditions). In earlier studies, these

porins demonstrated significant differences in the thermal stability of their

trimeric structure and in the electrophysiological characteristics of the chan-

nels they form. In order to identify conformationally flexible regions in the

amino acid sequences of these proteins, as well as to determine their overall

intrinsic disorder predispositions, we involved several web resources, such as

D2P2 (http://d2p2.pro/)36 and ODiNPred (https://stprotein.chem.au.dk/

odinpred).37 We assumed that it is these intrinsically disordered regions that

may turn out to be functionally important structural elements of the porin

molecules under consideration, and, possibly, a comparison of their quan-

titative content and location in the polypeptide chain would explain the dif-

ferences in the properties of these proteins. The results of these analyses are

summarized in the Table 1 and Fig. 2 and show a good agreement between

the prediction methods we used for IDPRs. For comparison, the Table 1

also shows data for the classical porin of E. coli and marine porin from

M. primoryensis, the trimeric structure of which demonstrated extremely

low resistance to temperature.40

Table 1 Percent of predicted intrinsically disordered residues (PPIDR) in the porins of
bacteria in marine, terrestrial, and freshwater habitats, %.
The source of porins PPIDR in OmpF PPIDR in OmpC

Marinomonas primoryensis (MpOmp) 53.8

Yersinia pseudotuberculosis (YpOmpF/C) 12.4 29.1

Yersinia ruckeri (YrOmpF/C) 25.9 24.8

Escherichia coli (EcOmpF/C) 14.1 25.1
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Fig. 2 Multiple sequence alignment of OmpF and OmpC porins from Y. pseudotuberculosis, Y. ruckeri, E. coli as well as from M. primoryensis
(MpOmp) colored according to Cumulative Distributions of ODiNPred Z-score for individual residues indicating their distribution between
ordered and disordered conformation. Residues with Z-scores <3.0 (colored green) can be considered fully disordered (DRs),38,39 whereas
3.0<Z<8.0 (colored violet) corresponds to regions with fractional formation of local, ordered structure. Conversely, residues with Z>11.0
(colored blue) correspond to segments of regular secondary structure or structured rigid loops, whereas 8.0<Z<11.0 (colored light blue)
corresponds to flexible loops between ordered segments.



The data obtained indicate that the percent of predicted intrinsically dis-

ordered residues (PPIDR) for the proteins varies from 12.4% for YpOmpF

to 53.8% for MpOmp, which indicates essential differences in the ordering

and rigidity of the protein structural organization not only of different porin

types, but also of different bacteria species. Based on their content of disor-

dered residues, all considered OmpF and OmpC porins can be classified as

moderately disordered proteins, while MpOmp can be classified as highly

disordered protein.41 Noteworthy is the fact that OmpC proteins, in con-

trast to OmpF, do not show a significant scatter in both the PPIDR content

(25.1–29.1%) (Table 1), as well as in the DR-containing domains localiza-

tion (Figs. 2 and 3). However, the degree of structural flexibility (conforma-

tional plasticity) in these areas may differ, especially when comparing E. coli

and Yersinia OmpC porins. A common feature of OmpC porins is a fairly

stable structural organization of the C-terminal part of the sequence, while

its N-terminal domain and, in particular, the central part can exhibit

sufficient structural plasticity.

In the case of bacterial OmpF porins from different habitats, Z-score

indicates a large variability both in the distribution of conformationally flex-

ible regions along the protein sequence and in the degree of disorder of these

regions. In YrOmpF, 25.9% of the residues are predicted as intrinsically dis-

ordered, while YpOmpF contains only 12.4% of such residues (Table 1).

This correlates with our earlier data on a significant difference in the

temperature values of heat denaturation for these porins, at which the pro-

tein trimer dissociates: 76 °C for YpOmpF and 88 °C for YrOmpF.

Possibly, the presence of a larger number of flexible elements in the

Y. ruckeri porin defines a greater variability of its secondary structure without

destruction of the porin quaternary structure until the critical temperature of

the irreversible conformational transition is reached.22 Alternatively, greater

content of IDPRs in YrOmpF can be linked to the capability of this protein

to format highly intertwined and conformationally stable complexes

originating as a result of the folding at binding events.

Using the 3D structure of the E. coli porin monomer and theoretical

models of the Yersinia porin monomers, IDPRs and areas of increased con-

formational flexibility were mapped (Fig. 3), which allows us to visualize the

spatial localization of these regions. Even with a cursory glance, it can be

seen that the areas with increased conformational plasticity are located in

regions, the functional importance of which has long been reliably con-

firmed as a result of numerous experimental studies. This is the area of

the L2 loop, which is responsible for the stability of the trimeric structure
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Fig. 3 See figure legend on next page.



of porins, a quite expected area that is part of the aforementioned aggrega-

tion “hot spots,” which includes the L6 loop and β11 strand and, finally, the
outer loops (L4, L5, and L7) that form the pore vestibule with adjacent barrel

sections: β5, β8 and β9.
It should be noted that it was somewhat unexpected that the L3 loop,

which is directly involved in the regulation of channel conduction, was

identified, based its sequence, as just conformationally flexible region, but

not IDPR. However, current conception of the mechanism of pore func-

tioning are quite correlated with the result obtained. As known, the OmpF

channel remains in an open state most of the time, providing the flow of ions

and hydrophilic molecules into the cell. The longest loop L3 is buried in the

pore cavity up to the middle, thereby limiting the size of the pore and for-

ming a narrowing zone of constriction, or “pore eyelet.” The β-barrel wall is
formed mainly by positively charged residues, while the L3 loop, on the

contrary, contains a large number of acidic residues. The spatial configura-

tion of charged residues is such that an electrostatic field is formed inside the

channel, which determines the selectivity of the channel with respect to the

charges of penetrating ions and hydrophilic compounds.42 However, most

porins have the ability to pass into a stable closed state, for example, with an

increase in the medium acidity or under the action of an applied external

potential (voltage-dependent closure).43–45 There are various hypotheses

about the mechanism of such channel sensitivity. Based on the molecular

dynamics (MD) simulation data, a model of a movable loop L3, whose dis-

placement leads to the channel blockage was proposed as a possible gating

mechanism.46 However, since L3 forms multiple interactions with the barrel

wall (salt bridges, hydrogen bond network), this idea seems unlikely. In

addition, no significant changes in the loop position were shown to accom-

pany the channel closure. For example, no noticeable differences in this

Fig. 3 Disorder predictions (A) Cumulative Distributions of ODiNPred Z-score for indi-
vidual residues indicating their division between ordered and disordered conformation
of OmpF and OmpC porins from Y. pseudotuberculosis, Y. ruckeri, E. coli as well as marine
porin from M. primoryensis (MpOmp) (ODiNPred; https://stprotein.chem.au.dk/
odinpred). Residues with Z-scores<3.0 can be considered fully disordered,38,39 whereas
3.0<Z<8.0 corresponds to regions with fractional formation of local, ordered structure.
Conversely, residues with Z>11.0 correspond to segments of regular secondary struc-
ture or structured rigid loops, whereas 8.0<Z<11.0 corresponds to flexible loops
between ordered segments. Predicted areas of aggregation “hot spots” are indicated
as a slightly painted vertical square. (B) Evaluation of the functional intrinsic disorder
propensity of marine porin from M. primoryensis, OmpF porin from Y. ruckeri and
OmpC from E. coli conducted by D2P2 (http://d2p2.pro/).
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property were found for EcOmpF with the L3 loop modified with disulfide

bridges.47 This fact indicates the some local changes in the tertiary structure

of the definite parts of the L3 loop become a possible cause of channel clo-

sure. MD studies of perturbations have suggested that at least part of the L3

loop of porin from R. capsulatus is flexible.48

According to our predictions, the L2 loop of YpOmpF and EcOmpF is a

partially structured region with elements of IDPRs, while in porin

YrOmpF, this region is a flexible loop with a regular structure. Probably,

this may indicate a higher heat stability of the Y. ruckeri porin trimer in com-

parison with those of Y. pseudotuberculosis and E. coli porins. On the other

hand, the possible reason for this distinction derives from the special position

of Y. ruckeri among Yersinia, which is confirmed by the formation of a

separate cluster by it on the phylogenetic tree.49

Regarding the regions containing β-strands with an increased glycine

clusters content (β5–β9), according to the results of our analysis, most of

them do not contain IDPR, but differ significantly in the degree of their

conformational flexibility. Therefore, the OmpF porins of E. coli and

Y. pseudotuberculosis in the β6-β7 region with Z-Score value of 11.0–14.0
have a regular secondary structure, while the structure of the OmpF porin

of Y. ruckeri and other OmpC proteins considered here is characterized by a

higher conformational mobility in this region (Z-score of 6.0–8.5). A similar

pattern is observed in the region of β8-β9 strands, where the OmpF proteins

of E. coli and Y. pseudotuberculosis also have a more rigid structure in com-

parison with the similar region of OmpF of Y. ruckeri and OmpC porins

(Z-score of 3.0–6.0). Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the presence

of IDPRs in the region of the β7 strand and the L4 loop for EcOmpC and

YpOmpC was unambiguously predicted both using D2P2 (http://d2p2.

pro/) and using ODiNPred (https://stproteinchem.au.dk/odinpred).

The L5, L7, and L8 loops, along with the L3 loop, are known to make a

significant contribution to the efficiency of pore conductivity.50 In this

regard, the prediction of the most of structure variability in the region of

the loops forming the vestibule of the porin channel (L4, L5, L7) for all stud-

ied porins was quite an expected result. In our opinion, the conformational

flexibility of these regions that distinguishes two types of these proteins is the

evidence of the peculiarities of porin functioning, associated primarily with

the adaptation of bacteria to environmental conditions. Loops ofOmpF por-

ins have a quite regular structure, with the exception of small regions with

increased conformational flexibility and rare inclusions of IDPRs in L4 and

L5 loops. At the same time, in the case of OmpC porins, IDPRs are
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presented as rather extended areas (in EcOmpC) or as regions even covering

the entire loop sequence (in YrOmpC).

The differences we found may be due to macro- and microevolutionary

processes that contribute to the ompC gene divergence. It is well known that

the reservoir of Yersinia in natural ecosystems are the soil and soil protozoa.

Yersinia species are resistant to low temperatures, therefore the adaptation to

the conditions of a warm-blooded organism is a strategy for their survival in

various stressful conditions, including such as a new habitat niche. Recently,

based on the phylogenetic analysis of all currently known bacterial species of

the genusYersinia, the mechanism of the molecular evolution of OmpC por-

ins was established.49 It was shown that positive selection observed in the

outer loops and homologous recombination provide the exchange of new

ompC variants in Yersinia populations.49

In this regard, the appearance of IDPRs in the L4 and L5 loops in the

OmpC proteins of Yersinia, in contrast to the OmpF proteins, obviously

indicates that in this way, the Yersinia realize their unique adaptive potential.

On the other hand, the habitat conditions of Y. ruckeri dictate to a lesser

extent the need to capture a new niche, since the aquatic environment

and cold-blooded organisms are natural for it (it is a fish pathogen).

Therefore, the OmpC porins of Y. ruckeri, from our point of view, cannot

serve as a model for studying the mechanisms of adaptive evolution. In con-

trast, YrOmpF demonstrates greater diversity in the distribution of IDPRs

and conformationally flexible regions, including in the region of the outer

loops. This may be a consequence of the aforementioned separation of this

microorganism at an earlier stage of evolution and/or the need to adapt to

frequently changing conditions of the aquatic environment. Therefore,

YrOmpF has an IDPR within the L7 loop in contrast to other porins,

the C-terminus of which is structured. As aforementioned, the L7 loop

refers to the areas that form the pore vestibule.51 Therefore, the appearance

of such a site in L7 can be considered as additional benefit to support the

adaptive potential of this Yersinia specie.

Recently we have isolated the novel pore-forming protein from the

marine psychrophilic bacterium Marinomonas primoryensis (MpOmp).40

M. primoryensis KMM 3633 T, a marine bacterium living at extreme condi-

tions, was isolated from a sample of coastal sea ice in the Amursky Bay near

Vladivostok, Russia. The amino acid composition of MpOmp is distin-

guished by a high content of acidic and low content of sulfur-containing

amino acids, but there are no tryptophan residues in its molecule. The porin

of M. primoryensis KMM 3633 T was classified as Porin_4 according to the
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search for conserved domains.52 We were the first to construct a spatial struc-

ture model of this porin by homologous modeling technique, using several

prototypes of porins, such as EcOmpF, EcOmpC, Omp32 from Delftia

acidovorans and OmpK36 from Klebsiella pneumoniae with the following

loop refinement, optimization, and energy minimization in Amber14:EHT

forcefield with MOE2020.09 CCG software (unpublished data). The gener-

ated MpOmp model allowed the localization of the conformationally flexible

regions and IDPRs to be determined (Fig. 4C and D). One can see from the

data summarized in Table 1, Figs. 3A and 4C, MpOmp has 53.8% PPIDR,

which indicates the porin belongs to a group of highly disordered proteins,

while almost all outer loops (except for L1 and L2) are IDPRs with a

probability of 85–98%. In addition, in contrast to all considered porins, both

OmpF andOmpC types, the C-terminal fragment of the β-barrel ofMpOmp

consists of conformationally flexible regions. It is noteworthy that the length

of the L3 loop is not only shorter than that of its analogs of other porins of both

types, but also consists exclusively of conformationally flexible regions and

IDPRs that were not found in other proteins (Fig. 4C). In addition, this func-

tionally important loop forms a network of non-covalent intramolecular

interactions within the pore with flexible regions of the β-barrel (Fig. 4D),

which is also not observed in the case of other porins.

The appearance of so unprecedented flexible β-barrel structure in the

case of porin frommarine bacteriummay be associated with its marine envi-

ronmental conditions, in comparison with freshwater ones, which are

distinguished by an even larger set of changing (stress) factors (osmolarity,

temperature, pressure) contributing to the development of greater adaptive

capabilities in this bacterium (the acquisition of a greater adaptive potential).

The results of bioinformatics analysis of the porin sequence, in our opinion,

confirmed our rather bold assumption that the need for broad adaptive

capabilities can correlate with an increase in the number of IDPRs and/or

sites with increased conformational flexibility.

In conclusion, as an experimental confirmation of the results of bioinfor-

matics analyses, we present electron microscopic photographs of an amyloid-

like structures formed by the OmpF porin from Y. pseudotuberculosis, obtained

using a LIBRA-120 electron microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) (Fig. 5). This

conformational species is formed under the rather harsh conditions for

obtaining a lipid A—protein complex according to Alaupovi�c; i.e., during
treatment of the endotoxin, or LPS—protein complex (LPPC) from

Y. pseudotuberculosis,53 with 1% acetic acid (AcOH) at 100 °C for 5 h.54

Under these conditions, the O-specific chains of LPS are cleaved off, and,
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A
Yersinia

pseudotuberculosis
Yersinia ruckeri Escherichia coli

YpOmpC YrOmpC EcOmpC

B
YpOmpF YrOmpF EcOmpF

Marinomonas primoryensis (MpOmp)
C D

Fig. 4 IDPRs and conformationally flexible regionsmapped to porin 3D-structuremodels/
structures. Ribbon diagrams of 3D-structures of porins OmpС (A), OmpF (B) from
Y. pseudotuberculosis, Y. ruckeri, E. coli as well as marine porin M. primoryensis (C, D).
Cumulative Distributions of ODiNPred Z-score and ODiNPred Disorder Probability
(ODiNPred; https://stprotein.chem.au.dk/odinpred) for individual residues indicating their
distribution between ordered and disordered conformation of OmpC and OmpF (A, B)
porins as well as MpOmp (C): ordered соnformation is presented as light green ribbons,
conformationally flexible—as violet ribbon and sticks, disordered—as green ribbon and
balls. Visualization was conducted with Biovia Discovery Studio 2020 software (Dassault
Systèmes BIOVIA, Discovery Studio Modeling Environment, Release 2020, San Diego:
Dassault Systèmes, 2021). (C) Non-covalent intramolecular interactions of conformation-
ally flexible regions and IDPRs (green and violet, respectively) in MpOmp β-barrel with L3
loop. Residues involved in non-covalent intramolecular interactions of the internal loop
(L3) are presented as violet ball and sticks. Hydrogen bonds and distance (hydrophobic,
WDW) interactions are indicated by magenta clouds (the stronger, the darker).
Non-covalent intramolecular interactions analysis is performed with MOE 2020.09 CCG
(Chemical Computing Group ULC, 1010 Sherbrooke St. West, Suite #910, Montreal, QC,
Canada, H3A 2R7, 2020).
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therefore, the relative content of LPS in the protein preparation decreases.

Based on these considerations, we assumed that the treatment of protein sample

with acid would further purify YpOmpF from LPS.

As can be seen from the data in Fig. 5, the aggregation of YpOmpF yields

the formation of morphologically diverse variants: amorphous (Fig. 5A) or

ordered typical amyloid fibrils, long and rigid (Fig. 5B–D).

The formation of amyloid-like structures by the non-specific OM

pore-forming proteins of Gram-negative bacteria uncovers a new type of

β-structured transmembrane proteins from prokaryotes, which represent a

C D 

A B 

Fig. 5 Transmission electron microscopy of amyloid-like intermediate of OmpF porin
from Y. pseudotuberculosis. For electron microscopy observations, the protein solutions
were placed on grids coated with formvar film stabilized with carbon. The samples were
contrasted for 3 min with 2% phosphotungstic acid (PTA), pH 7.0. Then, the samples
were carefully dried using a piece of filter paper and examined with a LIBRA-200 elec-
tron microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany). (A) The diameter of the filamental structures of
about 5.6 Nm, (B) the diameter of the threaded structures 7.8–8.7 nm, (C) the diameter
of the thread structures is about 7.1 nm, (D) the diameter of the filamentary structures
4.8–8 nm. PTA-stained protein preparations. Bar¼200 nm.
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novel model for the in-depth elucidation of amyloidogenesis in vitro, primar-

ily to the search for the inhibitors of the formation of pathological amyloid

forms. Due to their ability to form morphologically diverse aggregated

species, they can undoubtedly become an effective tool for studying

amyloidogenesis, an intriguing and complex phenomenon process inherent

in both pro- and eukaryotic organisms. It is possible that the existence of a

certain correlation between variations in the manifestation of their main

channel-forming function and prevalence of IDPRs, as well as peculiarities

of disorder distribution within their sequences, will be useful to highlight the

molecular basis of the formation of the adaptive potential in bacteria.
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Abstract

The well-defined roles and specific protein-protein interactions of many integral mem-
brane proteins (IMPs), such as those functioning as receptors for extracellular matrix pro-
teins and soluble growth factors, easily align with considering IMP structure as a classical
“lock-and-key” concept. Nevertheless, continued advances in understanding protein
conformation, such as those which established the widespread existence of intrinsically
disordered proteins (IDPs) and especially intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) in oth-
erwise three-dimensionally organized proteins, call for ongoing reevaluation of trans-
membrane proteins. Here, we present basic traits of IDPs and IDRs, and, for some
select single-span IMPs, consider the potential functional advantages intrinsic disorder
might provide and the possible conformational impact of disease-associated mutations.
For transmembrane proteins in general, we highlight several investigational approaches,
such as biophysical and computational methods, stressing the importance of integrating
them to produce a more-complete mechanistic model of disorder-containing IMPs.
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These procedures, when synergized with in-cell assessments, will likely be key in translat-
ing in silico and in vitro results to improved understanding of IMP conformational flexibility
in normal cell physiology as well as disease, and will help to extend their potential as ther-
apeutic targets.

1. Distinction between intrinsically disordered
and structured proteins

Since the very beginning of scientific attempts to understand how life

is organized at a molecular level and with the comprehension that proteins

play key roles in virtually all processes within living cells, the “one structure–
one function” paradigm remained unchallenged for almost a century. The

versatility of proteins is indeed based upon the variability of their structures

and the specificity of their actions that arises from the uniqueness of a par-

ticular fold(s). The transition from a static “lock-and-key” model1,2 of the

early 20th century to a moremodern induced-fit (glove-and-hand) concept3

in protein-ligand interactions reflects the advances in modern understanding

of biopolymers, acknowledging that proteins are not rock-solid and often

require remarkable flexibility to perform their functions. The further idea

of conformational selection,4 postulating that a protein can accommodate

an ensemble of different conformations, often characterized by similar

energy levels, with a certain fraction of these states being preferable for a par-

ticular binding mode, appears necessary to explain a vast majority of accu-

mulating experimental data in signal transduction and cooperative binding.5

The appreciation of the complexity and continuity of the protein universe

has further evolved to the recognition of an additional class, with the mem-

bers being either intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or hybrid, meaning

that they contain uniquely folded domains intercalated with intrinsically

disordered regions (IDRs).6–9 In addition, more than one unique polypep-

tide chain can be generated from a single gene, due to allelic variations, alter-

native splicing, other pre-translational mechanisms or post-translational

modifications (PTMs),10 and these various isoforms can adopt distinctive

conformations responsible for different functions.11,12 Altogether, this

molecular diversity and continuum of conformational states is defined as

the proteoform of one protein and provides an important foundation for

protein multifunctionality.

The concept of the proteoform helps to alleviate protein diversity restric-

tion and likely the parallel functional limits otherwise imposed by a classical

one gene – one protein model. This spectrum of building in variation on
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protein form then loops back to intrinsic disorder by recalling13 that IDR

often arise via alternative splicing and that once IDR are present in proteins

they are often the site of PTM. Thus, as much as alternative splicing and

PTMmay add to the entirety of a particular proteoform, the conformational

ensemble derived from intrinsic disorder may well be on equal footing for

adding different molecular forms of a protein (see Ref. 13 for review).

Nevertheless, it is not always easy, straightforward or even necessary to

quantitatively distinguish highly dynamic proteins/regions from the ones

classified as disordered. Important, however, is the notion that without

structural heterogeneity and conformational flexibility, life, as we know

it, would not be possible.

When an IDP is mentioned during discussion, it is a soluble protein that

most often first comes to mind. This is likely due to the fact that structure-

function relationships in soluble proteins have been studiedmuch longer and

more extensively than in integral membrane proteins (IMPs) and, also,

because of the better developed understanding of how amino acid sequence

of soluble IDPs is defined by the polar properties of water. Water molecules

form hydrogen bonds with exposed polar groups and, thus, force burial of

hydrophobic groups into the interior core of the protein as hydration of

non-polar groups is entropically very costly. Shielding the hydrophobic

groups from the polar environment of aqueous solution provides the major

driving force in soluble protein folding. Therefore, low hydrophobicity and

high net charge of soluble IDPs8 can explain the lack of thermodynamic

impetus for their folding. But how do the same thermodynamic principles

apply to proteins that are fully or partially membrane incorporated and

should we expect to see IDPs/IDRs among IMPs?

Before starting this discussion it is important to keep in mind that efforts

to understand structure-function relationship in IMPs were halted for a long

period of time due to an additional layer of complexity: for structural studies,

IMPs have to be extracted from the native lipid bilayer environment into a

carefully chosen membrane mimetic. Also, IMPs are notorious for the dif-

ficulties associated with their recombinant expression and purification as

well as for their tendency to aggregate. Nevertheless, in the recent years a

lot have been accomplished in the field with an explosion of technological

advances in high resolution structure determination techniques such as

X-ray crystallography, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and, particu-

larly, cryo-Electron Microscopy (cryoEM). However, even before these

technological advances, it was predicted from thermodynamic principles14

and later experimentally confirmed, that polar amide protons and carbonyl
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oxygens of the polypeptide backbone have to form intra-molecular hydro-

gen bonds to be shielded from the hydrophobic environment of the inner

lipid bilayer core composed of non-polar aliphatic chains. Therefore, in

almost all known 3D structures of IMPs, the transmembrane (TM) domain

is composed of either one/several α–helice(s) or β–barrel(s) (the outliers rep-
resent auto-transporters composed of β-barrels with α-helical bundles par-
tially inserted into their pores). This means that at least ordered secondary

structure elements are always present within the membrane spanning part,

explaining the notion that the term “IDP” was not initially associated with

membrane proteins. However, if we take into account the often disordered

cytoplasmic or extracellular domains and/or flexible loops interconnecting

TM helices or β-strands, we envision a totally different story, where IMPs

represent a set of hybrid proteins containing both folded domains and IDRs

(Fig. 1). On a separate note, Kjaergaard15 has argued that a putative

poly-topic membrane embedded protein, adopting a set of conformations

analogous to a soluble molten globule state, with the secondary structure ele-

ments formed but no defined tertiary structure, should also be regarded as an

IDP (Fig. 1). As a matter of fact, freely diffusing TM-helices have been pro-

posed as general intermediates in the process of folding for any helical IMP16

and may represent a state that most membrane proteins have to pass.

Molten globule Folded protein with IDR tail/loop Globular
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Fig. 1 Examples of transmembrane proteins featuring varying degrees of intrinsic
disorder. Embedded receptors representing (left to right) (A) Unlikely random coil
(red X) embedded featuring no secondary or tertiary structure. (B) Theoretical molten
globule-like receptor featuring fixed secondary structure and dynamic tertiary structure
promoting conformational switching (question mark) between embedded loops.
Mostly globular (C) multi-pass, (D) single-pass and (E) dimeric receptors which feature
C-terminus IDR tails. (F) Globular membrane receptors featuring dynamic cytosolic
loops. (G) Totally globular membrane bound protein featuring minimal dynamic confor-
mation in inactive form. Dotted lines used to show conformational switching of disor-
dered protein regions.
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However, to-date, we are not aware of any experimental data confirming

that this structural state is not transient.

Over the years it became apparent that a certain degree of flexibility is

essential for the functionality of all proteins, although dynamics may vary

significantly in rates and amplitudes. But is there a phenomenological quan-

titative difference between a disordered and merely dynamic protein? It

seems impractical to define a single rigid threshold in a rather smooth tran-

sition from fully unstructured to folded states in the continuum of structural

propensities.17 The distinction can be made, though qualitatively, when we

consider this problem from the perspective of energy landscapes (Fig. 2).

The dynamic IMPs are characterized by a few local minima with steep walls,

while a truly disordered protein exists in a wide energy well with many local
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Fig. 2 Ubiquitin as a representative dynamic protein which exist across many confor-
mations. (A) top to bottom, representative energy well diagrams with a disordered pro-
tein represented as existing with a large ensemble of conformations with low energy
barriers separating them. Dynamic proteins feature greater than one conformation
but are more discreetly separated energy-wise with individual energy minima for each
conformation. Lastly, globular or structured proteins are typically thought to have one
energy minimum. (B) Ubiquitin (shown in green in all diagrams) as an example of a
dynamic protein featuring many distinct conformations associated with protein-
protein interactions with different binding partner proteins, each with its own theoret-
ical associated free energy. Structures prepared using Pymol.18 PDBIDs of shown
structures cited. Image for ubiquitin (bottom center) is alignment of ubiquitin only
model (3HM3) with ubiquitin molecules from other shown images.
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minima and low energy barriers. Transmembrane regions of IMPs are often

dynamic, but they spend most of their time within discrete well-defined

states, and thus cannot be described as truly disordered. Disordered regions

lack stable conformations, rather occupying a continuous ensemble, and

are predominately found within cytoplasmic and extracellular domains of

IMPs.19,20

In this chapter, we are going to focus on two major topics related to dis-

order in IMPs: (i) we are going to speculate about functional advantages that

IDRs might provide, followed by a brief discussion of few examples (for a

more comprehensive set of examples good reviews are available, e.g.,21); and

(ii) we are going to highlight experimental and computational methods, that

we believe need to be integrated through a divide-and-conquer approach,

to produce a complete mechanistic model of these unique proteins con-

taining both folded domains and disordered regions.

2. Intrinsic disorder in IMPs: Potential functional
advantages

Intrinsic protein disorder is common in complete genomes, with

eukaryotes having potentially a higher percentage of native disorder than

archaea or bacteria.22 In sequence length, proteins with intrinsic disorder

can account for up to about 33% of a eukaryotic proteome.23 Therefore,

important reasons must exist allowing it to prevail rather than be eliminated

by millions of years of evolution.

2.1 Intrinsic disorder increases binding promiscuity
Among the most obvious intrinsic disorder conferred advantage is the bind-

ing promiscuity of IDPs/IDRs, i.e., the ability to interact with multiple

partners and to act as highly connected nodes, or hubs, often within

protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks.24 Among IMPs, cell surface

receptors, which transduce extra-cellular signals across the membrane to

the cytoplasm, are extensively involved in PPI networks. According to

the computational analysis by Burgi and co-workers,25 membrane proteins

containing IDRs more often play a role in ion binding and signal transduc-

tion whereas fully folded membrane proteins are usually involved in enzy-

matic functions and GPCR signaling. In this study, an IMP was considered

to be an IDP if it contained at least one IDR with the length of 30 or more

amino acids. Herein, we will follow the same nomenclature for simplicity,

although it should be kept in mind that in precise classification an IMP with
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IDR(s) is a hybrid protein containing both folded domain(s) and disordered

region(s). In the same study, it was also predicted that IDRs can cover large

proportions, on average of 60%, of the cytosolic domain of single spanning

membrane proteins and that IDPs tend to localize to specific cellular sub-

domains, such as cell projections, dendrites, and presynaptic membranes.

As those structures are specific for high order multicellular organisms, the

findings could indicate that the IDR functions tend to evolve continuously.

Ordered transmembrane proteins were also more abundant in peroxisomes

and in the inner mitochondria membrane, but not in the outer mitochon-

drial membrane. In contrast, the lack of disordered proteins in the inner

mitochondria is consistent with their prokaryotic origin, since archea and

bacteria were predicted to have far less IDPs than eukaryotic cells.

Another earlier genome-wide study predicted that about 40% of human

membrane proteins are IDPs, with intracellular domains carrying most of

the predicted disorder.19

Integrin αIIbβ3: A perfect example of this remarkable structural dexterity

can be found in cytoplasmic tail (CT) of the major platelet integrin αIIbβ3,
which belongs to probably the most extensively studied cell surface receptor

family. Integrins constitute a major class of heterodimeric (α/β) transmem-

brane receptors that connect cells to the extracellular matrix (ECM).

Integrin-mediated adhesion is controlled in a remarkable bi-directional

manner,27 termed “inside-out” (or activation) and “outside-in” signaling.28

Through a cross-talk with other cell surface receptors, including G-protein

coupled receptors (GPCRs) and/or growth factor receptors,29 a series of

intricate intracellular events is initiated, which induce an inside-out signal

that increases the ligand binding affinity/avidity of the extracellular domains

of integrins. Subsequently, ligand binding triggers conformational changes

and clustering of integrin receptors, an outside-in signaling event, ultimately

leading to the assembly of large intracellular protein complexes linked to the

cytoskeleton. This physical linkage between extracellular and intracellular

compartments allows dynamic regulation of many cellular processes and is

of fundamental interest in signal transduction investigations.

Notably for this chapter, integrin αIIbβ3, a major platelet non-covalent

heterodimer IMP, would not even be considered as an IDP by conventional

computational analysis (bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk), as shown in Fig. 3A,30 due to

the short length of its cytoplasmic domains (predicted IDRs are less than

30 amino acids long). Numerous biophysical and biochemical studies31–37

have confirmed, however, that its cytoplasmic tails have the potential

for forming different secondary structural elements despite the high
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PONDR26 scores presented in Fig. 3B. These include membrane proximal

helices in both subunits, distant membrane associated helices in β3, various
turns in NPxY and NxxY sorting motifs of β3, and extended conformations

in the regions adjacent to these motifs. It is also important to stress at this

A

B

C

Fig. 3 Analysis summary for the TM domain and cytoplasmic tail (CT) of major platelet
integrin αIIbβ3 (E961-E1008; P688-T762): (A) Computational predictions of TM helices and
disordered regions of the hetero-dimer by PSIPRED, MEMSAT-SVM, DISOPRED3
(bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk); the most disordered segment of β3 CT determined by PONDR26

is underlined in green; A1 inset presents coarsely aligned binding sites for β3 interac-
tions with its several cytoplasmic targets; (B) Disorder prediction by PONDR;
(C) Structural data from the PDB (prepared using Pymol,18 PDBIDs of presented
ensembles are cited): faded regions represent parts of TMCT missing in a particular con-
struct, side-chains of R995, D723 and E726, forming a salt-bridge, are shown by sticks and
generally reside in cytosol; C1 inset shows the overlay of β3 CT stretch W739-E749 from
different structures illuminating the presence of diverse secondary structural elements
within same region (helix turn, β-strand and loop); C2 inset shows different phosphor-
ylation states of β3 CT and the effect of phosphorylation on its interaction with
membrane; phosphorylated side-chains of Y747 and Y759 are represented by sticks.
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point that studying the TM and soluble domains of an individual protein at

the same time is a notoriously difficult task. To circumvent the problem peo-

ple use the “divide and conquer” approach, utilizing constructs of various

composition investigated with numerous membrane mimicking conditions,

including micelles, bicelles, and, occasionally, organic solvents (more details

can be found in our recent review Puthenveetil et al.38), in addition to

studying separate soluble parts in aqueous solution and in the complexes

with their soluble binding targets. Fig. 3C highlights just a fraction of such

studies of integrin αIIbβ3 TM domain and CT that resulted in structural char-

acterization. In general, the ability of the juxta-membrane cytoplasmic IDRs

to shift between different conformations in response to changes in their

environment can serve as a functional advantage in cross-membrane signal

transduction. Integrin cytoplasmic tails are capable of accommodating sig-

nificantly different structural features (Fig. 3C), in several cases even shifting

between different secondary elements within the same region. Shown as an

example in Fig. 3C, inset C1, the β3-CT stretch of W739-E749 can form

various helical motifs (PDBID: 1S4X, colored light-blue, in DPC; 2LJE,

colored blue, in DPC with pY747), turns/loops (PDBID: 2L1C, colored

cyan, bound to Shc pTB domain, pY747) and extended strands (PDBID:

1MK7, purple, bound to talin F3 domain with Y747 in the non-

phosphorylated form) depending upon binding partners, phosphorylation

states, and potential interactions with lipids of the membrane. This remark-

able dexterity may be the underlying foundation for the crucial bidirectional

flow of information through integrins.31

L1-CAM: Another example of binding promiscuity based upon intrinsic

disorder is L1, a highly conserved transmembrane glycoprotein member of

the immunoglobulin superfamily of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs). It

mediates many developmental processes in the nervous system including cell

migration, axon extension, fasciculation, guidance, and myelination.39 L1 is

essential for dynamically regulated axon morphogenesis40 and functions

through numerous interactions with extracellular ligands, adjacent mole-

cules on the same membrane, and intracellular second messenger systems.

We have studied its interactions with two adaptor proteins.41 Through an

employment of various techniques, including NMR, analytical ultracentri-

fugation, size exclusion chromatography and dynamic light scattering, we

have confirmed the intrinsically disordered nature of its CT and mapped

its binding interfaces with ezrin FERM domain and AP2-μ2. L1-CAM is

present in the DisProt database (https://www.disprot.org) which contains

experimentally studied and manually annotated IDPs/IDRs. Fig. 4A shows
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a screenshot of its DisProt record (database identifier DP00666) highlighting

analysis (e.g., domains) and data (publications) available at the site. Fig. 4B

further illustrates the type of NMR data, which allows monitoring the tran-

sition from disordered state of CT in aqueous solution into partially folded

Fig. 4 Neuronal cell adhesion molecule L1: (A) Top of DisProt screenshot with the infor-
mation available for L1-CAM. (B) 1H-NOESY spectra of unlabeled L1-CT in absence (red)
and in presence (blue, 10:1 ratio) of AP2-μ2 (1 mM, 295 K, pH 6.8, 50 mM KPi, 300 mM
NaCl, mix¼300 ms) showing additional trNOEs (in blue) of the complex.
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conformation upon interaction with its binding target, AP2-μ2 in the shown
case, to be discussed later in the chapter.

BP180:BP180 can serve as another interesting though less known and less

structurally characterized example for disorder in an IMP. It is also referred to

as the 180 kDa bullous pemphigoid antigen 2 (BPAG2) or the collagen alpha-

1(XVII) chain. Bullous pemphigoid (BP) is a blistering disease of stratified epi-

thelia such as the skin and oral cavity where cells of the lowest layer lose their

attachment to the underlying extracellular matrix proteins. It is encoded by

COL17A1 but is atypical of collagens with its function as a transmembrane

component of hemidesmosomes (HM).42 It essentially serves as a membrane

spanning hub within hemidesmosomes connecting cytoplasmic cytoskeletal

elements to the extracellular matrix.43 From its comparatively large N-

terminus in the cytoplasm, BP180 passes through the cell membrane with

its C-terminus in the extracellular space. It is the repeating amino acid collag-

enous GLY-X-Y motif in its extracellular C-terminus44 that earned BP180

the collagen name designation and likely contributes to its homo-trimeric

structure as a transmembrane protein (Fig. 5 for BP180 domains, panel A).

Among other proteins in addition to BP180, the skin keratinocyte

hemidesmosome protein complex contains another IMP, the integrin dimer

α6β4, which is proposed to interact with BP180 through both, intracellular

and extracellular domains as described below.

Although physical associations responsible for them are as yet undefined,

BP180 has been implicated in multiple cell functions beyond attachment

including stem cell maintenance,45 cancer cell invasion,46 and several intracel-

lular signaling pathways such as p38 MAPK and those downstream of TGFβ
binding (see Ref. 44 for review). Thus, for BP180, its structural involvement

in epithelial adhesion, its genetic and immune connection to severe tissue

pathologies, and its emerging functional connection to several cell regulatory

pathways make it an attractive candidate for new angles of protein conforma-

tional investigation. The ongoing challenge, as with many other proteins to

which disorder is attributed from recombinantly-expressed or in silico-assessed

protein, will be to experimentally detect BP180 conformations in situ within

the cell and see directly whether and how the proposed disorder affects BP180

interaction with partner proteins and hemidesmosome organization and func-

tion. Here of course, cell-matrix interactions both under instances of tissue

homeostasis and more malleable conditions such as wound repair where

migration requires cycling cell-matrix attachment/release will need to be con-

sidered. BP180 ability to progress through dynamic conformations may be

advantageous in either situation.
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With a PONDR-FIT assessment of the full-length BP180 (Fig. 5B), we

confirm the IDRs noted by Liu et al.47 for the N-terminal intracellular

domain, amino acids (AA)1–467, (�0.5 disorder score: 1–202; 223–323;
412–452). We here report extremely high ID scoring for three extensive

regions of the sizeable extracellular domain, AA489–1497: AA565–1050
(average score 0.90); the more-carboxyl AA1104–1355 (average score

0.78) and ultimately along the AA1430–1497C-terminus (average score

0.84). In contrast and as might be expected, there is a precipitous ID drop

within the transmembrane region (AA468–488; average score 0.29) and

an extended length containing it and immediately flanking it on the cyto-

plasmic and extracellular sides (AA453–554; average score 0.31). The

cytoplasmic IDRs of BP180, its singe TM span, its participation in a discrete
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Fig. 5 Alignment of BP180 subdomains with predicted regional disorder. The BP180
regions (A) are relatively to scale with typical, major subdomains labeled. TM, transmem-
brane; NC, non-collagenous. Cytoplasmic, TM, and extracellular domains are as per
UniProt Q9UMD9. By convention, NC domain numbering starts at the end of the extra-
cellular domain, at the protein’s C-terminus. This places NC16A internal to the full-length
protein. Other lengths below BP180 stick figure are called out by amino acid
positions, e.g., 978–1497, for interaction with other proteins. These are the regions used
experimentally; it is not necessarily equivalent that all of the particular length was
required for interaction. Numbering and subdomains in (A) align with amino acid res-
idue numbers on the PONDR-FIT x-axis (B). Two cytoplasmic and three extended sub-
regions of the N- and C-termini, respectively, are marked by double-headed arrows for
local high disorder (average�0.50) prediction above plot peaks. They are labeled as to
amino acid positions with the average PONDR-FIT score within that subregion (e.g.,
1–200; 0.87). The short TM and NC16A regions called out below PONDR-FIT plot valleys
(e.g., 468–488; 0.29) have relatively low predicted disorder.
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membrane assembly, and its being involved in signal transduction completely

fits the earlier computational analysis expectations mentioned above from

Burgi and colleagues.25

Disorder is predicted in silico for the intracellular domain of BP180 and

physically detected for it in aqueous solution. Nevertheless, this subdomain

can accommodate secondary structural elements upon interaction with the

negatively charged inner leaflet of the lipid bilayer. This region has been

shown by circular dichroism to gain significant α–helical content in the pres-
ence of an anionic membrane mimetics.47 Thus, BP180 is another example

of the ability of the juxta-membrane cytoplasmic IDRs to shift between dif-

ferent conformations in response to changes in their environment.

While several proteins are localized to the HD, it is only the α6β4 dimer

and BP180 that are TM proteins.48 From fluorescence co-localization

studies,49 it has been suggested BP180 may interact with either or both part-

ners of the integrin dimer. The extracellular N-terminus of α6 has been

broadly referred to as interacting with the extracellular domain of

BP180.50 Particularly, it is a non-collagenous, extracellular BP180 region

(Fig. 5A) proximal to the membrane (AA489–520), when expressed in

the context of the BP180 N-terminus (AA1–520), that is sufficient for phys-
ical protein association with the extracellular domain of α6.49,51 Notably,

from the first residue of the BP180 extracellular domain, through this

α6-interaction region, up to and including those residues associated with

epitopes for blistering diseases (altogether AA489–566), there is an average

PONDR-FIT score for this region of 0.39 (Fig. 5B) followed by an exten-

sive region of�500 amino acids (AA565–1050) where disorder is predicted
to increase dramatically to an average score of 0.90. Whatever conforma-

tional flexibility this may bring to BP180 in the hemidesmosome, it does

not seem to negatively impact its association with α6.
For β4, it is again fluorescence co-localization studies that suggest asso-

ciation with BP180.52 The β4 integrin, with a cytoplasmic C-terminus of

�1000 amino acids, is distinct from the much shorter cytoplasmic lengths

of other β integrins and thus may have more opportunity for protein-

protein interactions. Using yeast two hybrid assays,53 the BP180 AA1–520
region was ranked for its relative interaction with specific regions of β4.
β4 AA1,320–1668 was sufficient for performing among the highest ranked

pairings of BP180 and β4. Unfortunately, with no dissection of the BP180

cytoplasmic domain, we cannot conclude what affect its sizeable IDRs

(AA1–202 0.87; AA223–323, 0.74) may have on interaction with even this

relatively limited�340 amino acid stretch of β4. Assessment and consequences
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of intrinsic disorder are much better appreciated since these studies of

BP180 interaction and colocalization with the integrin α6β4 dimer were

reported. BP180 intracellular intrinsic disorder as reported by Tussa et al.47

and the assessment we provided for the extracellular domain suggest timing

is right to experimentally investigate effects of BP180 intrinsic disorder in

hemidesmosome assembly and function.

Although not a partner protein within the hemidesmosome, the cruciate

trimer laminin 322 (three protein chains, alpha3, beta3, and gamma2)54 is an

extracellular matrix protein binding target of BP180. The carboxyl-terminus

of BP180 AA978–1497 is necessary for that protein binding55 suggesting the
predicted disorder (Fig. 5 for BP180 domains, panel B) in this extended

region is at least compatible with, if not a requirement for, interaction.

2.2 Intrinsic disorder optimizes utilization of limited space
within cell

Based upon the observation that cellular contents such as nucleic acids and

proteins are profoundly crowded, it has been proposed that a IDP might

have an evolutionary advantage. The unstructured nature of an IDP can pro-

vide a large binding interface, which would require a globular protein to be

2–3 times larger to present the same surface, potentially increasing the over-

all size of the cell.56 Vast experimental data from our research group and

numerous other investigators presented above for β3 integrin direct interac-

tions with its cytoplasmic binding partners supports this hypothesis: as illus-

trated in Fig. 3B, inset A1, the C-terminus of β3 CT binds to so many

cytoplasmic targets through exceedingly overlapping regions that it would

require a much longer sequence for the globular fold to accommodate all

the potential conformations for providing a necessary degree of specificity.

Our data related to neuronal L1-CAM, another disordered IMP discussed

earlier and much less characterized than integrin, also supports this hypoth-

esis as we have mapped significant and overlapping binding interfaces of its

interactions with ezrin FERM domain and AP2-μ2.41

Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) of bio-macromolecules, driven by

weak interactions between multivalent molecules, has been proposed as a

phenomenological basis for the formation of membraneless compartments

within the cell. Mostly studied in soluble proteins, LLPS contributes to for-

mation of condensates such as stress granules and the nucleolus. These

meso-scale structures, termed biomolecular condensates, concentrate spe-

cific collections of proteins and nucleic acids without a surrounding mem-

brane.57 In general, many proteins that can undergo LLPS contain IDRs and
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are quite dynamic in solution. Due to this observation, this ability became

almost a hallmark for IDPs. It should not be forgotten, however, that

well-folded proteins can be induced to undergo LLPS in vitro too when

placed under the right conditions and/or in presence of crowding agents.58

Interestingly for this chapter, LLPS has been recently shown to promote

assembly of IMPs with their cytoplasmic binding partners into clusters.

Examples include nephrin, a TM adhesion molecule required to form

the glomerular filtration barrier in kidneys,59 and linker for the activation

of T cells (LAT), a TM protein required for T cell activation.60,61

Receptor tyrosine kinase59 and even integrin62 clustering has been proposed

to be coupled to phase separation in multivalent cytoplasmic proteins.63

However, it is important to note that oligomerization and phase separation

are distinct physical processes that can be experimentally separated; there-

fore, phase separation should not be automatically expected whenever olig-

omerization occurs.64 Even more important, the causal relationship and

functional consequences of LLPS in vivo are not well defined and it is nec-

essary to perform quantitative measurements on proteins in their endoge-

nous state and physiological abundance to come up with more reliable

conclusions about the biological significance of LLPS in general and its rela-

tionship to IMPs.65

2.3 Intrinsic disorder facilitates higher susceptibility
for post-translational modifications

The conformational flexibility within IDPs is expected to provide increased

access for protein-processing enzymes increasing their frequency of post-

translational modifications in comparison to folded proteins. Interestingly,

the number phosphorylation sites in IMPs containing IDRs is predicted

to bemore than two times higher on an average than for soluble protein with

IDRs, although not all of these sites belong to disordered regions.25,66 PTM

for TM proteins occurs on both intra- and extracellular domains, such as

with phosphorylation at tyrosine, serine, and/or threonine and glycosylation

at asparagine, serine, and/or threonine, respectively, with effects on cell-cell

and cell-matrix interactions.67,68 The potential consequences of other

PTM, e.g., methylation, acetylation and ubiquitination, for all IDP in gen-

eral have also been broadly considered.69 Of all of these, phosphorylation is

among the most intensively investigated and the modification we will focus

on here with particular IMPs we introduced above, integrins, L1-CAM, and

BP180. PTMs have recently been reviewed70 for other diverse IMPs such as
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cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) and the

Na+/H+ exchanger (NHE-1).

In general, phosphorylation is utilized as a common switch regulating

cell surface receptors.71 In regards to integrin αIIbβ3, discussed as an example

above, phosphorylation of its CT could constitute one of the spatiotemporal

mechanisms for imparting selective recognition of its proximal effectors.

Integrin β3 CT is laden with various phosphorylation sites, including two

tyrosines, one serine, and multiple threonines. The tyrosines phosphoryla-

tion was found to be specific for the outside-in signaling72 and Shc (in par-

ticular its p52 isoform) was identified as the primary signaling partner.73 We

have performed detailed NMR analysis of the effects of tyrosine(s) phos-

phorylation on integrin β3 CT under both aqueous and membrane-

mimetic conditions.32 We have shown that the phosphorylation causes

significant conformational rearrangement in β3 CT under solution condi-

tions where the pY747 containing segment folds back and interacts with

the membrane-proximal region (Fig. 3C, inset C2, PDBID: 2LJF), making

the overall CT more compact and rigid. This arrangement prevents the

β3 CT from binding to αIIb CT, thus likely dictating an unclasped state of

the receptor necessary to mediate integrin outside-in signaling. Moreover,

tyrosine(s) phosphorylation under membrane-mimetic conditions (in DPC

micelles) modifies β3 CT interaction with the membrane and perturbs its

overall fold (Fig. 3C, inset C2, PDBIDs: non-phosphorylated - 1S4X,

pY747 - 2LJD, pY747 & pY759 - 2LJE). By preventing the phosphorylated

tyrosines containing regions from being inserted into or associated with the

lipid bilayer, phosphorylation shifts the equilibrium of integrin interactions

with different cytoplasmic adaptor proteins, adjacent receptors, and/or the

cytoskeleton. These findings shed light upon molecular details of how phos-

phorylation may play multiple roles in regulating different states and dynamics

of cell surface receptors, suggesting a more complex paradigm than a simple

two state (active/inactive) model.

The disordered cytoplasmic tail of our second example, L1-CAM, is also

rich in potential phosphorylation sites. These include S1152, phosphorylated

by p90rsk and shown to be important for neurite outgrowth,74 and Y1176,

potentially phosphorylated by p60src kinase and involved in cytoskeleton

binding through ezrin FERM domain41,75 and endocytosis regulation which

is discussed later. Mutation of Y1176 to F to mimic an unphosphorylated tyro-

sine side group prevents ezrin and AP2-μ2 binding.75 Y1176 is within the

membrane-proximal disordered segment, AA 1144–1205 (average score

0.77), and substitution with F does not change the disorder score. This leaves
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open the interpretation of its interaction with other proteins to being more

dependent on local charge alone, or charge-affected conformation, when

phosphorylated.

The subcellular localization of BP180 does appear to be sensitive to its

phosphorylation status,76 at least in response to cell culture manipulations.

Although in vitro substrates for cultured keratinocytes do not recapitulate

complete hemidesmosome formation,77 human keratinocytes can be suc-

cessfully grown in culture and greatly enriched for relatively less- or

more-differentiated cells, respectively, under low versus standard calcium

concentration media conditions (typically 0.07 mM vs 1.8 mM). Upon shift

from low to high calcium conditions, mimicking calcium gradient signals for

the onset of differentiation and preparation for release from underlying sub-

strates, there is redistribution of BP180 coincident with activation of cyto-

plasmic protein kinase C (PKC). Separately, experimental activation of PKC

by 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate induces similar reorganization

and increased serine phosphorylation. The relocalization has been inter-

preted as disintegration of hemidesmosomes with BP180 release from such

discrete foci.78 Our cursory overview of potential phosphorylation sites with

GasPhos79 for possible PKC targets returns over 10 hits for SER throughout

the BP180 cytoplasmic N-terminus. Specific phospho-residues involved

have yet to be experimentally determined. It is reasonable to expect, how-

ever, that BP180 cytoplasmic tail conformational flexibility from intrinsic

disorder facilitates access of phosphorylation-modifying enzymes and

consequently BP180 interaction with other hemidesmosome-localized

proteins.

2.4 Intrinsic disorder affects turn-over of IMPs
Endocytosis of L1 provides an interesting example for how an IDR can play

an important role in regulation of CAMsmobility during internalization and

resorting within the cell. Although the L1-CT is not required for cell adhe-

sion, it was found to be very important for the dynamic regulation of this

process.40 Encoded with inclusion of exon 27, neuronal L1-CT contains

four extra amino acids (RSLE) in contrast to L1-CT found in non-

neuronal cells such as Schwann cells or a variety of human tumor cell lines

including neuroblastomas, melanomas and lung carcinomas.80,81 Together,

Y1176 and the immediately adjacent RSLE stretch compose a Y-based

sorting motif (YRSL–YxxΦ, whereΦ is a residue with a bulky hydrophobic

side chain) that is required for endocytosis of L1 via clathrin-coated pits.82
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Like Y-based sorting signals found in many proteins,83 the YRSL sequence

of L1 serves as a docking site for the μ2 chain of clathrin-associated

AP2-complex in vitro. Mutating Y1176 or removing the RSLE exon disrupts

the L1-AP2-μ2 interaction and consequently prevents clathrin-mediated

endocytosis.82 The neuronal form of L1, containing the RSLE sequence,

is significantly less adhesive than the non-neuronal form due to its more

rapid internalization and shorter dwell time on the cell surface,84 with

potential regulatory mechanisms depending on the phosphorylation state.

Phosphorylation of Y1176, possibly by p60src kinase, prevents L1 from

binding to AP-μ2 in vitro85 and disrupts endocytosis. Therefore, dephos-

phorylation of Y1176 may be critical for L1 mediated cell adhesion and

signaling.

With respect to our third example, Liu and colleagues45 recently reported

BP180 as the “most unstable component of hemidesmosomes.” BP180 insta-

bility in cells is consistent with the above-described multiple and extensive

IDR within its recombinantly-expressed intracellular domain.47 Intrinsic dis-

order derived conformational flexibility, possibly facilitating BP180 protein-

protein interactions with its hemidesmosome partners, would be consistent

with the collateral expense of its protein stability although overall IDP prote-

ase sensitivity in vivo is reported to be less so than that detected during in vitro

assays.86 As with the internalization of L1, turnover of other IMP offers ready

remodeling for cellular adaptations such as those needed for migration or

changes in cell-cell associations.

3. Mutations in IMP: Consideration of IDR

Mutations in many IMPs are causative of several human pathologies.

However, these amino acid sequence alterations have as yet little or no direct

biophysical and biological assessment for their possible impact on conforma-

tion in terms of order/disorder. To begin to address this deficit, we present

initial bioinformatic consideration of some IMP discussed above in terms of

disease-linked mutations and possible consequences on protein subregion

disorder.

All of the mutations identified in patients with Glanzmann’s

thrombasthenia (GT), an inherited blood-clotting disorder, result in func-

tional deficiency of major platelet integrin αIIbβ3,87 with the absence of

agonist-induced platelet aggregation being a hallmark of this disease.88

Most of these mutations reside in the extracellular ligand-binding domain

of the receptor and directly reduce the binding affinity of integrin in its
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activated state. However, functional deficiency can also result from two

β3 CT mutations, a R724X nonsense mutation resulting in a truncated pro-

tein with the deletion of the C-terminal 39 residues and a S752P missense

mutation. Both CT mutations are proposed to disrupt the activated state

of the receptor, as resting platelets from both patients express significant

levels of stable αIIbβ3 complexes that are unresponsive to agonists (though

do respond to conformational activators). Functional analyses show normal

adhesion to immobilized fibrinogen but abnormal cell spreading. The S752P

mutation shows reduced focal adhesion plaque formation, and the R724X

mutation results in undetectable tyrosine phosphorylation of focal adhesion

kinase pp125FAK. The S752 does not belong to the most disordered segment

of β3 CT (AA 725–738, average score 0.69) according to PONDER-FIT

assessment; its mutation to P does not affect the predicted degree of disorder

at all. Instead, it lies within a unique region of β3 CT covering two Y-based

sorting motifs (NPxY747 and NxxY759). The segment between two tyrosines

is shown to accommodate different secondary structural elements. For exam-

ple, it forms an α-helix in DPC micelles36 and an extended β-strand when

bound to the groove of filamin Ig21 domain.89 The exact reason why the

S752P mutation is inhibitory remains to be found.

Rare gain-of-function (or activating) mutations within αIIbβ3 CT have

been also shown to cause autosomal dominant macrothrombocytopenia

(MTP). An R995W in αIIb and/or a D723H in β3 mutation90 disrupt the

R995-D723 salt bridge linking the juxta-membrane helical portions of the

two subunits of the receptor in a resting state.37 For all affected patients,

Favier and colleagues have found that the bleeding syndrome and MTP

were mild to moderate; platelet aggregation tended to be reduced but not

absent, platelets were on average larger than normal, and some contained

abnormally large α-granules showing signs of fusion. Analysis of the matu-

ration and development of megakaryocytes revealed no defect in their early

maturation but abnormal proplatelet formation was observed with increased

size of the tips.

Mutations in L1 are responsible for a wide variety of neurological

abnormalities and mental retardation (such as MASA, Mental Retardation,

Aphasia, Shuffling Gait, Adducted Thumbs, or X-linked hydrocephalus).

However, mutations in L1CT are often less severe than other mutations; they

lead to defects consistent with failures of axon guidance.91,92 In contrast,

mutations that would lead to L1 expression loss or expression of a markedly

truncated form are the most severe and lead to death during the first year of

life.93–95
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Proteolytic processing of the BP180 extracellular domain yields two

large fragments, a 120 kDa protein and then from it a 97 kDa fragment.

The 120 kDa fragment is released from the cell surface by a disintegrin

and metalloprotease (ADAM) via digestion at different amino acids within

a non-collagenous (NC) spacer known as the NC16A domain (Fig. 5A).

Importantly, these liberated fragments of the BP180 extracellular domain

can, for some individuals, become an auto-antigen leading to antibody

deposition and initiation of the skin auto-immune blistering disease referred

to as linear IgA dermatosis (LAD) . Junctional epidermolysis bullosa (JEB) is

a genetic skin blistering disease, caused by recessive mutations in BP180

(COL17A1 gene), integrin α6 (ITGA6 gene), or integrin β4 (ITGB4 gene)

and presumably loss of function in HD assembly. The structural failure of

any one of these proteins leads to loss of contact between basal keratinocytes

and the lamina lucida of the underlying basement membrane. Intriguingly,

autoantibody reactivity in bullous pemphigoid (BP), a skin blistering disease

distinct from LAD,42 is almost exclusively directed to the non-collagenous

juxta-membrane NC16A region (AA490–566; average score 0.39) (Fig. 5A
and B) which in the backbone of the full-length protein appears to have rel-

atively minimal disorder as the antigenic region. Thus, disorder across the

extracellular BP180 C-terminus may allow for TM protein cleavage and

presentation of novel auto-antigenic epitopes (LAD) as well as allow access

of antibodies, once generated, to key structured regions (BP).

Intrinsic disorder is prominently associated with protein misfolding

degenerative diseases where the entire length of a protein such as

α-synuclein and β-amyloid may be involved in aggregation and pathological

deposits (see Ref. 96 for review). Conclusively linking TMproteinmutation

or other dysfunction (improper folding, insufficient amount, incorrect

PTM) that definitively affect disorder/order conformations and in turn

are responsible for a distinct pathogenic effect lies ahead of us but is a worth-

while exploration. As just one example of IMP deficient function with likely

some instances linked to protein conformation, over 60 mutations associated

with JEB have been mapped across the BP180 N-terminal cytoplasmic tail

and C-terminal extracellular collagenous regions.97 These cases have vari-

able presentations; their severity does not necessarily correlate with partic-

ular residues and none are as clinically debilitating as the protein null

situation. Perhaps most interesting in the context of protein conformation

are changes reported for a small number of patients with recessive JEBwhere

glycine was mutated in a GLY-X-Y collagenous repeat in the juxta-

membrane extracellular region (Fig. 5). In each of four clinical cases,
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mutation of one glycine (G609, 621, 627, or 633) in that region led to

decreased in vitro thermal stability and increased sensitivity to limited trypsin

proteolysis.98 The spectrum of JEB mutations has diverse but yet significant

human health impact. Nevertheless, there is therapeutic promise from

observations that even a relatively small amount of partially functional

BP180 protein can lessen or delay clinical severity (see Ref. 99 for review).

Small molecule or other synthetic chaperoning to improve stability or func-

tion of insufficient wildtype or dys/non-functioning of mutated TM

proteins could have widespread clinical benefit for diverse IMP where dis-

order has been associated with pathology as suggested for proteins in other

cellular compartments.100

Another interesting example more definitively highlighting the role of

disorder-order transition associated with disease causing mutations can be

found in epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), a representative of

the family of asymmetric tyrosine kinases which undergo ligand-induced

dimerization. A regulatory feature of this process is a shift in conformation

of the αC-helix of the kinase domain from the “off” to the “on” position.101

This kinase region of the EGFR features a high proportion of all mutations

found in EGFR-associated cancers.102,103 This includes the most common

EGFR kinase domain-associated oncogenic mutation L834R (sometimes

referred to as L858R).104 This mutation is exceedingly important in clinical

settings. Although associated with overactivation of EGFR, it is susceptible

to binding the tyrosine kinase inhibitor gefitinib providing for significantly

increased responsiveness with this kind of EGFR-targeting treatment.105 It

is of interest to this chapter as it is associated with an IDR region within

EGFR. This IDR region was first proposed and later confirmed in the

αC-helix within the kinase domain of EGFR through crystallographic evi-

dence followed by hydrogen/deuterium exchange103,106 and in silico studies

revealing several short IDR or flexible regions with this domain.107 Shan

and colleagues proposed that L834R mutation promotes overactive EGFR

through disruption of the intrinsic disorder in this kinase domain. This

mutation was shown to promote conformational rigidity by introducing a

positively charged R834 that interacts favorably with localized negatively

charged residues (E734, D831, and D813) in the αC-helix, and, by doing

so, protects the placement of the αC helix in the way that the catalytically

important KE salt bridge between K721 and E738 is maintained.101,103

Ultimately, because the αC-helix is located near the dimerization interface,

the stabilized helix and reduced local structural flexibility have been shown

to promote dimerization and subsequent EGFR activity. Reported free
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energy surface analysis is consistent with this notion demonstrating the pres-

ence of active conformations in the L834R mutant ensemble. This is in con-

trast to the wild type ensemble, which lacks active conformations due to

disorder in the αC-helix.101 As to increased susceptibility of EGFR carrying

the L834R mutation to inhibition, it has been proposed that this mutation

stabilizes the EGFR dimer compensating for slow binding kinetics of inhib-

itors, which bind the active form of the receptor, and is thus responsible for

inhibitor efficacy.103 Often when discussing the L834R mutation in EGFR,

it becomes important to mention the T790M mutation which is found very

commonly and is associated with acquired resistance to inhibitors and

increased survival of cancer cells.108 Alone, this mutation has been both

reported to increase overall intrinsic disorder while stabilizing the active

form of EGFR.107,108 However, both these reports agree that one conse-

quence of the T790M mutation is an increased propensity to form the active

conformation of EGFR. Understanding how these mutations function to

impact local disorder is likely to enhance pharmaceutical efforts, particularly

in overcoming the acquired resistance with the T790M mutation. Resolving

how conformational dynamics impact receptor activity, such as possible

interplay of charge and local secondary structure109), could dictate new strat-

egies for small molecule-induced conformational switching.

4. IMP intrinsic disorder: Investigational approaches

In general, the most appropriate experimental method for structure

analysis depends upon dynamic properties of a protein in question. X-ray

crystallography works really well for folded domains, but, since disordered

regions do not crystallize, it cannot be used to determine their structures.

CryoEM, a rising star of structural biology, does not require crystallization.

However, to produce a high-resolution structure an assembly of class aver-

ages needs to be performed. This can be done for IMPs showing moderate

degrees of flexibility,110 but is unlikely to be useful for truly disordered

regions. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) has been valuable for describ-

ing sizes and distribution of the disordered protein ensembles, but resolution

is low.111 NMR spectroscopy is our favorite technique to explore IDRs, as

it is currently the only technique that can provide atomic resolution.112

Intrinsically disordered IMPs contain both folded domains and disordered

regions. Therefore, experimental methods optimal for studying well-

folded, rigid as well as disordered, flexible biomolecules have to be inte-

grated, potentially through a divide-and-conquer approach, to produce a
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complete mechanistic model of these unique targets. Interestingly, this strat-

egy of combining different complementary techniques has become an

emerging trend within the structural biology community. The key question,

however, remains of how well IDRs studied alone represent IDRs in the

context of full-length proteins in the presence of membrane mimetics, with

the even more dazzling question of potential IDR conformations in situ

within live cells.

4.1 Computational approach adjusted for IMPs
A starting, and low cost, point to investigate disorder in IMPs is to utilize

various computational in silico approaches. However, as most of the pro-

grams predicting disorder from protein’s primary sequence were originally

developed using information derived from soluble proteins, there is a clear

distinction between programs that accurately predict disordered regions in

membrane proteins and programs that perform poorly. A meta-predictor

PONDR-FIT, with artificial neural network which could be trained on

specific data subsets to predict the disorder propensity, was developed to cir-

cumvent this problem.113 PONDR-FIT and numerous other disorder pre-

dictors, with some reporting potential transmembrane regions, have been

recently reviewed.114 Still, as we have shown in our integrin example,

remarkable structural dexterity could be found within the regions with rea-

sonably low disorder scores as well as secondary structural elements may exist

in the segments with high disorder scores. Therefore, direct experimental

methods are necessary to explore and define disorder and its functionality

in IMPs.

4.2 Thermostable enrichment
The amino acid compositional bias of IDP or proteins with extensive or

multiple IDRs confers on them atypical biophysical characteristics, among

them an in vitro tendency of thermostability (TS). TS is a relative resistance to

denaturation and precipitation following heat treatment, e.g., 98 °C for

>15 min followed by rapid chilling.115,116 Unlike globular or structured

proteins, IDPs are more likely to remain soluble after such extreme treat-

ment. Importantly though, this is more preferential enrichment of IDPs

and reduction of globular proteins rather than an absolute separation of

them.116 Nevertheless, the approach yields protein fractions suitable for

large scale, proteome level analysis (an IDP-ome115). IDPs and protein with

IDRs retrieved from TS fractions of cell lysates cover a very wide range of
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biological processes and cellular compartments,115 including BP180 dis-

cussed above (Shamilov and Aneskievich, unpublished). Kriwacki and

colleagues also recovered TM proteins from a mouse fibroblast TS prepara-

tion.115 They noted TM proteins were however a minor component of the

overall >1300 TS proteins isolated. Sixty-five proteins with TM domains

were identified by computational assessment from the entire TS population.

While just over half (55%) of the TM cohort were evaluated to have one or

two TM passes, Kriwacki et al. reported a range of up to 16 TM helices in

the remaining proteins. Interestingly, among the TS-retrieved proteins were

those TM spanning the nuclear and golgi membranes as well as the cell

membrane. Along with other criteria, such as charge hydropathy, all TS pro-

teins including these TM proteins were relatively scored as a disordered pro-

tein (average disorder score>0.50) or a protein of IDR mixed with

more-ordered regions (average disorder >0.32). TM proteins were an

enrichment for and not an absolute purification of proteins with only

unstructured domains. Like other classes of proteins, numerous TM proteins

in the TS cohort were predicted to be mostly ordered. Nevertheless, TS

provides for a relatively easy and quantifiable approach to IDP throughout

the cell.

4.3 Solution NMR technology
Among all the methods presently at the researcher’s disposal, solution

NMR, in our opinion, is the best-suited technique for studying conforma-

tional heterogeneity of IDRs in IMPs, both in an aqueous solution and

membrane mimetics. Chemical shifts (or rather their deviations from ran-

dom coil values) provide direct reflection of secondary and tertiary structural

elements, while changes in chemicals shifts allow to examine protein-

protein interactions117 at the atomic level and at near physiological condi-

tions. For those IDRs that acquire stable fold upon binding to their targets a

classical method known as transferred Nuclear Overhauser Effect (trNOE)

measurement118 can be used to define the bound state. Themajor idea of this

approach is that cross relaxation between protons of the IDR in the bound

state, which is governed by large correlation time of the complex, is trans-

ferred to the protons of IDR in free state, tumbling rapidly in solution,

through chemical exchange. This results in an appearance of additional

cross-peaks in its NOESY (Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy) spec-

trum, as exemplified in Fig. 4B, from which restraints can be derived for

structural characterization of the bound conformation.
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More recent developments allow generation of IDP/IDR ensembles,

through the ENSEMBLE algorithm,119 consistent with an expanded set of

experimental NMR restraints, which can include residual dipolar couplings

(RDCs), paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs), O2-induced
13C

paramagnetic shifts, hydrogen-exchange protection factors, 15NR2 relaxation

data, NOEs, J-couplings, chemical shifts, hydrodynamic radius, solvent acces-

sibility restraints, plus SAXS measurements. It is important to remember that

for IDPs, thementionedNMRobservables represent a weighted average over

the conformational ensemble. The ENSEMBLE algorithm assigns equal

populations to all conformers for computational simplicity and to reduce

the problem of overfitting. In this approach, conformers that can be thought

of as containing an “implicit” entropy, i.e., largely extended conformations

with few structural contacts, have a high entropy and represent a relatively

large “sub-ensemble.” Distinct compact conformers, containing many con-

tacts, represent fewer but enthalpically more favorable conformations.

Overall, the calculated ensembles may differ in many ways from random coil

ensembles and contain significant transient structures.120

The LLPS phenomenon can be studied very efficiently by solution

NMR as well, with the detailed review of the method found elsewhere.121

Briefly, signals from disperse and condensed phases can be distinguished. It

can be done either through physical separation, by studying the protein

below the concentration required for LLPS or by creating a macroscopic

phase that fills the coil volume of the NMR spectrometer, or through the

application of different filters during signal acquisition in bi-phasic samples:

with anR2 relaxation rate filter selecting for signals arising from the dispersed

phase or with a pulsed-field gradient diffusion rate filter selecting for signals

arising from the condensed phase. Based upon NMR data collected so far,

we can start to speculate about common features of condensed phases, such

as the maintenance of protein disorder, restricted motions due to high

viscosities and protein concentrations, and transient, “fuzzy” interactions.

However, a disconnect between in vitro and in vivo studies as we discussed

earlier65 still remains an issue, which, in the future, might be tackled by

in-cell NMR methods as they develop.122

4.4 Other techniques
Although being a low resolution technique even with the most recent

improvements in data quality and reconstitution algorithms, SAXS can

directly measure flexibility of biomolecules in solution.123 Detecting
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flexibility earlier in the process is essential, as it steers modeling efforts

from the rigid-body toward ensemble approaches when generating molec-

ular models.124 In the presence of conformational flexibility traditional

ab initio shape reconstruction programs based upon optimal placement

of spherical beads within a fixed volume, such as DAMMIN125 and

GASBOR,126 often fail. The recently developed ab initio shape reconstruc-

tion program, DENSS (DENsity from Solution Scattering),127 however, is

more robust, providing low-resolution insight into macromolecular archi-

tecture through the iterative retrieval of structure factors directly from

experimental scattering data. Its advantage is based upon capturing

non-uniform biomolecular volumes (e.g., particle cavities), which is bene-

ficial for modeling of flexible and disordered systems, and detecting differ-

ences in electron density among different biomolecular phases (e.g., protein

vs lipid, as might be encountered for IMP under membrane mimicking

conditions).

Another popular method that is well suited for quantifying solvent acces-

sibility and conformational dynamics, as well as ligand-induced perturba-

tions of IDRs, is hydrogen–deuterium exchange combined with mass

spectrometry (HDX-MS). It is similar to measurements of hydrogen-

exchange protection factors by solution NMR, with the MS being a detec-

tor in this case, but it is not limited by the size of macromolecule under

investigation. It can be applied to both, soluble IDPs and IDRs within

IMPs. The example of HDX-MS utility is presented by quantification of

the ligand-induced conformational perturbations of intrinsically disordered

CT of β2-adrenergic receptor (β2-AR).128 This study showed that confor-

mational flexibility of β2-AR is enhanced on binding to agonists, while a

stabilizing effect was observed upon binding to inverse agonists.

Fluorescence depolarization methodology using time-correlated single-

photon counting (TCSPC) can be utilized to distinguish between collapsed

globules and expanded coils of IDRs. A detailed description of the method

can be found elsewhere.129 Briefly, fluorescence depolarization kinetics of

an intrinsic Trp or a fluorescent dye, site-specifically attached to a protein,

provides the picosecond time-resolved decay of fluorescence anisotropy

from the fundamental (time-zero) anisotropy. The slow rotational correla-

tion time, ϕslow, was shown to be a unique and reliable indicator of the con-

formational preference of an IDR. For a collapsed IDR, ϕslow is expected to

represent the global tumbling of the compact globule, whereas, for an

expanded IDP, ϕslow corresponds to the intrinsic backbone segmental

mobility that is independent of the global tumbling.130 This methodology
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has confirmed that κ-casein forms a collapsed globule while α-synuclein is an
expanded polypeptide chain.

SmFRET, single molecule (sm) fluorescence (or F€orster) resonance energy
transfer (FRET), is the method that can resolve signals from individual mole-

cules. In this application of FRET, a pair of donor and acceptor fluorophores

are excited and detected on a single molecule level. Therefore, it provides

information about the conformational distribution within ensembles rather

than just average properties of the entire ensemble. It has been increasingly

applied to studies of disordered IMPs in vivo,131,132 expanding the scope of

in vitro biophysical approaches.

An accurate description of potential IMP conformational ensembles cru-

cially depends on the amount and quality of the experimental data, as well as

the way it has been integrated. An integrative modeling approach has been

recently proposed and tested to understand how conformational restraints

imposed by the most common structural techniques used for IDPs investi-

gation, such as NMR, SAXS, and smFRET, reach concordance on struc-

tural ensembles for non-phosphorylated and phosphorylated Sic1.133

5. Conclusions

IMP disorder has been formally hypothesized15 now for over 5 years

with many earlier reports of membrane protein dynamics16 open to reinter-

pretation in such a context. With the premise and existence of disorder

within extracellular and cytoplasmic domains of TM proteins further con-

ceptually developed,21 the scene was clearly set for new two-way evalua-

tions of disorder and mechanisms TM proteins utilize to perform their

function, including clustering, trafficking, and the inter-relationship of

PTM and protein conformation. The single-pass IMPs emphasized here

in the context of TM protein disorder highlight the probable impact of

regional flexibility in normal physiological function of IMP as well as chal-

lenges and possible insight into pharmacological control of regional disorder

to modulate IMP function in various disease states. Incorporation of disor-

dered regions into essential cell surface receptors likely enhances formation

of functional networks necessary for adaptable and efficient cross-membrane

signal transduction. Nevertheless, there is much yet to be deciphered as to

the consequences of intrinsic disorder for the conformation and in turn

function of IMP with unstructured domains. This includes the specific

assignment of presumed increased functionality to regions of disorder as well

as the physiological effects of the order-disorder (and vice versa) transitions
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possibly occurring due to interaction with natural ligands or to pathological

mutations. As highlighted in this chapter for a few TM protein examples,

some separate facets of this have been done for individual proteins. It is clear

that an integrative approach of bioinformatics, biophysical assessments,

in vitro assembly models, and targeted mutagenesis will be the vital key

for future successes in the field.
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Abstract

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) lack a well-defined three-dimensional structure
but do exhibit some dynamical and structural ordering. The structural plasticity of
IDPs indicates that entropy-driven motions are crucial for their function. Many IDPs
undergo function-related disorder-to-order transitions upon by their interaction with
specific binding partners. Approaches that are based on both experimental and
theoretical tools enable the biophysical characterization of IDPs. Molecular simulations
provide insights into IDP structural ensembles and disorder-to-order transition mecha-
nisms. However, such studies depend strongly on the chosen force field parameters and
simulation techniques. In this chapter, we provide an overview of IDP characteristics,
review all-atom force fields recently developed for IDPs, and present molecular
dynamics-based simulation methods that allow IDP ensemble generation as well as
the characterization of disorder-to-order transitions. In particular, we introduce meta-
dynamics, replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations, and also kinetic models
resulting from Markov State modeling, and provide various examples for the successful
application of these simulation methods to IDPs.

1. Introduction to IDPs

1.1 Definition of IDPs
Proteins are central key components in catalyzing the chemical reactions in

living systems. Before the turn of the century, some protein characteristics

have led us to think that proteins function only when they are folded into

their right structures.1 The central dogma of molecular biology states that

the DNA encodes the genetic information which is transcribed into messen-

ger RNA and then translated into an amino acid sequence that folds into a

protein. The biophysical mechanisms which govern how an amino acid

sequence folds into the correct three-dimensional protein structure are still

not fully understood.2 The widely accepted protein-structure paradigm

dominated scientific minds for more than 100 years. However, despite this

paradigm, intrinsically dynamic and flexible and biologically active proteins

were detected during the modern history of protein science because the

genomic era that began at the end of the 20th century gave scientists access

to complete genome sequences.3 Scientists noted that some of the amino

acid sequences were not expected to fold into globular protein structures.4

In parallel, experimental investigations began to uncover samples of crucial
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proteins and domains that were incompletely structured or completely

disordered in solution, yet remained biologically functional.3 As a conse-

quence, the concept “intrinsically disordered proteins” was introduced at

the turn of the century.4 The crucial hypothesis was formulated and it

stated that intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), instead of being rare

exceptions, represent a unique and a very broad class of proteins.4 The cur-

rently accepted meaning of disorder embraces protein regions or proteins

that are biologically active, but are dynamically flexible conformational

ensembles either at the secondary and/or tertiary structure level.5 IDPs

and intrinsically disordered protein regions (IDPRs) exist as dynamical

ensembles resembling “protein clouds” whereby the atom positions and

backbone Ramachandran angles vary significantly with time, without

obtaining specific equilibrium values.6 A hallmark of IDPs is a marked bias

in their amino acid composition, which includes a relatively small propor-

tion of hydrophobic and aromatic residues, but a relatively large proportion

of polar and charged amino acid residues.7 The numbers of identified IDPs

and IDPRs are ever increasing. All IDPs and IDPRs identified to date are

collected in the DisProt database (https://disprot.org/), which to date

contains �1600 nonambiguous IDPs and �3500 IDPRs.8

1.2 Functions of IDPs
The abundance and functional significance of IDPs in eukaryotes is known.9

In the mid-1990s, experimental measurements of regulatory proteins and

bioinformatics studies of the genome sequences that were just emerging

revealed that disordered regions are very common in eukaryotic proteins.10

The occurrence of IDPRs of significant size that containmore than 50 amino

acid residues is common in functional proteins.11 The existence of func-

tional IDPs, such as polypeptide hormones, has been noted for many years

and IDPs were detected in intact cells in nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) experiments.12 Functions of IDPs include transcription and trans-

lation regulation, cellular signal transduction, the storage of small molecules,

protein phosphorylation, and self-assembly regulation, such as ribosome and

bacterial flagellum.13 IDPRs can function as chaperones for RNAmolecules

and for other proteins, indicating that IDPRs exert their function by binding

to (mis)folded proteins or RNA molecules, thereby providing a function

related to recognition elements and/or unfolding and loosening of kineti-

cally trapped folding intermediates.14 In Fig. 1 the different functions

of IDPs and IDPRs are summarized.
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1.2.1 Folding upon binding
One of the main functions of IDPs/IDPRs is to facilitate the binding with

other partners, such as other proteins, DNA, RNA, or small molecules.6

In fact, IDPs/IDPRs are promiscuous binders which interact invariably

with various partners through varying binding scenarios. They are capable

of forming static, semistatic, fuzzy, and dynamic complexes.15 IDPs/IDPRs

are capable of undergoing transitions to more ordered states upon binding

with their targets, that is, they undergo a coupled binding-and-folding pro-

cesses. The degree of folding and resulting structures can vary depending on

the binding partner.6 In fact, the binding modes that IDPs can acquire are

highly diverse, even for an individual IDP. Such binding plasticity can also

include dynamic complexes in which IDPs rapidly switch between different

binding modes that are mostly devoid of a folded structure.16 In these bind-

ing scenarios, protein functionality is proposed to commonly originate from

disorder-to-order transitions.17

Based on bioinformatics analysis, Uversky and coworkers introduced

the idea that certain protein structural elements mediate the binding events

Fig. 1 Overview of the different functions of IDPs.
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of IDPRs. They called these elements “molecular recognition elements”

(MoREs) or “molecular recognition features” (MoRFs), which are usually

short regions that undergo coupled binding and folding within a longer

region of disorder.18–20 Thus, MoRFs mediate both molecular recognition

and binding with simultaneous folding. Uversky et al. established a MoRFs

database that distinguishes three basic types of MoRFs: α-MoRFs,

β-MoRFs, and ι-MoRFs, which form α-helices, β-strands, and irregular

secondary structure upon binding, respectively.19 They further showed that

MoRFs and their binding partners feature a significantly different residue

composition and geometric and physicochemical properties as compared

to the binding interfaces found in homodimers, heterodimers, and

antigen-antibody complexes.21 Moreover, MoRFs are found across the

three domains of life, i.e., Eukaryota, Bacteria, and Archaea, with a similar

abundance and amino acid composition, yet with an elevated level of disor-

der in Eukaryota.22

An example for a disorder-to-order transition is provided by the cAMP-

regulated transcription factor CREB, which contains a kinase-inducible

transcriptional-activation domain (KID) that is intrinsically disordered,

but folds into a pair of orthogonal helices upon binding to the target domain

of its interaction partner, the CREB-binding protein (CBP)23 (Fig. 2).

Coupled binding and folding may involve few amino acid residues like in

the mentioned domain of CREB, or they can involve entire protein

domains. For instance, the N-terminal region of the DNA-fragmentation

factor, a 45 kDa subunit with 116 amino acid residues, is disordered in

solution; however, upon forming a heterodimeric complex with a 40 kDa

subunit of the DNA-fragmentation factor, it folds into an ordered globular

structure.24 Another examples involves the transcriptional coactivators

PARALOGUE p300 and CBP, which modify both chromatin and transcrip-

tion factor via acetyltransferase activity and function as scaffolds for the assem-

bly and recruitment of transcriptional processes.25 About 2442 amino acid

residues of the CBP (more than half of the sequence) are intrinsically disor-

dered. Furthermore, the binding of IDPs with their targets is usually regulated

by covalent modifications that leads to biological switches, and this example

can be detected in the CBP/p300 system.25 Such a process requires binding

to more than just one target, such as binding to a modifying enzyme and to a

receptor. Due to differences in conformational requirements for binding to

different targets, this binding may be facilitated by the presence of disordered

structures in the protein.
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1.2.2 Signaling and regulation processes
IDPs possess physical characteristics that give rise to an exquisite level of

cellular signaling processes control.10 These characteristics are their flexibil-

ity that allows IDPs to interact with different targets under varying physio-

logical conditions, their accessible sites for posttranslational modifications,

their capability of conserved sequence motif utilization for mediating

binding interactions, the presence of small recognition elements that fold

upon binding to a partner, and their ability to bind to partners with high

specificity but moderate affinity, which leads to spontaneous and fast disso-

ciation and thus termination of a signal.10 They also possess kinetic advan-

tages in signaling because of their fast association rates, which enable signals

to be rapidly turned on.26 During signaling functions, IDPs bind transiently

to various partners within the dynamic regulatory networks, which respond

Fig. 2 Disorder-to-order transition of CREB. (A) Domain structure of CREB, consisting of
two glutamine-rich domains Q1 and Q2, which are separated by the intrinsically disor-
dered KID. On the C-terminal side the DNA-binding domain basic region/leucine zipper
(bZIP) is located. (B) Phosphorylated KID (pKID) folds into a pair of orthogonal helices
(red: helix αA; green: helix αB) upon binding to CBP (blue), while pKID is disordered in
its unbound state. (C) The sequence of the structured part of pKID is shown with resi-
dues in helices αA and αB underlined. Reproduced with permission Turjanski A, Gutkind JS,
Best R, Hummer G. Binding-induced folding of a natively unstructured transcription factor.
PLoS Comput. Biol. 2008; 4:e1000060. Copyright 2021, PLOS.
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quantitatively and precisely to cellular signals and provide complex informa-

tion processing.10 Such molecular interactions are dynamic and transient,

meaning IDPs are capable of exchanging binding partners, and they compete

for binding to central hub proteins that are present even in small amounts.10

An important aspect of central hub IDPs is that they can associate with many

partners, often involving different IDPRs to do so.27–29 The interactions

can be further modified by posttranslational modifications, which enables

IDPs to function as switches and rheostats.10

Not all IDPs undergo folding transitions for performing their biological

functions. Some IDPs and IDPRs appear to function as highly dynamic and

unstructured linkers between disordered or globular interaction domains,

while other IDPs remain disordered after binding with their targets and form

“fuzzy” complexes.6 Such flexible binding interactions can have biological

functions, such as enhancing target binding affinities, modulating allosteric

interactions, and mediating pathway crosstalk through ternary complex

formations with other binding partners.6 It was shown that IDPS and

IDPRs are accessible for posttranslational modifications, estimating that

there may be one million instances of peptide interaction motifs within

IDPRs of the human proteome when we take posttranslational modifica-

tions into account.30 This remarkable number highlights the key role of

IDPs in cellular signaling and regulation, and helps to gain insights into their

functional diversity. Modifications of IDPs by varying methylases, acetylases,

kinases, or other enzymes can yield different signaling outputs, which

increases the complexity of signaling pathways.30

1.2.3 IDPs in evolution
In contrast to structured proteins, IDPs and IDPRs present an overall

increased rate of evolution. The sequence conservation modes of disordered

regions provide the possibility that analysis of the similarity and difference

determinations along their lines of function will provide a better knowledge

of the common features of IDPs and IDPRs in biological processes.31

Indeed, disregarding evolutionary relationships would separate molecular

function from its developmental constraints. While there are numerous

IDPs characterized in the animal kingdom and human diseases (see below),

the studies of IDPs in plants or still in its infancy. Nonetheless, some studies

identified IDPs in plants as well. For instance, late embryogenesis abundant

(LEA) proteins were first identified in cotton seeds and represent one of the

most famous examples of IDP-mediated stress responses in plants.32 These

proteins were shown to play key roles in plant responses to salinity, freezing,
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heat, drought, and desiccation.32 Experimental and computational studies

suggested that a key characteristic of LEA family proteins is their partial

or total lack of stable structure, which equips them with high flexibility.33

Some bacterial or plant LEA proteins also have folded domains which are

involved in the desiccation response and may originate from Archaea.34

LEA proteins have diverse functionalities, ranging from being chaperons

for proteins and membranes to being sequesters of radicals and metal

ions. Besides plant organisms, LEA proteins were also detected in other

desiccation-tolerant organisms including bacteria, fungi, and invertebrates,

which suggests a common mechanism across different life forms.35 Even

though LEA proteins do not exist in mammalian genomes, AfrLEA2 trans-

fected into human HepG2 cells enhanced desiccation tolerance in the

vicinity of intracellular trehalose, and, after rehydration, gave rise to increased

membrane integrity.36

1.2.4 Phase separation of IDPs
Proteins that possess low-complexity and/or prion-like sequences are capa-

ble of promoting phase separation for forming membrane-less organelles

within the nucleoplasm or cytoplasm, proposing that they are capable of con-

tributing in a regulated manner to their compartmentalization.37 Almost all

membrane-less compartments contain a large amount of IDPs and their

characteristics were proposed to be essential for liquid-liquid phase separa-

tion, and thus membrane-less compartment formation.38 The high flexibility

provided by IDPs may provide the needs for the dynamic behavior of

membrane-less compartments. Furthermore, IDP-related protein-protein

interactions may permit the reversible and spontaneous formation of suffi-

cient, local protein concentrations to initiate liquid-liquid phase separation,

which enables membrane-less compartments to rapidly form on demand,

fuse, shear, exchange their content and disassemble, and therefore to concen-

trate proteins and biochemical reactions at specific location when required.38

These protein-protein interactions are proposed to be mediated by repetitive

sequence elements, resulting in overall IDP sequence simplicity. A known

example for a membrane-less compartment-forming IDP is the essential pyre-

noid component 1 (EPYC1), which is an indispensable part of the pyrenoid, a

membrane-less compartment in the chloroplast of many algae which concen-

trates carbon fixation machinery components to increase its efficiency.39
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1.3 IDPs in diseases
When misexpressed, mismodified, misprocessed, and/or dysregulated, IDPs

and IDPRs are prone to engage in promiscuous and unwanted interactions

and thus are associated with the development of various diseases.40

Conformational or protein-folding diseases are divided into two classes.

The first class includes errors in the genetic blueprint which leads to

misfolded proteins that affect the function as well.41 Examples of this first

class include p53 and specific alterations in diseases such as cystic fibrosis

and sickle cell anemia. The second class is through the formation of multi-

molecular structures or plaques with the property of modifying normal cell

function.41 Such alterations, known as amyloidosis, are detected in severe

diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, Creutzfeld-Jakob

disease, and type II diabetes.

1.3.1 IDPs in cancer
Examples of IDPs in cancer are A-fetoprotein (AFP), p53, and BRCA-1.

AFP is an oncofetal glycoprotein which has 590 residues and is produced

by fetal liver and yolk sac cells.42 Usually, AFP levels correlate with fetal

maturity and these are very high during embryo development, while

decreasing right after birth.43 An increase in AFP level in adult sera is an evi-

dence of various pathologies. Therefore, AFP is a biomarker that indicates

cancer or fetal abnormality development. Cancer researchers studied the

interaction between p53 and Mdm2 extensively due to the central role of

p53 in tumor suppression through apoptosis.44 Tumor protein p53, which

is also called “the Guardian of the Genome,” is a transcription factor

which targets genes involved in the regulation of cell cycle and apoptosis.45

Therefore, a loss of p53 function is a significant factor in the development of

cancer. The differential response of breast cancer type 1 susceptibility pro-

tein (BRCA-1) to various types of DNA damage is an example of an IDP

that is capable of signal-flowmodifications.46 This IDP is involved in various

signaling processes, such as DNA damage response, cell-cycle checkpoint

control, transcription, oncogenesis, apoptosis, tumor suppression, and stress

response. Concomitant with its central role in DNA damage response,

BRCA-1 is at the center of a variety of cancers.47 Furthermore, prostate-

associated gene 4 (PAGE4) is an IDP implicated in prostate cancer.48

Specifically, PAGE 4 is a remarkably prostate-specific cancer/testis antigen
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which is highly upregulated in the human fetal prostate and its disease states,

but not in the adult normal gland, and it functions as a stress-response protein

to suppress reactive oxygen species as well as prevent DNA damage.48

According to a disorder propensity analysis by bioinformatics tools, PAGE4,

although an IDP, possesses several regions with an increased tendency to

order (most significantly residues 13–19 and 86–92, and to a lesser degree

49–61). NMR measurements also showed that PAGE4 has metastable

secondary structure elements.12

1.3.2 IDPs in amyloid diseases
Amyloid-β (Aβ) and α-synuclein (αS) are examples of two IDPs that

are at the center of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and

Parkinson’s diseases.49,50 Aβ represents peptides of 36 to 43 amino acid res-

idues, and it is the main component of the amyloid plaques that are detected

in the brains of Alzheimer’s disease patients. These IDPs derive from the

amyloid precursor protein (APP) via cleavage by both β- and γ-secretases.
Aβ peptides can oligomerize to form flexible soluble oligomers which

may exist in several forms.50 It has been proposed that specifically misfolded

Aβ oligomers can induce other Aβ peptides to also take the misfolded form

in oligomerization, which leads to a chain reaction as in a prion infection.49

These oligomers are toxic to nerve cells and misfolded Aβ can induce

misfolding in tau protein in Alzheimer’s disease.51 The neuronal protein

αS is an IDP that is encoded by the SNCA gene in humans and it has

140 amino acid residues.49 Although the function of αS is not fully under-

stood, studies proposed that it plays a role in restricting the mobility of

synaptic vesicles, consequently attenuating synaptic vesicle recycling and

neurotransmitter release.49 However, αS is prone to aggregation, forming

insoluble fibrils in pathological conditions, such as Parkinson‘s disease,

dementia with Lewy bodies, or multiple system atrophy. The pathological

deposition of the misfolded prion protein (PrP) into its aggregated form

causes prion diseases, which are called transmissible spongiform encephalop-

athies (TSEs).52 TSEs range from chronic wasting disease of mule deer and

elk to Creutzfeld-Jakob disease in humans.52 About 100 amino acid residues

in the N-terminal region of PrP are unstructured, while the C-terminal

region is folded into an α-helical structure and is stabilized by a single

disulfide bond.53

Hirudin and thrombin are example proteins with IDPRs that are at the

center of cardiovascular diseases. Native hirudin contains an N-terminal

region that is stabilized by three disulfide bonds and a C-terminal region,
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which is highly disordered (residues 50 to 65).54 Hirudin is a thrombin-

specific inhibitor with 65 amino acid residues, an anticoagulant protein

which occurs in the salivary glands of the medial leech Hirudo medicinalis.55

Thrombin is a blood protein that is involved in clotting and coagulation.56

As a serine protease, thrombin cleaves bonds after Arg and Lys and converts

fibrinogen into fibrin.57 In a complex with thrombomodulin, thrombin

activates protein C that inhibits coagulation.55 Thrombin has 295 residues

and is produced from prothrombin that has 579 residues. Thrombin has a

light chain that comprises 36 amino acid residues and a heavy chain with

259 amino acid residues. The light chain of thrombin is disordered, while

the heavy chain is an ordered protein region.58 As a final example, amylin,

that is an IDP of 37 amino acid residues and central to type II diabetes, shall

be mentioned.59 In addition to insulin, pancreatic β-cells produce the pep-
tide amylin, which is also called islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP). Amylin

possesses several functions linked to the regulation of energy metabolism.

One hallmark of type II diabetes is the deposition of amyloid fibrils in the

islets of Langerhans. Amylin is the major component of these deposits.

Amylin is an IDP of 37 amino acid residues.59

1.4 Biophysical characterization of IDPs
To address the challenge of understanding the structure and dynamics

of IDPs/IDPRs, several biophysical characterization techniques have been

utilized. These include solid and solution NMR spectroscopy, X-ray fiber

diffraction and X-ray crystallography, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), circular dichroism

(CD), thioflavin-S and thioflavin-T fluorescence, Congo red binding and bire-

fringence, single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET)

spectroscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), transmission electron

microscopy (TEM), scanning transmission microscopy (STEM), electron spin

resonance microscopy (ESR), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). In the fol-

lowing, we will survey the usage of some of these techniques in characterizing

IDPs, with a focus on Aβ and αS as representative examples.

1.4.1 Solution NMR spectroscopy
Aβ and αS structures are modulated by solvent and crowding effects.60 They

undergo fast dynamic conformational changes in monomeric and oligo-

meric states and are prone to rapid aggregation processes. Insights into these

structures have been provided by 1H, 13C, and 15NNMRexperiments.61 In

particular, changes in chemical shift values, cross peaks, line widths, and the
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nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) are used in characterizing the monomer-

to-oligomer transition. However, due to the heterogeneous nature of

Aβ and αS and the lack of sufficiently high concentrations of these IDPs,

it is extremely difficult to fully study the structures of monomeric and olig-

omeric Aβ and αS by these experiments. Nonetheless, monomeric and

oligomeric Aβ and αS structures have been presented in the literature using

solution NMR experiments.62,63

Importantly, NMR techniques are constantly evolving to improve the

characterization of IDPs. For instance, Blackledge and coworkers character-

ized the long-range order and local features in IDPs by a combination of

paramagnetic relaxation enhancements and residual dipolar couplings.64

In addition, Kaderavek and coworkers introduced a 3D-HNCO-based

two-field NMR tool for protein backbone amide longitudinal relaxation

rate measurements. Using this new tool, they overcame the limitations of

high-resolution relaxometry and two-field NMR measurement in getting

high-resolution structures of IDPs. They studied the C-terminal domain

of RNA polymerase from Bacillus subtilis.65 Interestingly, computer simula-

tions using various force field parameters have taken chemical shift values

from solution NMR studies as reference data sets in evaluating the accuracy

of available force field parameters for IDPs.66

1.4.2 Solid-state NMR spectroscoply
Solution NMR is a key tool in the studies of IDPs/IDPRs; however, IDPs/

IDPRs are not limited to solution and are also found in nonsoluble systems,

such as fibrils and membrane proteins. Solid-state NMR measurements are

conducted for investigating nonsoluble proteins.67 The absence of isotropic

tumbling in the solid state implies that dipole-dipole couplings and chemical

shift anisotropies are not averaged, resulting in broadening of the line

width, and hence lower resolutions. However, cross polarization (CP), high

power proton decoupling, and magic angle spinning (MAS) help to obtain

high-resolution structures.68 Solid-state NMR investigations have been

conducted on truncated and full-length IDPs. For example, Baldus and

coworkers studied the interactions of disordered regions of microtubule-

associated proteins with the dynamic microtubule surface by solid-state

NMR measurements.69 Zweckstetter and coworkers studied the tau struc-

tures in Alzheimer‘s disease by combining solid-state NMR measurements

with cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM).70 They showed that the

sequence KVAVVRT, which is the most hydrophobic patch within the

proline-rich region, loses its flexibility upon formation of amyloid fibrils.
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Heise and coworkers developed a novel approach to study the conforma-

tional ensemble of IDPs by applying dynamic nuclear polarization-enhanced

solid-state NMR spectroscopy of sparsely isotope-labeled αS in frozen

solution to obtain snapshots of the structural ensemble by exploiting the

inhomogeneously broadened line shapes.71

1.4.3 ESR spectroscopy
ESR experiments measure the energy levels of unpaired electrons in an

externally applied magnetic field. ESR detects the spin signals of electrons

while NMR measures the spin signals of atomic nuclei.68 Starker sensitive

measurements can be expected from ESR rather than NMR spectroscopy

because the energy splitting between the electron spins is larger than that

of nuclear spins in a given magnetic field. This makes the background noise

very low. However, unpaired electrons usually do not occur in biological

samples. Therefore, extrinsic probes called spin labels have to be introduced

into the protein. Such spin labels are usually nitroxide derivatives with a sta-

ble unpaired electron and a functional group allowing attachment to the

protein. This is often achieved via covalent linking to a cysteine residue,

which, if necessary, can be introduced into the protein by mutation. ESR

measurements have been conducted for studying IDPs. Irie and coworkers

reported the mechanism of Met35 oxidation by a phenoxy radical at Tyr10

position and measured the distance between Tyr10 and Met35 in Aβ by

site-directed spin labeling ESR spectroscopy and proposed that Aβ42 is

more toxic than Aβ40.72 Moreover, Eliezer and coworkers demonstrated

the usefulness of pulse ESR spectroscopy in the measurements of intramo-

lecular distances in αS bound to detergent and lysophospholipid micelles.73

Additionally, Marsh and coworkers characterized the association of αS with
lipid membranes by ESR measurements.74

1.4.4 X-ray crystallography and absorption spectroscopy
A useful tool for the atomic-level characterization of structures is the usage

of diffraction patterns of X-ray radiation. Molecules most suitable for

such analysis usually exist in a highly ordered state as present in crystals.

Unfortunately, these measurements are not applicable to IDPs as they cannot

be crystallized due to their intrinsic flexibility.68 X-ray fiber diffraction is

alternatively used on pulverized and lower quality crystalline species to

extract more information about the structure of IDPs, such as Aβ or

αS.68 Additionally, X-ray absorption spectra provide knowledge about

the local environment and electronic state around heavy atoms. A specific
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quantum of energy is absorbed and electrons are excited and ejected from

their orbitals when a high-energy X-ray beam hits the species. In XAS

spectra, the absorption coefficients of the heavy atoms are plotted against

the incident X-ray energy. These spectra are usually classified into two

regions: X-ray absorption near edge structures (XANES) and extended

X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS).68 Such measurements were

conducted in the studies of oxidative stress and transition metal ions with

Aβ or αS.75,76

1.4.5 CD spectroscopy
CD measurements have been extensively applied to IDPs such as Aα or αS
since they allow to determine the secondary structure properties as well as

conformational transitions under a variety of conditions.68 For instance, CD

measurements were useful in identifying PAGE4 as an IDP since the

CD spectra showed that the PAGE4 polypeptide chain contains no signif-

icant α-helical or β-strand secondary structural elements over a temperature

range from 278 to 298 K, as evidenced by low ellipticity values in the

215–230 nm region.77

1.4.6 Light spectroscopic techniques
Identification of aggregated IDPs (such as Aβ or αS) in tissue samples is usu-

ally conducted using Congo red staining. Congo red binding with amyloid

results in a unique blue-green birefringence under cross-polarized light

and enables therewith the visual characterization of amyloid formation.68

Furthermore, FRET experiments are used to measure the energy transfer

between a donor and an acceptor when they are in resonance state.

However, its efficiency depends strongly on the distance between the

fluorophores. Such measurements have been used in the studies for deter-

mining inter- and intramolecular distances, IDP misfolding, and disordered

protein-membrane interactions.68 For instance, FRET was used along with

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the studies of monomeric Aβ
structures.78

1.4.7 Microscopy techniques
Different microscopy techniques such as TEM, STEM, and AFM are used to

gain structural information on IDPs from images produced.68 In TEM,

negative staining, rotary shadowing, and cryo-electron microscopy are used

to exchange the image and contrast. Conversely, STEM utilizes a field emis-

sion gun that delivers a sub-nanometer beam of 100 kV electrons on species.
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The image of the species is produced as the focused beam moves step by

step over the specimen as have been shown in characterizing homogeneity

and structures of Aβ or αS.68 Finally, AFMmeasurements were used in IDP

assembly studies to investigate aggregate heterogeneity and biophysical

properties.68,79

1.4.8 Small-angle X-ray scattering
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a small-angle scattering technique

which is sensitive to nanoscale differences in the electron density of a sample.

When X-rays travel through the material, their elastic scattering at small

angles is recorded. This allows to determine the size, shape, and oligomeric

state of biological macromolecules on a size scale of one to several hundred

nanometers. The method can be applied to the samples in aqueous solution

without any label or crystallization being required, which is an important

advantage over other methods. For proteins, SAXS can resolve the structure

including transition state structures and conformational changes, and resolve

protein complex or aggregate formation, as well as ligand binding. It allows

to identify flexible parts within a protein, which makes this method attrac-

tive for IDPs. For instance, SAXS has been applied in the studies of Aβ struc-
tural changes induced by transition metals, such as divalent copper ion.80

Moreover, SAXS imaging can have the potential to image Aβ plaques

in vivo in the brain without tracers for assessment of Alzheimer’s disease.81

2. Force fields for IDPs

Biomolecular force fields (FFs) are represented by an energy function

that provide models for the potential energy surface. Proteins and other bio-

molecules are predominantly simulated using two ways: using either an

atomistic or a coarse-grained FF.Many FFs have been tailored for simulating

the structural dynamics of folded proteins, and for a long time it was assumed

that they are equally applicable to IDPs. However, as several FF benchmarks

revealed, this is not the case.82–89 It turned out to be difficult to accurately

simulate the structural ensembles of IDPs or IDPRs, as they do not fold

into a well-defined three-dimensional structure under physiological condi-

tions and instead populate a dynamic conformational ensemble of rapidly

interconverting structures. It was found that a good balance between

protein-protein and protein-water interaction parameters is key for a good

description of IDP ensembles. Small changes to this subtle balance will either

produce overly compact IDP structures where protein-protein interactions
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are overestimated, excessively aggregation-prone proteins due to under-

estimated protein-water interactions, or, if the latter are overestimated,

extremely soluble IDP states that avoid protein-protein contacts. As accurate

FFs are needed for the reliable generation of IDP ensembles, numerous FFs

have been developed in recent times. They are usually based on existing

FFs and different strategies were applied during their reparameterization,

which will be explained in the following.

2.1 Definition of Force Fields
A model for the potential energy of a molecular system is composed of

mathematical functions and associated constant parameters. The interactions

between the particles of the system can be classified into two categories:

bonded and nonbonded interactions. As an example, we provide the poten-

tial energy function which is used by the various CHARMM FFs90:

UðqÞ ¼
X
bonds

kbðb� b0Þ2 +
X
angles

Kθðθ � θ0Þ2

+
X

dihedrals

V φð1 + cos ðnφ� δÞÞ +
X

impropers

kωðω� ω0Þ2

+
X
i, j ðLJÞ

Emin
ij
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r ij

� �12
� 2
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r ij
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+

X
i, j ðCoul:Þ

qiq j

4πE0r ij

+
X

Urey�Bradley

kUBðs� s0Þ2 +
X
CMAP

UCMAPðϕ,ψÞ

(1)

Here, q denotes the conformation of the system consisting of N atoms

with coordinates q ¼ ðq1,x, q1,y, q1,z, q2,x, q2,y, q2,z,…, qN ,x, qN ,y, qN ,zÞ. The
bonded energy terms describe bond stretching around the equilibrium

values b0 with force constants kb, angle bending around equilibrium angles

θ0 and with force constants kθ, torsions around bonds as characterized by the
dihedral angles φ, periodicity n, shift δ, and energy barrier Vφ, and out-of-

plane bending, also called improper torsion, with the minimum at ω0 and

force constant kω. The nonbonded interactions contain Lennard-Jones

and Coulomb potentials for interacting particles i and j. The Lennard-

Jones (LJ) potential is a 12–6 potential, where the repulsive 1/r12 term

describes the Pauli repulsion at short distances of the interacting particles

due to overlapping electron orbitals, and the attractive 1/r6 term describes

attractions arising from dispersion forces, which are also called van der

Waals (vdW) interactions. The distance between the two interacting
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particles is given by rij, Emin
ij is the depth of the potential well, Rmin,ij is the

distance at which the particle-particle LJ potential energy is minimal and

can be calculated from the van der Waals radii of the particles i and j.

The Coulomb potential models the electrostatic interactions between

the partial charges qi and qj of atoms i and j with distance rij between them,

where E0 is the vacuum permittivity. The terms described thus far, which are

summarized in Fig. 3, are common to all all-atom biomolecular force fields

as found in the AMBER,91 CHARMM,90 OPLS-AA,92 and GROMOS93

packages. Though, depending on the force field, small differences to Eq. (1)

can occur, such as that cos ðθÞ is used for defining the harmonic potential

describing angle bending.

In the CHARMM FFs, two correction terms are added to the potential

energy. The Urey-Bradley (UB) term is used to improve the description of

Fig. 3 Contributions in all-atom force fields. The interactions between the atoms are
divided into bonded and nonbonded interactions. Harmonic potentials are used to
describe the vibrations of bonds and bond-angle bending, while periodic functions
are needed for modeling the torsion around bonds. The nonbonded interactions are
between atoms that are separated by at least three bonds or between atoms of different
molecules. They arise from charge-charge interactions as described by the Coulomb
potential, and from hydrophobic interactions as well as repulsive interactions if two
atoms get too close to each other, which are collectively modeled by the Lennard-
Jones potential. The water around a protein or other biomolecules can be modeled
explicitly (not shown) using typical water models, such as TIP3P or TIP4P, or using an
implicit solvent model. Explicit modeling of the water molecules gives usually better
results, especially in the case of IDPs. Reproduced with permission (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Force_field_(chemistry)).
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angle bending, where s is the distance between the first and third atoms that

define a bond angle. However, most force fields do not include Urey-

Bradley terms, and also in CHARMM FFs, no new UB terms were added

in the past since the only advantage of these terms is the better reproduction

of subtleties in vibrational spectra. However, the goal of classical MD

simulations seldomly is the calculation of infrared spectra. In fact, in most

of the MD simulations of proteins the bond lengths are anyhow restrained

to their equilibrium values in order to allow an increase in the time step used

for the integration of the equations of motions. Moreover, many of the

vibrations, especially those involving hydrogen bonds, would require a

quantum-mechanical description for proper modeling as classical simula-

tions reach their limit of validity here. The second correction term is called

CMAP, which is a grid-based correction and accounts for the correlation

between the backbone dihedral angles ϕ and ψ . Unlike the UB term, the

CMAP correction has gained in popularity and was included in other FFs

too, especially with the aim to improve the modeled ensembles of IDPs

(see below).

Over the last decade, several research groups aimed at developing better

FFs for IDPs, using Eq. (1) or a similar equation as starting point. Twomajor

reparameterization strategies have been followed: first, optimization of dihe-

dral angle parameters to provide better descriptions of the tendency of IDPs

to adopt random coil conformations; second, strengthening the protein-

water interactions to counteract the preference of proteins to collapse

into a molten globule state as was seen with many of the common protein

force fields. These reparameterization strategies are briefly explained in the

next sections, while the reader is referred to a recent review89 for more

details.

2.2 Optimization of dihedral parameters
In many of the recently developed FFs for IDPs, adjustments of dihedral-

angle parameters, especially those of the backbone dihedrals ϕ and ψ , were
made.84,94,95 The reason behind this strategy is that many of the common

FFs overestimate propensities for α-helix and β-sheet formation in IDPs,

as was recently reviewed by Mu et al.89 One remedy to resolve this second-

ary structure bias is to use dihedral-angle data of coil-like fragments in the

training sets of FFs.96 This approach was employed for AMBER03* and

AMBER99SB*96 which are based on AMBER0397 and AMBER99SB,98

respectively. However, AMBER03* overestimates and AMBER99SB*
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underestimates the helical content with respect to their respective pre-

decessing FF. For OPLS-AA/M99 andOPLS3100 a similar refitting approach

was followed, including the reparameterization of the side-chain dihedrals,

and as training set data from ab initio torsional energy scanning of blocked

dipeptides was used. However, their ability to produce good IDP ensembles

beyond proline dipeptides and glycine tripeptides remains to be shown.

In the CHARMM family of FFs, CHARMM22*101 also a resulted from

refitting dihedral angles based on CHARMM22102. In our analyses of

various FFs with regard to their ability to produce Aβ ensembles in agree-

ment with the data obtained from NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy,

CHARMM22* yielded acceptable results87,103; in our earlier study of

these two103 it was even the best-performing FF. In the latter study,

AMBER99SB-UCB turned out to be by far best suited for modeling

Aβ.87 This FF is based on AMBER99SB/TIP4P-Ew and includes modified

backbone torsion parameters104 and optimized protein–solvent Lennard-

Jones parameters.105 A special reparamterization approach for the dihedral

angles was adopted in AMBER99SB-UCB, since it was limited to ϕ’, which
defines the torsion about the C-N-Cα-Cβ atoms, in order to only shift the

equilibrium between the β and PPII states, but leave the α-helical state
unaffected.104 The mentioned FFs employed a universal refitting strategy

for dihedral parameters. An alternative approach is to optimize these param-

eters in a residue-specific manner. This approach was adopted for RSFF1,106

which is based on OPLS/AA, and RSFF2,107 which derives from AMBER

ff99SB. In both cases the dihedral distributions from a protein coil library were

used as the training set.

2.3 Adding CMAP corrections
Themajority of theCHARMMprotein FFs that are based onCHARMM22*
include CMAP corrections.108,109 The CMAP residue-specific correction

for backbone dihedral parameters is a grid-based energy correctionmap depen-

dent on the (ϕ, ψ) distribution of the backbone dihedrals of the protein resi-

dues. The two-dimensional (ϕ, ψ) angle distribution per residue is evenly

divided into 24 � 24 bins with a 15° step size between neighboring bins.

The dihedral free energy for bin i is given by

ΔGsim
i ¼ RT ln

Ni

Nmax

� �
(2)
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where Ni is the number a dihedral angles falling into the bin in question

and Nmax refers to the total number of dihedral data in the sampling. The

CMAP correction for each bin is provided as difference of the experimental

database value (ΔGexp
i ) and the current simulation value from Eq. (2):

UCMAP
i ¼ ΔGexp

i � ΔGsim
i (3)

Thus, the energy added is the larger, the larger the deviation from the

database value is. Since a step size of 15° yields only 576 bins, nearest-

neighbor110 or cubic interpolation111 is applied to generate a continuous

energy-correction surface so that UCMAP can be determined for any confor-

mation and allow the computation of forces.

The CMAP method was first applied in CHARMM22/CMAP109,

which is also known as CHARMM27 and is based on CHARMM22.102

However, CHARMM27 did not produce convincing results for IDPs

as demonstrated for α-synuclein, where the helical conformation was

overestimated, and generally fails to generate a stable hairpin structure.

Therefore, the CMAP approach was revised for CHARMM36.112 This

newer FF performs generally better for IDPs; however, left-handed helices

tend to be overpopulated.82 To overcome this and other shortcomings,

CHARMM36m was developed and claimed to be particularly suited for

IDPs.94 However, the FF benchmark byRobustelli et al. showed that, while

CHARMM36m performs well for folded proteins, for many of the IDPs,

it does not produce convincing results.84 This excludes Aβ, for which

CHARMM36m produced acceptable results,87 which are better than those

obtained with AMBER99SB-disp developed by Robustelli et al.84 Chen

and coworkers picked up the CMAP idea and implemented it into various

FFs with the aim to improve the modeling of IDPs. They augmented this

approach by deriving CMAP potentials for all 20 standard amino acids, instead

of applying a universal CMAP correction in Eq. (3). They implemented

their CMAP corrections into various FFs, yielding AMBER14IDPS,113

CHARMM36IDPS,114,115 and OPLSIDPSFF.116 Another extension of

the CMAP idea is the CMAP energy correction map based on a three-

dimensional distribution of dihedrals that includes side-chain dihedrals,

which was implemented into RSFF2107 and yielded RSFF2C.117 This FF

was demonstrated to provide good models for IDPs, IDPRs, and also folded

proteins.117
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2.4 Refining protein–water interactions
Between protein and water, electrostatic and vdW interactions can occur.

The short-range vdW interactions in particular influence the compactness

of the simulated IDP conformations, which can be assessed by the radius

of gyration (Rg) or the end-to-end distance and be compared to the

corresponding values obtained from SAXS or FRET experiments.118,119

Since the observation was that the common FFs in general produce

too compact IDP conformations, one strategy for the development of

IDP-appropriate FFs is to increase the vdW interactions between protein

and water. The first approach along this line was realized by Best et al.

who uniformly scaled the LJ interactions between protein and water by a

factor of 1.1 in AMBER03, leading to AMBER03WS, which recovered

the correct dimensions of IDPs or unfolded proteins in their simulations.120

Shaw and coworkers approached the problem by increasing the EO value of

the oxygen atom of water in the TIP4P water model, yielding TIP4P-D

where “D” stands for dispersion as the authors aimed at providing a correct

description of the water dispersion interactions. However, while this water

model indeed improved the Rg values of some simulated IDPs, it also caused

some α-helices to unfold and overestimated theRg of several longer IDPs.121

The recently developed AMBER99SB-disp force field is based on the

TIP4P-D water model and increased the dispersion interactions of water

even further, in addition to refining the backbone dihedral potentials and

LJ interactions between backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms and backbone

amide hydrogen atoms.84 Along with CHARMM36m an alternative

TIP3P water model was published.94 Opposite to TIP4P-D where EO of

water was modified, in CHARMM36mMacKerell and coworkers changed

the LJ well depth parameter EH of the water hydrogen atoms while the

oxygen LJ parameters and the water–water interactions were maintained.

The rationale behind altering the EH and not the EO value is that by changing

the water oxygen atom LJ parameters one would affect its effective size

based on the repulsive r�12 term. Since the water hydrogen atoms have a

very small vdW radius, their repulsive LJ term is basically unaffected when

modifying their EH parameter. For the IDPs CHARMM36mW—the name

that our group decided to give to CHARMM36m with the modified

water model122—performed better than CHARMM36m in the study by

MacKerell and coworkers. Head-Gordon and coworkers followed a differ-

ent approach and adjusted the LJ parameters of the amino acids on atom

type basis with the aim to reproduce experimental solvation free energies
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of a diverse set of 34 molecules, instead of uniformly scaling the vdW

interactions between protein and water.105 This modification along with

the one affecting the backbone torsion parameters104 (see above) resulted

in AMBER99SB-UCB. In our recent study, this FF turned out to be the

most suitable one for Aβ87 while for peptide aggregation, we identified

CHARMM36m(W) as the best FF.122 All force fields that modified the

LJ parameters of the water oxygen atom as well as AMBER99SB-UCB

failed to simulate the aggregation of Aβ(16� 22), which is in clear disagree-

ment with experiment.88,122,123

2.5 Polarizable force fields
A limitation of the FFs discussed thus far, and which can most likely not be

fully compensated by refitting of dihedral parameters and tuning of LJ

protein-water interactions, is that they are fixed-charged models. The accu-

racy of the FFs for IDPs can be improved by refining of electrostatic and

hydrogen-bonding interactions.124–126 Instead of using fixed atomic charges

on amino-acid residues, which were derived for model compounds and

are assumed to work under all circumstances, the charge distribution should

be determined on the fly as it depends on the neighboring residues and

degree of solvent interactions. This requirement can be met by polarizable

FFs which explicitly incorporate electronic polarizability.126,127 This is

commonly achieved via fluctuating charge methods (CHARMM-FQ

model), Drude oscillators (CHARMM-Drude model),128 and the multipole

expansions method (AMOEBA force field). For the CHARMMDrude FF

it was demonstrated that it can simulate the experimentally relevant folding

kinetics of small IDP-typical sequences.129 A disadvantage of polarizable FFs

is their higher computational costs compared to nonpolarizable FFs, largely

limiting their application in the field of molecular simulations of IDPs,

which usually require long simulation times. To overcome this problem,

new strategies are developed such as usage of Gaussian models to treat the

electrostatic interactions in AMBER FFs.130 The future will show whether

polarizable FFs will be applied more often to IDPs and IDPRs, especially if

computationally more efficient polarizable FFs that make use of hardware

developments should become available. For a comprehensive review of

polarizable FFs the reader is referred to Ref. 131.

2.6 Self-learning algorithms
Machine learning/artificial intelligence (ML/AI) approaches can be imple-

mented to optimize FF parameters against experimental observables like
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small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering (SAXS and SANS, respectively)

intensities in the ForceBalance algorithm developed by Wang et al.132

The optimization machinery in ForceBalance-SAS (small-angle scattering)

method133 is based on prediction and fitting with ensemble-averaged

properties obtained from SANS and SAXS experiments with derivable gra-

dients and Hessians with respect to user-input FF parameters of choice.

Though one could systematically improve on the initial set of FF parameters

to a large extent, the approach requires longer simulations to optimize the

finer scales of atom-pair interaction to develop transferable optimized FF

parameters.134 The other limitation of ML approaches-based FF design

is that it is heavily dependent on the data used during training. For a review

of ML techniques for the sampling of IDPs, the reader is referred to

Ref. 135.

2.7 Coarse-grained models
An alternative to computationally demanding all-atom FFs are coarse-

grained FFs. Some of these force fields were suggested to be particularly

suited for IDPs. One of them is AWSEM-IDP, which is based on

AWSEM and was developed by P. G. Wolynes and G. A. Papoian, and

has been successfully applied to IDP aggregation problems.136,137 Another

coarse-grained FF suited for IDP simulations is the MOFF potential

model,138 which is based on the maximum entropy algorithm to reproduce

ensemble-averaged properties of experimental observables. The OPEP

coarse-grained protein model developed by Derreumaux and coworkers

has been applied to a wide range of applications, including Aβ simulations

and amyloid fibril formation.139 Thirumalai and coworkers used a CG

model for intrinsically disordered proteins (termed as self-organized

polymer-intrinsically disordered protein [SOP-IDP]model)140 to character-

ize the conformational ensembles of Aβ40 and Aβ42.141 Shea and coworkers
developed a CG approach using a field-theoretic simulation approach that

allowed them to compute the complete phase diagram for liquid–liquid
phase separation of IDPs.142

3. Simulation-based IDP ensemble generation
and characterization

Generating 3D structures of the highly dynamic IDPs is of great

importance for better understanding of their function. Therefore, structural

information of IDPs at the atomic level is highly demanded.143 In this

regard, as mentioned earlier different experimental techniques have been
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utilized to characterize IDP structures, including NMR spectroscopy,144

SAXS and SANS,145,146 and smFRET.147,148 Due to their dynamic nature,

IDPs exist as ensemble of extended or partially folded states with a rapid

exchange between these states. Most of the mentioned experimental

methods lack the spatial and temporal resolutions to provide detailed

local structural information of the protein, such as local residue contacts,

side-chain orientations, the life time of contacts, or the secondary structure

content. The readouts obtained from these methods are commonly static or

an average over structures. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are able

to provide the missing information and complement experiments of

IDPs.149–153 The simulation of the molecular motion is realized by the

numerical solution of the classical Newtonian dynamic equations:

Fi,aðqÞ ¼ � ∂UðqÞ
∂r i,a

¼ mi
dvi,a
dt

(4)

where a¼ x, y or z, Fi, a is the force acting on particle i in direction a,U(q) is

the potential energy defined in Eq. (1), mi is the particle’s mass, and vi, a its

velocity in direction a. MD simulations enable exploring the conformational

space of IDPs and provide an atomic description of their structure and

dynamics (if an all-atom FF is used for U(q)). They also give information

about the exchange rate between different conformations and the interac-

tions between the solvent and ions.

However, significant challenges limit the application of standard MD

simulations to study IDP structure and dynamics. These challenges include:

(i) At the time scales that are accessible by conventional MD simulations, a

peptide or protein often remains trapped in an energy basin and seldomly

overcomes relevant energy barriers. This restricts the study of slow dynamic

processes that occurs on the (sub-)millisecond or longer time scale. Since

typical simulation time steps in all-atom MD simulations are on the order

of femtoseconds, ≳1012 time steps are needed to observe such slow dynam-

ics. (ii) Even if a longer simulation can be managed, the analysis of simulation

data is not trivial. The simulation trajectory tracks the Cartesian coordinate

of the atoms present in the system and thus might contain millions of data

points in tens of thousands of dimensions.

In this section, we will introduce different approaches-based on MD

simulations that were developed to enhance the conformational-space

sampling of IDPs and their dynamics154,155 (Section 3.1). We will also sur-

vey some of the novel analysis methods that have been developed to reduce

the complexity of MD data156 (Section 3.2).
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3.1 Enhanced sampling
To reduce the computational requirements of conventional MD simulations

and improve the sampling efficiency, several enhanced sampling MD algo-

rithms have been developed.157,158 In particular, methods that are used to

enhance the conformational sampling of IDPs can be separated into two

classes: (i) collective-variable (CV)-based methods159 such as metadynamics

(MetaD) (Fig. 4A),160 and (ii) non-CV-based methods such as replica

exchange molecular dynamics (REMD).161–164 Both classes achieve effi-

cient sampling of IDPs and yield conformational ensembles and transitions

in quantitative agreement with experiments.

3.1.1 Collective variables and free energy
Collective variables are widely used in enhanced sampling schemes158,160 to

describe the slow dynamics in many processes of interest. This is achieved

by using a mapping from the 3N dimensional atomic coordinates q of

the simulated system to NCV collective variables s(q). The equilibrium

distribution of the CV that gives the probability of observing the system

at a specific CV point s is given by:

p0ðsÞ ¼ hδ½s� sðqÞ�i (5)

where δ is the Dirac delta function and h�i denotes averaging over the equi-
librium probability distribution of q. p0(s) can be utilized to compute the

free energy of the system using

FðsÞ ¼ �kBT log ½p0ðsÞ� (6)

A B

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of (A) metadynamics (MetaD) with a free energy profile
of two energy basins (a and b) separated by an energy barrier ΔF at c. Filling the wells
with a bias potential (light blue) allows the system to transition between a and b by
crossing c. (B) Presentation of the REMDmethod for a systemwith six replicas simulated
at different temperatures from T1 (lowest T) to T6 (highest T). Exchange attempts
between neighbored replicas are marked by arrows.
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where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature.

In CV-based methods such as MetaD, a bias potential V (s) is added to

allow the sampling of the CV space and help to overcome the energy barriers

that separate two or more states in the configuration space. The free energy

of the system can then be calculated as

FðsÞ ¼ �kBT log ½pðsÞ� � V ðsÞ (7)

where p(s) is the sampled distribution of s(q).

In general, it is difficult to determine the proper set of collective variables

that provide the best sampling efficiency and capture the states of the

simulated system. Most CVs are usually chosen based on the nature of

the investigated problem. For example, in studying binding/unbinding

events the center of mass distance between the molecules can be used, while

in studying order/disorder transitions, the number of contacts among resi-

dues is more suitable. Better choices of CV need experience and validation.

Some considerations should be taken into account when picking the CV

set: (i) The number of CVs should be limited to reduce the computational

effort and to avoid ending up with a high-dimensional CV space to explore

which is not trivial. (ii) CVs should be dynamically meaningful; capable to

distinguish between conformations (initial, intermediate, and final confor-

mations). (iii) CVs should include all the slow modes of the system to ensure

a reasonable convergence of the bias potential to F(s).

3.1.2 Metadynamics
Metadynamics is an enhanced sampling method originally developed by

Parrinello and coworkers.165 It is widely applied for the calculation of free

energies and accelerating rare-event sampling in complex biomolecular

systems. The idea of MetaD166 is to fill the free energy minima of a meta-

stable state with bias potentials (Eq. 7) in a controlled manner to enhance the

exploration of other states in the energy landscape. This scheme can be

achieved by running the MD simulation with a modified Hamiltonian for

which a history-dependent bias potential V (s(q), t) is added. This bias

potential is a function of s(q), and can be built as a sum of Gaussian potentials

deposited within the CV space to push the system toward sampling

unexplored configurations:

V ðs, tÞ¼
X
kτ<t

W ðkτÞexp �
XNCV

i¼1

ðsi� siðqðkτÞÞÞ2
2σ2i

 !
(8)
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where σi is the width of the Gaussian function for the ith collective variable,
W(kτ) is the height of the Gaussian at the simulation time t ¼ kτ, which is

constant in the case of standard metadynamics, and τ is the deposition rate

of the Gaussian functions. Ultimately, the bias potential converges in the

long-time limit to the negative of the free energy as a function of the

collective variables,

V ðs, t ! ∞Þ ¼ �FðsÞ+ C (9)

where C is a constant. The latter equation implies that the deposited bias

potential is optimal to enable transition events as it flattens the biased energy

landscape. In standard MetaD, the height of the added Gaussian potentials is

constant during the simulation. Therefore the estimated free energy land-

scape oscillates when converging toward the real free energy profile. This

limitation can be overcome by utilizing well-tempered MetaD167,168 that

rescales the height of the added Gaussian potentials such that it is decreasing

with time. In addition to well-tempered MetaD, different variants of stan-

dard MetaD have been implemented to enhance its sampling efficiency,

such as parallel-tempering MetaD,169,170 multiple-walkers MetaD,171 and

bias-exchange MetaD.172 However, an outstanding drawback of MetaD

is the possibility of driving the system into a physically irrelevant region

of the space. Its accuracy is strongly dependent on the proper choice of

CVs and the proper selection of the Gaussian parametersW(kτ) and σ.166,173

MetaD has been applied to study the binding of IDPs174 and also the free

energy landscape of IDPs.175

3.1.3 Replica exchange molecular dynamics
REMD is one of the non CV-based methods that alleviates the problem of

prior knowledge of the system under study as required by CV-based

methods. The idea of REMD is to run several replicas of the same system,

yet at different temperatures. Exchanges between the temperatures or the

configurations of neighboring replicas are attempted every few time steps

(Fig. 4B).176 This way, configurations that are accessible at high tempera-

tures are exchanged with those sampled at a lower temperature. This process

enhances the conformational sampling of the system and allows to accurately

compute its thermodynamic properties. REMD has been widely applied in

the study of conformational ensemble of IDPs. Its first application was by

Sgourakis et al. to explore the differences in the conformation accessible

to the hydrated Aβ monomers (Aβ40 and Aβ42).177 Similarly, it was then

employed to understand the conformational preferences of the histone tails
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(highly flexible N- or C-terminal) and its effect on the binding affinity to

linker DNA.178 It has been further utilized to understand the interplay of

residual structure and conformational fluctuations in coupled binding and

folding of IDPs applied to transcription coactivator CREB.179,180 Miller

et al. studied the conformational ensemble of several IAPP variants.181

REMD simulations have been also used to investigate how posttranslational

modifications affect the conformational ensemble of different IDPs such as

tau, hIAPP,182, and KIDS.183

However, this approach is computationally demanding as the number of

replicas grows with the square root of system size. Amore efficient version of

REMD, called Hamiltonian replica exchange MD (HREMD), was devel-

oped by Bussi et al.184 In this approach, the different replicas of the system

evolve according to different Hamiltonians. It is rendered to be more effi-

cient than REMD due to the lower number of replicas needed. Different

types of HREMD approaches have been developed, which mainly differ

by the modifications made to the Hamiltonian in the different replicas. In

the approach of Bussi et al.184 the system is divided into hot (H) and cold

(C) regions, and Hamiltonian of the H-region is modified in order to

accelerate the sampling. For a system of Nrep replicas with qi being the

coordinates of the ith replica, the ensemble probability is defined as

pðq1Þ �…� pðqN rep
Þ∝ exp

�U1ðq1Þ
kB

� … � �UN repðqN repÞ
kBT

� �
(10)

Thus, in HREMD the energy and not the temperature is modified; instead

all replicas are usually simulated at the same temperature. The Hamiltonian

of the system in the H-region will be changed depending on a scale factor λ
such that only the force field terms contributing to noteworthy energy

barriers are scaled, whereas the Hamiltonian of the C-region is kept

unperturbed. In particular, the charges of the atoms in the H-region are

scaled by a factor of
ffiffiffi
λ

p
, while the Lennard-Jones parameters E are scaled

by a factor of λ. The proper dihedral potential is scaled by a factor of λ orffiffiffi
λ

p
depending on if both the first and fourth atoms or only one of them

is in the H-region.

Considering that the temperature and energy are related as shown in

Eq. (10) (for example, scaling the energy to its half is equivalent to doubling

the temperature), it is plausible to think of the HREMD scheme as simulat-

ing each region at an “effective temperature” of Tλ,
Tffiffi
λ

p and T for interactions

inside the H-region, between the H- and the C- regions, and inside the
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C-region, respectively. The scaling factor λ ranges from 1 (for the unmodi-

fied system) to minimal 0 (infinite temperature or zero interaction in the

hot region). In praxis, the lowest λ value is usually chosen as 0.6 or 0.5.

The probability for exchanges between replicas should satisfy the

Metropolis criterion to ensure detailed balance as a condition to obtain

the correct ensemble for the Hamiltonian of interest:

pðqi $qjÞ¼min 1, exp
UiðqiÞ�UiðqjÞ

kBT
+
UjðqjÞ�UjðqiÞ

kBT

� �� �
(11)

Though enhanced sampling techniques yield the relevant thermodynamic

state of the studied system and allow the calculation of the corresponding

thermodynamic properties accurately, estimating the transition rate among

different states in the configuration space remains a limiting step.

HREMD has been successfully applied in the study of different IDPs,

including Aβ,164,185 Aβ fragments,186 the disordered N-terminal of c-Src

kinase,154 histatin 5 (24 residues), and Sic 1 (92 residues). Furthermore,

HREMD has also been coupled with a CG force field to further enhance

the sampling efficiency.187

Enhanced sampling methods are implemented in different MD pro-

grams, such as the Colvars module in NAMD188 that enables MetaD

simulations and is flexible in defining CV using Tcl scripts. Similarly,

the Plumed plugin189 together with GROMACS190 enables running

HREMD and MetaD simulation.

3.2 Long-time methods for MD simulations
A major advance in the realm of alternative methods to analyze MD data

has been made by the proposal of transition matrices and discretization of

the phase space. This approach improves the MD sampling efficiency by

widening its focus to include, in addition to identifying the energy minima,

the simulation and definition of informative transition pathways. The tran-

sition process between substates is often described by a memoryless master

equation,

dpðtÞ
dt

¼ KpðtÞ (12)

where p(t) is a column vector contains the probability of finding the system

in each of its m states at time t,K is the rate matrix with its elements, and K ij
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is the rate constants of transitions from state i to state j. In a Marokovian

process, the system dynamics can be described by a discrete time transition

matrix T(τ) as explained below.

3.2.1 Markov state models
Markov state models (MSMs) derived from MD data are kinetic models

used to define the kinetically relevant states in the configuration space

and the transitions (memoryless jumps) between them.191–193 In other

words, MSMs transform the MD trajectory from structures over time to a

human readable network of macrostates that enables extracting the hidden

kinetics in the high-dimensional MD simulation data. The output of MSMs

is Markovian, i.e., the transition to the next state is only affected by the

current state and not the past history; thus it is memoryless.

In a Markovian process, the system dynamics can be described by a

discrete time transition matrixT(τ) with its entriesTij representing the prob-

ability of finding the system in state j at time t + τ knowing that it was in

state i at time t. In accordance with Eq. (12) this can be expressed as

pððk+1ÞτÞ ¼ TðτÞpðkτÞ (13)

where τ is the lag time selected by the user to determineT(τ). Both Eqs. (12)
and (13) give equivalent result at t ¼ kτ, and are related to each other by

TðτÞ ¼ exp ðτKÞ . The focus of MSMs is on the transition matrix T(τ),
which describes the transitions between substates, with its eigenvectors

u i and corresponding eigenvalues λi. They are a measure for the relaxation

time of a process described by the eigenvector in question, i.e., λi ! 0 is the

fast mode corresponding to fast thermal fluctuations while λi ¼ 1 represents

the stationary distribution. The implied timescale t∗i of a transition mode

i is given by

t∗i ¼� τ

lnλi
(14)

For equilibrium molecular dynamics, all λi are positive, and there exists a

unique equilibrium (or stationary) distribution π that fulfills detailed balance:

πiTij ¼ πjTji (15)

The first step in constructing MSMs is to discretize the configuration space

based on a suitable distance metric selected according to the scientific

question of interest. For example, in studies interested in conformational

dynamics or protein folding, the backbone atom coordinates can be used
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to define the conformations. This is followed by clustering, such as k-means

clustering to define the microstates. Even though the idea is to identify the

kinetically stable states, initially geometrical clustering is used to define

microstates based on which the subsequent kinetic partitioning of the

configuration space is performed. The transition matrix described above

defines the kinetic relationship between these microstates. The quality of

the resultingMSM depends on the chosen lag time. It should be long enough

so that the system is memoryless (Markovian) while it should be short

enough to resolve the different dynamic processes.Whether the models satisfy

Markovianity can be assessed by the Chapman-Kolmogorov test194:

TðkτÞ ¼ TkðτÞ (16)

Finally, the MSM can be further optimized by coarse-graining it, for which

macrostates are defined and the microstates assigned to them. This yields

so-called Hidden Markov Models.

A number of software packages are available to construct MSMs from

MD trajectories of biomolecular systems and validate the resulting models.

The most popular ones are PyEMMA (http://emma-project.org)195 and

MSMBuilder (http://msmbuilder.org/).196 Recent applications of

MSM-based methods in the realm of IDPs have shed light on the mecha-

nisms of fibril formation for amyloid-β (Aβ), human islet amyloid polypep-

tide (hIAPP), and other intrinsically disordered peptides.197,198 It further

gives insight into the thermodynamics and kinetics of IDPs, such as the

amyloid-β peptide,87,199 and are useful in studying the effect of posttransla-

tional modification (e.g., phosphorylated kinase200) on the conformational

kinetics and structural ensembles of IDPs.

3.2.2 Transition networks
In contrast to MSMs, TNs rely only on geometry to define the transition

pathways.201 In this approach, the configuration space is discretized based

on clustering using certain descriptors (fi) that map the geometrical confor-

mations qt to a state S(t) which is a composition of different fi:

SðtÞ ¼ ½ f 1ðqtÞ, f 2ðqtÞ,…, f nðqnÞ� (17)

The conformations of an MD trajectory are mapped to the time sequence of

states S(t), which are then used for building the TNs. The key aim of fi is to

encode the process under investigation the best while avoiding network

complexity. These descriptors can be measures that give information about
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the protein secondary structure, the number of electrostatics or hydrophobic

contacts, or molecular shape. Importantly, the selected descriptors should

be limited to a combination of fi with minimum correlation among them

and maximum sensitivity to the data to avoid increasing the complexity

of TNs. For example, if two descriptors are strongly affecting each other

(i.e., highly correlated), using both of them will increase the complexity

of the generated TN without a major information gain. Thus, using only

one of them simplifies the resulting TN and, at the same time, not too much

information will be lost. The descriptor sensitivity can be inferred from

whether the theoretically possible values of fi are indeed sampled (which

is good) or only limited to a small range (which would be insufficient).

After discretizing the configuration according to Eq. (17), the transition

matrix can be built by counting the number of transitions between different

sates S(t) using certain time lag (spacing) between MD frames. The spacing

between successive MD frames should be chosen such that it is not too

large in order not to lose important transitions, but also not too small as larger

conformational transitions require a certain amount of time. However,

unlike to MSM building, there is no quantitative measure such as the con-

vergence of the implied time scales in MSMs that allows to assess whether

the selected lag time for TN building is a good choice.

The Python notebook ATRANET (Automated TRAnsition NETwork)

(https://github.com/strodel-group/ATRANET) can be used to generate

TNs.201 It was recently employed for characterizing the amyloid-

aggregation pathways of Aβ(16 � 22)201 and full-length Aβ42.202

4. Modeling the disorder-to-order transition of IDPs

An important characteristic of IDPs is their ability to modulate

interactions with different binding partners. This is achieved by limited

structural ordering and significant collective motions elucidated in specific

function-related disorder-to-order transitions. In this section we will review

a few studies where such disorder-to-order transitions were studied by

means of molecular simulations.

4.1 Conformational switching of PAGE4
A typical example of such phenomena is observed in the well-studied

prostate-associated gene 4 (PAGE4). This IDP is a stress-response protein

that interacts with multiple protein partners, including c-Jun that binds to
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c-Fos to form the activator protein-1 complex (AP-1), homeodomain-

interacting protein kinase 1 (HIPK1) that phosphorylates PAGE4 at two differ-

ent phosphorylation sites to enhance c-Jun activity, and CDC-like kinase 2

(CLK2) that hyper-phosphorylates PAGE4 and thereby inhibits c-Jun

activity203 (Fig. 5A).

Lin et al. performed molecular simulations using the coarse-grained

model AWSEM to study the conformational and dynamical transitions

observed in the various physiologically relevant phosphorylated forms

of PAGE4.205,206 The free energy profiles constructed from their simula-

tions show a shift in the degree of collapse of PAGE4 upon phosphoryla-

tion, which is also confirmed by SAXS and smFRET experiments.204

HIPK1-PAGE4 CLK2-PAGE4

N

N

c-Jun potentiation

BA

Androgen-
dependent cells

Androgen-
independent cells

HIPK1-PAGE4

WT-PAGE4

HIPK1 CLK2

CLK2-PAGE4

N-terminal
Loop

N-terminal
Loop

Loss of
N-terminal

Loop

double-
phosphorylation

oscillatory

dynamics

c-Jun attenuation
(rapid degradation)

C

C

AP-1 AP-1

hyper-
phosphorylation

Fig. 5 PAGE4 (dys)functions and conformational dynamics. (A) The stress–response
kinase HIPK1 phosphorylates PAGE4 at Ser9 and Thr51 (orange circles), resulting in a rel-
atively compact PAGE4 ensemble that can potentiate c-Jun and in turn leads to
androgen-receptor transactivation. In contrast, the kinase CLK2 hyperphosphorylates
PAGE4 at eight different Ser/Thr residues (orange circles), including Ser9 and Thr51, lead-
ing to a more random-like PAGE4 ensemble that attenuates c-Jun transactivation and is
likely to be degraded rapidly. Differential phosphorylation of PAGE4 by HIPK1 and CLK2
results in oscillations of the levels of HIPK1-PAGE4, CLK2-PAGE4, and CLK2. (B) The influ-
ence of the differential phosphorylation on the structural ensembles of the resulting
PAGE4 variants was characterized by simulations. N-terminal loops are present in
WT- and HIPK1-PAGE4, while no loops are formed in CLK2-PAGE4, giving rise to more
extended and random coil CLK2-PAGE4 structures. Panel (A): Reproduced with permission
Kulkarni P, Jolly MK, Jia D, et al. Phosphorylation-induced conformational dynamics in an
intrinsically disordered protein and potential role in phenotypic heterogeneity. Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 2017; 114(13):E2644–E2653. Copyright 2021, United States National
Academy of Sciences. Panel (B): Figures showing the structural ensembles are reproduced
with permission Lin X, Kulkarni P, Bocci F, et al. Structural and dynamical order of a disor-
dered protein: molecular insights into conformational switching of PAGE4 at the systems
level. Biomolecules. 2019; 9(2):77. Copyright 2021, Elsevier.
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In particular, the calculated average radius of gyration of HIPK1-PAGE4 is

32.1 Å, while that of CLK2-PAGE4 is 41.8 Å. The expansion of the latter is

manifested in changing populations with different secondary structures

and collective motions. Namely, CLK2-PAGE4 exhibits a reduced pro-

pensity for forming turns that might be associated with the loss of binding

affinity of PAGE4 with the AP-1 complex, while both wild-type (WT-)

PAGE4 and HIPK1-PAGE4 are observed to form a stable N-terminal loop

in HIPK1-PAGE4 contacting the central acidic region (residues 43–62) of
the protein (Fig. 5B). This loop formation imposes a structural order over

the underlying disordered dynamics of PAGE4. The ordering was also

reflected in the regularity of collective motions. Such ordered characteristics

are directly associated with the functional interactions of WT-PAGE4,

HIPK1-PAGE4 and CLK2-PAGE4 with the AP-1 signaling axis. The

authors argue that the modulation of the structural ordering is crucial for

sculpting its interactions. Even for a protein such as PAGE4 that has been

identified as a near-complete random coil by bioinformatics studies, Lin

et al. detected underlying structural features that confer on it the ability

to respond differently to various levels of posttranslational phosphorylation.

On a local scale, a cracking motion features an order-disorder-order transi-

tion that is utilized by some proteins for lowering the barrier of confor-

mational transition, or to facilitate allosteric transitions. On a global scale,

a complete structural rearrangement of the systemmay be required to deliver

the functional parts of a protein into its target location. The plasticity of pro-

tein structures facilitates such transitions, but it is the ordering of the struc-

ture that enables its functions. In this study, Lin et al concluded that PAGE4

and its interacting partners emphasize the role that conformational dynamics

of proteins can play in rewiring regulators networks which influences

phenotypic plasticity. Such plasticity may be related to translational noise

but their analysis suggested that conformational noise may also modulate cell

fate. In summary, their simulations205,206 provided detailed insights into

structural and dynamic encoding in the sequence of PAGE4 and how these

are modulated by different extents of phosphorylation via kinases HIPK1

and CLK2.

4.2 Order-disorder transition in CREB
Structural transitions and binding interaction patterns associated with

CREB are largely influenced by the phosphorylated serine residue of the

kinase inducible domain (KID)207,208 (Fig. 2). The main function of
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phosphorylated KID is to increase the binding affinity between CREB and

its coactivator CREB binding protein (CBP) via binding with the kinase-

inducible domain interacting (KIX) domain of CBP.209 The KID is charac-

terized as an IDP, and its conformational dynamics has been extensively

studied using both NMR experiments and MD simulations. The first sim-

ulation of the folding-upon-binding of the KID to the KIX domain of the

CBP was achieved by Turjanski et al.210 They used a coarse-grained

G�o-type model and performed Langevin dynamics simulations, which were

scrutinized using transition-path and Φ-value analyses. They found that the

binding transition state resembles the unstructured state in solution, imply-

ing that CREB becomes structured only after binding to the CBP.

Therefore, it was concluded that this particular order-disorder transition

agrees to an induced-fit mechanism and does not follow a mechanism in

which prestructured conformations that exist in the unbound state in

solution bind to its interaction partner.

About ten years later, Liu et al. performed unbiased MD simulations

using the latest generation all-atom FF for IDPs, AMBER14IDPS,113 to

improve the sampling efficiency of disordered regions of KID.211 They con-

cluded that in comparison to other IDP-specific FFs, AMBER14IDPS

generated more diverse disordered conformers. Coupled with that, the sec-

ondary chemical shifts produced from the AMBER14IDPS simulations

agree best with experimental results with a low RMSD of 0.76 ppm.

From their computational studies, they could segregate the residence times

of conformers sampled during the folding transitions of KID. They reported

that the order-disorder-order transition of the native α-helical configuration
of KID follows a two-state process starting with the tertiary transition

followed by the helical transition. The residue-interaction networks reveal

transition stages where one can observe the decline of order-disorder tran-

sitions a.k.a. “folding” and the restart of disorder-order transitions a.k.a.

“refolding.” Enhanced formation of expanded structures was observed

during the last stage of simulation noted by the higher values of the radius

of gyration, which can be linked to the refolding transition state. Also,

the conformers of KID during the refolding state can be classified as a

pre-molten globule state, a subset of the random coil state which features

partly disordered and helical or β-sheet conformers and is very well in agree-

ment with experimental observations. The residue networks also helped

identify the important residues responsible for the binding interactions

of KID with KIX. The residues of KID, namely Ile127, Lys128, and

Lys141, are considered the hub nodes in the dynamical networks, and from
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clinical studies they are confirmed to play a major role in the binding

kinetics with KIX due to the posttranslational phosphorylation. The con-

formational dynamics and order-disorder-order kinetics predicted from

the MD simulations of KID with ff14IDPSFF confirmed that this FF is

accurate enough to resolve the structure-function paradigm of IDPs.

4.3 Disorder-to-order transition in the H1 linker histone
protein

Another example for the disorder-to-order transitions of IDPs is found in

the H1 linker histone, which was studied using enhanced sampling tech-

niques by Sridhar et al.212 H1 is a partially disordered chromatin-binding

protein that binds to nucleosomes near the entry/exit site of the linker

DNA, interacts with �20 bp of the DNA linkers, and critically influences

chromatin organization. In mammals, eleven variants of H1 have been iden-

tified (H1.0-H1.10), which are of different characteristics, such as chromatin

compacting capabilities or expression timing. All of them are composed of

the highly conserved domain, the globular domain (a helix of 75 residues),

the unstructured N-terminal domain (NTD) (�45 residues), and an almost

unstructured C-terminal domain (CTD) (�100 residues). Both the NTD

and the CTD are strongly varied among the H1 variants.

Sridhar et al. employed both parallel-tempering metadynamics (PT-

MetaD) and temperature-REMD (TREMD) at the atomistic scale using

CHARMM36m and AMBER99SB-ILDN as force fields to study how

the conformational landscape of the NTD of H1 subtypes (H1.0, H1.1,

H1.2) changes upon charge neutralization or binding to DNA. They found

that the NTD of all H1 subtypes is unstructured, but adopting compact

conformations in solution. However, the NTD was found to undergo a

disorder-to-order transition yielding a helical conformation upon charge

neutralization or binding to DNA, with a stronger effect being seen in

the latter case. Furthermore, the degree of helicity is subtype-dependent

and correlates with the experimentally observed DNA-binding affinity of

H1 subtypes. In particular, H1.0 and H1.2 emerged as optimal for helical

folding due to a higher charge density per unit length and the low number

of the helix-breaking residues Pro/Gly in their NTD. The disorder-to-

order transition in H1.0 and H1.2 leads to an amphipathic helical conforma-

tion that orients the basic charged residues of NTD on one side of the helix,

fostering the interactions with the DNA grooves. This explains the higher

nucleosome binding affinity of the H1.0 subtype as its NTD forms a partic-

ularly stable amphipathic helix that increases the stability of the DNA-NTD

complex, helping to glue H1 to the nucleosome.
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4.4 Disorder-to-order transition in the IDPR of sortase
Sortase is a transpeptitase found in Gram-positive bacteria which involves a

disordered loop that undergoes a disorder-to-order transition upon binding

of both a peptide and a calcium ion (Fig. 6A). This transition is accompanied

by the motion of another loop, which is therefore called dynamic loop,

while the two β-sheets are relatively rigid. Moritsugu et al. performed

enhanced sampling simulation at the atomistic scale and in explicit solvent

for conformational sampling of the disordered loop and dynamic loop in

the ligand-free enzyme as well as in three bound forms with i) a peptide,

ii) a calcium ion, iii) both peptide and Ca2+.213 By studying these four

systems, their aim was to elucidate the influence of the binding of the

peptide and/or a calcium ion to the free-energy landscape of sortase. As

simulation method they used multiscale essential sampling (MSES).213

This sampling method combines an all-atom description of the protein

and its surrounding solvents (MM) and coarse-grained models for selected

states of the protein (CG), leading to following Hamiltonian:

Fig. 6 Disorder-order transition in sortase. (A) (left) NMR solution structures of sortase in
its ligand-free (PDB code 1IJA; violet, blue, and gray) and ligand-bound state (PDB code
2KID; red, cyan, and olive). The disordered and dynamic loops are indicated. The bound
peptide is shown with green sticks and the calcium ion as yellow sphere. (right) Close-up
views of the peptide binding pocket and the Ca2+ binding region. (B) Binding of the
peptide causes the binding site at sortase to become more compact, as monitored
by the distance between Pro163 of the disordered loop and Arg197 of the dynamic loop
(denoted as dpeptide). Binding of both peptide and Ca2+ causes the most compact for-
mation (green), while the ligand-free state adopts more open states (blue). Binding of
Ca2+ only resembles the ligand-free state (yellow), while binding of the peptide alone
causes quite compact conformations (red). (C) Binding of Ca2+ in addition to the peptide
completes the disorder-to-order transition in the disordered loop by inducing a
310-helix formation in that loop, which can be seen by comparing the conformation
shown in green vs the one in red. Figures shown in the panels are reproduced with
permission Moritsugu K, Terada T, Kidera A. Disorder-to-order transition of an intrinsically
disordered region of sortase revealed by multiscale enhanced sampling. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2012; 134(16):7094–7101. Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.
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H ¼ HMM + HCG + kMMCGðθðqMMÞ � qCGÞ2 (18)

The last term in this equation defines the coupling between the MM and

CG models with coordinates qMM and qCG, respectively, with θ(qMM) as

a projection of qMM onto the CG space and kMMCG as coupling constant.

For HMM, Amber ff03 and TIP3P were used, while HCG was defined as a

mixture of two elastic networks, one for the bound structure as determined

by NMR spectroscopy,214 and the other one for the unbound state, for

which a structure was generated for a prior high-temperature MD simula-

tion. In order to determine the FES for the unbiased systems without cou-

pling to the CG model, HREMD simulations were performed where the

replicas differed in the kMMCG values ranging from zero (for the unbiased

system) and large values for enforcing switches between the bound and

unbound states. For the ligand-free state, 20 � 100 ns replicas were run,

while it was 12 � 50 ns for each of the three bound states.

For the ligand-free sortase, large flexibility in both the disordered and

the dynamic loop was observed. However, a certain correlation between

their motions was identified when they are close to each other, adopting

a conformation similar to the peptide-bound one. This correlation origi-

nates from an interaction between Pro163 in the N-terminal part of the

disordered loop and Arg197 in the dynamic loop. The motion of the

C-terminal part of the disordered loop, on the other hand, is anticorrelated

to the motion of the dynamic loop. Already in the ligand-free state, sortase

has a significant propensity to adopt a conformation close to the one of the

bound form, “as if it is ready to bind ligand molecules” as concluded by

Moritsugu et al.213 The binding of the peptide and/or a calcium ion dras-

tically reduced the conformational freedom of both loops, where binding of

the peptide has a larger ordering effect than Ca2+ has. However, only when

both peptide and Ca2+ are bound, the disorder-to-order transition is com-

pleted (Fig. 6B). This suggests the presence of an allosteric effect resulting

from Ca2+ binding, which agrees with the experimental data that revealed

that the presence of Ca2+ increases the peptide binding affinity by eight

times.215 The MSES simulations elucidated that Glu171 binds to the

Ca2+ ion, which, when the peptide is also bound, causes a partial folding

of a 310–helix in the disordered loop, and, in turn, gives rise to a tighter

hydrophobic binding between the peptide and the disordered loop

(Fig. 6C). It was therefore concluded that the N-terminal part of the flexible

loop moves together with the dynamic loop to form the peptide binding
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site, which occurs even in the ligand-free state with a population shift upon

peptide binding while the C-terminal part shows an induced-fit behavior

following the binding of a calcium ion.

5. Summary and outlook

After providing a short introduction into the peculiarities of IDPs at

the start of this chapter, we concentrated on molecular simulations of IDPs

in the remainder. Here, our focus was on MD simulations in conjunction

with all-atom force fields. The critical evaluation of such force fields with

regard to their ability to correctly model the structural ensemble and dynam-

ics of IDPs revealed that the standard force fields originally developed for

folded proteins are usually not applicable to IDPs. In particular, these force

fields tend to produce overly compact and often too folded IDP conforma-

tions. To overcome this limitation, several research groups developed

force fields aimed at solving these problems by either optimizing backbone

torsion parameters, adding CMAP corrections and/or strengthening the

van der Waals interactions between protein and water. Some of the result-

ing force fields are specifically designed for IDPs, whereas others, like

AMBER99SB-disp and CHARMM36m, were demonstrated to be suitable

for both folded proteins and IDPs. The other important ingredient to sim-

ulating IDPs is the sampling method. Within this context, we concentrated

on MD simulation techniques and presented metadynamics and replica

exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) as approaches that are often applied

to enhance the sampling of IDPs. This is demonstrated in the last section of

this chapter where we discussed several IDPs that undergo disorder-to-order

transitions upon binding to a specific interaction partner. These transitions

were simulated at the atomistic level using a metadynamics, REMD, or a

closely related approach. In addition to these techniques we also presented

two ways of network model building, which are very useful in analyzing the

MD date of IDPs in order to elucidate relevant transition pathways. One of

them are the increasingly popular MSMs, which are kinetic models of the

process under study that, due to their coarse-grained nature, are, readily

humanly understandable. Transition networks, on the other hand, are not

only based on conformational clustering only but also provide mechanistic

insight into transition processes.

Future developments will most likely see more applications of machine

learning techniques in the realm of IDP simulations. The integration of
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information obtained from various experimental techniques commonly

applied to IDPs into the simulations will be another important aspect

for gaining further access to atomistic details of IDPs. Many force field

improvements for better models of IDPs have already been determined.

Further advances in this regard will most likely be made if polarizable force

fields become more common in the simulations of IDPs, which, however,

will only happen if the computational cost of these force fields compared to

nonpolarizable force fields gets further reduced. And as with more or less

all simulations of proteins, longer simulations and on larger scales, so that

the biological environment of IDPs or their interaction partners can be con-

sidered in the simulation setup, will also be of tremendous importance to

access slower processes and in more realistic environments.
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Abstract

Pre-Structured Motifs (PreSMos) are transient secondary structures observed in many
intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and serve as protein target-binding hot spots.
The prefix “pre” highlights that PreSMos exist a priori in the target-unbound state
of IDPs as the active pockets of globular proteins pre-exist before target binding.
Therefore, a PreSMo is an “active site” of an IDP; it is not a spatial pocket, but rather
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a secondary structural motif. The classical and perhaps the most effective approach to
understand the function of a protein has been to determine and investigate its struc-
ture. Ironically or by definition IDPs do not possess structure (here structure refers to ter-
tiary structure only). Are IDPs then entirely structureless? The PreSMos provide us with an
atomic-resolution answer to this question. For target binding, IDPs do not rely on the
spatial pockets afforded by tertiary or higher structures. Instead, they utilize the PreSMos
possessing particular conformations that highly presage the target-bound conforma-
tions. PreSMos are recognized or captured by targets via conformational selection
(CS) before their conformations eventually become stabilized via structural induction
into more ordered bound structures. Using PreSMos, a number of, if not all, IDPs can
bind targets following a sequential pathway of CS followed by an induced fit (IF).
This chapter presents several important PreSMos implicated in cancers, neurodegener-
ative diseases, and other diseases along with discussions on their conformational details
that mediate target binding, a structural rationale for unstructured proteins.

Abbreviations
4EBP eIF4E binding protein

AD Alzheimer’s disease

AF-1 activation function-1 domain

BMRB biological magnetic resonance bank

CBD C-terminal basic domain

CD circular dichroism

CFTR cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator

CR conserved region

CREB cAMP-response element binding protein

CS conformational selection

CU completely unstructured

DBD DNA-binding domain

eIF4G eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4G

Flg M flagella M

HBV hepatitis B virus

hGR human glucocorticoid receptor

HPVs human papillomaviruses

ICMRBS International Conference on Magnetic Resonance in Biological Systems

IDR intrinsically disordered region

IF induced fit

KID kinase inducible domain

KIX kinase-inducible domain interacting

LBD ligand binding domain

MIA maternal immune activation

MoRF molecular recognition feature

MT microtubule

MU mostly unstructured

NCBD nuclear coactivator binding domain

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

NOE nuclear Overhauser effect
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OD oligomerization domain

PD Parkinson’s disease

PHF paired helical filament

PPII polyproline II

PRE paramagnetic relaxation enhancement

PreSMo pre-structured motif

PSE pre-formed structural element

RAN repeat-associated non-AUG

RDC residual dipolar coupling constant

REMD replica exchange molecular dynamics

RPA replication protein A

SLiM short linear motif

SSP secondary structure propensity

SUMO small ubiquitin-like modifier

SUSP4 SUMO specific protease 4

TAD transactivation domain

TAF TATA box binding protein associated factor

TAT transactivator of transcription

Tau1c core domain of tau1

TAZ transcriptional adaptor zinc-binding domain

TF transcription factor

TFE trifluoroethanol

TMAO trimethylamine N-oxide

TrNOE transferred NOE

VP16 virion protein 16

αS alpha-synuclein

1. Introduction

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are novel proteins that do not,

under non-denaturing conditions, form uniquely-defined three-dimensional

(3-D) structures.1 Interests in these peculiar proteins arise because they are still

capable of carrying out diverse biological functions despite lacking 3-D struc-

tures.2,3 Reports on these unorthodox proteins began appearing in the 1990s

with various names such as unstructured proteins, largely unstructured

proteins, intrinsically unstructured proteins, natively unfolded proteins, inher-

ently unstructured proteins, intrinsically unfolded proteins, natively unstruc-

tured proteins, natively disordered proteins, inherently disordered proteins,

etc.2–11 After 2013 a consensus was reached on the name as intrinsically dis-

ordered proteins when a dedicated journal titled Intrinsically Disordered

Proteins was launched.1 Interests in IDPs have been very keen because their

existence not only contradict the decades-old paradigm in protein science,

3-D structure¼ function, but also they are associated with fatal diseases such
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as cancers, prion diseases, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD)

and so on,2-4,12 strongly suggesting that meaningful effort is needed to under-

stand what IDPs are and how they function. IDPs and intrinsically disordered

regions (IDRs) in IDPs13 are distinct from the phenomenon of protein

disorder. The latter has been known for decades and usually refers to short

segments (typically consisting of less than 20 residues) that link secondary

structures in globular proteins14 even though there are exceptions to this def-

inition such as the disorder exhibited by heme pockets.15 On the other hand,

IDPs/IDRs contain long disordered regions (minimally 40 residues and often

encompassing hundreds of amino acid residues), which is the essence that

makes IDPs novel.3 Massive bioinformatics predictions have shown that

IDPs/IDRs occupy as much as one half of entire human proteome,16

strengthening the assertion that without clear understanding of IDPs an accu-

rate and comprehensive research paradigm in protein science would not be

possible, not to mention effectively managing the associated diseases.

2. Target-binding of IDPs

Target-binding of proteins is a multi-faceted process that depends on

several experimental variables such as ionic strength, pH, temperatures,

etc.17 Two mutually exclusive mechanisms, induced fit (IF) and conforma-

tional selection (CS), were proposed for target binding of globular proteins

half a century ago.18 In Fig. 1, we describe how these two models might

be applied for IDPs. While this picture is simplistic since the actual binding

landscape is much more complex24 it suffices to deliver an overall concept.

An IDP exists as an ensemble of conformers where partially structured con-

formers and fully unstructured ones containing no secondary structures coex-

ist. In principle a large number of different conformers separated by low

energy barriers may exist, but it is probably more realistic to view that the

conformational ensemble consists of only a limited number of conformers

as shown experimentally.19,20 Different encounter complexes form depending

onwhich conformer is engaged in initial interaction. To become a final bound

structure partially structured conformers need a partial structural tightening

whereas the fully unstructured ones would have to undergo a full (100%)

structural induction. A more elegant picture can be found in fig. 1 of

Wang et al.25 In the case of globular proteins, it appears that CS is favored

over IF.18,26 For IDPs, however, there are not yet enough experimental data

to conclude which mechanism describes target binding better. It needs to be

noted that even for globular proteins the mechanism varies from one protein
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to another. The same would be true for IDPs. An essential point that needs to

be clarified when considering the target binding behavior of IDPs is to check

first if IDPs are fully unstructured or not. If an IDP is fully unstructured con-

taining no conformers resembling the bound structure, a full IF is an inevitable

mechanism that has been popular in the IDP field for a good period. But if

not, e.g., because transient structures resembling the bound structure exist

in free IDPs, other possibilities open up. Regardless of which mechanism

we are dealing with it is important to remember that it is the structure (or

absence of structure) of a protein which plays a pivotal role in target binding.

In globular proteins, tertiary and quaternary structures maintain the overall

topology, which in turn render the target-binding regions or pockets to be

Fig. 1 A schematic diagram showing two possible mechanisms for IDP-target binding.
(Left column) An unbound IDP or a sufficiently long IDR (>40 residues) exists in a con-
formational ensemble where a completely unstructured state (bottom) is in equilibrium
with more than one pre-structured conformers having transient helices of slightly dif-
ferent helical lengths (top). The fraction of the pre-structured state has been shown to
vary from one IDP to another (10%–70%).3 The three pre-structured helices with slightly
different helical lengths were experimentally observed by Flexible-Meccano calcula-
tions using residual dipolar couplings in the case of the NTAIL of Sendai virus nucleo-
protein19 and 4EBP1.20 (Right column) A transient pre-structured helix seen in the
target-unbound state becomes a stable helix upon target binding, which was observed
in the case of p53TAD/mdm2,2,21 KID/KIX,22 and 4EBP1/4EBP2 with eIF4E.20,23 A peptide
with a sequence of the pre-structured helix in p53TAD or in 4EBP1 is used as a basis for
anti-cancer peptide therapeutics design. (Middle column) Two potential encounter com-
plexes (EC). The top EC would be formed by a conformational selection (CS) of a PreSMo
by a target while the bottom EC would be produced in an induced fit (IF) mechanism.
The top CS path is likely to be more favorable in terms of entropy than the IF path since
the bottom EC would have to face a larger entropic penalty to form a stable helix during
or upon target binding. A more elegant figure can be found in Ref. 25 Reproduced with
permission from Kim DH, Han KH. Transient secondary structures as general target-binding
motifs in intrinsically disordered proteins. Int J Mol Sci. 2018;19(11):3614. https://doi.org/
10.3390/ijms19113614.
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properly presented for the target. As this has been the textbook dogma for

decades the new view that a protein does not necessarily need to form a

3-D structure to function was met with strong skepticism when the notion

of IDPs first appeared. Here one needs to be reminded that no matter how

unconventional IDPs may be they are fundamentally just proteins after all;

they are heteropolymers composed of amino acids just like globular proteins

(for the moment we ignore the fact that proteins can be post-translationally

modified by various functional groups). Since proteins including IDPs man-

ifest their function by interacting with other biomolecules such as proteins,

peptides, nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates, metals, lipids, and small ligands

including drug molecules,27–29 an immediate query regarding IDPs arises as to

how a long stretch of amino acid residues with no specific structural content

could interact with targets or be associated with diseases. More specifically,

one must answer whether these “unstructured” proteins or long IDRs would

still abide by the golden rule of structural biology, i.e., structure governs func-

tion, even though their binding to targets may not rely on 3-D structures.

Alternatively, one could hypothesize that IDPs follow truly exquisite rules

on their own since they are so novel.

Two main lines of thoughts have been tackling the above issues during

the last two decades. The first is called the Completely Unstructured (CU)

view, meaning that no structural elements whatsoever are present within

free IDPs down to the level of secondary structures.30–32 According to this

line of thought IDPs, being so unorthodox, would use a target-binding

mechanism where disorder itself dictates binding with no structural factors

involved. This school has relied on negative information, i.e., the lack of

3-D structures, to explain the functions of IDPs rather than trying to ask

if there may be some elements present within free IDPs that contribute

to functions. In this school, IDPs are viewed like water that would shape

itself as the shape of a container it is contained; it is argued that IDPs become

structured or gain structure only upon target binding.33,34 Three key reports

that appeared just before the turn of the century, the early days of IDP

research when not much was known about IDPs, strongly supported this

CU view. The IDPs/IDRs studied in these investigations were described

to be completely unstructured in the unbound state, i.e., random coils.

The CU view naturally advocated an IF mechanism for IDP-target binding

that involved full (100%) structural induction, e.g., from a random coil to a

helix.30–32 A limitation of this view has been that it does not provide a basis

for the specificity of the initial recognition between an IDP and a target pro-

tein; specificity is assumed to reside within the inherent physicochemical

properties of individual amino acids.
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Very surprisingly, all the IDPs/IDRs examined in these key reports were

found in later studies to contain transient secondary structural elements,3 i.e.,

pre-structured motifs, seriously questioning the argument for the CU view.

For example, in the case of the transactivation domain (TAD) of VP16 a short

hTAFII31-binding peptide was reported to be fully unstructured in the free

state and then to be induced into a helix upon target binding.31 This segment,

however, was shown to form a �20% pre-structured helix in the free state

when placed in the full-length VP16 TAD35,36 (see Section 3.3 for more

details). If a target binding segment in a free IDP is already pre-structured,

e.g., in a helical conformation and the bound structure is a helix, one cannot

expect a full structural induction involving a random coil-to-helix transi-

tion.37 Intuitively, it would be thermodynamically unfavorable for the

pre-structured segment to unwind before target binding and then to refold

upon target binding. Above all, it is debatable whether this CU view could

be rationalized noting that the structural state of even fully denatured proteins

cannot be described by the so-called random coils where not only tertiary but

also secondary structures are absent.38–40 Nevertheless, this CU view has

dominated the IDP field for a long time since few influential NMR structural

biology groups32,34 and a leading IDP bioinformatics group supported this

view,16,41 culminating in a special editor’s article on IDPs in Nature42 as if

the CU view were the only applicable concept to IDPs, failing to acknowl-

edge the existence and functional significance of PreSMos. For nearly two

decades, numerous articles on IDPs used the terms such as disorder! order

transition,43 coupled folding and binding34,44 and an induced fit (IF) involving

a coil! helix folding transition, all underlining that IDPs become structured

only upon binding. It is true that a certain degree of structural induction for the

target-binding segments of IDPs/IDRs must occur since proteins are mallea-

ble by nature, but is it a coil-to-helix transition type of folding? After two

decades of research on IDPs, it would be pertinent to ask if the early fascina-

tion with the novel concept of “unstructuredness” have blinded many in the

field from considering other factors than the absence of tertiary or higher

structures that might be contributing to the functions of IDPs.

The second school is theMostly Unstructured (MU) viewwhich acknowl-

edges the presence of pre-structuredmotifs (PreSMos), theminimally-looking-

yet-significant structures observed in free IDPs.2,3,20,45,46 Experimental

evidence has accumulated during the last two decades, demonstrating that

dozens of free IDPs are pre-populated with one or more PreSMos and that

these motifs having particular conformations are the specificity determinants

for IDP-target binding.3,45,46 This school therefore argues that structure does

matter for IDPs’ function as in globular proteins except that “structure” here
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refers only to secondary structures. Utilizing PreSMos, IDPs obey the struc-

tural complementarity rule extremely well (Fig. 2), the dogma established

so solidly in structural biology for decades. It should be mentioned that early

articles reporting the MU view received strong rejection from the IDP field

which was dominated by the CU view at the time. The first and compre-

hensive article on the MU view made a timely appearance in 2012 and con-

tributed significantly to the balanced progress of the IDP field by challenging

the acceptance of the CU view which was formulated based on an inappro-

priate or premature interpretation of NMR spectral data.3 The statement

that IDP-target binding involves a coil!helix folding transition was fully

invalidated by the discovery of PreSMos no matter which mechanism the

binding follows. The same nullification goes true for the expression that

IDPs/IDRs become structured only upon binding because the PreSMos

are structures, activated secondary structures no matter how insignificant

they may appear. Above all, they are clearly detected experimentally. The

PreSMos are the “prevailing conformations” forming hydrophobic cores

that were proposed by Tsai et al.8 During the past two decades more than

120 PreSMos have been reported.3,45,46

Fig. 2 The turn II PreSMo having a sequence of DIEQW observed in the transactivation
domain of unbound p53 (yellow)47 forms a complex with mdm2 (blue mesh), demon-
stratings that binding of a PreSMo to a target protein abides by the shape complemen-
tarity rule. The hydrophobic groove of mdm2 optimally accommodates the
hydrophobic face formed by the Ile-Trp hydrophobic pair. A more elegant figure dem-
onstrating the shape complementarity between a PreSMo and a target can be found in
fig. 3 of Ref. 3
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The MU view, supporting the idea that the pre-populated transient sec-

ondary structures in free IDPs formed by target-binding segments enable

binding of IDPs with specific targets, has contributed to a balanced progress

of the IDP field by proposing that the full induced fit is not the only option

for the mechanism of IDP-target binding. What can be envisioned with the

MU view is that formation of a transition state or an encounter complex

which would be produced at the very early stage of IDP-target interaction

by long-range electrostatic attraction or by randomBrownian collisions ends

with a specific recognition of a particular conformation of a PreSMo by a tar-

get. In this manner, the binding specificity originates from “structure,” i.e.,

the pre-structured conformation. The IDP-target binding process will wrap

up with a partial structural induction or tightening of a PreSMo’s conforma-

tion into a more ordered or stable bound structure. The extent up to which a

structural induction occurs will depend on the degree of pre-population a par-

ticular PreSMo has. For many PreSMos whose pre-population is �30% a

maximum of �70% induction should be possible in principle. It is not clear

why most PreSMos are populated only at such a level. For some reason too

high or too low pre-population does not help IDPs to perform their function.

In the original proposals of IF and CSwith globular proteins the two pathways

were proposed as the limiting models. In the case of IDPs the circumstance

becomes flexible and the sequential involvement of the two in a concerted

manner composed of CS followed by IF (CS-IF in short) is possible. This sort

of CS-IF mechanism has been already perceived early on.18 In short, to the

question of which comes first, binding or folding,17 the MU view argues that

folding comes first; formation of a PreSMo is a partial folding.

One subtle feature in the description of IDP-target binding process

which does not seem to be fully appreciated is that the binding involves

structural changes at two different levels, global and local. The common

expressions such as a disorder!order transition and binding coupled fold-

ing34,44 for the most part are referring to the global-level large displacement

of all the atoms in IDPs/IDRs, a type of structural change unlikely to be

observed for globular proteins since most atoms in globular proteins will

experience only minor displacements upon target binding although there

are exceptions. The latter type, on the other hand, pertains to what happens

locally to the atoms belonging to the PreSMo-forming residues that make

direct contacts with targets via, for example, hydrophobic interactions.

An expression like fuzzy complexes48 can thus be valid only when one is

referring to the global topological aspect but is not applicable for the

PreSMo-forming segment which, once bound, forms a stable secondary
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structure in nearly all cases. If a long IDP/IDR that contains flanking seg-

ments at the two ends of a PreSMo is used the flanking segments, i.e., the

non-PreSMo residues, could have a significant motional freedom even after

target binding as reflected in several NMR parameters.49

It is important to remember that no matter how strongly the PreSMos’

conformations presage their target-bound conformations the presence of a

PreSMo per se is not a sufficient condition for CS.50,51 Determining the

exact role of a PreSMo in the target binding of an IDP requires careful mea-

surement of both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters associated with

binding for a sufficient number of MU type IDPs/IDRs under a variety of

experimental conditions that take into to account of not only the aforemen-

tioned factors, but also length of IDRs, relative concentrations of IDP vs

ligands and so on. Experimental determination of target binding mechanisms

is challenging. One of the techniques that can be used to study the binding

mechanism is the NMR relaxation dispersion experiment.52,53 Finding an

optimal experimental condition and fulfilling the hardware requirements

for this experiment are both non-trivial. An in-silico approach using molec-

ular dynamics simulation may become a reasonable alternative.54,55

3. The pre-structured motif (PreSMo)

The detailed definition of PreSMos,3 the different ways of how inves-

tigators reported them45 along with the significance of PreSMos as active

target-binding sites in IDPs have already been discussed. Following will

describe other aspects of PreSMos such as the historical circumstances sur-

rounding the formulation of the PreSMo hypothesis and a few more subtle

facets about PreSMos.

3.1 NMR and PreSMos
Multi-dimensional high-resolution NMR is a robust technique that allows

one to measure several independent parameters which can be taken as evi-

dence for the presence of secondary structures in proteins.56 When used in

combination with molecular dynamics simulation, NMR can produce

ensemble conformations of IDPs at an atomic resolution based upon residual

dipolar coupling constants (RDCs)19,40,57,58 and long-range distance

restraints derived from paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) exper-

iments.9,59–62 The unique information one can get from NMR measure-

ments is the fraction of transient secondary structures in proteins.3 For

example, secondary structure propensity (SSP) scores that are derived from
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chemical shifts provide accurate fraction of a partially populated secondary

structure in IDPs.63 Using the SSP scores one can quickly tell that the

PreSMos in IDPs are �30% pre-populated on the average.3 Several other

NMR parameters such as interproton NOEs, heteronuclear NOEs,3J cou-

pling constants, relaxation times, temperature coefficients of backbone amide

protons, and hydrogen exchange rates can be used along with the SSP scores

to precisely delineate the location of a PreSMo on a per-residue basis.2,3,45

Although not common, the temperature coefficients of the carbonyl chemical

shifts can also be used to detect PreSMos.64 While using the NMR chemical

shifts is an efficient and reliable way for detecting PreSMos and for secondary

structures of proteins in general one needs to remember that use of different

reference chemical shifts may lead to different conclusions. This may be par-

ticularly true for PreSMos since they are transient. Fig. 3 shows the SSP scores

calculated for four MU type IDPs using three different chemical shift refer-

ences.One can find that the conclusions based upon different references agree

to a good extent. Although the degree of pre-populations seems to vary to

some extent the conclusion on the presence and the locations of PreSMos

does not change.

Practically all (>99%) PreSMos are detected by the high-resolution

NMR technique. In lieu of PreSMos a generic term of transient (secondary)

structures has been commonly used in the NMR literature to indicate the

pre-structuring phenomenon,3,19,45,68–70 which is fully reasonable since the

PreSMos are transient secondary structural elements after all. However, the

specific term of the pre-structured motif was coined since it explicitly depicts

the transient pre-structuring in IDPswhereas the generic term of transient sec-

ondary structure could be used for any proteins and their segments or for

non-proteins such as nucleic acids. In an effort to accentuate the ability of

certain segments of IDPs to form transient pre-structured motifs the acronym

PreSMo was first introduced during a lecture at the 2008 International

Conference on Magnetic Resonance in Biological Systems (ICMRBS), one

of the largest bio-magnetic resonance conferences dealing with NMR protein

structural biology. The new terminology of PreSMowas documented in 2012

onlywhen a statistically significant number of PreSMoswere compiled and the

functional significance of such pre-structuring became evident. A recom-

mendable exercise would be to introduce a new jargon only when doing

so provides a clear benefit of clarifying a novel concept especially in a newly

developing field. The first article reporting the presence of PreSMos just used a

generic expression of “local structural elements” without introducing a new

terminology since it was not clear if the pre-structuring in free IDPs would
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Fig. 3 The SSP scores and the Cα chemical shift deviations for four MU type IDPs [(A) ACTR (B) CFTR (C) ENSA (D) Securin] calculated using
three different random-coil chemical shift references. (Top panel) SSP calculated using Neal et al.65 (Middle panel) ΔCα-S calculated using
Schwarzinger et al.66 (Bottom panel)ΔCα-T calculated using Tamiola et al.67 While the degree of pre-structuring somewhat varies depending
upon which reference is used the locations of the PreSMos are same. Reproduced with permission from Kim DH, Lee J, Mok KH, Lee JH, Han KH.
Salient features of monomeric alpha-synuclein revealed by NMR spectroscopy. Biomolecules. 2020;10(3):428–442. https://doi.org/10.3390/
biom10030428.



be a general feature.2 During the last two decades, numerous different yet sim-

ilar terms were used in many NMR reports on IDPs to describe essentially the

same phenomenon of pre-structuring in IDPs/IDRs (see Table 1). In retro-

spect, it may appear that toomany terms have proliferated the IDP field for the

same phenomenon. Nonetheless, this was inevitable in a way since the terms

describing the pre-structuring phenomenonwere not clearly acknowledged in

the early days of IDP research.

Table 1 A list of various terms used to describe the pre-structuring phenomenon
(transient structures) in IDPs.
Year Terms used References

1998 Partially collapsed, favoring helical conformations 71

1998 Nascent helical segments, intrinsic helical propensities 22

1998 Helix-forming segment 72

1999 Short two-turn-helix, another potential helix 73

1999 A preformed nascent helix 74

2000 Local structural elements, pre-existing minimal secondary

structures, local structural order

2

2000 Local structural elements, long alpha-helix 75

2000 Preformed transient helices 76

2000 Transient, preordering 77

2000 Transiently ordered states, structural preordering 78

2001 A region with a preference for helical conformation, a nascent or

transient helix.

79

2002 Pre-organized helical structure, marginally stable helical

structure

80

2004 A short stretch which is structured transiently 81

2004 Nascent helix, regions with helical propensity 26

2006 Small islands of secondary structures 82

2007 Pre-structured motifs 83

2008 Partially folded, preferentially populates helical conformers,

nascent helix formation

19

2008 Minimal ordering of short linear motifs 49
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3.2 The helix controversy
The discovery of the very first helix in an unbound transcription factor, i.e.,

the helix PreSMo detected in the p53 transactivation domain, had a huge

impact to the field of transcription as illustrated below. For several years since

the mid-1980s, several reports, both speculative as well as experimental, on

TFs/TADs persistently suggested that TFs/TADs, albeit “unstructured,”must

have some specificity determinants that are responsible for transcriptional

activity.93 In one study employing a wild type GAL4 activation domain

and its scrambled mutant with no transcriptional activity Giniger and

Ptashne concluded that the mutant was inactive because its helix-forming

propensity was compromised.94 In another study Leuther et al., argued using

CD data that it should be a β-sheet that is important for activity.95 A keen

debate went on whether target-free acidic TADs should possess an amphi-

pathic helix as the specificity determinant for activity, a debate named “a helix

controversy”3 (see Table 2). Yet, no direct experimental evidence based

on atomic-resolution structures was available. And it is the NMR investiga-

tion on the of p53 TAD which resolved this controversy by presenting

a helix PreSMo as a specificity determinant for target (mdm2) binding.2

Table 1 A list of various terms used to describe the pre-structuring phenomenon
(transient structures) in IDPs.—cont’d
Year Terms used References

2009 Residual secondary structural elements 36

2011 Preferred a-helical organization, local structural preformation 84

2012 Transiently ordered regions 85

2012 Dynamic local structure, distinct elements of secondary

structure, local helical structural element

86

2012 Two helices that are transiently structured 70

2012 Regions that transiently adopt a-helical structures 87

2012 Weakly populated helical conformations 88

2013 Transient secondary structure 89

2015 Pre-structured helix 20

2016 Transient helical pre-structured motifs 90

2017 Pre-structured motif, transient helices 91

2017 Helix pre-structured motifs 92
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Table 2 Helix controversy and a list of excerpts from the articles that addressed
the issue.
Year Title/argument References

1987 A new class of yeast transcriptional activators

“… adjacent to these turns, α-helices composed of

hydrophobic residues in many cases. Most of our activating

sequences also have short segments that could form

amphiphilic helices, that is, α-helices with charged residues on

one side and hydrophobic residues on the other. Whether any

of these features is important remains to be tested.”

96

1987 Transcription in yeast activated by a putative amphipathic α helix

linked to a DNA binding unit

“The synthetic peptide is acidic and should it form an α-helix,
that helix would be amphipathic, having one hydrophilic face

bearing the acidic residues, and one hydrophobic face. When

expressed in yeast, the artificial protein bearing this peptide

efficiently activates the GAL1 gene which is ordinarily

activated by GAL4. An otherwise identical protein with the

novel 15 amino acids in a scrambled order, and which is thus

unable to form an amphipathic structure, does not activate

GAL1 transcription.”

94

1988 How eukaryotic transcriptional activators work

“One peptide (AH) was designed so that, should it form an

α-helix, that structure would be amphipathic, bearing

negatively charged residues along one surface and

hydrophobic residues along another. The second peptide

(SH) comprised identical amino acids, but in scrambled order.

The construct bearing the first peptide activated transcription

in yeast, whereas that bearing the second peptide did not.

Deletion analysis of GCN4 also suggests that an α-helix could
be an important component of an activating region”

97

1988 GAL4-VP16 is an unusually potent transcription activator

“… probably at least in part is α-helix.”
98

1991 Critical structural elements of the VP16 transcriptional activation

domain

“A putative amphipathic alpha helix did not appear to be an

important structural component of the activation domain.”

99

1993 Pattern of aromatic and hydrophobic amino acids critical for one of two

subdomains of the VP16 transcriptional activator

“… although neither is likely to be an amphipathic helix” &

“Giniger and Ptashne proposed that acidic activation domains

form amphipathic α-helices” & “our results are also

inconsistent with a model of VP16 as an amphipathic α-helix”

100
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Interesting to note is that this seminal manuscript had been rejected for years

before it finally was able to see the light. Around the time this report was pub-

lished, few other pioneering NMR reports on non-transcription factor type

IDPs appeared, demonstrating that certain segments in these types of IDPs

tended to be pre-structured.71,77,78

3.3 Helix vs random coil
From a technical point, detecting PreSMos or transient structures in proteins

by NMR is not formidably challenging. Given this, it calls for a question as

to why there were only few articles reporting the PreSMos between the

mid-1990s and the mid-2000s, when PreSMo reports began to more or less

proliferate.

The first reason seems to be related to the preoccupation many NMR

investigators had on the narrow chemical shift dispersion which seemed

to have played a considerable role in a negative sense.25,30,31 Narrow chem-

ical shift dispersion in NMR is taken as a default evidence for “no structure”

or a random-coil state. Consequently, those NMR investigators who

encountered narrow chemical shift dispersion in their spectra made state-

ments that the IDP/IDR under study was “unstructured” or random-coil

like without considering a possibility that the “unstructured” proteins might

have some sort of structural elements other than 3-D structures such as tran-

sient secondary structures. A subtle point, a random coil exhibits narrow chemical

shift dispersion, and so do helices, was missed. Most (>80%) PreSMos are heli-

ces.3,45,46 Under the narrow chemical shift dispersion transient helices were

hiding. Devil is in the details.

Table 2 Helix controversy and a list of excerpts from the articles that addressed
the issue.—cont’d
Year Title/argument References

1993 The acidic activation domains of the GCN4 and GAL4 proteins are

not α helical but form β sheets

“AH does have α-helical potential” & “However, there is no

direct evidence that AH is indeed helical”

101

1993 Genetic evidence that an activation domain of GAL4 does not require

acidity and may form a β sheet

“… this region is not unstructured or α helical, but its function
may require a β sheet.”

95

1993 Structure(?) and function of acidic transcription activators

“From work on other systems, it is not clear whether the β
structure or any other defined structure is important for

activation function.”

102
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3.4 Confidence level
The second reason for the paucity of the reports on the PreSMos in the early

days of IDP research seems to be related to the mindset or the level of con-

fidence as illustrated in Fig. 4. Given the transient nature of PreSMos an inves-

tigator would find a PreSMo with rather good confidence if pre-structuring

tendency is clearly visible, i.e., if the degree of pre-population of a PreSMo is

>�10%. However, if the degree of pre-population of a PreSMo is lower it

would become difficult for her/him to detect a PreSMo unless she/he has a

belief that a PreSMo is present or is determined to find it. It is interesting that

a neophyte NMR student may have a better chance of finding a PreSMo in

this type of situation since a neophyte tends to have more meticulous attitude

toward data analysis (leaving no NMR peaks unchecked no matter how small

they are) than an experienced investigator preoccupied with educated guesses.

The third reason is also related to the confidence level but in a slightly

different sense. It is challenging for researchers to publish results that contra-

dict the dominant flow of a particular field. This reality seemed to have

affected a good number of early IDP investigators, making them present only

weak argument for the existence of PreSMos. When the uncomfortable idea

of IDPs itself was facing strong skepticism in the late 1990s, the even more

queer result that an IDP/IDR in its free state was not fully unstructured, but

contained pre-existing motifs in contrast to the predominant belief, was

another novel concept difficult for many to accept. The MU view was an

Fig. 4 Believe it or not. A white cat is sitting on snow. Finding a cat in this picture is like
finding a PreSMo when the degree of pre-population of a PreSMo is low.
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additional subtle eccentricity that evenmany IDP researchers found it difficult

to accept let alone typical protein scientists. There seemed to be two reasons

which made the publication of the heralding NMR work on the p53 TAD

difficult. Onewas associatedwith an extremelymeticulous peer review103 due

to the enormous impact the report would create if published and the otherwas

related to the biological importance per se of the p53 protein itself. Around the

mid-2000s bioinformatics analyses on IDPs suggested that there are many seg-

ments in IDPs which could potentially formwhat were described asMoRF104

and PSE105 or SLiMs.106 Even though these terms were not based on exper-

imental observation of the pre-structuredmotifs in target-free IDPs theymade

a decent contribution to letting many consider a possibility that perhaps IDPs

are not CU, judging from the fact that several PreSMo reports began to appear

since the mid-2000s. The term MoRF has been used interchangeably with

PreSMos.19,70,107 In the recent years, steady and strong literature is being

published supporting the MU view over the CU view.

3.5 The formulation of the PreSMo hypothesis
An important, and perhaps the most significant, factor that enabled the birth

of the PreSMo concept with a great confidence was the availability of the

X-ray structure of the mdm2-bound p53 TAD peptide composed of the res-

idues 15–29.21 These residues overlapped precisely with those that form a

helix PreSMo in free p53 TAD. A hypothesis was born that the transient

helix present in the unbound p53 TAD should be recognized by mdm2

to become a stable helix shown in the X-ray structure. This is an excellent

example demonstrating how the X-ray crystallography contributed to the

IDP field, i.e., by providing the target-bound structure of a PreSMo, even

though the technique cannot provide direct structural information on IDPs

themselves. The insignificant-looking transient helix and the mdm2-bound

helix were a lead to a goldmine of PreSMos (>120 PreSMos). The X-ray

crystallography also contributed to the proposals of MoRF and PSE since

these terms were proposed based on the X-ray structures of the complexes

between globular targets and the supposedly fully disordered fragments of

IDPs. No target-bound structures were available as in the case of p53

TAD for other IDPs/IDRs studied in the early days such as tau1c in human

glucocorticoid receptor (hGR),5 FlgM,71 amyloid precursor protein,77 and

ribosomal protein S4.78 An early NMR work on a transactivation domain

KID found the presence of two transient helices in free KID22 and its target

bound structure was known.30 But this work did not lead to the proposl of a
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hypothesis similar to the PreSMo hypothesis. It is educational that two other

NMR studies on p53 TAD overlooked the PreSMos.108,109 This illustrates

how, especially in the early days of IDP research, difficult it was to look into

the significance of the transient features in IDPs. A similar preoccupation

seemed to have played a role in the early NMR study on the VP16 TAD

where the protein was described to be CU despite that the NMR data

indicated presence of transient structures.110

4. PreSMos in transcriptional and translational factors

IDPs take up�50% of the entire human proteome when a criterion of

40 residues for the IDR length is used16 and �60% of the human transcrip-

tion/translation factors are IDPs,111 which explains why cancers represent

the diseases IDPs are most frequently associated with. In this section we will

describe four transcription factors, p53 transactivation domain, minimal

core activation domain of tau1 in human glucocorticoid receptor, the trans-

activation domain of VP16 from herpes simplex virus, c-Myc and a trans-

lation factor 4EBP1/2. It will be evident at the end of this section that all

these IDPs/IDRs use the hydrophobic face of their amphipathic helix

PreSMos to bind to the hydrophobic grooves in target proteins.

4.1 p53
p53 is a well-known transcriptional factor/activator associated with �50%

of human cancers.112 It is an inherent tumor suppressor as its cognomen

“guardian of the genome” implies.113 This protein is active as a tetramer

whose monomer is composed of 393-residues. Structurally p53 is a modular

protein like many other transcriptional factors consisting of four indepen-

dent functional domains/regions, a disordered transcriptional activation

domain (TAD) at its N-terminus, two globularly well-structured domains,

a DNA-binding domain (DBD) and an oligomerization domain (OD) that

enables the formation of a tetramer, and finally a short disordered C-terminal

basic domain (CBD) enriched with lysines.114 Therefore, p53 is a hybrid

protein where two structured domains (DBD and OD) and two intrinsically

disordered regions (TAD and CBD) coexist.

For its importance in cancer biology, a great deal of efforts went into

determining the high-resolution structure of a full p53 in the 1990s, but

all ended up in vain since no single crystals suitable for X-ray crystallographic

investigations could be obtained since p53 is an IDP containing disordered

regions. Unfortunately, the disordered nature of p53 was not fully recognized

at the time, probably lettingmanyX-ray structural biologists experience deep
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frustration. Determination of the structure of a full p53 by NMR was not

possible either since a full p53 monomer with 393 residues was too large

for a complete resonance assignment and structure determination at the time

even with 13C/15N double isotope labeling. An NMR spectrum of a full p53

monomer would be a mixture of resonances from the ordered domains and

the disordered regions having different signal intensities and linewidths, mak-

ing resonance assignment impossible. In the mid-1990s a divide and conquer

strategy was successfully applied to produce the high-resolution structures of

the globular domains of p53, i.e., DBD and OD, both having high helix con-

tent.115–117 On the other hand, structural knowledge for the remaining dis-

ordered parts was not available until the turn of a century; the disordered

nature of the N-terminal TAD and the C-terminal CBD was revealed by

NMR2 and by predictions, respectively. The NMR work on the disordered

TAD of p53was an important milestone both in the IDP field and in the tran-

scription field, rendering p53 one of the most thoroughly studied IDPs in

later years.

TheTADof p53 contains three PreSMos, a helix and two turns (turn I and

turn II) (Fig. 5). It is common that IDPs/IDRs havemultiple PreSMos.2,3,45,46

In addition, none of these PreSMos are stable or 100% populated secondary

Fig. 5 Three PreSMos (Helix, Turn I and Turn II) are detected in the transactivation
domain of the 73-residue full-length p53 based upon the observed the interproton
NOEs and chemical shift index (CSI). Thickness of bars is proportional to NOE intensities
(strong, medium, and weak) that are measured from an NOESY-HSQC spectrum
obtained at 5 °C. The hatched portion in the sequential dNN NOEs indicates an ambigu-
ity regarding the presence of the particular NOE due to resonance overlap. The CSI
values (1, 0, and �1) are represented by open, half-filled, and filled circles, respectively.
A similar pattern of the sequential dNN NOEs is obtained at 25 °C (shown at the bottom).
Locations of an amphipathic helix (helix I) and two turns (turns I and II) are marked
above the amino acid sequence. Reproduced with permission from Lee H, Mok KH,
Muhandiram R, et al. Local structural elements in the mostly unstructured transcriptional
activation domain of human p53. J Biol Chem. 2000;275(38):29426–29432. https://doi.org/
10.1074/jbc.M003107200.
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structures; PreSMos are transient.3 The helix PreSMo that is �30%

pre-populated is an amphipathic helix formed by the residues 18–26 whose

three bulky hydrophobic sidechains of F19, 23W and 26L are facing one

side optimally primed for binding to the hydrophobic pockets of target

proteins.21,47,118 Two turns are 5%–15% pre-populated and formed by the

residues 40–44 (turn I, MDDLM) and 48–53 (turn II, DIEQW), respectively.

Turn II contains three hydrophobic residues. All three PreSMos of p53 TAD

interact with several targets such as mouse double minute 2 (mdm2), p62/

Tfb1 subunit of TFIIH, the single-stranded DNA-binding protein (replica-

tion protein A, RPA), TAZ1, KIX, TAZ2, and NCBD.21,118–123 For exam-

ple, the helix and the turn II PreSMos bind with mouse double minute 2

(mdm2),47 the turn II with p62/Tfb1 subunit of TFIIH,120 both turn I and

turn II with RPA119 and so on, demonstrating that the promiscuity of p53

TAD has a structural basis (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 A cartoon explaining the promiscuity of an IDP possessing two PreSMos (1 and 2)
that interact with three target proteins. The PreSMo 1 binds target A in a conformation
(e.g., a helix) that is similar to what is has (a transient helix) in the free state. The PreSMo
2 also binds to the binding pocket in target A, but by slightly adjusting its conformation
(structural induction) to a helix in order to bind to the same binding pocket in target A
where PreSMo 1 binds. The binding of PreSMo 2 is weaker than that of PreSMo 1 as
indicated by a small arrow. This type of binding is observed for interaction of p53
TAD and mdm22,21 where mdm2 is target A and the PreSMos 1 and 2 are the helix
PreSMo and the turn II PreSMo in p53 TAD, respectively. For binding with another target
protein B the PreSMo 1 slightly adjusts its conformation to become 10. TAZ2 may qualify
as target B since it binds to the helix PreSMo of p53 TAD.118 Binding of target C is
achieved via the PreSMo 2 which adjusts its conformation to 200. Replication
protein A (RPA) qualifies as target C since two turns (turn I and turn II) were shown
to become a helix upon binding to RPA.119 Note that none of the interactions starts from
a completely unstructured state (random coil).
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The promiscuity of IDPs is an important facet which has not been thor-

oughly explained yet. The CBD of p53 was used as a model to explain pro-

miscuity in a recent (7th ed.) version of the Lehninger’s biochemistry

textbook.124 The CBD of p53, consisting of 33 residues, barely qualifies for

an IDR. For some reason, perhaps due to the disorder prediction result, many

seem to have been led to a notion that this IDR is CU. The argument used in

the Lehninger’s illustration relies on the structures of a few peptides derived

from this IDR with lengths of 11–22 residues. However, the structural states

of these peptides in their target-free state were not investigated to warrant such

a CU nature. Careful examination of the structural features of these peptides

must be carried out. Since they are short peptides, they are likely to exhibit no

significant structures in the free state despite that the full-length p53 CBD is

not fully unstructured (see Section 3.3 for further discussion). Besides, the

studied peptides are not composed of the wildtype amino acids, containing

modified residues such as acetylated Lys 382. A small modification of an amino

acid in a short peptide can influence the structure to a significant degree. The

validity of discussion on promiscuity based on these peptides must be checked

since the result of a preliminary NMR experiment on this IDR indicates that

p53 CBD appears to be MU. It has several dNN type NOE crosspeaks typical

of the NOESY spectra of the MU type IDPs (Fig. 7). No dNN type NOE

crosspeaks are observed in a NOESY spectrum of a CU type.
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Fig. 7 A NOESY spectrum of the p53 CBD (residues 361–393) obtained with a mixing
time of 150 ms using 1.6 mM protein, in 20 mM NaOAc-d3, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT,
90% H2O, 10% D2O at pH 5.3. To avoid introducing any artifacts no symmetrization
of the spectrum is done. Several dNN type NOEs are clearly visible indicating the exis-
tence of transient structures.
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The N-terminal domain of mdm2 forms a globular structure that provides

a hydrophobic groove which binds to the helix and turn II PreSMos of

p53 TAD.47 This groove in fact can accommodate many hydrophobic com-

pounds. Blockage of this groove produces anti-cancer effects by restoring the

tumor suppressive activity of p53. This principle was utilized byHoffmann-La

Roche for developing the Nutlin family anti-cancer compounds among

which RG7112 is under clinical trials.125 Other potential anti-cancer drugs

such as benzodiazepines,126 indole-2-carboxylic acid derivatives127 and

pyrrolidines are also being developed based upon this feature. Non-small-

molecule compounds such as a peptidomimetic derivative of the amphipathic

helix of p53 TAD called a stapled helix was also designed.128 For example,

ALRN_6924 designed by Aileron Therapeutics is currently under clinical tri-

als as a novel chemoprotective medicine to treat and protect healthy cells in

patients with cancer that harbors p53 mutations to reduce or eliminate

chemotherapy-induced side effects.25

4.2 Tau1c
Human glucocorticoid receptor is a steroid hormone-activated transcriptional

factor that belongs to the nuclear receptor superfamily. By translocating itself

from cytoplasm to the nucleus upon ligand binding hGR regulates various

target genes involved in cell differentiation, inflammation, glucose homeosta-

sis, etc.129 This receptor is an important therapeutic target since mutations in

hGR are associated with several diseases including autoimmune diseases, can-

cers and Cushing’s syndrome. As a member of the nuclear receptor superfam-

ily hGR has an N-terminal activation function-1 domain (AF-1), a central

DNA binding domain, and a C-terminal ligand binding domain (LBD).130

LBD in fact is a ligand-dependent activation function that forms the second

activation function-2 domain (AF-2) of hGR. Of the two activation domains

in hGR the N-terminal domain is a long domain consisting of residues

77–262 (186-residues) and is named tau1. The C-terminal activation domain

is called tau2.131 It was found that the minimal core domain of tau1 (named

tau1c) composed of the residues 187–244 is responsible for �70% of the

transcriptional activity of the full tau1 domain.132

Tau1c provides us with an excellent model system which can be used to

systematically explore the relationship between function (transcriptional

activity) and the structural features embedded in the PreSMos since the activ-

ity profiles for a large number of change-of-functionmutants are available.133

Structurally, tau1c is an IDR and unstructured in an aqueous solution,5

which is fully consistent with the well-known fact that transactivation
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domains are intrinsically unstructured.3 To understand the structural features

in tau1c that are important for transcriptional activity an NMR study was

carried out at the dawn of IDP research, which revealed that three regions

in tau1c had tendency to form helices.5 Unfortunately, the experiments

were carried out under a helix-inducing solvent, trifluoroethanol (TFE).

Interpreting the biological relevance of any secondary structures observed

under secondary-structure-inducing alcoholic solvents including TFE is

not straightforward since observed structures may be an induced phenome-

non rather than reflecting the true in-vivo structures. Using other types of

solvents, such as trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO), may help to reveal

the structural features of tau1c that might be relevant to transcriptional

activity as TMAO was reported to reveal true structures slightly better than

alcoholic solvents.134 In order to eliminate the ambiguity in data interpreta-

tion arising from the use of non-aqueous solvents and noting the definition of

a PreSMo, i.e., transient secondary structures obtained in aqueous buffers

are the biologically meaningful pre-structured motifs, Kim et al. carried

out a whole new set of heteronuclear multi-dimensional NMR experiments

on tau1c in an aqueous buffer solution at neutral pH.92 Results showed

that tau1c formed three helix PreSMos that are �25% pre-populated, the

locations of which overlapped to a good extent with those obtained in

TFE (Fig. 8). PreSMos were observed in several target-unbound TADs as

the key elements for transcriptional activity,2,3,46,86 suggesting that the three

helix PreSMos found in tau1c might be the critical determinants for the tran-

scriptional activity.

The first helix PreSMo (Helix 1) in tau1c detected in aqueous solution is

formed by the residues 185–202, the second (Helix 2) by residues 206–225,
and the third (Helix 3) by residues 232–244. The helices observed under TFE
were Helix I (189–201), Helix II (215–226) and Helix III (234–239), respec-
tively.While the three helix PreSMos detected in the new study overlapwith

the helices observed under TFE, differences exist in all three helices; the first

residue in Helix I was 189S, but that in Helix 1 is 185T. This difference is

related to the fact that the starting residue of hGR tau1c in the current study

is 181V while that in the previous work was 187D. Another notable differ-

ence is seen at the N-terminus of Helix 2. Helix 2 is 9-residues longer than

Helix II at its N-terminus; it starts at residue 206K whereas Helix II starts at

215S. The 213W in tau1c is known to be important for activity.133 In the

new data, 213W belongs to Helix II, i.e., it is a part of a helix PreSMo, which

explains why it is important for activity (see below). In the previous study,

it was described to be a part of a loop region. Another difference is found

in Helix 3 whose C-terminus is longer by five residues than Helix III.
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An important point revealed by the new investigation was that nearly all the

change-of-function mutations (either gain-of-function or loss-of-function)

belong to the helix PreSMos, establishing a solid correlation between the activ-

ity and the PreSMos in a helical conformation as shown in Fig. 8. Notably, the

residue at 212 is a proline in Helix 2. Since a proline is a well-known

helix-breaker 212P could introduce a kink just prior to 213W, which would

make Helix 2 a helix-kink-helix motif. In tau1c two prolines, 204P and 226P,

are flanking the C-termini of the two helix PreSMos, Helix 1, and Helix 2.

Prolines frequently flank the helix PreSMos in IDPs and act as an activity

switch by controlling the length of helix PreSMos that are important for activ-

ity135 (Fig. 9). Borcheds et al. applied the proline mutation strategy to the helix

PreSMo of p53 TAD and found that the increased helicity by mutation of 27P

to Ala resulted in stronger binding to mdm2 and increased activity of p53,136

supporting the conformational basis of activity provided by a helix PreSMo.

TAZ2 in CBP/p300 is a target of tau1c.133 The binding site for tau1c in

TAZ2 is hydrophobic like the hydrophobic groove in mdm2 that binds to

the hydrophobic face of the amphipathic helix PreSMo in p53 TAD
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Fig. 8 (A) The amino acid sequence of tau1c is shown along with the helices observed
under TFE (yellow box) and in aqueous solution (green box). Red and blue vertical bars
indicate up mutants (gain-of-function) and down mutants (loss-of-function), respec-
tively. Note that all the residues causing either up or down activities belong to the helix
PreSMos. In the new report by Kim et al.92 the functionally important 213W is a part of
Helix 2. (B) The SSP scores of tau1c. Three helix PreSMos have the SSP scores of �25%.
Reproduced with permission from Salamanova E, Costeira-Paulo J, Han KH, et al. A subset
of functional adaptationmutations alter propensity for α-helical conformation in the intrin-
sically disordered glucocorticoid receptor tau1core activation domain. Biochim Biophys
Acta Gen Subj 2018;1862(6):1452–1461. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbagen.2018.03.015.
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composed of 19F, 23W and 26L.21,47 In a recent study Salamanova et al.

partitioned the 60 change-of-function mutants of tau1c into seven clusters

based upon their disorder prediction scores and the gene activation activi-

ties137 (Fig. 10). The mutants showed either increased or decreased gene

activation activity. Interestingly, gain-of-function mutations affecting

Fig. 9 A schematic diagram showing that PreSMos are flanked by prolines. Reproduced
with permission from Lee C, Kalmar L, Xue B, et al. Contribution of proline to the
pre-structuring tendency of transient helical secondary structure elements in intrinsically
disordered proteins. Biochim Biophys Acta 2014;1840(3):993–1003. https://doi.org/
10.1016/j.bbagen.2013.10.042.
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Fig. 10 The seven clusters of change-of-function mutants of tau1c. Among the seven,
two c3 and c6, show gain of function. Reproduced with permission from Salamanova E,
Costeira-Paulo J, Han KH, et al. A subset of functional adaptation mutations alter propen-
sity for α-helical conformation in the intrinsically disordered glucocorticoid receptor
tau1core activation domain. Biochim Biophys Acta Gen Subj. 2018;1862(6):1452–1461.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbagen.2018.03.015.
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Helix 1 were associated with the increased stability of the helix. In particular,

the mutants in the clusters 3 and 6 such as D196Y, E221F, T190F and

T190Y exhibited a clear correlation between increased activity and decreased

disorder or increased helicity.

An elaborate account for the activity changes in the mutant tau1c can be

made based on the helicity of PreSMos. Fig. 11 shows a helical wheel diagram

(A) and the cylindrical surfacemodels of Helix 1 (B-D). In Fig. 11B one finds a

triad of three bulky hydrophobic residues (191F, 194L and 197L shown in a

cyan box) that are important for the activity of tau1c. Losing one of these

hydrophobic residues significantly decreases the activity by 70% as can be seen

in the L197E_30 mutant (according to the designation used in Salamanova

et al.137 the last number in this notation is the percentile activity of a mutant

relative to the wild type). Fig. 11C shows what happens if the residue 196D is

replaced by Tyr. It is fascinating that another triad of hydrophobic residues

Fig. 11 The sky-blue drops in a bloody pool. (A) a helix wheel diagram for Helix 1 of
tau1c. The arrow indicates the first residue. (B) Three hydrophobic residues are aligned
in a box in cyan like a cluster of oil drops in a pool of hydrophilic residues (red for
charged residues and orange for polar residues). (C) The D196Y mutation introduces
another triad of hydrophobic residues (blue box). (D) The T190Y/F mutation makes a
pair of hydrophobic residues (dark blue box).
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(shown in a blue box) is formed by 193I, 196Y and 199Fwith an introduction

of Tyr (an aromatic sidechain) at the position 196. Therefore, the mutation is

expected to provide tau1c with a higher, if not doubled, probability for TAZ2

binding. The result is a dramatic gain of activity by 181% (D196Y_281).

Fig. 11D shows what happens in the T190Y or T190F mutant. Even though

one does not get an additional triad these mutants have a pair of two consec-

utive hydrophobic residues (a dark-blue box), 190Y/193I or 190F/193I. Due

to this hydrophobic pair the TAZ2 binding capacity is likely to increase to a

certain extent. As expected, activity increased by 50% (T190Y_150 and

T190F_150). A short segment containing two hydrophobic residues that

are three residues apart cannot form an amphipathic helix. But such a pair

can form an amphipathic turn with a hydrophobic face on one side which

can bind to the hydrophobic groove of TAZ2, but with a weaker affinity than

a triad. This type of weakened binding for a turn was observed in the case of

the turn II PreSMo of p53 TAD with a sequence of DIEQW. The Ile-Trp

pair in this turn PreSMo formed a hydrophobic face that was capable of

binding to the hydrophobic groove of mdmd2 where the amphipathic helix

PreSMo of p53 TAD binds.21,47 The binding strength of the turn II PreSMo,

however, was weaker by an order ofmagnitude than that of the helix PreSMo.

The mutants T190Y and T190F displayed �50% higher activities than the

wild type with a help of a pair of hydrophobic residues. This pair must have

increased binding affinity of Helix 1 to TAZ2.

A similar explanation based on hydrophobicity is applicable to Helix 2 as

shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 12A shows that Helix 2 in the wild type does not

have a hydrophobic triad like Helix 1. Nevertheless, it has an interesting

pseudo-quartet of hydrophobic residues formed by two pairs of hydropho-

bic residues, 212P-213W and 217L-218L (cyan box). A tryptophan has a

large hydrophobic sidechain and is often critically involved in protein

recognition. A well-known example is the 23W of the p53 helix

PreSMo,2,21 removal of which abolishes the binding of mdm2 with p53.

The 213W in tau1c is critical for activity. Removal of 213W in Helix 2 elim-

inates the pseudo-quartet as shown in Fig. 12B,which is expected to lower the

activity. Two such examples are the W213G_42 or W213R_30 mutants;

activity went down by more than 50%. The position 221 in Helix 2 appears

to play an extremely crucial role. This position is Glu in the wild type.

Replacement of 221E by a hydrophobic residue Phe is dramatically increases

the activity by 188% (E221F_288). Fig. 12C reveals a remarkable fact that the

E221F mutant can have three triads of hydrophobic residues (purple boxes):

the first by 218L, 221F and 224L, the second by 213W, 217L and 221F and
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the third by 217L, 221F and 225L. The TAZ2 binding affinity of Helix 2 with

221F is expected to be much higher than any helix equipped with only one

triad of hydrophobic residues. Note that E221F_288 has an even higher activ-

ity than D196Y_281 although the difference might be within the limit of

measurement errors. Above results are neatly compatible with a reasoning that

tau1c equipped with two or three triads of hydrophobic residues may slide

around the hydrophobic groove of TAZ2 to produce a higher binding affinity

for TAZ2.

The above logic has explained why four gain-of-functions mutants (two

in the cluster c3 and two in the cluster c6) have higher activities than the

wildtype. There are two gain-of-function mutants in the cluster c6 whose

activities are not accounted for yet. The I193F_151 mutant has a larger aro-

matic sidechain Phe than the wildtype Ile at the position 193. This position in

the wildtype forms a hydrophobic pair 193I-194L (Fig. 11B). In the mutant

the pair turns into a somewhat stronger hydrophobic pair 193F-194L produc-

ing a somewhat higher activity. Similarly, the L225F_174mutant has a slightly

stronger hydrophobic pair 224L-225F than the wildtype 224L–225L (Fig. 12)
that increased the activity by 74%. The hydrophobic interactions also explain

loss-of-function mutants as well. For example, any replacement of 191F into a

charged residue will reduce the activity as is demonstrated in the case of

F191D_28 and F191E_29. Requirement for a large hydrophobic residue at

Fig. 12 (A) In the wildtype no triad of hydrophobic residues is found. Instead, it has a
pseudo-quartet of hydrophobic residues outlined by a cyan box. A yellow circle is used
for 223C. (B) Three triads of hydrophobic residues (purple boxes) found in the gain-of-
function mutant E221F_288. Activity goes up by 188% relative to the wildtype.
(C) Replacing 213W in the wildtype by non-hydrophobic residues (G or R) as in two
mutants W213G_42 and W213R_30 would disrupt the pseudo-quartet of hydrophobic
residues, lowering the activity. A green circle is used for 213R.
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the position 191 seems to be very stringent. Even a small reduction in the

hydrophobicity at this position, for example, replacing Phe by Ile or Val

decreases the activity significantly as shown in F191I_38 and F191V_48.

In summary, the new investigation by Salamanova et al. showed that it

was the “helical conformation” of the helix PreSMos which was critical for

activity, not the amino acid types. Only a helical conformation allows the

formation of a triad, the pseudo-quartet and a pair of hydrophobic residues.

This study also pointed to that the PreSMo stabilization (i.e., helicity

increase) appears to be the main mechanism by which adaptive mutations

can increase the activity of tau1c. From an evolutionary point of view,

PreSMo stabilization or destabilization could be the strategies for functional

adaptation. Tau1c of hGR is one of the IDRs that was studied very early in

IDP research5 when the keen helix controversy was still going on regarding

the question of whether transactivation domains should contain some sort of

specificity determinants that mediate target binding. However, it was diffi-

cult to obtain a clear explanation for the activity changes in tau1cmutants for

a long time due to absence of an adequate structural rationale. The study by

Salamanova et al. provided a realistic answer in a quite systematic manner

using the PreSMo concept. In fact, tau1c is the best example so far that dem-

onstrated the PreSMo-function relationship. Obtaining a more elaborate

and truly quantitative PreSMo-function relationship for tau1c should be

possible if the activity profiles for a fewmore selected mutants, e.g., a double

mutant E221F/W213G, are examined along with their target binding mode

with TAZ2.

4.3 VP16 TAD
VP16 TAD is the transactivation domain of the virion protein 16 (VP16)

which is one of proteins that herpes simplex virus encodes. Even though

it is of viral origin we describe it here since it is a well-known transactivation

domain that was used as a model system in the helix controversy from the

early days of IDP research.98–100 The TAD in VP16 is located at its

C-terminus (residues 412–490) and was classified as an acidic activation

domain containing 17 Asp and 5 Glu.138 It exhibits a potent transcriptional

activity and is responsible for activation of the viral immediate early genes; it

strongly transactivates relevant genes when fused to the DNA-binding

domains of other transactivators.98 Like many other activation domains

(E2F1, TREB5, c-Jun, ESX, HSF-1, MyoD, NF kB p65, NF-IL6,
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NHAT1, TEF-1, ALL1, HFV Bel-1, HIF-1α and p53 TAD) VP16 TAD

also contains the so-called positionally-conserved hydrophobic residues such

as Leu439, Phe442, Leu444, Phe479 and Leu483 as shown in Fig. 13.

Mutation of any of these hydrophobic residues critically influences the tran-

scriptional activity.139 Many helix PreSMos in the activation domains are

amphipathic with their hydrophobic faces that are involved in binding to

the hydrophobic grooves in target proteins. The positionally-conserved

hydrophobic residues are positioned optimally to form amphipathic heli-

ces.47 It is ironical that the hydrophobic residues which are known to be

depleted in IDPs are the critical factors for activity.

In 1997, the year a critical article on the random-coil nature of kinase

inducible domain (KID) was published, another report titled “Induced

Alpha-helix in the VP16 Activation Domain upon Binding to a Human

TAF” was published.31 This report described the structural nature of the

hTAFII31-binding region in VP16 TAD and claimed that the fragment con-

sisting of the residues 472–483 acquired a helical conformation upon bind-

ing to its target hTAFII31 based on the results of a transferred NOE

(TrNOE) experiment. The TrNOE technique is designed to provide the

structural information of a small ligand that has a bound memory which

can be detected in its NOESY spectrum if its free and target-bound structure

is in fast exchange.140 The 17-residue peptide (residues 469–485) used in

this experiment was reported to be completely unstructured in the free state,

which was used as a basis for proposing a random coil to α-helix induced

fit transition this peptide was supposed to undergo upon binding.

Fig. 13 The positionally-conserved hydrophobic residues in transactivation domains
that form amphipathic helices. Reproduced with permission from Chi SW, Lee SH,
Kim DH, et al. Structural details on mdm2-p53 interaction. J Biol Chem. 2005;280
(46):38795–38802. https://doi.org/10.1074/jbc.M508578200.
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This conclusion is in line with that made for KID of CREB which was

described to undergo a coil!helix folding transition.30 This VP16 TAD

article became one of the key reports supporting the CU view.

The PreSMo hypothesis states that the target-binding segments form

PreSMos. Hence, suspicion arose if the fragment of VP16 TAD reported

to be CU in the above article might form a PreSMo since it was the

hTAFII31-binding segment. Two later studies demonstrated that this puta-

tively CU segment was pre-structured as a helix (�25% pre-populated)35,36

when it was examined as an intact segment in a full 79-residue VP16 TAD.

Jonker et al. showed that two regions (residues 431–449 and 467–487) formed

helix PreSMos.35 The region encompassing the residues 430–450 interacts

with the human transcriptional coactivator positive cofactor 4 (PC4) while

the helix PreSMo formed by the residues 460–490 bind to the general tran-

scription factor TFIIB. Kim et al. showed that the residues 424–433, 442–446,
465–467 and 472–479 formed transient helices.36 The last of the four com-

posed of the residues 472–479 is the bindingmotif to hTAFII31. These studies

are another clear demonstration that the basis of transcriptional activity lies in

the pre-structuring ability of the target-binding residues not in the physico-

chemical properties per se of amino acids.

Short peptides (<20 residues) free in aqueous solution are not able to

form any discernible/detectable secondary structures unless they have an

extremely strong inherent propensity to form a secondary structure.141

This does not mean that the same residues constituting a short peptide would

be in a completely unstructured conformation when they are present as a

segment in a mother protein or in a full IDR like VP16 TAD. Within a

mother protein or in a full domain the corresponding residues are supposed

to experience what is known as the “tertiary effect” by flanking regions and

may form a stable or at least transient secondary structure such as a transient

helix. In the past, those who did not observe “significant” secondary struc-

tures in free peptides made an assumptive extrapolation to conclude that the

segment would be CU even if it were placed within a mother protein or a

full domain without actually carrying out an experiment with a mother pro-

tein or a full domain. The report on the VP16 TAD peptide is one example;

the CU nature of the segment in a full IDP/IDRwas claimed using the data

obtained only with a short peptide. While it might as well be that the short

VP16 peptide used was fully unstructured in the free state and indeed needed

to undergo a coil!helix transition. But the same argument does not hold

for binding between the full VP16 TAD and hTAFII31 which is likely to

require only a structural tightening of the target binding segment from a
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transient helix into a stable helix. Many unconfirmed speculations of this

kind were common in the early-day IDP investigations.

4.4 c-Myc
The c-Myc oncoprotein (herein referred to as c-Myc) is a transcription fac-

tor that regulates many genes involved in apoptosis, differentiation, and pro-

liferation.142 The C-terminus of c-Myc heterodimerizes with the Max

protein and forms a DNA-binding basic helix–loop–helix leucine-zipper

motif. The transactivation domain in c-Myc is located at its N-terminus

(residues 1–143) and is responsible for Myc-mediated transformation, differ-

entiation, and apoptosis.143 The c-MycTAD is an important therapeutic target

for inhibition of the heterodimerization. c-Myc is composed of two regions,

Myc-1–88 (MBI) and Myc-92–167 (MBII).144 Both regions are known to be

intrinsically disordered, but are partially folded.47,144,145 Andresen et al. discov-

ered three transient structures within MBI using near-complete NMR reso-

nance assignments.70 Two helix PreSMos are formed by the residues 26–34
and 47–5, respectively and one β-turn by 20–23. Interesting to note is that

these PreSMos are formed by the residues that are known to be conserved

in Myc proteins. This is in line with the well-known fact that multiple

PreSMos are formed by the positionally-conserved residues in many TADs

as described above (see Fig. 13).

4.5 An eIF4E binding protein 1 (4EBP1)
Translation of eukaryotic mRNAs to proteins is a complex multi-step pro-

cess that occurs through the formation of the eukaryotic translation initiation

complex 4F (eIF4F) which is formed by a set of cap-binding protein,

eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E), a DEAD-BoxRNA heli-

case, eukaryotic translation initiation complex 4A (eIF4A), and a eukaryotic

translation initiation factor 4G (eIF4G).146 eIF4G is a scaffold protein con-

stituting the backbone of the eIF4F complex and interacts with eIF4E using

a short consensus motif YXXXXLΦ (X is any amino acid andΦ is a hydro-

phobic residue). Since eIF4E binding proteins, inherent tumor suppressors

in humans, also have this consensus motif 4EBPs and eIF4G compete each

other for binding to eIF4E. Oncogenic transformation is associated with

overexpression of eIF4E in tumor cells,147,148 which can be down regulated

by binding of 4EBPs. Binding of eIF4E with 4E-BP is phosphorylation-

dependent, i.e., hyper-phosphorylation of 4EBPs disable their binding to

eIF4E and leads to cancers.149 In addition to cancers, eIF4E plays important
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in neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders including depres-

sion, maternal immune activation (MIA), and repeat-associated non-

AUG (RAN) translation since the function of eIF4E is controlled by

ERK and mTOR signaling pathways.

The helix PreSMo detected in 4EBP1 is formed by the above consensus

motif. This PreSMo carries a unique historical value in the development of

the IDP research20 because the original NMR report on 4EBP1 published at

the dawn of the IDP research is one of the three reports that advocated the

CU view, which ended up with making many take 4EBP1 as a paradigmatic

CU type IDP.16,32 Since 4EBP1 is composed of only 118 residues it may

appear that a full NMR resonance assignment can be accomplished relatively

easily withmultidimensional high-resolutionNMRmethods. But obtaining

a full NMR resonance assignment on a full-length 4EBP1 is very difficult

due to heavy resonance overlap.20 As a result, the first NMR report on this

IDPwas publishedwithout a full resonance assignment, but only with�82%

resonance assignment (the residues 4–10, 43–46 and 56–65 not assigned).32

While such a level of resonance assignment for most proteins is usually suf-

ficient to reveal the structural features important for function the situation

on 4EBP1 was an exception since the residues for which the resonance

assignment was missing happened to include the residues 56–65 that form

the consensus motif critical for eIF4E binding. It took nearly 20 years before

the realization that a full resonance assignment including the residues 56–65
needs to be obtained since these residues are target binding and are likely to

form an important PreSMo. A new investigation using a �70-residue

4EBP1 construct, named BP49, containing the consensus motif was carried

out and a complete NMR resonance assignment was obtained including the

PreSMo region.20 A recent NMR study on 4EBP2, a homolog protein of

4EBP1, also discovered five regions with helical propensities, one of which

encompassing the residues T50-N64 corresponds to the helix PreSMo

formed by the consensus motif.23 Had the PreSMo concept been available

before the first NMR report on 4EBP1 with the message that NMR data on

IDPs should be analyzed much more thoroughly than those on globular

proteins an honest mistake of drawing a misleading conclusion from an

incomplete resonance assignment data could have been avoided. The bind-

ing between eIF4E and the helix PreSMo of 4EBP1 is mainly mediated by

hydrophobic interactions involving V69, L131 and I138 of eIF4E. Moerke

et al.150 discovered an inhibitor named 4EGI-1 that disrupts interaction

of eIF4G-derived peptides with eIF4E and stabilizes the eIF4E/4E-BP1

interaction at the same time.
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5. PreSMos in neurodegenerative IDPs

5.1 Alpha-synuclein
Alpha-synuclein (αS) a well-known IDP that is located at the nuclear enve-

lope and at the presynaptic nerve terminals151,152 and is responsible for the

normal function and maintenance of synapses.153 Clinically, it is strongly

correlated with the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease.154 Neuronal fibrillar

αS deposits known as Lewy bodies155,156 is the diagnostic hallmark of PD

being spherical protein inclusions found in the cytoplasm of nigral neurons

in the brains of PD patients. For its clinical importance, the structural fea-

tures of αS have been examined extensively. αS in fact is one of the IDPs

whose structural features have been most extensively investigated. It has

been revealed that the fibrillary aggregates of αS have a characteristic

cross-β structure consisting of β-sheets, where the individual β-strands are
perpendicular to the axis of the fibril.157–159 These fibrillary aggregates

are morphologically similar to the amyloid fibrils found in ADse neurotic

plaques and in deposits associated with other amyloidogenic diseases.160,161

The partially folded oligomeric intermediates that are formed along the αS
fibril formation pathway are known to be cytotoxic.

αS is composed of 140 residues and its N-terminal region consisting of

the residues 1–60 has a series of 11-amino acid repeats with a conserved

KTKEGV motif that, upon binding to synthetic lipid vesicles or detergent

micelles in vitro, adopts a highly helical conformation.79,162,163 The mid-

domain of αS is composed of the residues 61–95 and contains two additional
KTKEGV repeats and the hydrophobic amyloidogenic NAC (non-

amyloid-β component) region that is known to be involved in the formation

of amyloid fibrils both in vitro and in vivo.163 The highly acidic C-terminal

region (residues 96–140) is responsible for the overall net negative charge.
The critical early step in the fibrillation of αS is believed to involve a con-

formational transition from the native monomeric structure of αS into an

aggregation-prone partially folded intermediate.164–166 The truncation of

the acidic C-terminus of αS accelerates fibril formation in vitro,167 which

suggested that the intermolecular electrostatic repulsions among the nega-

tively charged C-terminal regions could be an important factor for slowing

down αS aggregation. It also leads to clear phenotypes of the disease in

mice.168 Therefore, determining the structure of αSmonomer became espe-

cially important and was carried out by several NMR laboratories under a

variety of experimental conditions (see Table 3) with an aim to find out

if αS monomer has any structural features that are associated with formation

of oligomeric intermediates.
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Table 3 A list of NMR studies on αS.
Year Sample condition BMRB References

2001 �100 μM αS 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, pH

7.4, 283 K

27

2003 0.3 mM αS 20 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM SDS,

pH 7.4, 298 K

5744a 71

2006 1 mM human αS 20 mM phosphate, 0.5 mM EDTA,

200 mM NaCl, 10% D2O, pH 6.5, 285.5 K

6968 72

2008 0.2 mM αS PBS buffer (8 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM

KH2PO4, 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl), pH 7.4,

263 K

34

2009 0.65 mM αS 10 mM phosphate, 140 mM NaCl, pH

2.5, 10% D2O, 288 K

73

2009 0.3 mM αS 20 mM NaOAc, 100 mM NaCl, 10%

D2O, pH 3.0 and pH 7.4, 288 K

16,342 74

2009 0.6 mM human αS, 20 mM Na2HPO4 (pH 6.0), 6%

D2O, 0.02% NaN3, in phospholipids, 293 K

26

2010 0.6 mM human wildtype αS, mutants (A30P, E46K,

A53T), 20 mM Na2HPO4 (pH 6.0), 6% D2O, 0.02%

NaN3, in phospholipids, 293 K

75

2012 0.1 mM αS, 5 mM dioxane, 20 mM sodium phosphate

buffer (pH 6), in phospholipids, 288 K

76

2013b 1.7 mM αS 10% D2O, 90% H2O, pH 6.2, 277 K 19,257 77

2013c 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7), 100 mM NaCl, 10% D2O,

288 K

78

2014 0.35 mM αS, 20 mM Sodium phosphate (pH 6),

288 K

79

2014 50 μM αS, 5� NaCl/Pi, 5% glycerol, 288 K 80

2014 0.3 mM αS 20 mM NaOAc, 100 mM NaCl, 10%

D2O, pH 3.0 and pH 7, 288 K

81

2015 0.5 mM, 0.7 mM, αS, H50Q, 10 mM sodium

phosphate (pH 7.5), 100 mM NaCl, 5% D2O, 0.01%

NaN3, 0.001% DSS, 283 K

25,227 82

2015 �0.43 mM (6.6 mg/mL) αS, 20 mM HEPES, 10%

D2O, pH 7.0, 277 K

26,557 83

2016b 0.4 mM human aS, 20 mM sodium phosphate,

150 mM NaCl, pH 7.0, 283 K

58

Continued
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In general, NMR studies on globular proteins carried out under different

sample conditions (protein concentration, buffer, temperature, pH, etc.)

produce the structures with the same overall globular structures whose atoms

have nearly the same spatial coordinates except for someminor differences at

the sub-Angstrom level that originate from the rotational freedom of

sidechains. The situation is similar in the NMR studies of IDPs; slightly dif-

ferent sample conditions do not significantly influence the results in terms of

the presence and/or locations of PreSMos. For αS the situation has been

somewhat different such that the results of different NMR studies do not

fully agree with one another. αS is the only IDP studied so far that displays

this kind of inconsistency. Several factors could contribute to this discrep-

ancy as reviewed in a recent article.169 Briefly, ensuring the monomeric state

of a protein during NMR data acquisition becomes crucial when we deal

with proteins that are prone to aggregation like αS. The pH of a sample

is also an important factor since the charged states of the hydrophilic residues

in IDPs are likely to influence the overall topology as well as the local con-

formations. For an IDP with an oligomerization tendency temperature can

also have a significant effect on its conformation. Due to their structural

homeostasis, the changes in the solvent buffer conditions do affect 3D struc-

tures of globular proteins. This may not be true for αS, as the counterion

shielding of polar residues on the surface may significantly influence the con-

formations of IDPs. Finally, removal of residual detergents and lipids during

the purification of αS is extremely important since both the normal function

and the pathogenic role of αS are related to its interaction with lipid mem-

branes. Incomplete removal can cause line broadening in NMR resonances.

Table 3 A list of NMR studies on αS.—cont’d
Year Sample condition BMRB References

2017d 75 μM αS PBS (1.76 mM KH2PO4), 10 mM

Na2HPO4, 2.7 mM KCl, 137 mM NaCl, 0.02%

NaN3 pH 7.4, 310 K

84

2018 �1 mM αS, pH 5.0, 10% D2O, 298 K 85

2018 1 mM human αS 200 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA,

20 mM phosphate pH 6.5

27,348 86

aBMRB 5744 was done for a folded αS, and hence is not used for calculation of SSP values.
bIn cell NMR.
cNo information available on the concentration of the protein.
dAggregation inhibition experiment.
Only seven studies deposited the chemical shifts in the BMRB database as shown in the third column.
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In Fig. 14 the SSP scores and the chemical shift deviation of Cα carbons

calculated using three different random coil chemical shift references are

shown for four BMRB deposited NMR results on αS. Even though the

degree of pre-structuring and the locations of transient structures in αS vary

to a certain extent depending upon the experimental conditions all the results

point to that a helix PreSMo exists at the N-terminal region (encompassing

the residues 10–30) of αS even though the degree of pre-population for this

PreSMo varies slightly. This agrees with the early result reported by Eliezer

et al.79 describing that the Cα chemical shifts for residues 6–37 in αS deviated
more than �0.3 ppm from random chemical shifts, which indicates the exis-

tence of a helix PreSMo.

5.2 Tau
Tau protein is an IDP that plays a central role in the progression of

Alzheimer’s disease. Expressed in nerve axons the normal function of tau

is to bind and stabilize microtubules (MTs).170 Binding of tau to MTs mod-

ulates the transport of vesicles and organelles along MTs and supports the

outgrowth of axons.171,172 When tau becomes excessively phosphorylated

in AD it can no longer bind MTs and partially folds or aggregates into an

ordered b-structure, which produces intracellular abnormal protein deposits

composed of paired helical filaments (PHFs).173

The human central nervous system has six isoforms of tau, the longest

consisting of 441 amino acids. Being an IDP the structure of tau cannot

be determined by x-ray crystallography and its structural features can be

investigated only by NMR. However, because of its large size and of the

fact that tau contains repeat sequences the overlap of resonances in the

NMR spectrum of a full-length tau is severe. The degree of overlapping

is �3 times worse than what one sees in the NMR spectrum of a globular

protein composed of 731-residues (malate synthase G) which represents one

of the largest proteins for which a complete resonance has been achieved.

Therefore, all the previous structural studies on tau have used fragments

of tau.174–182

An excellent NMR study was reported by Mukrasch et al., where they

used a divide-and-conquer strategy to accomplish an almost complete (more

than 98%) resonance assignment of a full-length tau.183 What was taken

advantage of was a feature unique to IDPs, a sum of the NMR spectra of

segments of a long IDP is the same as that of a full-length IDP. They

used three segments with overlapping sequences containing 185, 198 and

168 residues to ensure the correct assignment. Shown in Fig. 15 are
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Fig. 14 Four SSP scores for amonomeric α-synuclein obtained in different experimental conditions. Although the scores vary all four agree on
the presence of a helix PreSMo at the N-terminus. These results illustrate that the SSP scores which include several chemical shifts into cal-
culation (1Hα, 13Cα, 13Cβ 13CO, 15N etc.) are a more reliable measure than the ΔCα values alone. Reproduced with permission from Csizmok V,
Felli IC, Tompa P, et al. Structural and dynamic characterization of intrinsically disordered human securin by NMR spectroscopy. J Am Chem Soc.
2008; 130(50):16873–16879. https://doi.org/10.1021/ja805510b.
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the 11 pre-structured motifs found in tau. Through this work tau has

become not only the largest IDP whose NMR resonances are fully assigned,

but also an IDP containing the largest number of PreSMos. This work has

shown that the tau-MT binding relies on hydrophobic interactions that

involve transiently populate β-structure and polyproline II helix.184 It is also
demonstrated that much of the N- and C-terminal domains of tau are

highly flexible even when the repeat domain is attached to MTs.170 This

observation is related to the statement made above regarding the fuzzy com-

plexes; certain portions composed of no-PreSMo-forming residues can be

disordered even after target binding.

6. PreSMos in other IDPs

6.1 Viral IDPs
Microorganisms such as archaea, and bacteria contain �15% of IDPs.

Viruses encode �20% IDPs as well. PreSMos have been observed in several

viral IDPs.16

6.1.1 preS1
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) poses a significant health threat to millions of people

worldwide, particularly in Africa, Asia, and certain parts of Europe.185,186

chronic hepatitis B infection often develops into more serious symptoms

such as cirrhosis, liver failure, and hepatocellular carcinoma.187 Even though

HBV vaccines were developed,188–191 non-responders to these vaccines

exist and escape mutants are found, requiring an effort to develop vaccines

with better efficacy. Specific anti-HBV therapeutics are needed to

completely eradicate HBV infection, since currently available drugs for

HBV-related symptoms are not HBV specific, often causing side effects
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Fig. 15 The 11 PreSMos observed in Tau; two α-helices, three PPII helices, six β-strands.
Reproduced with permission fromMukrasch MD, Bibow S, Korukottu J, et al. Structural poly-
morphism of 441-residue tau at single residue resolution. PLoS Biol. 2009;7(2):e34. https://
doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1000034.
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or inducing drug resistance. Anti-HBV agents based upon natural products

or siRNAs are only partially successful.192,193 The surface antigen of HBV

consists of three envelope glycoproteins called the large, middle, and small

proteins, named preS1, preS2, and S regions, respectively.194 The large pro-

tein preS1 is the most abundant form found in the surface of infectious viral

particles194,195 and is believed to play the most critical role in the binding of

HBV to hepatocytes as the outermost part of HBV particles.196–199 PreS1

from the adr subtype HBV is an IDP composed of 119 residues.194

AnNMR study on preS1 revealed that it contains several noncontiguous

PreSMos.83 Even though preS1 has 118 residues no transient pre-structuring

was observed for the residues beyond 50D. The most prominent PreSMo

encompasses residues 27–45 and contains two helical turn motifs composed

of residues 32P-36A and 41P-45F, both of which are located within the

putative HBD (residues 21–47) known to be important for hepatocyte bind-

ing. The PreSMo formed by residues 32P-36A partially overlaps with the

putative hepatocyte binding fragment (Q29LDPAF34)200 which is an

immunodominant epitope recognized by several neutralizing monoclonal

antibodies.201 Additional pre-structuring tendency was observed for the

residues 11–18, 22–25, 37–40, and 46–50. Kim et al.202 reported that a

21-residue peptide (named 7524 BVS7) corresponding to the most promi-

nent PreSMo potently inhibited HBV infection with an IC50 of �20 nM

(Fig. 16).

6.1.2 C-terminal domain of Sendai virus nucleoprotein
Jensen et al. have shown that the partially folded C-terminal domain of

Sendai virus nucleoprotein contains three helix PreSMos formed by the res-

idues 476–488, 479–484, and 478–492 with the pre-population of 28%,

36%, and 11%, respectively.19 In a more recent study, it was shown that

the helix PreSMo (H2) formed by the residues 476–488 is the one that binds
to target PX and stabilized in the bound state.53

6.1.3 E7
Cervical cancer, one of the leading causes of female death in developing

countries. Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) are the primary agents causing

cervical cancer. Despite the availability of anti-HPV vaccines,203 effective

pharmaceuticals are still needed for those who have already developed an

infection with HPV. HPVs are classified into high- or low- risk types.204

HPV16, classified as a high-risk alpha HPV is one of the most prevalent

HPVs found in cervix carcinomas. Among eight proteins HPV16 encodes,
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two oncoproteins, E6 and E7 are essential for the development of cancer. E7

is a small protein consisting only of 98 amino acid residues. Its primary struc-

ture can be divided into three conserved regions (CRs). Its N-terminus is an

IDR with two CRs, CR1 (residues 2–15) and CR2 (residues 16–41). E7 is
responsible for the transforming activity and promiscuously interacts with

diverse cellular targets.205,206 CR interacts with p600, Skp2, p300, and

IRF-1, and C7 with HPV E2, Rb1, FHL2, TBP, CKII, p300, HIF-1a,

and p21.

The structural characteristics of the N-terminal IDR (residues 1–46) of
E7 (N-E7) were examined by high resolution NMR spectroscopy com-

bined with replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulation.90

Results based on the chemical shifts and the SSP scores show two helical

PreSMos (residues 7–14 and 20–26) and a non-helical transient structure

as shown in Fig. 17. The first helix is �10% pre-populated and is an E2F

mimic. The second is �20% pre-populated and corresponds to the

Rb-binding LXCXE segment. The C-terminal residues 30–46 has a poten-
tial to form a non-helical (β-type) PreSMo. A separate REMD simulations

were carried out on N-E7 and revealed two helical PreSMos; the two cal-

culated helical PreSMos obtained by REMD are slightly longer than the

Fig. 16 The anti-viral activity of a 21-residue peptide (named 7524 BVS7) derived from
the most prominent PreSMo in HBV preS1 shows an IC50 of �20 nM. Reproduced with
permission from Kim DH, Yi N., Lee SH, et al. An anti-viral peptide derived from the preS1
surface protein of hepatitis B virus. BMB Reports. 2008;41(9): 640–644. http://doi.org/
10.5483/BMBRep.2008.41.9.640.
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ones detected by NMR as shown as ensemble structures in Fig. 18. The left

is an ensemble superimposed along the first helix PreSMo (residues 7–14),
and the right is an ensemble superimposed along the second helix PreSMo

(residues 20–26).

6.1.4 HIV-1 Tat
To et al.28 reported that the 121-residue HIV-1 transactivator of transcrip-

tion (TAT) has five PreSMos formed by the residues 27–32 (helix 0), 41–59
(helix), 70–81 (β sheet), 93–99 (β sheet), 105–112 (β sheet), each

pre-populated by �20%, �30%, �25%, �25%, �10%, respectively.

6.2 Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR)

Baker et al. have carried out an NMR investigation on the intrinsically dis-

ordered regulatory region of a CFTR domain (residues 654–838) and found
four α-helix PreSMos (the residues 654–668, 759–764, 766–776, and

801–817), and a β-strand (744–753). These PreSMos play an important role

for interaction with the nucleotide-binding domain 1 of CFTR.37

Fig. 18 Two replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) ensembles of N-E7. (A) An
ensemble generated by aligning the residues 7–14 that form the first helical PreSMo.
(B) An ensemble generated by superimposing the second helical PreSMo. All ensemble
structures showed a high correlation with the SSP scores from NMR experiments
(PCC>0.65). The structures are color-coded from the N- to the C-terminus
(blue!green!yellow!brown). Reproduced with permission from Lee C, Kim DH,
Lee SH, et al. Structural investigation on the intrinsically disordered N-terminal region of
HPV16 E7 protein. BMB Rep. 2016;49(8):431–436. https://doi.org/10.5483/bmbrep.2016.
49.8.021.
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6.3 A p53 rescue motif in SUMO specific protease 4 (SUSP4)
SUMO is a small ubiquitin-like modifier. SUMO-specific protease SUSP4

is an inherent tumor suppressor that positively regulates p53 by promoting

mdm2 self-ubiquitination.

Lee et al. discovered that SUSP 4 can restore the tumor suppressive activ-

ity of p53 by interfering with the binding of mdm2 to p53 TAD.207 A sub-

sequent NMR investigation on SUSP4 shows that it is the mid-domain

(residues 201–300) of SUSP4 named P4-201 which binds to the hydropho-

bic pocket in mdm2where the helix PreSMo of p53 TAD binds, resulting in

release of p53 from the mdm2 attack. Even though P4-201 is 100-residues

long it is an IDR. Detailed analysis of structural characteristics of P4-201

obtained by NMR and molecular dynamics simulation revealed that

SUSP4 contains a PreSMo composed of 29 residues which consists of

two transient helices connected by a hydrophobic linker.91 Since this motif

shows anti-cancer effects in various cancer cells it was named the p53 rescue

motif. This study demonstrated that PreSMos may provide a new

structure-assisted technology platform for drug design.

7. Summary and perspective

In this chapter we have returned to the basics and rekindled the fun-

damental question of why the unorthodox IDPs are functional at all. To

answer this question we have delved deeply into the theme of how the

unfolded IDPs can interact with specific targets and have reasoned out a struc-

tural rationale for unstructured proteins, the PreSMo-function relationship

between the conformational characteristics of the PreSMos and the diverse

IDPs’ activities. This relationship is most clear for transcription factors and

TADs. The activity critically depends on the helical conformation of the

helix PreSMos. The connection between the detected transient structural

features and the functions of the IDPs involved in neurodegenerative

diseases, αS and tau, is not as clear. Yet, it is evident that the structural char-
acteristics (α-helicity, PPII helix and β-structure) of the target binding seg-
ments in these IDPs are also important for target interactions. For αS and tau,
unlike for the transcription activation domains, the atomic-resolution struc-

tural details of the PreSMo-binding interfaces are not fully known yet. In

viral IDPs the knowledge gained so far is limited other than the fact that

the target-binding segments of these IDPs form PreSMos that appear impor-

tant for binding to relevant targets such as a hepatocyte receptor, PX,
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the nucleotide-binding domain 1 of CFTR, and mdm2 (p53 rescue motif ).

One exception is the C-terminal domain of Sendai virus nucleoprotein

for which a thorough NMR relaxation dispersion experiment elegantly

showed that it followed the CS-IF mechanism by forming an encounter

complex between one of the three helix PreSMos detected and PX.

Further investigations emulating this work would be valuable.

So, what is the verdict on the mechanism of IDP-target binding? The

answer is up in the clouds as yet. The trend for the last two decades has been

all CU and 100% induced fit, then consideration of the conformational

selection pathway with the discovery of PreSMos, and finally leaning toward

the enticing CS-IF sequential mechanism. As has been mentioned it took

half a century to learn that CS seems to be favored slightly over IF for glob-

ular proteins that have been around us for a century. And, the mechanism

varies from one protein to another. It perhaps is too ambitious to want an

answer for IDPs that began to be noticed only �20 years ago. However,

despite the fact that the PreSMo-function relationship established so far is

semi-quantitative it is encouraging that the concept can be utilized in the

discovery of potential anti-viral and anti-cancer molecules. Further system-

atic studies taking into account of energetic details by measuring the kinetic

and thermodynamic parameters associated with binding should be carried

out for a sufficient number of IDPs and for their selective mutants suggested

by the PreSMo concept. Availability of target-bound structures is essential to

comprehend the atomic resolution picture of binding. Developing NMR

techniques that allow detection of a low-level PreSMo should also be useful

in this regard. While the NMR technique has made an unmatched contri-

bution to the detection of PreSMos and to providing a reasonable PreSMo-

activity relationship the technique may not be the most efficient tool for

studying the target binding process of IDPs. Molecular dynamics simulation

that can follow a microsecond level trajectory seems to be a promising alter-

native. Being able to detect a PreSMo just by disorder prediction algorithms

would be nice.

It is not uncommon in the history of science that a new finding or concept

has to go through a period of denial, rejection and challenges. An example is

prion. It took decades before the idea that a non-bacterial, non-viral but

protein-only can cause a disease. The PreSMo hypothesis is such an example.

PreSMos initially appeared so insignificant that no duly attention was paid

to them for years. The PreSMo hypothesis was even viewed as an uncom-

fortable outlier, but now is on the verge of becoming a putative theory

providing the most coherent structural rationale for IDPs’ diverse functions.
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The fraction of IDPs containing PreSMos is �80% of all IDPs/IDRs struc-

turally characterized so far and is expected to increase with time. Exploring

the structural details of IDPs should be continued to accumulate the quan-

titative knowledge between the pre-structuring phenomenon in IDPs and

function. This will help answer the lingering questions on how disordered

proteins can function without globular structures and will provide the

arsenals necessary for eradicating the IDP associated fatal diseases.
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Abstract

Across species, a common protein assembly arises: proteins containing structured
domains separated by long intrinsically disordered regions, and dimerized through a
self-association domain or through strong protein interactions. These systems are ter-
med “IDP duplexes.” These flexible dimers have roles in diverse pathologies including
development of cancer, viral infections, and neurodegenerative disease. Here we dis-
cuss the role of disorder in IDP duplexes with similar domain architectures that bind
hub protein, LC8. LC8-binding IDP duplexes are categorized into three groups: IDP
duplexes that contain a self-association domain that is extended by LC8 binding, IDP
duplexes that have no self-association domain and are dimerized through binding sev-
eral copies of LC8, and multivalent LC8-binders that also have a self-association domain.
Additionally, we discuss non-LC8-binding IDP duplexes with similar domain organiza-
tions, including the Nucleocapsid protein of SARS-CoV-2. We propose that IDP duplexes
have structural features that are essential in many biological processes and that
improved understanding of their structure function relationship will provide new ther-
apeutic opportunities.
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1. Introduction

The relationship between protein structure and function is evident.

Just as the shapes of tools in a toolbox determine the job they can complete,

the exact shape of a protein leads to its unique binding interactions and

associated role within a cell. The specific shape-function codependence

can be disrupted at times with even the slightest alteration in amino acid

sequence, resulting in failure of protein function, frequently followed by dis-

ease development. In this light, studies and discussions of protein function

often center around folded structural domain conservation1–4; however, the

shape of a protein is not the sole determinant of its function. Instead, it is the

shape combined with the flexibility and motions that the protein can sample

that sets the protein’s abilities, just as a metal ring and rubber band have the

same circular shape, but only the rubber band can stretch around and bind

together a bouquet of flowers. Key properties of intrinsic disorder are the

ability to wrap around, reach toward, bind, and connect proteins together.

Therefore, it is imperative that protein comparisons take into account not

only structural conservation, but also unstructured conservation.

Across biological systems, an emerging new class of protein assembly arises:

protein dimers brought together by either a strong dimerization domain or by

binding to a dimeric protein, but leaving large regions of the protein intrin-

sically disordered. These intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) duplexes are

essential for proper cellular function and pathology. IDP duplexes are impli-

cated in viral assembly, transcription and replication,5,6 and in eukaryotic cel-

lular processes such as co-transcriptional gene silencing,7 transcription,8–10

intracellular transport,10,11 and mitosis.12 Proteins involved in such essential

cellular functions are by association, implicated in diseases that arise when

these functions are disrupted such as cancer,13 or in the case of viral IDP

duplexes, disease arises and persists when these IDP duplexes are not

disrupted.14 Here we review IDP duplexes dimerized by binding to the

hub protein LC8, and also those that have similar structural features but do

not require LC8 for its binding. All retain significant regions of disorder that

allow for functional protein regulation.

2. LC8-facilitated dimerization in IDP duplexes

Dynein light chain 8 (LC8) is a dynamic hub protein that is highly

conserved and functionally diverse.15–18 LC8’s binding events are well char-

acterized in multiple systems and are largely predictable based on sequence
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and secondary structure.15 A �20 kDa homodimer in solution, LC8 binds

intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) of proteins containing a highly con-

served “TQT” motif. IDRs pack in the LC8’s highly conserved binding-

groove at the dimer interface, with each chain making contacts with both

protomers of LC8 (Fig. 1).19 The binding interface of LC8’s partners includes

8 IDR residues with a propensity to form a beta strand when packed against

the beta sheet LC8 structure.15,19 The LC8 binding site is recurrently pre-

ceded by a weakly predicted self-association domain as in Swallow that only

forms a strong dimer upon LC8 binding demonstrating that LC8 binding is

thermodynamically coupled to Swallow self-association (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).

Swallow (Swa) is a protein required for proper mRNA localization dur-

ing drosophila oogenesis. Correct and specific mRNA localization is neces-

sary so that translated proteins are asymmetrically distributed, creating cell

polarity required for axial polarity, assembly of germ plasm, and neuronal

development.20 More specifically, Swa is known to have a role in restricting

bicoid and huli-tai shao-adducin-like mRNA to the anterior pole of

drosophila embryos, which functions to specify anterior cell fates during

development.21 The system of mRNA localization and subsequent cell differ-

entiation during oogenesis is better understood within the model system of

drosophila, but similar protein networks are present in mammalian systems

as well.22 Genetic mutations impacting RNA-binding proteins involved in

mRNA localization are associated with diverse neurodevelopmental and

Fig. 1 An LC8 homodimer (teal) binds intrinsically disordered protein regions (dark
blue) containing a “TQT” motif. (A) Two disordered regions of an IDP duplex interact
with LC8, and LC8-binding induces formation of a beta strand. (B) The disordered bind-
ing partner fits within the LC8 homodimer groove. PDB: 3E2B.
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neuropsychiatric disorders, and neuromuscular and neurodegenerative

diseases such as myotonic dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy, and

fragile X syndrome.23

Swa consists of a self-association domain located in the middle of long

N- and C-terminal disordered tails (Fig. 2). Without LC8 and at physio-

logical conditions, Swa’s dimerization is relatively weak at 4 μM.21,22,24

LC8-free Swa exists primarily as a flexible monomer, but has a region with

a high propensity to form a coiled-coil, and is thought to weakly form a

dimer through this coiled-coil, resulting in a monomer-dimer equilibrium

(Fig. 3A). Swa also possesses an LC8-binding domain directly next to its

self-association domain (Fig. 2).19,21,24 Binding of the strong LC8 homodimer

C-terminal of Swa’s coiled-coil domain disrupts the monomer-dimer equilib-

rium, reinforcing the Swa dimer and promoting a stronger coiled-coil

(Fig. 3A).24 Mutations in Swa’s coiled-coil domain results in bicoid

mRNA uniformly dispersed throughout the oocyte cytoplasm. Other Swa

mutants additionally result in improper localization of huli-tai shao-adducin-

like mRNA, cytoskeleton abnormalities, and associated phenotypes in

drosophila, suggesting that both the structured coiled-coil and the disorder

must be conserved for proper Swa function.22

Fig. 2 LC8-binding IDP duplexes. LC8 (green circles) binding within IDP duplexes may
play variable roles in different systems including, strengthening of an already existing
self-association domain (top), dimerization and regulation through multivalent binding
of LC8 (middle), or multivalent binding in IDP duplexes with self-association domains
(bottom). LC8-binding IDP duplexes all share similar domain architecture, consisting
of a combination of structured regions (rectangles) and disorder (dark blue line),
dimerized through either a self-association domain, LC8 homodimer binding, or a
combination of the two.
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The coiled-coil domain of the Swa dimerization domain shows reduced

packing at the coil center compared to the N- and C-terminal ends, creating

a bulge that is thought to make dimerization less favorable than a more

tightly packed coiled-coil, suggesting that this is the origin of Swa’s

monomer-dimer equilibrium present in LC8-free Swa.22 Without LC8,

Swallow also tends to aggregate at increased concentrations.22 LC8 binding

directly decreases the amount of flexibility in the region it binds to, but addi-

tionally, the organized dimerization irreversibly pushes coiled-coil forma-

tion such that the monomeric coiled-coil region is no longer available for

non-specific interactions with other protein regions. The result is an IDP

duplex that is most likely less prone to aggregation due to an overall decrease

in entropy of Swa in solution.

Rabies disease, caused byRabies lyssavirus (RAV), is preventable by vac-

cination but is otherwise lethal. One of the key proteins involved in assem-

bly and replication of RAV is the rabies phosphoprotein (Rav-P). Rav-P

Fig. 3 LC8 binding is capable of facilitating (A) and extending (B) dimerization. (A) LC8
binding to Swallow stabilizes its dimer state. Swallow possesses a centrally located
self-association region (light blue), through which, Swallowmakes a weak dimer in solu-
tion (top). When LC8 is present, the strong homodimer holds two Swallow monomers
together, stabilizing the IDP duplex through supporting the formation of the self-
association domain’s coiled-coil (bottom). (B) LC8 binding to Rav-P. In solution, the
structured nucleotide binding domain of Rav-P (pink) is dynamic, able to sample many
states surrounding the self-association domain (light blue) (top). Upon LC8 binding to
the disordered domain separating the nucleotide and self-association domains, motion
of the structured nucleotide binding domain becomes restricted, oriented away from
the self-association domain and N-terminal disordered tail (bottom).
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exists as an IDP duplex (Fig. 2) and is a non-catalytic polymerase cofactor

that functions within the rabies virus through its numerous nucleotide

and protein connections; one of these connections being with LC8. LC8

interacts with Rav-P through its TQT motif and the interaction is critical

for the success of the rabies virus.6 The Rav-P-LC8 interaction, regulated

by only a few residues, is significant enough to solely determine the lethality

rate of the rabies virus. Mice exposed to rabies with the TQT of Rav-P

mutated away, and the LC8-interaction consequently eliminated, showed

a 100% survival rate, in contrast to those which received WT Rav-P and

experienced 100% lethality.14 This extreme phenotype observed is not

attributed to a complete termination of the virus, but rather to an extremely

attenuated viral infection, suggesting that Rav-P is still able to carry out its

role, but does so far less efficiently.6,14

Rav-P’s structured C-terminal domain’s (CTD) connection with

gRNA is mediated through its interaction with the rabies nucleocapsid pro-

tein, Rav-N, which encapsulates the gRNA, and Rav-P and stabilizes

Rav-N’s connection with RNA polymerase L. Rav-P likely organizes and

prevents Rav-N from making undesired RNA interactions. Additionally,

Rav-P also interacts with Complex I within the mitochondria, increasing

reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation.25 Localized to disordered residues

139–172 of Rav-P, this contact with Complex I is in direct competition with

LC8, binding at residue 147. The disordered linkers of Rav-P also bind to

ribosomal protein L9,26 IRF-3,27 STAT1,28 the RNA protected by Rav-

N,29 PML,30 and nuclear import and export factors.31 Rav-P is also known

to bind to BECN1,32 HSP90, and Cdc37.33 While this complex network of

binding interactions remains to be fully understood, all are potentially

influenced by changes in flexibility within the connecting linkers upon

LC8 binding, or are directly competing with LC8 to occupy Rav-P.

Several IDP duplexes such as RavP already have strong self-association

domains before binding LC8, suggesting that LC8’s role in these systems is

not only to dimerize the IDP, but to strengthen and/or lengthen the IDP’s

pre-existing structured region of dimerization. This additional rigidity

decreases mobility and limits the number of conformational assemblies

the duplex may sample. Increased restriction of IDP duplex movement

likely makes orientation-dependent interactions with nucleotides or other

proteins more favorable, as the interacting domain is more likely to be avail-

able for binding rather than making more distant transient or specific inter-

actions. Because this fortified structure is controlled by LC8 binding and is

not inherent to the IDP duplex’s structure, the system may use LC8 as a
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regulator of function, enabling more or less flexibility depending on the

availability of LC8 or other biomolecules.

LC8 is not required to dimerize Rav-P, but when LC8 interacts with

Rav-P next to its strong dimerization domain, mobility of the RNA-

binding CTD becomes more restricted with the additional structure,

orienting the CTD away from the N-terminus (Fig. 3B).6 LC8 binding

to Rav-P places both CTDs of the IDP duplex in closer proximity to each

other, increasing the likelihood that both can interact with Rav-N/RNA,

and also decreasing the probability that the CTD will interfere with the

N-terminal end’s binding to Rav-L. The result is that LC8 binding of

Rav-P increases polymerase activity and transcription rates through modu-

lation of IDP duplex dynamics.6

3. Multivalent binding of LC8 along IDP duplexes

Several IDP duplexes contain multiple binding motifs for LC8 within

their IDRs. LC8multivalent binding in these IDP duplexes is responsible for

functional dimerization of the protein, increased structure, and can result in

an array of bound and unbound states. Multivalent LC8-binding introduces

increased complexity to IDP duplex systems as the possibility of variable

occupancy by LC8 arises. Additionally, multivalent binding combined with

flexibility of LC8 binding partners introduces the potential for off-register

binding, such that LC8 may bind to site A of a disordered partner on one

side of the LC8 dimer, but attach to site B on the opposite side. Recent work

shows that LC8 trends toward in-register binding and that this binding is

regulated by binding site sequence along with the length of connecting

linkers between sites.34 Differential motif sequences, linker length, and

number of LC8-binding sites may offer diverse mechanisms for regulation

of multivalent LC8-binding IDP duplexes.34

ASCIZ (ATM substrate Chk2-interacting ZnF2+; ATMIN; ZNF822)

is a protein consisting of a structured N-terminal zinc finger DNA-binding

domain, and a C-terminal LC8-binding disordered tail (Fig. 2). ASCIZ is

primarily found in the nucleus of a cell8 and was first discovered as a

DNA damage response protein, having a role in base excision repair.35

The primary function of ASCIZ, however, appears to be related to its role

as a transcription factor for hub protein, LC8.9,36 Loss of functional ASCIZ

results in severe developmental abnormalities, abnormally low levels of B

cells, and death during embryogenesis in both mice and flies.8 Since the

interactome of LC8 includes processes such as cell division, viral
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transcription, and apoptosis, both LC8 and its transcription factor ASCIZ,

are critical for cellular homeostasis and ultimately, organismal health and

function.15,16

As ASCIZ contains no predicted self-association domain, dimerization

of ASCIZ is driven entirely by multivalent LC8 binding. Human ASCIZ

has 11 LC8 binding sites, but site occupancy is dynamic and variable, with

two-to-four LC8 dimers being the predominant species when assessed by

negative stain electron microscopy (Fig. 4).8 ASCIZ remains in a dynamic

equilibrium of variable LC8 occupancy, with LC8 occupancy acting as a

sensor for LC8 concentration levels in the cell. LC8 is predicted to regulate

its own transcription through its ASCIZ binding, dimerization, and

increased structure, such that when more LC8 is present transcription is

inhibited, and with less LC8, transcription increases (Fig. 4).8 Based on this

observation, increased flexibility is associated with increased transcription,

suggesting that the long, disordered tail of ASCIZ is directly involved in

transcription, likely through other binding interactions that no longer

become accessible when bound to LC8. Another possibility is that decreased

flexibility in an LC8-bound ASCIZ dimer brings two zinc-finger

DNA-binding domains closer together, orienting them so that transcription

is not possible, or is less likely to occur, as one physically inhibits the other’s

ability make contacts with DNA.

Panoramix (panx) is a protein involved in the piwi-interacting RNA

pathway.7 This pathway functions within animal gonads as an RNA-

based immune system, controlling the expression of transposons by inducing

Fig. 4 Multivalent LC8 binding to ASCIZ. hsASCIZ contains 11 LC8-binding sites, but
exists in equilibrium in variable bound states, with the majority of ASCIZ dimers bound
to 2–4 LC8s. LC8 is thought to regulate its own transcription through ASCIZ interactions
such that elevated levels of LC8 are associated with decreased levels of transcription,
and decreased levels of LC8 with increased levels of transcription.
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heterochromatin formation. Important for the transcriptional gene silencing

of transposon insertions, this pathway works to maintain genomic integrity

by Piwi’s targeting of chromatin epigenetically marked for repression.37

Defects within this pathway result in impaired transposon repression, loss

of repressive histone modifications, elevated occupancy of RNA polymerase

II at transposon insertions, and often sterility.7 While the drosophila system

is better understood, similar proteins and mechanisms are thought to func-

tion within mammalian gonads, protecting genomes from nascent RNA

transcripts.

Panx is one of the proteins that assembles the panoramix-induced co-

transcriptional silencing (PICTS) complex, functioning upstream of the

machinery that modifies chromatin, but downstream of Piwi.7 In somatic

and germline cells of the ovary, Panx forms a complex with Nuclear

Export Factor 2 (Nxf2) and its co-factor, NTF2-related export protein 1

(Nxt1) to achieve co-transcriptional silencing of transposons.7

In drosophila, the LC8 homolog (cut-up) is essential for PICTS’s func-

tion of transcriptional gene silencing of transposon insertions. Panx consists

of a long disorderedN-terminus, followed by a structured domain consisting

of the Nxf2/Nxt1 interaction region and the protein region responsible for

regulating protein degradation, the degron. Following the structured degron

is a shorter disordered region, and a structured C-terminus predicted to be

alpha-helical (Figs. 2 and 5). Two LC8-binding sites are located in the dis-

ordered region C-terminal of the degron, facilitating dimerization of Panx,

and by association, the PICTS complex.7 This dimerization is key for the

complex’s transposon repression as when Panx is artificially dimerized,

LC8 is no longer necessary for the PICTS complex to fulfill its function.7

Binding of LC8 to its two motifs restricts motion of the disordered linker

and orients the predicted C-terminal helices away from the structured degron

(Fig. 5). The largely disordered N-terminal region is the driving force for

transcriptional silencing through mechanisms that remain unresolved, how-

ever, dimerization is required for transposon repression, suggesting that the

mechanism is more efficient when the N-terminal disorder is in closer prox-

imity to another N-terminal tail. As the disordered N-terminus is far less con-

served than the more structured C-terminal half of Panx, this suggests that its

role in gene silencing is not related to recruitment of specific binding partners,

but rather it remains important that the region is flexible overall. In contrast,

the structured C-terminus is the interaction site for all known cofactors.7

Therefore, LC8-facilitated dimerization may facilitate the functionality of

the PICTS complex by limiting motion, pushing the far C-terminus out of
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the way, and making space for other functional binding interactions to be

made along the structured C-terminal end of Panx.

The Chica spindle adaptor protein (Chica) is involved in asymmetric cor-

tical localization of dynein. Chica is additionally involved in the orientation

of spindle fibers, as cells that are depleted in Chica will not orient mitotic

spindles correctly.38 Through Chica’s role in dynein localization and spindle

organization, proper Chica function is related to somatic and germ cell rep-

lication, therefore, mutations that disrupt Chica’s binding interactions or

structure would likely result in chromosomal disorders or disease associated

with improper cell replication.38

Chica has three helical regions with the rest of the protein consisting of a

disordered coil. Within the disorder, Chica has four predicted TQT motifs

but only three bind experimentally, with LC8:Chica binding stoichiometry

shown to be 3:1 by isothermal titration calorimetry, and the least conserved

motif shown by NMR to be the non-binder.12 Disruption of the

LC8-Chica interaction shows that this binding event is necessary for dynein

to be localized to the cell cortex and to orient mitotic spindles correctly for

Fig. 5 LC8 binding to Panx complexed with Nxf2 and its co-factor, Nxt1. LC8-free Panx
exists as a monomer in solution (top). When LC8 binds to Panx, this facilitates dimeriza-
tion of not only Panx itself but of the larger PICTS complex, including Nxf2/Nxt1.
Additionally, LC8 binding increase’s structure and limits motion of the C-terminal
end of Panx, making the region available for other necessary interactions.
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mitosis.38 LC8 binding induces dimerization of Chica, resulting in an IDP

duplex, with the three site affinities varying from 0.4 μM to much weaker

binding.12

Along with LC8, Chica is also known to interact with microtubules indi-

rectly through its interaction with HMMR.38 The Chica-LC8 complex and

its functionality remains to be fully understood, however, it is possible that,

as in the Panx-LC8 complex, LC8 functions to dimerize Chica and its asso-

ciated HMMR and microtubules during mitosis. The stability of the

LC8-bound Chica duplex is the same whether all three LC8 sites are avail-

able or only the first site is bound, suggesting that the role of the other two

LC8-binding sites is not to promote dimerization but to fulfill other cellular

functions of the Chica-LC8 complex.12 Chica’s disordered region is serine

and threonine rich and Chica is known to be heavily phosphorylated in

mitosis.39 Likely sites of phosphorylation are located within and directly

adjacent to LC8 binding sites, therefore, a potential function of additional

LC8 binding is to physically compete with and inhibit kinases at variable

stages of the cell cycle.

Cytoplasmic dynein is a motor protein responsible for most long-

distance negative-end directed microtubule-based transport within human

cells, consequently, proper dynein function is essential for diverse cellular

functions. Dynein’s many functions include mitotic spindle fiber assembly,

axonal transport, and mutations within dynein motor components often

result in neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disease.11,40 Dynein

has also been implicated in the transport, and therefore the infectivity and

function of, viruses within a human cell.41

Dynein exists as a large, 1.6-MDa, IDP duplex made up of folded motor

domains that function to attach to microtubules, and a more flexible cargo

attachment domain. Essential to the cargo attachment domain of dynein is

the intermediate chain (IC). Monomeric IC is made up of N-terminal alpha

helices and a C-terminal beta-propeller, separated by a disordered linker.42 In

solved dynein structures, IC remains unresolved due to its flexible nature, and

this disorder is responsible for dynein’s cargo attachment, motor protein sta-

bility, and regulation of dynein activity broadly.11,43–45 Dynein is dimerized

through multivalent light chain binding interactions in the IC linker, includ-

ing LC8, Tctex, and LC7 (Fig. 2).42 LC8 binding to IC takes on the role of

overcoming the entropic barrier, dimerizing two highly disordered mono-

mers, while also increasing the favorability of LC7 and Tctex binding. This

cooperative multivalent dimerization is termed, polybivalency.46,47 Light

chain binding and dimerization results in tight packing at protein interfaces

but leaves the connecting linkers flexible.
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4. Nup159: A multivalent LC8 binder with a
self-association domain

Across species, the nuclear pore complex regulates transport of mac-

romolecules between the cell cytoplasm and nucleus. Nuclear pore com-

plexes are made up of the nucleoporin family of proteins, and numerous

pathologies have links to these proteins. Overexpression of nucleoporin

88 is associated with tumor growth,48 and other nucleoporins have been

linked to cancer through their role in spindle assembly and aneuploidy aris-

ing through disrupted nucleoporin function.49 Impaired nucleoporins are

also involved in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal

dementia disease (FTD).50,51

Nup159 is a subunit at the cytoplasmic end of the yeast nuclear pore com-

plex, which consists of �30 proteins, many of which are largely intrinsically

disordered.52 Nup159 serves both as a structural component and as a binding

site for transiently associated nuclear transport factors, and forms a nucleoporin

subcomplex with Nup82 and Nsp1.46 Nup159 contains an N-terminal

beta-propeller, a C-terminal coiled-coil that functions as a self-association

domain, and a disordered linker between the two.46 This domain organization

is similar to that of dynein IC, which has a C-terminal beta propeller region,

an N-terminal alpha helix, and a connecting linker.

The long, disordered linker separating the two structured domains of

Nup159 contains five LC8-binding sites directly N-terminal of the coiled-

coil domain (Fig. 2). LC8 binding likely stabilizes favorable coiled-coil

interactions, similar to that observed in Swa (Fig. 3A), and facilitates larger

complex formation as observed in Panx (Fig. 5). Similar to what is observed

in multivalent LC8-binding to ASCIZ, Nup159 is also observed to favor an

intermediate number of three bound LC8 dimers rather than taking on full

occupancy of five LC8s due to instability arising from unfavorable changes in

entropy.46

Since optimal stability is achieved with only three tandem LC8 dimers,

this suggests an additional role of LC8 is to provide increased rigidity with

all five sites bound, and more flexibility with fewer LC8s.46 Moreover, EM

studies show that LC8-bound Nup159 forms a structured “bead-on-

a-string” phenomenon, while a Nup159 construct engineered with fewer

LC8 binding sites is too flexible to capture by EM, supporting this model.46

Fine tuning of Nup159 flexibility vs rigidity may be critical in Nup159’s

binding interactions within the nuclear membrane and its nuclear pore
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complex role in facilitating macromolecule passage, adjusting flexibility as

molecules move in and out of the nucleus. For example, increased concen-

trations of LC8 could result in a more rigid and closed structure, only all-

owing small, passive transport, while decreased LC8 concentrations could

allow for the flexibility necessary to open up a nuclear pore complex to

accommodate larger molecules that require mediated transport between

the cytoplasm and nucleus.52

5. VSV-P: The role of disorder in a non-LC8 binding
IDP duplex

Rav-P has a homologous protein that does not bind LC8, vesicular

stomatitis virus phosphoprotein (VSV-P) (Fig. 6A).6,53 Vesicular stomatitis

livestock virus, like RAV, is a member of the Family Rhabdoviridae. In

place of LC8 binding, VSV-P has an extended dimerization domain which

structures the space that is otherwise bound by LC8 in Rav-P, resulting in a

linker length between the nucleotide binding and self-association domains

that is comparable to that of Rav-P (Fig. 6).6,54 Due to its longer dimeriza-

tion domain, VSV-P naturally restricts its nucleotide binding domain away

Fig. 6 VSV-P and Rav-P are homologous proteins of the Family Rhabdoviridae. (A) Rav-P
and VSV-P share common domain organization, but only Rav-P binds LC8. (B) Rav-P con-
tains an LC8-binding site within the disordered linker connecting the oligomerization
and nucleotide binding domains that is necessary for restricting motion of the nucle-
otide binding domain and ultimately for viral transcription. Alternatively, the VSV-P
linker is naturally restricted due to its extended oligomerization domain.
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from the N-terminal region, the role that LC8-binding fulfills in Rav-P.

Although VSV-P’s linker is shorter than that of Rav-P, its disordered

N-terminal tail is longer. Despite the length of the disordered N-terminal

tail in VSV-P, the protein structure remains extended due to the high

concentration of acidic residues that are charge repulsive.53 This long

N-terminal tail has a long reach, capable of extending more than five N

protomers from the VSV-P binding site, and is therefore thought to capture

the upstream polymerase, as well as deliver it downstream during replica-

tion.53 RAV-P’s ability to bind LC8, allowing for variable linker flexibility

rather than a fixed orientation suggests that LC8 allows for multiple states of

and, in its LC8-free form, a role beyond what non-LC8-binding protein

VSV-P is capable of.6

6. The role of disorder and dimerization
of the SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid phosphoprotein
IDP duplex

COVID-19 disease, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, has resulted in

one of the most devastating public health crises of the century. A member of

the human-infecting class of CoVs, β-coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2 causes

viral pneumonia through its occupation of the lower respiratory system

but can also have severe effects on other major organs, with some symptoms

lasting months later.55 A major concern regarding SARS-CoV-2 is its

unusually high rate of infectivity, and as of March 2021, COVID19 disease

has resulted in the death of over 2.6 million people worldwide, less than

2 years after the virus entered the human population.56

The SARS-CoV-2 virion is composed of four structural proteins, spike

(S), membrane (M), envelope (E), and nucleocapsid (N). Protein S, M,

and E combine to shape the viral membrane, surrounding the helical

ribonucleocapsid (RNP). The nucleocapsid protein (CoV-N) is one of

the most highly expressed proteins, with many copies binding and packaging

the �30 kb SARS-CoV-2 genomic RNA (gRNA), one of the largest

genomes among RNA viruses.57 Beyond virus assembly, packaging, and

protecting the gRNA within the virion structure, the CoV-N also plays

an important role in gRNA replication and transcription, as well as in dis-

assembly of the virus during infection.5,58 The role of CoV-N is therefore

similar to that of Rav-P, but while Rabies contains two separate proteins

fulfilling roles of negative-strand RNA protection, replication, and tran-

scription, the rabies phosphoprotein (Rav-P) and rabies nucleocapsid
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(Rav-N),6 SARS-CoV-2 has one protein, the nucleocapsid phosphoprotein

(CoV-N) bound to its positive-strand RNA genome (Fig. 7A). Beyond the

function, the domain architecture of Rav-P and CoV-N is also similar

(Fig. 7B), as both proteins consist of two globular regions, an RNA-

binding domain and a self-association domain. These two structured com-

ponents are flanked by three regions of disorder thought to be involved in

regulation of RNP complex formation along with numerous viral and host

protein binding interactions.

In solution, CoV-N exists as an IDP duplex, dimerized through its strong

self-association domain. In addition to its function in dimerization, this

domain participates in RNA binding and is thought to participate in other

protein binding events such as with CoV-M.59,60 Additionally, the

self-association domain is also the origin of higher order oligomer formation

of CoV-N. CoV-N is known to form biomolecular condensates with viral

RNA, and while the conditions and functionality of this phenomenon

remain to be fully understood, there is increasing evidence that condensate

formation and regulation of CoV-N’s various binding interactions and func-

tional resides within the protein’s disorder.61–63

Rav-P

Cov-N

LC8 Binding Site

Oligomerization Domain

Nucleotide binding domain

Disordered

1

422

Rabies Virus COVID19 Virus

Rav-N

Rav-P CoV-N.

297

A

B

Fig. 7 The Rabies phosphoprotein (Rav-P) and COVID-19 nucleocapsid phosphoprotein
(CoV-N) fulfill similar functions within a virus, as well as a similar domain architecture.
(A) Both Rav-P and CoV-N play a role in packaging and protecting genomic RNA
(gRNA), and consequently have roles in viral replication and transcription. In the rabies
virus Rav-P protects gRNA with Rav-N, while in a COVID-19 virus, CoV-N binds gRNA
alone. (B) Rav-P and CoV-N both exist as IDP duplexes, dimerized thought a self-
association domain, with disordered linkers separating the origin of dimerization from
the structured nucleotide binding domains.
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Along the SARS-CoV-2 genome, CoV-N binds multivalently, packag-

ing and protecting the gRNA. It is thought that when bound to gRNA,

CoV-N remains flexible as NMR binding studies with 1 kb of the 30 kb

gRNA show that disorder persists in CoV-N when bound to RNA.

Despite the fact that disorder does not appear to be involved in direct

RNA binding, the disorder is required to connect the N-terminal RNA-

binding domain to the dimeric C-terminal self-association domain for

tighter binding affinity. One factor likely important for increasing gRNA

binding affinity is the presence of phosphorylation sites within the disor-

dered linker, which increase electrostatic interactions, making higher order

oligomerization more favorable, and consequently promoting multivalent

binding, as one CoV-N dimer recruits the next.58 Within the packaged

RNP flexibility likely remains, leaving disordered regions available for other

protein binding interactions and post-translational modifications. Persisting

flexibility within the RNP may be important for replication and transcrip-

tion machinery to interact with gRNA without disrupting the entirety of

RNP structure.

The middle-disordered linker of CoV-N contains a serine/arginine-rich

region of phosphorylation (residues 184–196) that is thought to help regu-

late CoV-N’s various functions and interactions, including transcription and

translation of viral RNA and proteins, self-oligomerization, and its ability to

bind nucleic acids and host and viral proteins.64,65 CoV-N is phosphorylated

at multiple serine residues during viral infection, and while intracellular

CoV-N is phosphorylated by several kinases, the N-protein in extracellular

virions is not phosphorylated, implicating host phosphatases in virion

replication.65 Furthermore, MD simulations have shown that even a single

phosphorylation within the CoV-N linker can increase the number of inter-

and intra-molecular protein contacts due to the formation of salt bridges

between the phosphate groups and arginine side chains. This increase in salt

bridges attenuates CoV-N RNA binding,63 which is potentially the cause

for the observation that phosphorylation of CoV-N in human cells alters

CoV-N condensate formation.63,66 Phosphorylated CoV-N, for example,

binds to all seven human hub protein 14-3-3 isoforms, which are highly

prevalent in human tissues where SARS-CoV-2 is abundant during infec-

tion.65 This interaction is thought to be important for nucleocytoplasmic

transport of CoV-N, and may also takeover human cellular pathways

through sequestering 14-3-3.65

Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) of CoV-N facilitates concentra-

tion of components necessary for replication, including RNA, nsp7,
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nsp8, andRNA-dependentRNA-polymeraseRdRp,63 and the intrinsically

disordered N-terminal tail, as well as the linker are known to be important

for LLPS.62–64 In particular, the disordered N-terminal tail of CoV-N has

been reported to be essential for CoV-N LLPS, as truncation of this IDR

results in loss of CoV-N aggregation and droplet formation.67 CoV-N forms

different condensate types corresponding to its two primary functions: RNP

formation and transcription.64 Phosphorylation promotes the protein’s

transcriptional function likely by inhibiting stabilizing interactions necessary

for organized RNP formation, causing CoV-N to form more dynamic,

liquid-like condensates, as opposed to gel-like condensates containing

discrete RNP particles as observed with unmodified CoV-N.64 Therefore,

disorder within the IDP duplex of CoV-N is important not only because

its properties promote functional LLPS, but also because they contain the

SR-rich region that allows phosphorylation events to switchCoV-N between

its viral stages of virion assembly, replication, and transcription. Additionally, it

is essential that CoV-N exists as a duplex rather than a monomer as dimeriza-

tion improves RNA-binding, and is the seed for formation of higher order

oligomers.

7. Future directions

The reversibly ordered multivalent LC8-IDP duplex systems, which

play critical roles throughout the cell, are vastly under-studied compared to

their prevalence and importance. Future studies require a host of innovative

methods integrating multiscale computations with a range of experimental

modalities to address key questions in the functional structural biology

of these duplexes. This could include a combination of state-of-the-art

NMR, novel negative stain electron microscopy, single-molecule character-

ization, biophysical and thermodynamic modeling, and fluorescence fluctua-

tion analysis of live cells. As structural biology technologies and techniques

continue to surpass previously held limitations, new and persisting questions

may be answered to illuminate how LC8 ultimately affects IDP functional

behavior.

Among many LC8-binding IDP duplexes, LC8 binding plays an essen-

tial role and disrupting this interaction would result in disease development

or prevention. For example, loss of LC8 binding in ASCIZ does not pro-

duce viable life, and the loss of the LC8-Chica prevents dynein from local-

izing to the cell cortex and mitotic spindles are not oriented correctly for

mitosis, but loss of LC8 binding to Rav-P would inhibit Rabies progression.
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Furthermore, loss of LC8-binding in Panx would likely result in defects typ-

ical of piwi-interacting RNA pathway disruption such as impaired transpo-

son repression, loss of repressive histone modifications, elevated occupancy

of RNA polymerase II at transposon insertions, or sterility, as LC8 is needed

to dimerize the PICTS complex. LC8 is also needed to stabilize dimerization

of Swa, and without this, proper RNA localization would not take place, as

mutations in Swa’s coiled-coil domain result in delocalized RNA. With

LC8’s role in dimerization in mind, analysis of disease-associated mutations

should take into account the LC8 binding motif as well as changes in disor-

der propensity surrounding and LC8 binding motif. It should further be

considered that engineering of an LC8 binding site into a region of disorder

has the potential to improve dimerization or to change protein functionality.

The role of LC8 in dimerization is increasingly clear, however, in

multivalent IDP duplex systems, dynamic states appear to have diverse func-

tions. As only one of Chica’s three LC8-binding sites appears to be necessary

for dimerization, the other two likely serve other functions not yet uncov-

ered. Additionally, the long ASCIZ disordered tail binds up to 11 LC8s, but

appears to exists in a complicated and diverse equilibrium of mostly two-to-

four LC8 dimers bound. Improved understanding of the fine-tuning along

multivalent LC8-binding disordered tails offers not only a better under-

standing of the role of disorder in IDP duplexes in disease, but may also offer

opportunities for biotechnology and protein design advancements such that

variable amounts of LC8 or disorder present could be used to mediate tran-

scription of other protein functions attached to a long disordered tail.

Knowledge about the role of flexibility and dynamics in IDP duplex sys-

tems continues to be uncovered, offering new opportunities to target such

systems. For example, it is the increased structure upon binding of LC8 to

Rav-P that enables Rav-P to properly carry out its function. Therefore,

drug therapies may be developed to bind Rav-P at the site of LC8 binding,

thereby preventing life-threatening LC8 interactions. Knowing that Rav-P

must be a dimer also presents an opportunity to disrupt rabies virus through

disruption of Rav-P dimerization.

Reversible protein phosphorylation is a common method of regulating

protein function and physiological effects within a cell. Polar residues

serine, arginine, tyrosine, and threonine are common within intrinsically

disordered protein regions and are often phosphorylated across the prote-

ome, acting as a functional switch. IDP duplexes known to be regulated

by phosphorylation have the potential to be further targeted through phys-

ical binding to and blocking of the phosphorylation site, or through
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prompting increased structure in the region of phosphorylation, making the

residue unavailable for phosphorylation. For example, LC8 binding to

Chica’s serine-threonine rich region is thought to physically compete with

and inhibit kinases at variable stages of the cell cycle.

Continued understanding of the disorder within IDP duplexes offers the

potential for new strategies for targeting diseases as diverse as the prevalence

of IDP duplexes in biology. For example, uncovering that dimerization is

essential to the function of CoV-N and therefore for SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tivity means that RNA sequences coding for the dimerization domain could

be replaced with sequences coding for regions of disorder, or the dimeriza-

tion domain could be removed completely. Similarly, the decreased disorder

of VSV-P compared toRav-P reveals that increasing linker length of VSV-P

could likely disrupt function of this virus. This knowledge could be

harnessed to insert a longer region of disorder into VSV-P, making the pro-

tein too flexible to function. Finally, knowledge of how phosphorylation

regulates an IDP duplex could be used to mutate away key phosphorylated

residues.

8. Conclusion

In summary, IDP duplexes are extremely prevalent in biology and

essential in regulating diverse cellular processes such as cell division, cellular

transport, transcription, viral replication, phase-separation, and gene silenc-

ing. Since IDP duplex architecture and functions are conserved across spe-

cies, it is imperative to think of protein structural conservation in terms of

not only conserved structural domains, but also in terms of unstructured

components, length of intrinsically disordered regions, regions of post-

translational modifications, dimerization state, and multivalent interactions.
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Abstract

Protein kinase A (PKA) is regulated by a diverse class of anchoring proteins known as
AKAPs that target PKA to subsets of its activators and substrates. Recently, it was
reported that PKA can remain bound to its regulatory subunit after activation in contrast
to classical model of activation-by-dissociation. This implies that PKA remains bound to
the AKAPs and its substrates, and thus suggest many phosphorylation reactions occur
while PKA is physically connected to its substrate. Intra-complex reactions are sensitive
to the architecture of the signaling complex, but generally concentration independent.
We show that most AKAPs have long intrinsically disordered regions, and suggest that
they represent an adaptation for intra-complex phosphorylation. Based on polymer
models of the disordered proteins, we predict that the effective concentrations of teth-
ered substrates range from the low millimolar range to tens of micromolar. Based on
recent models for intra-complex enzyme reactions, we suggest that the structure of
the AKAP signaling complex is likely to be source of allosteric regulation of PKA
signaling.
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An astonishing number of signaling pathways converge on activation of

protein kinase A (PKA). A wealth of G-protein coupled-receptors activate

an adenylate cyclase to produce the second messenger cyclic AMP (cAMP).

The main target of cAMP is PKA, which is activated to phosphorylate a

range of protein substrates with remarkably little crosstalk between path-

ways.1 Accordingly, PKA is involved in pathways controlling as diverse

physiological functions as heart rate,2 energy metabolism1 and memory.3

How does specificity emerge? The signaling fidelity of PKA cannot be

explain by the substrate specificity of the catalytic domain. PKA phosphor-

ylates a simple linear motif that, relative to the phosphorylated residue,

consists of positive residues in position �3 and �2 and a hydrophobic

residue in position +1.4 The broad intrinsic substrate specificity means that

most proteins have potential PKA phosphorylation sites. Nevertheless, PKA

is able to achieve signaling fidelity, because its activity if tightly spatially

regulated by a class of anchoring proteins known as AKAPs.5

AKAPs are a highly diverse family of proteins united by their ability to

bind the dimerization-and-docking domain (D/D) of the regulatory sub-

units of PKA. AKAPs bind the regulatory subunit of PKA via a�20 residue

amphipathic α-helix that docks in a groove of the D/D domain.6,7 Beyond

this helical motif, there is little sequence conservation, and AKAPs are thus

defined by a functional trait rather than a shared evolutionary history.

AKAPs thus have widely different molecular architectures and interact with

widely different proteins, which allow them to compartmentalize PKA

signaling by targeting the kinase to a certain cellular location. As cAMP

signaling is tightly restricted on the nanoscale,8,9 the AKAP thus targets

PKA to activation by the subset of receptors found in that compartment.

Furthermore, as the AKAP also recruits substrates of PKA substrates, it links

activation by a certain receptor to phosphorylation of certain substrates, and

thus creating signaling specificity from an otherwise promiscuous kinase.10

Cyclic AMP activates PKA by binding to the CNB domain in the reg-

ulatory subunit. The canonical model for PKA model suggests that cAMP

binding leads to dissociation of the catalytic subunit from the regulatory sub-

unit. As the regulatory subunit of PKA binds across the catalytic cleft of the

kinase domain, subunit release also leads to disinhibition of the kinase. As the

AKAP only binds to the D/D domain of the regulatory subunit of PKA,

dissociation of the catalytic subunit also releases it from the subset of sub-

strates that it is tethered to, and is thus free to phosphorylate a broader range

of substrates in the local environment. Recently, however, an alternative

model was proposed, where full dissociation only occurs at high cAMP

levels.11 At moderate cAMP levels, the holoenzyme adopts a conformation
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where the kinase is active while it remains bound to the regulatory subunit

and thus also to the AKAP (Fig. 1). PKA also has a low basal phosphorylation

activity in the absence of cAMP, which is sufficient to phosphorylate teth-

ered substrates such as the R-subunit12 and associated AKAPs.13 In addition

to the compact holo-enzyme structures solved by crystallography, electron

microscopy has revealed muchmore open and dynamic conformation of the

PKA holoenzyme, where the kinase searches its surroundings for sub-

strates.11,13,14 Modification of the linkers of the regulatory subunit has

shown that the basal phosphorylation rate is highly sensitive to the dynamic

ensemble of the holoenzyme.13

1. Tethered phosphorylation

PKA is enzymatically active without dissociating from the regulatory

subunit at low cAMP stimulation. This has mechanistic consequences for

how substrate specificity of PKA is regulated. When catalytic subunit disso-

ciates, PKA phosphorylation occurs in the normal Michaelis-Menten

Fig. 1 Generalized model of the complex between a PKA holoenzyme and an AKAP as a
function of cAMP stimulation. In the absence of cAMP, the catalytic and regulatory sub-
units form a compact complex with low enzymatic activity that is linked to a tethered
substrate via the AKAP. At moderate cAMP concentration, the holoenzyme opens up to
allow moderate catalytic activity, while the kinase remains tethered to the substrate.
While the catalytic subunit is tethered to the regulatory subunit, it can only phosphor-
ylate substrates within the reach dictated by the anchoring and regulatory proteins, and
is biased toward intra-complex reactions by the high effective concentrations of the
tethered substrates. At high cAMP levels, the catalytic subunit is released from the reg-
ulatory subunit and the anchoring protein. Under these conditions, the enzyme is free
to diffuse and is thus no longer restricted to the immediate vicinity of the anchoring
point, or to favor intra-complex reactions.
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regime, where the rate depends on the substrate concentration. In this regime,

AKAP targets the enzyme to a sub-cellular environment and a subset of

activating receptors. When the catalytic subunit is active while bound to the

regulatory subunit, the enzymatic domain is physically connected to a subset

of substrates including the regulatory subunit, the AKAP and any substrates

bound to the AKAP. The physically associated substrates occur at a high local

abundances, and the kinase is biased toward substrates in its complex. In addi-

tion to targeting the kinase to sub-cellular environment and receptors, the

AKAP also targets kinase activity to specific substrates. Intra-molecular reac-

tions are generally concentration independent, and are instead regulated by

the connection between the reactants. Similarly, high-affinity tethering of

PKAwill approach the concentration independent regime, where the reaction

rate is determined by the molecular architecture of the complex.15 Low-

affinity tethering will likely result in a reaction jointly controlled by the archi-

tecture of the complex and the substrate concentration.16

How does the architecture of signaling complex affect intra-complex

phosphorylation reactions? We have had good kinetic descriptions of

untethered enzymatic reactions for more than a century,17 but no compa-

rable equation has emerged for intra-complex enzymatic reactions until

recently.15 We believe this challenge stems from the challenge of describing

the complex architecture quantitatively: It is straight-forward to change the

concentration of a substrate in an untethered reaction, but how does one

systematically change the architecture of a signaling complex? Similarly,

substrate concentrations can readily be compared between different enzyme

systems, but how can we quantitatively compare enzyme tethering

architectures as that varies as widely as PKA-AKAP signaling complexes?

Concentrations determine the encounter rate between enzyme and substrate

in untethered systems. In tethered systems, the encounter rate is determined

by the architecture of the complex and can be expressed as an effective con-

centration, Ceff. Ceff corresponds to the concentration of free substrate that

would give the same encounter rate as the tethered substrate. To a first

approximation, the connection between enzyme and substrate can thus

be reduced to the effective concentration it enforces. Effective concentra-

tions can be measured directly in competition experiments,18,19 or estimated

from physics based models20,21 most recently through the web server “Ceff

Calculator.”22 Effective concentrations thus provide a quantitative measure

of how closely linked tethered substrates are in signaling complexes.

The kinetics of intra-complex reactions are complicated by the fact that

the tethered substrate will be kinetically different from all other substrates.
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For stable complexes, the reaction may effectively be single turnover and

concentration-independent, whereas weaker complexes can dissociate and

bind another substrate and thus undergo several rounds of transiently

tethered phosphorylation. Upon a brief burst of cAMP production, PKA

will thus be biased toward phosphorylating tethered substrates. In many

pathways PKA acts as a switch that only needs to phosphorylate few sub-

strates per kinase to exert a biological function, e.g., activation or inacti-

vation of a receptor. This means that for tethered kinases it is often more

relevant to consider the time needed for the first enzymatic turnover rather

than “substrates per unit time” as for steady-state reaction. Thus tethered

kinase reactions are often best understood in terms of single-turnover or

pre-steady-state kinetics.

We recently investigated how the architecture of the anchoring protein

regulates tethered PKA reactions in a model system.15 The model system

consisted of the catalytic domain of PKA tethered to a substrate via two

disordered linkers of variable length joined by a coiled-coil. The length

of the disordered linkers provided a way of continuously tuning the effective

concentration of the tethered substrate. Tethering increased the single

turnover phosphorylation rate by more than 100-fold compared to the

untethered rate. The phosphorylation rate was concentration independent,

but depended strongly on both the sequence motif and the length of the

linker. Tethered reactions could be described by the following equation:

ktet ¼ kphosCeff

Kd+ Ceff
(1)

where ktet is the observed single-turnover rate constant, kphos is the rate of

phospho-transfer,Ceff is the effective concentration of the tethered substrate

andKd is the dissociation constant for substrate binding to the kinase.Kd and

kphos account for the differences between substrates, and are approximately

equal to KM and kcat except for near consensus substrates. Ceff captures the

architecture of the PKA-AKAP signaling complexes. Eq. (1) provides a

framework for analyzing pre-steady state phosphorylation reactions in

PKA-AKAP signaling complexes (Fig. 2).

2. Intrinsic disorder in PKA-AKAP signaling complexes

Intra-complex reactions require a high degree of flexibility of the

kinase anchoring proteins. A rigid PKA-AKAP signaling complexes with

fixed interdomain orientation would leave little room for the kinase to
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search for substrates. A rigidly tethered kinase would thus rely on the

diffusion of the substrate to initiate contact, and would be unable to process

tethered substrates. Signaling events where PKA remains associated to the

regulatory subunit pose increased demands on the flexibility of the

PKA-AKAP signaling complexes. In protein complexes, flexibility relies

on intrinsically disordered regions.

In intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and regions (IDRs), the func-

tional state lacks a fixed three-dimensional structure. As much as 20% of all

eukaryotic proteins contain at least one IDR,23 but IDPs/IDRs are espe-

cially enriched in proteins involving, e.g., signaling and regulation.24

Functional annotation of IDRs in the DisProt database suggests that acting

as a disordered linker is the most common function of IDRs.25 Intrinsically

disordered regions are highly accessible to enzymes, and are thus overrep-

resented in phosphorylation sites.26 IDPs can be recognized by their amino

acid composition27 as hydrophilic and secondary structure-disrupting amino

acids are more common, and hydrophobic amino acids are less common.28

Due to this sequence bias, IDRs can be predicted from sequences alone with

a steadily increasing accuracy.29 In the following, we will focus on predic-

tions made by the recently developed predictor ODiNpred.30

Fig. 2 Simulated single-turnover phosphorylation kinetics for three substrates. The
effective concentration (Ceff) is defined by the connection between the catalytic
domain and the substrate, and can be highly variable. Simulation parameters are based
on experimental parameters15: LRRASL (kphos ¼ 307 s�1, Kd ¼142 μM), LRRASL
(kphos ¼ 40 s�1, Kd ¼837 μM) and LRRASL (kphos ¼ 14.1 s�1, Kd ¼8400 μM).
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The PKA holoenzyme structure is inherently flexible, which can be

attributed to flexible linkers between the dimerization and docking

(D/D) domain and the CNB domains.11,13,31,32 ODiNPred clearly identify

these IDRs and confirm the experimental observation that the length of

the linkers vary between subunits as RI subunits have �35 disordered

residues whereas RII have �90 (Fig. 3). Note, that ODiNPRED is able

to distinguish between the true flexible linker, and the linker proximal

region that is not part of the conserved CNB domain but serves as an

allosteric regulator.33

3. The prevalence of intrinsic disorder in AKAPs

In addition to the PKA holoenzyme, the AKAP also form a part of the

relevant signaling complex. There are sporadic reports of intrinsic disorder

in AKAPs,13,14,34 but due to the low sequence conservation such conclu-

sions cannot be extrapolated to AKAPs as a class. To investigate the preva-

lence of intrinsic disorder in AKAPs, we used ODiNpred30 to predict the

frequency and distribution of IDRs. As AKAPs are defined functionally

rather than by sequence similarity, it is not straight forward to delimit which

proteins should be included in such an analysis. For consistency, we

restricted our analysis to the consensus variant of human proteins annotated

as AKAPs in UNIPROT. This results in a list of 16 proteins ranging in

length from �100 to 4000 residues (Table 1).

To survey the role of prevalence of IDRs in AKAPs, we performed

disorder predictions on the AKAPs identified above (Figs. 4–7). To map

IDRs on the architecture of the complex, we furthermore identified the

known or predicted binding helix for the D/D domain and identified

conserved domains from PFAM.35 All AKAPs tested contained predicted

IDRs. The fraction of IDR residues varied from�17% to 92%with a highly

variable distribution through-out the sequence. This re-iterates the point,

that unlike many other protein classes AKAPs do not have a unifying molec-

ular architecture. The most disordered AKAPs such as AKAP5 (which is

known as AKAP79 in humans or AKAP150 in mouse) and AKAP12 are

predicted to be almost entirely disordered. Short regions (<30 residues)

of predicted order embedded in IDRs are unlikely to represent stably folded

domains, but usually indicate the presence of a short linear motif as these are

enriched in hydrophobic residues compared to other IDRs.36 Other AKAPs

have an intermediate degree of predicted disorder such as AKAP1 and

AKAP7γ. These proteins contains conserved, folded domains, and the
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Fig. 3 Intrinsic disordered linkers in PKA regulatory subunits. (A) Model of the tetrameric
holoenzyme in an inhibited state. The catalytic subunit (C) in dark gray and the regulatory
subunit (R) is shown in light gray with the inhibitory sequence is highlighted in red. The
position of the disordered linkers are displayed as dashed lines. The R2:C2 structure is
based on (PDB: 3TNP),56 and D/D:AKAP structure based on (PDB: 2HWN).7 D/D¼ dimeriza-
tion and docking, cNBD¼cyclic nucleotide binding domain. (B) Disorder predictions for
each of the four human PKA regulatory subunits from ODiNPred30 including evolutionary
information. The position of conserved structured domains according to Pfam35 are
highlighted in gray The predictions unambiguously identify the disordered linker joining
the D/D domain and the first cNBD. The structured region adjacent to the linker, but not
part of the cNBD, is the auto-inhibitory peptide. UNIPROT sequences used for prediction
RIα (P10644), RIβ (P31321), RIIα (P13861), and RIIβ (P31323).

http://firstglance.jmol.org/fg.htm?mol=3TNP
http://firstglance.jmol.org/fg.htm?mol=2HWN


IDRs take the form of flexible inter-domain linkers and tails. The lowest

fraction is found in AKAP9 that does not appear to have any long IDRs,

but rather a sprinkling of short IDRs through-out the sequence. These likely

serve as short flexible turns and linkers joining folded segments. The high

degree of predicted order, but absence of conserved domain, is likely due

to a high propensity to form coiled-coils.37

In the absence of a conserved molecular architecture, AKAPs seem to be

united by a high degree of intrinsic disorder. This mirrors a general abun-

dance of IDRs in scaffolding proteins. In genome-wide surveys of the prev-

alence of disorder, proteins are typically screened for contiguous regions of

Table 1 Predicted fraction of disordered residuesa and synonyms for AKAPs.

Name UNIPROT Synonyms
Fraction
IDRa Lengthb

AKAP1 Q92667-1 AKAP149, PRKA1, D-AKAP-1 59.8% 903

AKAP2 Q9Y2D5-3 KIAA0920, PRKA2, AKAP-KL 72.5% 859

AKAP3 O75969-1 AKAP110, SOB1, FSP95, CT82,

PRKA3

24.5% 853

AKAP4 Q5JQC9-1 AKAP82, PRKA4 19.7% 854

AKAP5 P24588-1 AKAP79, H21 (Rodent: AKAP150) 82.2% 427

AKAP6 Q13023-1 AKAP100, KIAA0311, PRKA6 55.5% 2319

AKAP7α O43687-1 AKAP18α, PRKA7α 65.4% 104

AKAP7γ Q9P0M2-1 AKAP18γ, PRKA7γ 31.9% 348

AKAP8 O43823-1 AKAP95 67.5% 692

AKAP9 Q99996-2 AKAP350, AKAP450, KIAA0803,

PRKA9, yotiao, CG-NAP

17.1% 3907

AKAP10 O43572-1 D-AKAP-2, PRKA10 29.3% 662

AKAP11 Q9UKA4-1 AKAP220, PRKA11 52.3% 1901

AKAP12 Q02952-1 AKAP250, Gravin 92.2% 1782

AKAP13 Q12802-1 BRX, HT31, LBC 65.7% 2813

AKAP14 Q86UN6-1 AKAP28, PRKA14 17.1% 197

AKAP17a Q02040-1 CXYorf3, DXYS155E, SFRS17A,

XE7, PRKA17A, 721P

33.2% 695

aPredictions using ODiNpred with evolutionary info enabled.
bBased on consensus sequence in UNIPROT.
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Fig. 4 Prediction of disorder and conserved domains in AKAP1-4. Prediction of the
probability of intrinsic disorder by ODiNpred30 based on the sequence of each
AKAP. A score of 1 means near certainty that a regions is disordered, whereas a score
of 0 means high propensity to be folded. Conserved domains as indicated in PFAM are
shown in gray. The red bar shows the (predicted) location of the docking helix that binds
the D/D domain based on either sequence similarity via PFAM or functional annotation
in UNIPROT. The sequence used are provided in Table 1. KH, K homology domain.
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Fig. 5 Prediction of disorder and conserved domains in AKAP5-7γ. Details as in legend
of Fig. 4. Note the widely different numbers of residues on the horizontal axes.
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Fig. 6 Prediction of disorder and conserved domains in AKAP8-11. Details as in legend
of Fig. 4. Note the widely different numbers of residues on the horizontal axes. CC,
coiled-coil;. RGS, Regulator of G protein signaling domain; ZF, zinc finger.
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Fig. 7 Prediction of disorder and conserved domains in AKAP12-17a. Details as in
legend of Fig. 4. Note the widely different numbers of residues on the horizontal axes.
PH, Pleckstrin homology domain; RhoGEF, Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor
domain; RRM, RNA recognition motif.
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more than 30 residues of a disorder probability above 0.5. Of the 16 AKAPs

analyzed, AKAP7α is the only protein that does not fulfill this criteria.

Compared to a 31% prevalence in human proteins,38 this indicates a substantial

over-abundance of intrinsic disorder in AKAPs that calls for an evolutionary

explanation.

Two evolutionary hypotheses could explain the prevalence of IDRs in

AKAPs: The neutral selection scenario suggests that IDRs do not harm

AKAPs and are thus evolutionarily tolerated. Such a scenario can be

envisioned if the role the AKAP is to target PKA to sub-cellular compart-

ments and certain activators. Targeting to activators is the most important

function if the kinase domain fully dissociates from the regulatory subunit

upon activation. The free diffusion of both the activating second messenger

and the free catalytic subunit means that the nature of the molecular connec-

tion is not critical. The positive selection scenario occurs if IDRs are ben-

eficial to the AKAP, which is likely to happen in pathways where tethered

phosphorylation dominates. This will be the case when the basal phosphor-

ylation in the absence of cAMP is important, or when cAMP does not reach

sufficiently high levels to lead to full dissociation. In such cases, the flexibility

afforded by the IDRs in the AKAP allows the kinase domain to search its

surroundings for substrates.

4. Modeling the reach and effective concentration
of PKA-AKAP signaling complexes

The architecture of the signaling complex determines key parameters

of tethered phosphorylation: For substrates that are not located directly in

the signaling complex, the architecture defines the reach of the kinase,

and thus the zone of local kinase activity. For substrates that are directly

bound to the signaling complex, the architecture defines an effective con-

centration of tethered substrates. The tethered substrates include the regu-

latory subunit, the AKAP and proteins bound to the AKAP (Fig. 1). Starting

from the kinase domain, the signaling complex architecture first includes the

cyclic nucleotide binding domains (cNBD) of the regulatory subunit which

is bound to the catalytic domains. The cNBD domains are tethered via the

regulatory subunit flexible linker, which in the human regulatory subunits

vary from�35 to 90 flexible residues. The other end on the linker connects

to the D/D domain, which binds the AKAP helix. This represents the shared

component of the PKA-AKAP signaling complex, whereas the different

AKAPs and the substrates bound to them are unique.
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4.1 Estimating the reach of AKAP signaling complexes
The intrinsic disorder in AKAP signaling complexes make them a challeng-

ing target for structural characterization. The functional states of proteins of

these complexes are unlikely to be represented by any single conformation,

but should rather be represented as an ensemble of interconverting struc-

tures. NMR spectroscopy is usually the method of choice for structural

investigations of disordered proteins, but the intact single-complexes are

too large to be practical for NMR. Single-particle negative-stain electron

microscopy has emerged as the most successful method for structural inves-

tigation of dynamic AKAP-PKA complexes.11,13,14 While negative-stain

electron microscopy cannot reach the same resolution as cryo-EM, the

higher contrast in single micrographs allows low resolution structure deter-

mination based on a single particle by recording a tilt-series. This is advan-

tageous for dynamic multi-domain proteins39 as it is possible to reconstruct

individual conformers without averaging different particles. Structural

investigation of the complex between AKAP18γ and the PKA holoenzyme

showed a highly flexible distribution of interdomain distances, and suggested

that the kinase domain is restricted to a zone of �16 nm from the AKAP.13

AKAP18γ only has a�10 residue linker between the central domain and the

D/D binding helix,34 so this radius represents theminimal reach of an AKAP

tethered PKA. In contrast, the longer and more disordered AKAP5

(AKAP79) restrains the kinase to 25 nm from a tethered substrate.11

Single-particle negative-stain electron microscopy requires expensive,

specialized equipment and is likely to remain a bottleneck for the foreseeable

future. However, in many cases experimental characterization of the struc-

tural ensemble may not be necessary to understand intra-complex kinase

reactions. Structures of conserved domains in AKAP-PKA complexes have

either been solved or can be modeled based on homology. The main chal-

lenge is thus to describe how the IDR linkers join these modules into a func-

tional signaling complex ensemble. Residue-specific properties of IDRs

require characterization by NMR or molecular modeling,40 but the overall

properties such as end-to-end distances can usually be described by simple

models developed for organic polymers.41–44 The length of an IDR thus

scales with the number of residues following a homopolymer scaling law:

R∝N ν (2)

where R is the end-to-end distance, N is the number of flexible residues,

and ν is the polymer scaling exponent that depends on the compaction of
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the chain. For disordered segments ν may vary from about 0.4 to 0.7,19,45

but most IDPs can be described using a value of about 0.5–0.6.43 This value
describes an ensemble average of a wide distribution of end-to-end dis-

tances. The distribution of end-to-end distances can be modeled using, e.g.,

a Gaussian chain or worm-like chain,20,46,47 and the latter was recently made

available as a convenient web applet.22 In Fig. 8A, we have modeled the

end-to-end distance distribution of linkers of different lengths using a

worm-like chain. Each linker length samples a wide range of end-to-end

distances, which suggests that the kinase domain effectively sweeps for

potential substrates. A 30 residue linker (similar to RI subunits) has a

predicted mean end-to-end distance of �30 Å and at most extends to

50 Å. A 90 residue linker (similar to RII subunits) has a predicted mean

end-to-end distance of �50 Å and at most extends to 100 Å. The length

of a disordered linker increases rapidly with the number of residues for short

segments, but relatively modestly for longer linkers. With an ν of 0.5, a dou-
bling of the a end-to-end distance requires four times as many flexible res-

idues. Additional extension of the signaling complex has a modest effect on

the mean and total dimension. The signaling complex also contains folded

Fig. 8 Modeling of the reach and effective concentrations enforced by disordered pro-
teins. (A) The reach of a disordered anchoring protein can be modeled from the end-
to-end distance using a worm-like chain (WLC).20 With increasing linker length, the
reach and most probable end-to-end distance also increases. (B) The effective concen-
tration is strongly dependent on chain length. When the linker is short compared to the
distance it needs to span, a small increase in the linker length leads to a large increase in
the effective concentration. Beyond the length needed to span the join the attachment
sites without strain, the effective concentration decreases according to a polymer scal-
ing law.19,48 WLC simulations were performed using the “Ceff Calculator” app.

22 WLC
parameters were chosen to represent an IDP of average sequence composition
(Lp ¼4 Å, monomer length¼3.8 Å). In (B), the distance between attachment sites
was chosen to roughly match the dimensions of a kinase domain (30 Å).
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domains that add to the dimensions of the complex. Statistical mechanics

suggest that a folded domain in disorder linkers can be approximated by a

rigid rod with a length corresponding to the distance between its termini.21

This thus represent the highest extension of the reach of the complex,

although usually the dimensions will be lower than the sum of the disordered

and folded parts.

4.2 Estimating the effective concentrations of tethered
substrates

The architecture of the AKAP-PKA signaling complex also defines the

effective concentrations of tethered substrates. As intra-complex reactions

are concentration independent, the effective concentration governs phos-

phorylation rates (Fig. 2), and depends solely on the complex architecture.15

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the phosphorylation rates reach a plateau at high

effective concentrations. This suggests that depending on the architecture,

intra-complex phosphorylation reactions may either exist in quite different

regimes: At high effective concentrations, the reaction is relatively insensi-

tive to changes in the connection, because the reaction rate is nearly satu-

rated. Alternatively, if the effective concentration is below the saturation

point of the substrates, a change in the connecting architecture that changes

the effective concentration will also affect the phosphorylation rates. In the

following, we will estimate effective concentrations for substrates in the

AKAP-PKA complex. By necessity, any numbers quoted should be consid-

ered a ballpark estimate.

The potential substrate present at the highest effective concentration is

the linker of the regulatory subunit. Regulatory subunit RIIα has a near

consensus PKA site S99 (in P13861), whose phosphorylation has been

reported to affect its affinity toward the catalytic subunit and the

AKAP.49 This serine is connected to the cNBD by �20 flexible residues

(Fig. 3). The structure of the complex between the catalytic and regulatory

subunits of PKA (PDB: 2qvs, 2qcs),50,51 suggests that the attachment site of

the linker is close in space to the active site with a spacing of at most 20 Å.

When the linker is longer than needed to bridge the binding sites, effective

concentrations can also be approximated by a polymer scaling law depen-

dent on the length of the flexible linkers (Fig. 8B).19 The effective concen-

tration at this site is predicted to be 14 mM, well above the half-saturation

Ceff of 0.14 mM observed for the similar Kemptide.15 This site is thus effec-

tively saturated and will be rapidly phosphorylated by even a tiny fraction of

active kinase, which is likely important for its basal phosphorylation in the
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absence of cAMP.12 At the end of the 90-residue disordered linker in RII,

the effective concentration is predicted to drop to about 3 mM. It is thus

likely that in the R-domain, effective concentrations are so high that even

suboptimal sub-optimal substrates could be phosphorylated.

Next in line viewed from the tethered kinase domain is the AKAP. The

complex between the D/D domain and AKAP helix impose a �30 Å rigid

link between the terminus of the R-subunit linker and the most proximal

part of the AKAP. It is not clear how such a rigid body in a flexible linker

will affect the effective concentration. Recently, it was suggested that the

size of the folded domain should be added to linker length to calculate

the new combined diffusion volume which determined the effective con-

centration. For a 90 residues linker with predicted mean end-to-end

distance of 43 Å, a 30 Å increase in the distance would increase the diffusion

volume (and thus decrease the effective concentration) by �fivefold. This

suggests that putative substrates in the AKAP are at most present at effective

concentrations around a millimolar. The non-conserved architecture of

AKAPs makes it difficult to put a lower bound on the effective concentra-

tions experienced by AKAPs in general.We picked AKAP5 (AKAP79) as an

example as it is highly disordered (Fig. 5), and is likely to be modeled well by

simple polymer models. The N-terminus of AKAP79 is thus �390 residues

from the attachment site to the AKAP helix, and contains PKA phosphor-

ylation sites that regulate its membrane interaction.52 Combined with a

90-residue RII-subunit linker, this results in a total linker length of 480 res-

idues and predicts an effective concentration of �300 μM. As some AKAPs

are larger, this suggests that substrate motifs in a tethered AKAP are present at

effective concentrations in the range of 1 mM to 100 μM. Substrates teth-

ered to AKAPs are likely to fall at the lower end of this range. This suggests

that only optimal PKA substrate motifs proximal to the anchoring helix will

experience saturation of their single-turnover rates. Most substrates,

however, will be present at effective concentrations below their half-

saturation points, and their phosphorylation rates will thus be sensitive to

the architecture of the PKA-AKAP signaling complex.

5. Allosteric regulation of tethered reactions
by AKAP structure

Allostery has classically been understood to propagate through the

folded domains, but the rise to prominence of intrinsic disorder suggests that

the concept should be broadened to include events mediated by disordered
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regions.53,54 The definition of allostery involves regulatory interactions that

are spatially separated, e.g., binding sites on opposite sides of a folded

domain. In the context of tethered kinases, allostery may be defined as reg-

ulatory events that affect the phosphorylation rate without involving

either the substrate or the enzyme domain. Changes in the dynamic archi-

tecture of the signaling complex are an excellent example of such allostery.

As long as the kinase remains tethered to the regulatory subunit, any change in

structure of PKA-AKAP complex will affect the contact probability between

the kinase and tethered substrates and thus the phosphorylation rate.

Intrinsically disorder regions are much more malleable than folded

domains, which makes them ideal for allosteric regulation (Fig. 9A). The

simplest example may be that in the absence of a folded structure that needs

to be conserved, the length of a disordered linker can readily by varied by,

e.g., alternative splicing. For similar reasons, alternative splicing is much

more common in intrinsically disordered regions.55 Splicing in linker seg-

ments in AKAPs thus presents a straight-forward way to tune the effective

concentration of tethered substrates. For disordered linkers of the same

length the end-to-end distance distribution and the effective concentration

they enforce varies depending on the compaction of the linker. The charge

density and distribution of an IDR are the principal determinants of IDP

compaction, as especially patches of concentrated charges can lead to col-

lapse through interactions with patches of opposing charges.41,44,45 In

relation to allosteric regulation, especially multisite phosphorylation is of

interest, as it can provide a condition-dependent change in the charge dis-

tribution and thus lead to linker compaction. Finally, binding of protein

ligands in an IDR can change its end-to-end contact probability. Of special

interest are multivalent interactions that bring together binding motifs that

would otherwise be far apart in the sequence, and thus resulting in a large

effective shortening of the linker. All these events lead to changes in the

effective concentration, are independent of the kinase-substrate interactions,

and should thus be regarded as allosteric regulation.

As estimated above, most PKA substrates are tethered at effective con-

centrations below the half-saturation point of all but the most optimal

substrates. In general, it can thus be assumed that a tightening of the

PKA-AKAP complexes will lead to increased phosphorylation rates.

Furthermore, it may lead to a broadening of the substrate usage as very good

substrates may approach saturation, and thus no longer increase in rate with

increasing concentration. In Fig. 9B, we consider a change from lower to the

higher end of the spectrum of effective concentrations of tethered substrates
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Fig. 9 Potential mechanism of allosteric regulation via the AKAP structural ensemble.
(A) Tethered phosphorylation by PKA depends on the connection between the enzyme
and substrate, and thus the structure of the AKAP. Phosphorylation rates will thus
increase following changes in AKAP structure that shorten this connection. This can
be achieved by shortening the length of a disordered regions by alternative splicing,
by increasing the compaction of the linker region through post-translational modifica-
tions, or by ligand binding. (B) Modeling the effect of an allosteric change to the
signaling complex architecture that increases the effective concentration from
100 μM to 1 mM. The phosphorylation rate of all tethered complexes will increase,
but poor substrates will increase proportionally more 15.
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for a good and a relatively bad substrate. The single-turnover rate increases

for both substrates, but more for the worse substrate. As these are the

extreme values, it likely also suggest that a factor of 10 might be the largest

effect one could expect from an allosteric modification of the PKA-AKAP

complex.

6. Conclusions

The discovery that PKA can be activated while remaining tethered to

its regulatory subunit and anchoring protein, opens up new research ave-

nues, where intra-complex phosphorylation is regulated by the architecture

of PKA-AKAP signaling complexes. Intrinsically disordered regions

are common in AKAPs, which suggests that descriptions of PKA-AKAP

should aim for ensemble-function rather than structure-function relation-

ships. Both experimental and theoretical investigations are needed to under-

stand how these dynamic complexes allosterically regulate phosphorylation

reactions.
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Abstract

The complex nucleoprotein landscape of the eukaryotic cell nucleus is rich in dynamic
proteins that lack a stable three-dimensional structure. Many of these intrinsically dis-
ordered proteins operate directly on the first fundamental level of genome compaction:
the nucleosome. Here we give an overview of how disordered interactions with and
within nucleosomes shape the dynamics, architecture, and epigenetic regulation of
the genetic material, controlling cellular transcription patterns. We highlight experimen-
tal and computational challenges in the study of protein disorder and illustrate how
integrative approaches are increasingly unveiling the fine details of nuclear interaction
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networks. We finally dissect sequence properties encoded in disordered regions and
assess common features of disordered nucleosome-binding proteins. As drivers of
many critical biological processes, disordered proteins are integral to a comprehensive
molecular view of the dynamic nuclear milieu.

Abbreviations
BD Brownian dynamics

CG coarse-grained

DBD DNA binding domain

FRET F€orster resonance energy transfer

IDP intrinsically disordered protein

IDR intrinsically disordered region

MC Monte Carlo

MD molecular dynamics

NCP nucleosome core particle

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

NRL nucleosome repeat length

PTM post-translational modification

TAD transactivation domain

TF transcription factor

1. Introduction

As organisms become increasingly complex, so too must they evolve a

more sophisticated molecular alphabet. The recent discovery of proteins that

can adopt multiple structural states is one way of addressing this complexity

and it has dramatically changed our view of the protein structure-function

paradigm.1,2 Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) either do not contain

any well-defined secondary structure element or have long unstructured

regions (IDRs), and they fluctuate between a multitude of isoenergetic

structural states. These proteins, which comprise an estimated third of the

human proteome,3 are particularly prominent in the nucleus where as much

as 70% have been shown or predicted to be IDPs.4 The cell nucleus, which

encompasses the genetic material, is a complex and moldable nucleoprotein

landscape, shaped by frequent epigenetic changes that regulate the pattern of

gene expression, and ultimately the organismal phenotype. It is thus unsur-

prising that a multivalent and dynamic nuclear proteome is needed to steer

such a diverse environment. The conformational plasticity mediated by

intrinsic disorder has been suggested to provide additional levels of function-

ality to complex cellular regulatory mechanisms.

In this chapter, we highlight protein disorder in the nucleus and empha-

size the interplay between IDPs and the nucleosomal landscape that leads to a
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functional output. We first define the general components of the nuclear

environment, before discussing the challenges and recent advances in under-

standing structural disorder within the context of transcription. We then

compile and dissect a subset of important molecular systems in the nucleus

that involve disordered interactions, including the effects of chemical mod-

ifications, and overview the resulting biological consequences. We exclu-

sively review the interactions of structural disorder within nucleosomes

and chromatin, but for reviews on IDP interactions with nucleic acids, we

refer to excellent work on those topics.5–7 Deciphering the complexity of

molecular disorder in the chromatin landscape is an exceedingly challenging

task. Yet, recent work has begun to map the functions of many constituent

proteins of the nucleus by using innovative biophysical strategies, moving us

ever closer to a comprehensive molecular view of the cell nucleus.

2. Protein intrinsic disorder on a nucleosomal landscape

2.1 Components of the nuclear environment
The importance of IDPs and IDRs in cell biology is now well established,

and their prevalence in signaling and regulatory pathways has been clearly

demonstrated.6 It is their unique conformational properties that make them

ideally suited for their roles. High structural heterogeneity, a consequence of

their low complexity and biased amino-acid sequences,8 imparts IDPs with

multivalency in many cases, allowing them to interact with more than one

biomolecular partner.9 Even though the presence of disordered proteins in

the nucleus has been recognized for decades, it is only relatively recently that

their functions have surfaced. IDPs, which have sometimes been called con-

stituents of the dark proteome,10 are now increasingly being illuminated as

key players in the nucleus of eukaryotes.

To appreciate the many roles played by IDPs and IDRs in the nucleus,

we first need to clearly define the nuclear architecture that they operate

within (Fig. 1). The genetic material for a typical human cell is composed

of �4.6 million basepairs of DNA, which contain the instructions for gen-

erating the cell’s proteome. The DNA is substantially compacted to fit this

enormous amount into the relatively tiny nucleus, and at all stages of DNA

compaction we encounter dynamic protein disorder in one form or another.

The first level of compaction is to wrap the DNA around an octamer of the

core histones (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) containing two copies of each,

forming the nucleosome.12 A chromatosome is then constructed by binding

of linker histone H1 (H1), which attaches to the dyad of a nucleosome

(Fig. 1).13 Both the core and linker histones contain a large amount of
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disorder regulating nucleosome structure and dynamics and ultimately

impacting global chromatin structure.14 There are many histone variants,

some cell- or tissue-specific, that can be dynamically exchanged to impart

nucleosomes with distinct structural properties.15 H1 rapidly exchanges

between nucleosomes on the second to minute timescale in vivo,16 using

largely its positively charged and disordered C-terminal tail to drive

orientational changes in linker DNA connecting adjacent nucleosomes.17

Local interactions between nucleosomes, involving the disordered histone

regions, and binding of various regulatory proteins modulate nucleoso-

mal structure and dynamics (recently reviewed in18), and subsequently
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Fig. 1 Protein disorder on a nucleosomal landscape. Intrinsic disorder is a large com-
ponent of the nucleosomal landscape, contributing to chromatin architecture, dynam-
ics and overall function. (A and B) The nucleosome core particle (NCP) is composed of an
octamer of core histones (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4), aroundwhich�147 bp of DNA (gray) is
wound in a left-handed super-helical manner.11 Within the NCP, H2A (orange), H2B
(light blue), H3 (dark blue) and H4 (magenta) homodimerize via interactions in the struc-
tured domains, while the intrinsically disordered N- and C-terminal regions extend into
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somal dyad, forming the chromatosome (B) and uses its long disordered and highly
basic C-terminal domain to drive conformational changes in linker DNA, impacting
the overall structure of poly-nucleosomal arrays and ultimately chromatin fibers.
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chromatin condensation into higher-order structures. Protein disorder thus

plays an integral role in the formation, regulation, recognition, and modi-

fication of genome architecture.

2.2 Post-translational modifications fine-tune disordered
interactions

To add yet another layer of complexity, most IDPs are chemically and

reversibly modified after translation from the ribosome.19 Histones and their

variants have multiple post-translational modification (PTM) sites, mostly in

their IDRs, where the pattern and number of modifications can fine-tune

their interactions with nucleosomes and other biomolecules.20 In general,

PTMs render the proteome far more vast than the genome, with hundreds

of thousands or even up to a million chemically distinct proteins at any given

time in the cell.21 Chemical modifications can change stability, concentra-

tion, localization, conformations, and interaction patterns of proteins, pro-

viding an important form of regulation and signaling. The most common

modifications include (but are not limited by) covalent yet reversible chem-

ical additions such as phosphorylations, acetylations, methylations, hydrox-

ylations, and amidations, as well as attachments of sugar moieties or entire

proteins involving sumoylation or ubiquitinylation.19 In addition to protein

modifications, DNA can be modified, most commonly involving cytosine

methylation, and when located in CpG islands on promoters, this covalent

modification is normally associated with gene repression.22 Together,

these modifications form an almost unfathomably complex and constantly

evolving molecular surroundings that dictate the state of a cell.

Protein PTM sites are frequently located in IDRs, partly due to their

accessibility to modifying enzymes such as kinases, acetylases, and methyl-

ases.21 PTMs can induce or relieve secondary structure propensity or have

a global effect on the structural ensemble sampled by the disordered region,

potentially shifting the ensemble to a certain functional state, resembling

conformational selection. They can also affect disorder-to-order transitions,

which are a common interaction-mode for IDPs,23 or affect the degree of

disorder in fuzzy24 or fully25 disordered complexes. PTMs that affect charges

will influence intrachain electrostatic interactions, which have an important

role in determining the compactness of a disordered region.26 In general,

PTMs modulate the structural and dynamical properties of IDPs, fine-

tuning their functional repertoire. We now explore the arsenal of experi-

mental and computational approaches that can and have been used to engage

with IDPs, ranging from simple gel-based binding experiments to sophisti-

cated atomistic models.
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2.3 Challenges in studying disordered protein interactions
with nucleosomes

Quantitative measurements of structurally heterogeneous polypeptides bind-

ing to the dynamic nucleoprotein landscape is a daunting task. Nonetheless,

technological advances that enable access to various levels of molecular detail

are continuously emerging.27 As an initial characterization of protein-DNA

interactions, classical binding experiments have often involved using an

electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). EMSA is a simple and rapid

way to monitor the binding of proteins (structured or disordered) to

DNA by observing the changed migration pattern of DNA as a result of pro-

tein binding.28 The EMSA can provide information on binding affinity and

specificity but may underestimate these parameters as during the electropho-

resis the system is out of equilibrium. In addition, the EMSA does not give

direct information on actual binding sites, i.e., it does not detect the exact

base pair sequence which is recognized. Exact sequence with base-pair

resolution can be determined using footprinting assays (e.g., hydroxyl radical

footprinting29) or nuclease digestion (e.g., Micrococcal nuclease or MNase).

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and more recently microscale ther-

mophoresis, enable quantitative determination of protein-DNA binding

affinity and specificity.30 Chromatin immunoprecipitation, which relies

on chemical crosslinking of the target protein to DNA, combined with

sequencing (ChIP-Seq31) is a powerful method to find protein binding sites

in vivo. Similarly, ATAC-seq32 (Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin

using sequencing) reveals genome-wide chromatin accessibility as a conse-

quence of chromatin remodeling or other processes. In this elegant method

a transposase is used to incorporate next-generation sequencing adapters into

chromatin, which after sequencing provides a map of genome-wide chro-

matin accessibility. To understand local contributions from the polypep-

tide sequence, the before mentioned approaches can be combined with

genetic and biochemical modifications of target proteins, such as introduc-

ing domain deletions/additions, charge reversal, domain swapping or local

mutations. Still, without a view intomicroscopic molecular-level details, the

underlying physical principles of protein function can be challenging to

deconvolute. Cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and X-ray crystal-

lography enable determining atomic-resolution three-dimensional struc-

tures of macromolecules.33 X-ray crystallography determines structures

from diffraction patterns and it is the most widely used technique in struc-

tural biology.34 Modern cryo-EM is rapidly catching up through recent

advances in deep-frozen sample preparations, direct electron detection
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cameras and sophisticated image analysis,35 which take advantage of graphics

processing units (GPU) acceleration. Recent studies using these methods

have supplied us with an impressive view of large molecular assemblies,

such as a translating ribosome36 and entire chromatin fibers (Fig. 2).38–40
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Fig. 2 Methods to study chromatin and intrinsically disordered proteins. Atomic-
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However, biomolecular processes involving extensive disordered interac-

tions lie outside the scope of current structural biology efforts and thus

require different approaches to understand their molecular underpinnings.

2.4 Integrative modeling of disordered protein interactions
Modern research on structurally heterogeneous systems such as IDPs often

combines multiple techniques to decipher their underlying physical mech-

anisms (Figs. 2 and 3). To study dynamic and disordered systems, techniques

that can resolve conformational subpopulations in bulk have proven partic-

ularly useful. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can be

used to obtain three-dimensional structural models of well-folded proteins,

and it has also been extensively used to study protein dynamics and

disorder,25,46,47 even in live cells.48 After assignments of chemical shifts, pro-

tein NMR gives residue-specific information on structure, stability, binding

sites, and dynamics on a wide timescale.49 Despite still being limited to rel-

atively small to medium-sized systems for structure determination, NMR

spectroscopy has revealed dynamic movements of the disordered core his-

tones and their interactions, even within entire nucleosomes (Fig. 2).50–52

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), the solution-state counterpart to

X-ray crystallography, gives information on the shapes of molecules, includ-

ing IDPs and their dynamic populations, often aided by computer simula-

tions.53,54 Especially relevant to DNA binding proteins, fluorescence

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) probes the mobility of fluorescently

labeled proteins, inside the cell nucleus, and has been used to study the

dynamic exchange of histone H1 between nucleosomes.55 These and other

methods have over the years been extraordinarily influential in shaping our

perception of IDPs.

Techniques that probe the behavior of individual molecules, and thus

access molecular distributions, are an attractive approach to understanding

disordered interactions and have been used to complement traditional

ensemble methods. Single-molecule spectroscopy, usually in combination

with F€orster resonance energy transfer (smFRET), has emerged in recent

years as an exceedingly powerful technique to study structured and unstruc-

tured proteins, in vitro and in living cells.56–58 SmFRET enables sensitive

site-specific probing of the distance and dynamics between two or more
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Fig. 3 Chronological overview of computational approaches adopted to study intrinsic disorder in chromatin topology and dynamics.
Schematic illustration of the evolution of computational attempts used to investigate the interaction between proteins and DNA within
the context of nucleosomes, chromatosomes and chromatin fibers. Early molecular modeling and docking investigated the binding of linker
histone H1 to the nucleosome dyad and functioned as preliminary approaches to later attempts featuring molecular simulations on increas-
ingly larger systems.41,42 Coarse-grained Monte Carlo simulations were used to generate several possible topological arrangements of chro-
matin fibers with and without the linker histone H1.43,44 Brownian dynamics,45 which increases the amount of attainable sampling by
scarifying internal motions, facilitated the understanding of how linker histone H1 diffuses toward and binds to the nucleosome dyad.
Most recently, modeling and simulations featuring customized potentials, finely tuned to reproduce experimental findings, have provided
a semi-quantitative overview of the disorder-mediated interactions between linker histone H1 and fully disordered chaperones involved in
its displacement from the nucleosomal dyad.17



fluorescent dyes, e.g., within a disordered region of a protein.56 The rate of

energy transfer between a donor and acceptor fluorophore is steeply depen-

dent on the distance between them, where the useful range is typically

on a convenient molecular scale of 1–10 nm. Importantly, smFRET can

be applied to structurally heterogeneous systems one molecule at a time,

avoiding the complication of ensemble-averaging, which can mask transient

yet important molecular events. Confocal fluorescence microscopy offers a

wide array of experiments that probe the thermodynamics and kinetics

of biomolecular interactions through timescales covering 15 orders of

magnitude,59 as well as enabling high-resolution imaging in cells through

fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) and stimulated emission depletion

(STED) microscopy.60 Multi-parameter analysis of fluorescence intensity

and photon timings allows quantitative investigation into molecular pro-

cesses such as binding thermodynamics and kinetics, translational and

intrachain diffusion, complex stoichiometries, misfolding and aggregation.58

With total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF), several surface-

immobilized molecules can be excited and detected simultaneously, offering

higher-throughput data analysis of FRET trajectories.58 The versatility of

the method has over the years provided new insights into fundamental

biological processes such as DNA maintenance and repair, signaling, trans-

lation, transcription, and molecular transport.57,61 On the flip side of the

single-molecule coin are force spectroscopy techniques, such as optical

tweezers or the atomic force microscope (AFM), that allow direct tethering

and manipulation of individual proteins or DNA. Force spectroscopy can

probe the microscopic molecular forces involved in biomolecular interac-

tions and has enabled a fresh view into the energetics and mechanisms of

protein-nucleosome interactions.62,63 Single-molecule methods hold great

promise for understanding chromatin interactions and when combined with

technologies probing ensemble biophysics64 and genome-wide approaches,

these methods can provide a comprehensive view of dynamic and disor-

dered protein-DNA interactions.27

In recent years, a plethora of computational techniques have been used

alongside experiments to study chromatin and chromatin binding proteins

(Fig. 3). By undertaking multiscale approaches, the finer molecular details

of chromatin dynamics and interactions are now better understood. Early

on, computational techniques were confined to molecular modeling and

docking studies. All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are a gold

standard technique for modeling biomolecular behavior, as they provide
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atomic-resolved information on the movements and interactions of

molecules in their given environments.65 By solving Newton’s equations

of motion for each atom, modeled as a van der Waals sphere, interatomic

forces and their corresponding energies are calculated using molecular

mechanics force fields describing both bonded and non-bonded interac-

tions, either in implicit or explicit solvent conditions. In implicit solvent

models, the solvent is treated as a structureless continuum, thereby reducing

the number of interacting particles and degrees of freedom. In contrast to

explicit descriptions, where the presence of each solvent molecule is explic-

itly accounted, implicit models do not include solute-solvent interactions.

Although all-atom simulations provide an unparalleled level of detail,

simulating nucleosomal arrays in this manner is unreasonable because of

the high computational cost leading to insufficient sampling.

Due to the high computational costs associated with simulating these

large and complex systems, an understanding of nucleosome and chromatin

organization has started from simply creating models of single nucleosomes66

or chromatosomes41 that would fit experimental constraints. In particular,

such studies focused on elucidating the binding mechanism of linker histone

H1 to nucleosomes and were able to provide an idea, resembling that

observed in electron microscopy studies,41 of how H1 and other histones

shape the conformational dynamics of single and di-nuclesomes66 as well

as nucleosomal arrays composed of up to 100 nucleosomes,42 reporting

on the polymorphic nature of chromatin.

A different approach involves the use of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations

of coarse-grained (CG) representations. By generating conformational

states according to Boltzmann probabilities, MC can be used to sample a

Boltzmann distribution of configurations. Coarse-graining offers a compu-

tationally less expensive approach. In CG models, groups of atoms are

embedded into beads, thereby reducing the degrees of freedom and

allowing efficient generation of conformations, without the explicit time

dependence of MD simulations. Consequently, larger models, such as those

encompassing entire chromatin fibers, can be simulated yet at the expense of

fine molecular details. MC simulations of CG chromatin fiber models have

revealed many aspects of chromatin compaction. In particular, studies

carried out using CG-MC found that H1 is required in the formation of

higher order chromatin structures43 and that, without H1, chromosomal

arrays adopt an open fiber conformation.44 Additionally, chromatin struc-

tures with highly variable nucleosome repeat lengths (NRL) produce more
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compact and uniform fibers,67 while fibers with a longer NRL, corres-

ponding to a more open chromatin structure, are likely to have a higher

number of binding sites for chromatin binding proteins.68

Similar to MC, Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations, which treat the

simulated macromolecules as rigid bodies in implicit solvent, have been

used to simplify the complexity of chromatosomes or chromatin. In BD sim-

ulations, the diffusion of solutes in a continuum solvent is simulated, and

electrostatic interactions, which are particularly dominant in chromatin,

are calculated by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. BD approaches

have successfully demonstrated the effects of sequence variation and PTMs

on the H1-nucleosome ensemble. Due to lowering the complexity of

the simulated system, docking simulations following the methodological

paradigm of BD simulations, allowed a large number of PTMs to be con-

sidered, due to the increased computational efficiency associated with this

technique.

Another approach to circumvent the computational constraints of

all-atom MD is to coarse-grain (CG) the system. As discussed above,

coarse-graining simplifies the system by reducing the degrees of freedom,

making it an attractive technique for studies on chromatin fibers. In a recent

study carried out by Watanabe et al., CG molecular dynamics simulations

were used to create a model of an HP1ɑ dimer bound to the histone H3

tail in a di-nucleosome complex.69 In addition, reverse mapping of the

CG structure was carried out upon the completion of the simulation to

regain some of the lost atomic details.Within the context of CGmodels sim-

ulated by means of BD or MC, empirical potentials have added a certain

level of integration with experimental data and specifically provided an

experimentally-derived picture of the conformational ensembles of nucleo-

somes. Recently, smFRET and CG molecular simulations were tightly

coupled in a complementary approach where the distance of multiple sites

across protein-DNA within a nucleosome were mapped by smFRET and

matched closely by the fine tuning of a single force field parameter describ-

ing van der Waals interactions between modeled beads. Integrative model-

ing has immense potential to deliver finer details of complex molecular

systems and has already begun to uncover the physical principles governing

IDP interactions.64,70,71 We nowmove on to describe some recent work on

disordered interactions with chromatin, highlighting new insights that bio-

physical methods have yielded on the role IDPs and IDRs in the nuclear

environment.
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3. Disordered interactions with nucleosomes

3.1 Nucleosome architectural proteins
3.1.1 Linker histone H1
Many proteins involved in generating and maintaining the overall nucleo-

somal architecture contain long disordered regions. H1 is involved in

chromatin condensation through stabilization of compact chromatin struc-

tures, and thus functions generally as a transcriptional repressor.72,73 The

polypeptide sequence is highly positively charged with two long disordered

regions (N-terminal domain, NTD; C-terminal domain, CTD) flanking a

small folded globular domain.74 The globular domain of H1 is known to

bind to the dyad axis of the nucleosome (Fig. 1), thus interacting with

the nucleosomal core and both entry- and exit DNA linkers.13,75 By binding

to the nucleosome dyad, the H1 tails are free to form non-specific electro-

static interactions with linker DNA to minimize charge repulsion, thereby

facilitating chromatin condensation. Therefore, although the binding mode

is facilitated through the structured domain of H1, function is largely con-

ferred through the disordered tails and an on-dyad binding mode may pro-

vide the freedom required for the H1 CTD to interact with one or both

linker DNA arms. However, the conformational distributions of the disor-

dered regions of H1 on the nucleosome have beenmore difficult to elucidate

because of their pronounced dynamics and seeming lack of persistent struc-

ture.76 Importantly, single point mutations on linker H1 significantly affect

chromatosome structure, indicating that small changes may alter the over-

arching chromatin structure and, consequently, transcriptional regulation.45

It has been suggested that H1 draws the two linker arms together, thereby

reducing their mobility, and introducing a strong degree of asymmetry to

the nucleosome.13 Recent integrative studies of full-length H1 in complex

with nucleosomes gave insight into the behavior of the long disordered

tails.17 The authors studied binding of human linker histone H1 to rec-

onstituted nucleosomes using confocal single molecule spectroscopy and

CG molecular simulations. Fluorescent labeling of the approximately 100

residue-long disordered CTD of H1 revealed that it becomes considerably

more compact in complex with the nucleosome. This can be explained by

screening of H1´s positive charges by the negatively charged nucleosomal

DNA, which otherwise renders H1 highly expanded due to charge repul-

sion. Labeling on the terminal end of nucleosomal linker DNA arms and
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addition of unlabeled H1, resulted in the expected closure of the linker

DNA arms in the H1-bound nucleosome (in agreement with a crystal struc-

ture of the chromatosome). Comprehensive mapping of FRET efficiencies

within the H1-nucleosome complex combined with nanosecond fluores-

cence correlation spectroscopy (nsFCS) showed that H1 lacks persistent

structure and is extremely dynamic on the nucleosome, displaying sub-μs
chain reconfiguration times. Using a simple CGmodel describing the system

in terms of non-specific short-range and electrostatic interactions, combined

with existing structural information on the nucleosome and H1´s globular

domain, the entire complex was simulated and the distances between the

corresponding FRET pair locations back-calculated. After tuning the only

free parameter in the model—the inter-bead interaction strength that was set

globally for all beads—the simulation was able to capture the dynamic con-

formations of H1 on the nucleosome with high accuracy. Simulations were

indeed in excellent agreement with the FRET-derived distances (a total of

57 FRET pairs), illustrating well how closely simulations can reconstruct

experimentally determined parameters even in very complex systems.

The presence and conservation of multiple H1 variants within cells sug-

gests that different variants may be linked to specific cellular functions.

Within each variant, the structured globular domain shows the highest

degree of conservation, while disordered tails are, expectedly, more variable.

However, when H1 tail regions from different species are compared, a high

degree of conservation is observed between orthologs. For example, human

H1.4 and its mouse ortholog, H1e, share 93.5% sequence similarity,77 indi-

cating that H1 tail regions may confer a high degree of functional selectivity

in cells.

In addition to the highly basic charge in the linker H1 CTD, recent stud-

ies suggest a direct link between CTD length and chromatin affinity. FRAP

experiments on human linker histones found that H1 variants with shorter

CTD tails, such as H1.1 and H1.2, have rapid recovery times compared to

variants with longer CTD tails, such as H1.4 and H1.5. Moreover, longer

histone H1 tails were found to have two or more cyclin-dependent kinase

(CDK)-dependent S/T-P-X-K phosphorylation motifs. Therefore, recov-

ery times may be dependent on the density of lysine residues, the CTD

length and the distribution of DNA-binding S/T-P-X-K motifs.78

Because the H1 CTD directly interacts with the linker DNA, each variant

will have a different effect on NRL. A higher degree of chromatin folding

will likely be achieved if neutralization occurs across the chromatin fiber.

Although chromatin condensation is not a direct consequence of linker
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histone binding, it does stabilize higher order chromatin structures to an

extent that depends on the corresponding H1 variant. In general, the affinity

of H1 for chromatin increases with its compacting properties. In agreement

with this observation, H1.0, H1.4 and H1.5 have a longer CTD and were

found to stabilize higher order chromatin.

3.1.2 Post-translational modifications of linker histones
Linker histones are subject to a variety of PTMs, in both their IDRs, adding

a large degree of compositional complexity to this protein family. The pres-

ence of multiple PTM sites in the H1 IDRs enables a number of regulatory

mechanisms for H1 and finely regulates the affinity of each H1 variant for

chromatin. The most prominent PTM for H1 is certainly phosphorylation,

which occurs in a highly complex and dynamic fashion.79 Phosphorylation

mainly occurs in the CTD where S/T-P-X-K motifs (X is any amino-acid)

are recognized by CDKs.73 Although counterintuitive, H1 phosphorylation

can trigger both chromatin expansion and contraction, based on the pro-

gression of the cell cycle. Such effects are likely to be a result of conforma-

tional rearrangements within H1, arising from site-specific modifications.80

Phosphorylation levels are the lowest during the G1 phase, rise during the S

phase and peak during mitosis, followed by a sharp decrease in the telo-

phase.11 In vivo studies showed that serine residues in H1.4 are generally

modified during G1 and S phases, while threonine is phosphorylated in

mitosis,81 outlining the cell cycle dependence of phosphorylation. CDK1

and Cyclin B are primarily responsible for H1 phosphorylation during

the mitotic phase. Additionally, recent studies suggested that several kinases

phosphorylate the H1 NTD.82–84

The conversion of lysine into its methylated analogs (methyllysine,

di-methyllysine or tri-methyllysine) is another important modification that

can compete with or complement phosphorylation on a functional basis. For

instance, the methylation of lysine 26 in the H1.4 NTD recruits heterochro-

matin protein-1 (HP1), resulting in heterochromatin formation,85 and is

controlled by a phospho-switch: when H1.4 is phosphorylated at serine

17, the interaction between HP1 and methyllysine 26 is inhibited, demon-

strating the importance of crosstalk between PTMs.85 In the cell, H1 phos-

phorylation is CDK2 dependent and is required for progression through

the S-phase. Because CDK2 colocalizes with replication sites and H1 is

crucial in the formation of higher order chromatin, CDK2 recruitment to

replication foci by Cdc45 may result in H1 phosphorylation and drive

fork progression,86 linking H1 phosphorylation and active transcription.
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Methylation of the H1 NTD and CTD may elicit variant-specific cellular

responses in vivo. For instance, the two predominant human H1 variants,

H1.2 and H1.4,87 are methylated differently by the same methyltransferases.88

Interestingly, the methylation of H1.4 lysine 26, a highly conserved

PTM in vertebrates, creates HP1 binding conditions, likely because H1.4

lysine 26 is part of an “ARKS”motif85,88: a conserved motif assumed to have

a regulatory function in heterochromatin. Therefore, a link may be present

between chromatin compaction and lysine 26 methylation.

Like phosphorylation, acetylation of the NTD leads to both heterochro-

matin formation and activation of transcription. Acetylation of H1.4 lysine

26 is related to the formation of facultative heterochromatin, which forms

parts of the genome not shared across cell types and usually contains poorly

expressed genes, which are task specific and mostly associated with cellular

differentiation. Deacetylation by SIRT1, on the other hand, results in the

formation of repressive heterochromatin.89 The presence of an acetyl group

on lysine 26 prevents methylation and subsequent recruitment of HP1, pro-

viding an additional level of regulation. Interestingly, an in vivo study using

T47D cells expressing a lysine 26 to alanine H1.4 mutant, reported defects in

gene regulation and cell proliferation, compared to wild-type H1.4.90

Additionally, acetylation of H1.4 lysine 34 is also associated with transcrip-

tion activation in vivo. In this position acetylation is, however, suggested to

reduce H1-chromatin affinity and recruit TAF1; a subunit transcription

factor TFIID.91

3.1.3 Core histones
The core histones, which are the main structural support of nucleosomes,

contain relatively short yet crucial IDRs when compared to the linker

histone. Core histones form an octamer around which DNA is wrapped

in the initial stages of chromatin condensation.73 Each core histone shares

a common histone-fold domain of three helices connected by two loop

regions. To complete the octamer, each core histone homodimerizes,

followed by the formation of specific H2A-H2B and H3-H4 heterodimers

to create the “handshake” shaped core92,93 (Fig. 1). In addition to the

structured domains, each core histone has an intrinsically disordered,

solvent-exposed N-terminal tail; with only H2A having an additional

C-terminal tail.94 Like H1, these tails are enriched with highly basic residues

that form electrostatic interactions with nucleosomal DNA, linker DNA and

acidic patches on neighboring nucleosomes. Such interactions are believed

to stabilize the histone-DNA and nucleosome-nucleosome associations.
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Moreover, the dynamic nature of the tail regions makes them a target for

PTMs and subsequent recruitment of histone chaperones, architectural

binding proteins and chromatin remodelers.95 The inter- and intramolecular

contacts between the nucleosome and disordered core histone tails are

crucial in the formation of the nucleosome core particle (NCP) and for

the stabilization of higher order chromatin structures.

The intrinsically disordered tails of core histones have also been impli-

cated in the formation of higher order chromatin structures and chromatin

condensation through inter-nucleosomal interactions.96 In the first nucleo-

some crystal structure published in 1997, an inter-nucleosome interaction

between theN-terminal H4 tail and an acidic patch on the H2A/H2B dimer

interface of a neighboring nucleosomewas identified.37 As for H1, the in vivo

functions of core histones are complex and their ability to modulate tran-

scription is largely dependent on their PTMs.77 In the nucleosome, DNA

accessibility is controlled by transient unwrapping from the NCP; a process

that is modulated by each core histone to different degrees.97,98 While the

histone H3 tail suppresses nucleosome unwinding, the histone H4 tail

enhances it.99 Consequently, PTMs in the histone tails are especially impor-

tant in their role of modulating protein-nucleosome interactions and

regulating unwrapping.

Acetylation is an abundant modification in core histone tails, affecting

chromatin compaction via the neutralization of positive charges.20 Such

effects have been demonstrated in vitro, where compaction of nucleosomal

arrays required residues 14–19 in the NTD of the human histone H4100 and

the acetylation of lysine 16 prevents array compaction.101 Moreover, acet-

ylation is likely to reduce the electrostatic cross-talk between the DNA and

the histone tails, decreasing the force required to unwrap nucleosomes102

and increasing DNA accessibility to transcription factors and other modify-

ing enzymes.103 In line with this notion, histone acetylation has been shown

to be strongly associated with transcription.104 Additionally, many histone

acetyltransferases interact with tri-methylated lysine 4 on H3; a modification

associated with transcriptional activation.20 Relevantly, in vivo, inhibition of

transcription was shown to result in rapid histone deacetylation in mouse

embryonic cells, indicating that much of histone acetylation occurs as a result

of transcription.105

Phosphorylation of histones predominantly occurs in the intrinsically

disordered NTD.106 For instance, Aurora B kinase is known to phosphor-

ylate H3 serine 10107 and serine 28108 during the mitotic phase in vivo, how-

ever, there is no evidence of both modifications being present on a single
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histone tail.109 Nevertheless, phosphorylation of the histone H3 tails is likely

required for cell cycle progression. Importantly, the Aurora B kinase is over-

expressed in a number of human cancers,110 suggesting that phosphorylation

plays a significant role in nucleosome availability to transcription.

Methylation is another predominant modification in core histone tails

and for the cross-talk between different PTMs. For example, H4 arginine

3 methylation is recognized by p300; the acetyltransferase responsible for

acetylation in histone H4. Methylation in this position is indeed an impor-

tant PTM in gene transcription, as it is required for the subsequent acetyla-

tion that reduces electrostatic repulsion in the chromatin fibers.111 In

contrast, methylation of H3 arginine 8 is associated with gene repression,

outlining the importance of site specificity in PTMs.112

3.1.4 HP1 proteins
Gene expression within the context of heterochromatin is facilitated by

a series of important, conserved proteins called heterochromatin proteins

(HP). These are fundamental units of chromatin packing that can be sub-

divided into families, with HP1 being the dominant family composed of

three isoforms in humans—HP1α, HP1β and HP1γ—, all of which have

two highly conserved structured domains; the amino-terminal chromo

domain (CD) and the carboxyl chromo shadow domain (CSD). The

structured domains are separated by a disordered hinge region (HR), of

varying length across paralogs. Additionally, shorter intrinsically disordered

extensions are present at the N- and C-termini of HP1.113 HP1 is a major

component of heterochromatin and is involved in the regulation of

DNA-mediated processes including heterochromatin formation, stabiliza-

tion of telomeres and gene silencing in pericentric heterochromatin.69,114

In general terms, HPs are multivalent, structural chromatin effectors115

that cause transcriptional repression by recognizing and binding di- or

tri-methylated lysine 9 in histone H3 (H3K9me2/3) via the CD,116 while

remaining highly dynamic. Methylation of H3 provides an epigenetic mark,

suitable for the hydrophobic binding pocket created by the CD. Despite

the high degree of specificity between HP1 and H3K9me2/3, the binding

affinity spans widely depending on the paralog.117 Varying affinity is

believed to provide a dynamic range in which HP1 paralogs are able to elicit

different cellular functions. The dynamic nature of HP1α has recently been

probed using in vitro techniques. By employing a chemically defined assay,

well suited to cellular measurements, it was found that HP1α residence time

increases with H3K9me3 density, due to rapid re-binding of dissociated
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factors on neighboring sites. Moreover, dimeric HP1α exhibited accelerated
association rates; a key feature of effector multivalency, allowing fast and

efficient binding in a competitive environment.115

PTMs of HPs also play a fundamental role in regulating affinity. For

instance, HP1α phosphorylation further strengthens its multivalency, while

simultaneously reducing DNA binding, ultimately increasing HP1α resi-

dence time.118 Phosphorylation of serine residues in the disordered NTD

in mouse HP1α was found to increase CD-H3K9me2/3 affinity such that

the overall affinity close to that of mouse HP1β and HP1γ.117 Moreover,

in HP1β and HP1γ the serine residues are replaced by glutamate. Such find-

ings suggest that CD-H3K9me2/3 affinity may be partially modulated by

charge differences in distal regions. Therefore, regulating charge via phos-

phorylation of the serine residues within the NTD in HP1αmay contribute

to the protein binding to H3. In turn, this interaction may impact the activ-

ity of kinases or phosphatases, increasing or decreasing binding.

Between the HP1 paralogs, both the underlying amino acid sequence

and length of the HR are variable and such differences may control local-

ization and function.113 For instance, there are 41 and 36 residues in the

HP1ɑ and HP1β hinge regions, respectively, and both variants localize to

heterochromatic regions119,120 mediating transcriptional gene silencing.121

Comparatively, HP1γ, where the HR has only 31 residues, localizes to

euchromatin119,120 and plays a role in transcriptional elongation and

RNA processing.121 The molecular basis for functional divergence is sug-

gested to arise from the non-conserved residues in the HR, since the

positively charged domains (KRK and KKK) are conserved across all three

variants.121 These domains are crucial for the specificity of HP1-

H3K9me2/3 binding in vitro122 and for intranuclear localization in vivo.123

PTMs in the hinge regions have been shown to affect HP1 functional-

ity.113,124 Phosphorylation of serine 83 in the hinge region of HP1γ
increases its interactions with Ku70, a DNA repair protein, thereby increas-

ing its localization to euchromatin.113 Taken together, this may suggest that

modifications in the disordered HR of HP1 paralogs are able to elicit specific

cellular functions.

Recent studies show that HP1 proteins play an important role in hetero-

chromatin by interacting with histones H3 and H4 and methyltransferase

enzymes.106,125 The binding of the HP1 CD to poly-methylated H3 lysine

9 (H3K9me2/3) and H1.4K26me85 triggers a silencing mechanism,

resulting in the formation of heterochromatin.116 Moreover, this interac-

tion may be influenced by PTMs,126 especially those in the intrinsically
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disordered regions. In particular, phosphorylation of HP1α NTD poly-

serine stretch 11–14, increases chromatin binding affinity by reducing tail

flexibility in human and mouse cells.117,127 Phosphorylation changes the

conformation of the NTD, such that neighboring acidic residues (15E-

DEE-E19) are able to interact with basic residues surrounding H3K9

(8R-Kme-STGGKAPR-K18).128 Addition of the negatively charged resi-

dues formed upon phosphorylation results in repulsion, causing the HP1α
NTD to behave as an extended intrinsically disordered region, in turn

allowing the CD to dynamically bind H3K9me2/3.128 Interestingly, in

HP1β and HP1γ the residues corresponding to the poly-serine stretch of

HP1α (12E-VL-E15 and 21K-VE-E24, respectively) are partially negatively
charged.117

3.2 Intrinsically disordered proteins that interact or compete
with linker histone H1

The state of chromatin compaction is tightly linked to the presence of H1.

Therefore, the cell has evolved various regulatory mechanisms to actively

remove H1 from nucleosomes. One such mechanism is proteins that com-

pete withH1 for binding to the nucleosome or otherwise lead to its eviction.

As mentioned above, H1 is highly disordered outside of the globular

domain, a feature that is commonly shared among the diverse H1 compet-

itors outlined here.

3.2.1 Protamines
Protamines are short (25–100 residues), highly basic, and disordered nuclear
proteins129,130 suggested to have evolved from histone H1.131 Protamines

replace core histones during the last stages of male germ terminal differen-

tiation of spermiogenesis, where they are found to be the major packing

units of DNA (Fig. 4B).132 Most mammals have only one gene coding

for protamine 1 (PMR1 or P1) which is expressed in spermatids as a mature

protein133 and is responsible for chromatin condensation in sperm. However,

some mammals, including humans and mice, have a second protamine,

PMR2 or P2. Protamines from the protamine 2 family are longer compared

to P1 and are generated by proteolytic cleavage of a precursor. DNA packed

by protamines in mature sperm cells is transcriptionally inactive and forms

higher order structures vital for normal sperm function.132,134

Protamine packaging of DNA has been studied with chemical and phys-

ical studies of both natural sperm chromatin and synthetic DNA.135 Earlier

studies demonstrated that protamines can precipitate DNA from both
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assembled chromatin and native chromatin extracted from calf thymus tissue

in a concentration dependent manner. By analyzing the supernatant com-

position using gel electrophoresis after addition of protamine to a chromatin

solution, H1 was discovered to be the first histone to appear in solution.

However, the release of H1 was slower in native chromatin compared to
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reconstituted nucleosomes although somewhat affected by sample pre-

paration, suggesting that the mechanistic picture of H1 competition and

histone-protamine transition is more intricate.136 Later work unveiled that

protamines replace histones though a complex and progressive transition

mechanism.134 After meiosis in spermiogenesis, the canonical histones are

replaced with testis-specific histones, and subsequently replaced by transi-

tion proteins that causes alteration in DNA structure. Many protamine mol-

ecules then bind and reorganize DNA into tightly packed structures. Thus,

the conversion from histone-packed to protamine-packed chromatin is a

complex interplay between different DNA-binders, regulated by PTMs

including hyperacetylation of histones, in steps that are crucial for the correct

progression of chromatin maturation and spermiogenesis.

The primary structure of protamines is characterized by a conserved

arginine-rich core functioning as a DNA anchor135 and cysteine-rich

N- and C-termini. The overall dimensions of different protamines have

been predicted by simulations to be controlled by their net charge per res-

idue, which shifts their conformational ensembles from collapsed globule to

coil-like.137 The central arginine-rich region provides a high net positive

charge that facilitates strong binding to DNA. Protamines wrap around

DNA in the major groove138 and bind with one protamine molecule per

turn of DNA helix (Fig. 4).139 Even though protamines are known to be

disordered when free in solution, it is challenging to probe conformational

changes of the individual molecules within the context of the large chro-

matin structures because of the large number of protamines associating with

chromatin. Potential disorder-to-order transitions upon DNA binding are

yet to be clearly demonstrated experimentally for protamines. However,

many cysteines partake in multiple intra- and intermolecular disulfide brid-

ges that provide rigidity, which is essential to stabilizing the structure of

sperm cell chromatin.140,141 Single-molecule studies demonstrated that

protamines can bend DNA into loops through multiple steps142 leading

to the formation of higher order structures similar to those induced by H1

DNA packing,143 which suggests a common pathway for positively charged

IDPs in chromatin condensation.

Protamines contain several conserved phosphorylation sites and have

been shown to undergo various PTMs. These include phosphorylation,

acetylation and methylation, which have been detected in protamines of

mice sperm using peptide-based tandem mass spectrometry.144 The data

indicated that methylation, acetylation and phosphorylation do not occur

at the same time on a single protamine, suggesting a complex network of

PTMs affecting the epigenetic landscape of sperm cells.144 However, the
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exact role of PTMs on the conformational ensembles of protamines and

within the context of histone eviction in sperm remains unknown.

3.2.2 HMG proteins
High-mobility group (HMG) proteins belong to a family of disordered

architectural transcription factors known to interact with nucleosomes

and, together with H1, were the first nuclear proteins known to affect

the structure of chromatin.145 They were first discovered in isolated

chromatin together with histones and named due to their unusually high

electrophoretic mobility.146 HMG proteins modulate local and global chro-

matin architecture by inducing formation of distorted DNA structures and

promoting chromatin decompaction. The decompaction in turn enhances

various DNA-dependent activities such as transcription, replication, and

repair. HMG proteins are divided into three families—HMGA, HMGB

and HMGN—, depending on their structural and functional properties,

and we discuss here the role of their intrinsic disorder in nucleosome

binding and H1 competition.145,147

The HMGN subgroup has five members; HMGN1 and HMGN2 were

the first to be discovered, whereas HMGN3-5 were identified later.

HMGNs are fully disordered (Fig. 4A) and bind the nucleosomal structure

with high specificity in pairs to form complexes containing two molecules

of either HMGN1 or HMGN2.148–150 These proteins are characterized

by a positively charged and conserved nucleosome binding domain

(NBD), a nuclear localization signal (NLS), and an acidic C-terminal chro-

matin regulatory domain (CHUD) involved in modulating acetylation of

histones.147,151 HMGN proteins recognize generic nucleosome structures

without specificity for DNA sequence or histones via the �30 amino acid-

long NBD.152 The domain contains the canonical motif RRSARLSA which

serves as an anchoring point on the nucleosome to a negatively charged patch

formed by the H2A-H2B dimer surface.153 The C-terminal domain of the

HMGN protein interacts with the DNA in the two major grooves flanking

the nucleosome dyad axis and is in close proximity to the N-terminal tail of

histone H3.149,154,155 HMGN also influences H3 phosphorylation and acet-

ylation, by inducing local structural change that alters the accessibility of

enzymes and thus the equilibrium of nucleosomal PTMs.156,157 HMGNs

are themselves modulated through phosphorylation,157 which decreases the

affinity to chromatin and allows kinases to access histone H3.156 HMGNs

also have many lysines placed in the NBD that are acetylated, which leads

to less efficient binding to nucleosomes.158
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NMR studies using paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE)

experiments, which probe long-range interactions, and methyl-labeled his-

tones in assembled nucleosomes, showed that, upon addition of HMGN, an

interaction occurs between an arginine-rich region of the NBD and the

folded core of the H2A/H2B dimer.155 In addition, it was demonstrated that

the several lysine residues in the C-terminal end of the NBD have an affinity

for DNA non-specifically. The experimental data was then used as restraints

to model the binding orientation of the NBD on the nucleosome. In the

calculated structural model, the N-terminal end of the two NBDs stacked

on each side of the nucleosome are predicted to bind the H2A/H2B acidic

patch, while the lys-containing ends associate with DNA near the exit/entry

point.155 Due to the orientation of the NBD on the nucleosome, the dis-

ordered C-terminal tail was expected to be located where H1 associates with

nucleosomes. This suggests that the chromatin decompaction function of

HMGN is a result of disrupting H1 binding to DNA and the core

histone tails.

Surprisingly, native gel-shift assays and cross-linking studies showed that

HMGN1 binds nucleosomes already bound to H1, without interfering with

the specific contacts made between the H1 globular domain and the nucle-

osome.159 This observation agreed with previous MNase digestion results

on mammalian chromatin, which reported nucleosomes bound to two

HMGN proteins and H1.160 This implies that binding of HMGN proteins

to nucleosomes engenders a dynamic rearrangement of H1 interactions lead-

ing to modulation of chromatin structure. However, the molecular mech-

anism is still unclear and whether HMGN folds upon binding to the

nucleosomes or if the two bound HMGN remain fully unstructured in

the complex, is yet to be determined.

HMGB proteins (HMGB1 and HMGB2) have two structurally conserved

DNA binding domains (DBDs, Box A and B) that each fold into three heli-

ces when in complex with DNA.145 A disorder-to-order transition observed

by NMR spectroscopy on HMG domains from Sox-proteins,161 demon-

strated that HMG box domains retain a flexible structure in solution that

folds upon DNA binding. In addition, HMGB proteins contain a disordered

C-terminal region of �30 amino acids (Fig. 4A) enriched with acidic resi-

dues. The Box DBDs of HMGB bind with low affinity to single-stranded,

linear duplex, and supercoiled DNA,162,163 but have a preference for bent

and distorted DNA164–166 which is increased upon acetylation.167 Based

on structures of closely related HMG-Box-DNA structures, the box
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domains distort DNA through intercalation of bulky hydrophobic amino

acid residues into the DNAminor groove, resulting in bending the molecule

toward its major groove (reviewed in165).

The acidic C-terminal region forms a flexible extended structure which

was characterized by NMR spectroscopy and demonstrated narrow disper-

sion in 1H-15N-HSQC typical for IDPs.168 The flexible tail is involved in

dynamic intramolecular interactions, with the highest affinity for DBD Box

B. SAXS and NMR studies, including PRE measurements, suggested that

the C-terminal tail promotes a more compact conformation where the two

basic boxes get closer to each other.169 Apart from intramolecular interac-

tions of the acidic tail with the HMG-boxes, the acidic C-terminal tail of

HMGB1 is also engaged in intermolecular interactions with other proteins.

Notably the HMGB tail associates with histone H3, an interaction suggested

to modulate the biological functions of HMGB proteins.170 MNase diges-

tion data suggested that HMGB protects linker DNA on one side of the

NCP at the entry/exit of nucleosomes opposite to the linker histone H1

binding site.171 As observed for other HMG proteins, early studies using

chromatin fractionation experiments reported strongly enriched HMGB1

and 2 in H1-depleted fractions of salt-soluble chromatin.172 FRAP exper-

iments showed that HMGB also enhances H1 mobility in cells, indicating its

ability to displace H1 from chromatin.173 Studies of HMGB and H1 inter-

actions by chemical cross linking and gel filtration experiments showed

that they form a 1:1 complex. The complex persists at physiological ionic

strength, where it was reported by NMR spectroscopy that H1 binds

through its basic C-terminal domain to the acidic tail of HMGB1, disrupting

its interaction with HMG boxes. A consequence of this interaction is

enhanced DNA binding and bending by HMGB1, followed by a lowered

affinity of H1 for DNA.174 This might facilitate H1 eviction in a chromatin

context and supports the data showing increased H1 mobility in cells in

presence of HMBG.173

As outlined above, several lines of evidence support that the disordered

C-terminus of HMGB1 has a crucial role in its function, including orches-

trating many different interaction partners (review in175) and modulating

chromatin structure. HMGB function is also regulated by PTMs like acet-

ylation, phosphorylation, methylation, as well as its oxidative state as forma-

tion of a disulfide bridge in Box A leads to reduced H1 displacement from

hemicatenated DNA loops.176 Most PTMs found or predicted in HMGBs

are placed in the folded box domains, but several acetylation sites have been
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identified in disordered stretches within NLS regions. Although acetylation

within the Box domain is known to affect DNA binding affinity, more

studies point toward PTMs having a large impact on controlling the

nuclear localization and export of HMGBs. However, how PTMs affect

the conformational ensemble of the acidic disordered tail of HMGB and

its interaction with H1 has yet to be fully defined.

The third class of highly disordered HMG chromatin binders are the

HMGA proteins (previously named HMG-I(Y)). There are two genes coding

for HMGA proteins, HMGA1 (and its splicing variants HMGA1a, b and c)

and HMGA2, characterized by their very short DNA-binding AT-hook

motifs. HMGA proteins are fully disordered in solution in absence of

DNA as shown by biophysical techniques such as circular dichroism177 and

NMR spectroscopy.178 An NMR study reported that the AT-hook DBD

of HMGA transits from disordered to a well-defined crescent-shaped con-

figuration upon binding to the minor groove of short AT-rich DNA

stretches.179 The specificity for AT-rich DNA regions was also demon-

strated by a PCR-based systematic evolution of ligands by exponential

enrichment (SELEX) approach, identifying nucleotide consensus sequences

with two AT-rich stretches of 5–6 base pairs separated by four GC-rich base
pairs.180 EMSA studies show that HMGA binds isolated nucleosome parti-

cles with much higher affinity than to naked DNA.181,182 It was previously

suggested that HMGA1 also associates with core histones based on DNase

footprinting and chemical cross-linking studies,183 possibly explaining the

preference for nucleosomal DNA.

HMGA1 proteins were found to co-localize with histone H1 at AT-rich

DNA stretches called scaffold attachment regions (SARs) in mammalian

cells.184 T7 polymerase assays in combination with DNA binding assays

showed that HMGA can compete with H1 on SAR, and even redistribute

H1 onto non-SAR DNA.183 Purification of HMGA and H1 from HeLa

cell chromatin also demonstrated that HMGA is strongly enriched in

H1-depleted fractions of active chromatin.183 In a study of chromatin con-

densation in neural precursor cells of mice, it was found that HMGA pro-

teins are essential for chromatin opening in the early developmental stage.

Overexpression of either HMGA1a or HMGA2 in cells increase the sensi-

tivity to MNase digestion of chromatin from extracted nuclei, whereas

depletion of HMGA mRNA led to reduction in MNase digested DNA.

This clear effect of HMGA proteins on MNase digestion of extracted

DNA from nuclei suggests that HMGA induce chromatin opening and

accessibility.185 The chromatin was more resistant to digestion in absence
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of HMGA, which supports the notion that chromatin becomes more acces-

sible in presence of HMGA, suggesting an inhibition of H1 driven compac-

tion. Another work observed increased H1 mobility caused by HMGA

by measuring FRAP in cells expressing GFP-H1 and microinjected with

purified HMGA into the cytoplasm.173 The apparent H1 displacement in

the different studies was due to competition for chromatin binding sites,

since HMGA mutants incapable of binding DNA did not increase H1

mobility in a similar manner nor compete with H1 for SAR binding.173,183

This strongly indicates that HMGA competes with H1 on chromatin

resulting in destabilization of higher order chromatin structure.

Like the other HMG proteins, HMGA undergoes various PTMs

which have been extensively studied. In fact, HMGA1 proteins are among

the most phosphorylated proteins in the nucleus by the action of various

kinases like cdc2, protein kinase C (PKC), and casein kinase II (CK2).157

Phosphorylation of HMGA leads to considerably lower affinity toward

DNA, in part because two of the main phosphorylation sites are near the

positively charged AT hooks and thus disrupt their binding to the negatively

charged DNA. The acidic C-terminal tail of HMGA also undergoes phos-

phorylations in vivo which can lead to a conformational change.186 NOE

measurements and 1D proton spectra of C-terminally phosphorylated

HMGA indicated a more rigid structure compared to the native and free

HMGA which is fully disordered. Pull-down assays of truncated HMGA

containing AT-hooks with the acidic C-terminal peptides showed a clear

interaction to nucleosomes driven by electrostatics as the affinity increased

with the number of phosphorylations in the C-terminal peptides. This

supports the hypothesis that the phosphorylated acidic tail folds back onto

positively charged clusters on the HMGA and through charge neutralization

impairs binding mediated by these Arg/Lys-rich regions.

To summarize, all HMG proteins compete with H1 for chromatin

binding sites (in a dose dependent fashion) although each HMG subfamily

has distinct effects on the interaction of H1 with chromatin (Fig. 4).152

HMG proteins all contain disordered regions—HMGA and HMGN being

completely disordered in absence of DNA—but they have different struc-

tural features and folded domains. This results in distinct modes of action

in their modulation of chromatin structures, although a common feature

appears to be recognition of DNA conformation. Even though the regions

where the HMG proteins bind nucleosomes is known, the sequence of

events leading to H1 eviction from nucleosomes is still not fully clear. It

has also been suggested that the different classes of HMG proteins can
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weaken H1 binding cooperatively without competing with each other,

hinting that they distinctly affect H1 binding to the nucleosome.173

Overall, the HMG proteins are part of a dynamic and elaborate interaction

network that leads to H1 displacement, where disorder plays a

fundamental role.

3.2.3 FoxA1
Forkhead box A (FoxA) transcription factor (previously called HNF-3) is

part of a group of transcription factors evolutionary conserved in eukaryotes

and is crucial in regulation of biological processes such as cell development,

signal transduction, cell differentiation, and regeneration. FoxA1 is as a

so-called pioneer transcription factor due to its ability to engage target

sites on nucleosomal DNA.187,188 FoxA1 is disordered outside of a highly

conserved winged helix DBD which is structurally similar to that of histone

H1.189 The DBD contains a helix–turn–helix (HTH) motif that makes

base-specific DNA contacts as well as two flanking loops (wings) that contact

the phosphodiester backbone of DNA. FoxA1 is known to stably bind

nucleosomes in vitro and in vivo near the nucleosome dyad190,191 and

decompact repressed chromatin compacted by H1 to make it accessible

for other DNA binding factors.192,193

In vitro sequential binding experiments with purified proteins showed

that FoxA1 displaces H1 prebound on assembled nucleosomes.190 Further

DNase footprinting of H1-compacted nucleosome arrays with and without

FoxA1 demonstrated increased hypersensitivity in the digestion patterns

and indicates that FoxA1 can open H1 compacted nucleosomes.190,192

Truncation mutants of FoxA1 missing the 174 amino acid C-terminal

domain failed to open the compacted arrays,192 underlining the importance

of the disordered regions of FoxA1. Early studies also indicated that the

N- and C-terminal regions of FoxA1 are crucial for binding specificity to

nucleosomes over free enhancer DNA.190 More recent work identified a

short region in the C-terminus of FoxA1, conserved among FoxA pioneer

factors, that interacts with core histones and contributes to chromatin open-

ing in vitro (see Fig. 7).194 A single-locus study demonstrated that FoxA1

induction caused reduction of H1 occupancy at an enhancer site during

retinoic acid-mediated differentiation of embryonic stem cells.195 In later

studies, an assessment of genome-wide occupancy of linker histone H1 in

mouse hepatocytes showed FoxA occupancy on nucleosomes correlates

with H1 displacement, whereas the FoxA deletion mutants had a striking

increase in H1 disposition. All of these results indicate that FoxA binding
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displaces linker histones from the local chromatin, which could explain

the subsequent increase in nucleosome accessibility and stimulation of

transcription.

3.2.4 Prothymosin α
The nuclear protein prothymosin α (ProTα) is a linker histone chaperone
that modulates H1 interaction with nucleosomes. Besides affecting chro-

matin condensation196 andH1mobility in the nucleus,197 ProTα is involved
in transcriptional regulation, cell proliferation, and apoptosis.198 ProTα is

fully disordered, with a highly negatively charged glutamate-rich (net

charge �44) amino acid sequence and low hydrophobicity.199,200 Borgia

and co-workers used a combination of single-molecule FRET, NMR spec-

troscopy, and CG simulations to study the interaction between ProTα and

histone H1, and showed that they form a tight complex with picomolar

affinity yet remain highly disordered and dynamic in the bound state.25

This novel interaction mode can be explained by the large opposite net

charge of the two proteins which leads to complex formation through a

mean-field type charge interaction without the need for defined binding

sites or persistent interactions between specific individual residues. The

CG simulations, which relied on a simple model involving non-specific

short-range and electrostatic interactions, were able to reproduce the exper-

imentally measured FRET efficiencies in the complex remarkably well.

Later, Sottini et al. showed through an elegant set of kinetics experiments

that ProTα andH1 can also form higher order but weakly interacting ternary

complexes.46 Again, integrating experiments and simulations, they showed

that a second ProTα or H1 molecule can engage a preformed ProTα-H1

complex and lead to rapid exchange, keeping the system highly responsive

despite the tight binding.

What is the purpose of forming such a disordered complex in the nuclear

context? Heidarsson et al. addressed that question by studying the

H1-ProTα interaction in the presence of reconstituted nucleosomes17

(described also above, see Section “Linker histone H1”). Kinetic experi-

ments using immobilized and fluorescently labeled nucleosomes showed

that ProTα forms a ternary complex with H1 and the nucleosome, which

accelerates the dissociation of H1 by almost two orders of magnitude through

a competitive substitutionmechanism. Further CG simulations confirmed the

dramatic increase in dissociation rate as a function of ProTα binding and pro-

vided a molecular picture of how ProTα invades the complex by dynamically

and gradually sequestering theH1C-terminal IDR. The high negative charge
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in ProTα thus competes with the electrostatic interactions between the linker

DNA and the disordered regions of H1, which reduces the interaction

strength of H1 with the nucleosome and leads to an opening of the nucle-

osome linkers. These results provide clues toward resolving long-standing

issues on histone H1 including the nature of the structural ensemble of

H1 on the nucleosome and the discrepancy between in vivo (minutes)

and in vitro (hours) residence times of H1 on the nucleosome.55,201

Through integrative modeling of these challenging molecules, the authors

suggested that it is precisely the high degree of dynamic disorder on the

H1 IDRs that allows chaperones like ProTα to invade the complex and

accelerate the dissociation of H1 from the nucleosomes. For such unspecific,

charge dominated binding between dynamic and disordered proteins, the

formation of higher order complexes may commonly occur, providing addi-

tional functionality and enabling a sensitive concentration-dependent

response during signaling. Formation of higher order oligomers and the

dynamic exchange within them may be particularly important to achieve

dissociation of strongly interacting polyelectrolytes,25 and to induce forma-

tion and regulation of phase-separated condensates.5,202

3.3 Chromatin remodelers and histone-modifying enzymes
Chromatin remodelers dynamically modify chromatin architecture to

modulate access of the transcriptional machinery to DNA, and thus regulat-

ing gene expression.203 Remodeling pathways are largely dependent on

(i) various covalent modifications of histone tails driven by ATP-

independent factors203 such as deacetylase (HDAC), methyl transferase

(HMT), acetyl Transferase (HAT), (ii) ATP-dependent chromatin remo-

deling complexes204 which either slide, eject or restructure nucleosomes,

and (iii) chaperones that bind to histones and stimulate their transfer onto

DNA or other proteins.205 On the basis of their functions, chromatin

remodelers can be roughly divided into two families: ATP-dependent

enzymes that include imitation switch (ISWI), chromodomain helicase

DNA binding (CHD), switch/sucrose non-fermentable (SWI/SNF) and

INO80,204 and ATP-independent enzymes including the histone methyl/

acetyl transferases, kinases, and isomerases. Despite differences in mecha-

nisms and compositions, all ATP-dependent remodelers contain a structur-

ally similar catalytic ATPase core which converts the chemical energy of

ATP hydrolysis into conformational changes. Besides actively regulating
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gene expression, dynamic remodeling of chromatin imparts an epigenetic

role in several key biological processes, e.g., DNA replication and repair,

apoptosis, and pluripotency.206

Chromatin remodelers have an extensive range of interacting partners.

They can form multimeric complexes and interact with histones, transcrip-

tion factors, nucleic acids, and various other machinery involved in the

maintenance of chromatin structure.207 Such a diverse range of interactions

is difficult to explain with highly structured proteins. Predictions from

amino acid sequence strongly suggest that chromatin remodelers contain

substantial structural disorder,208,209 involved in forming stable complexes

and transient interactions with diverse interacting partners, potentially

playing a more direct functional role than acting as simple linkers.210,211

3.3.1 ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers
Many ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes are predicted to

contain IDRs.212 These IDRs range from relatively small regions, likely

functioning as linkers, all the way to the BRG1/BRM-associated factor

(BAF) complex which is made up of subunits that are predicted to contain

long IDRs.209,213 A recent study looked at the predicted disorder in BAF

and found that 27 of the 30 subunits that were analyzed were predicted

to be highly disordered.209 The BAF complex is among the most frequently

mutated complexes in many types of cancer, many of which are located in

predicted disordered regions.214 While the function of the predicted IDRs

remains largely unknown, they are likely to assist with binding to histones,

nucleic acids, and transcription factors.

ATRX (alpha thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome X-linked)

belongs to the SWI/SNF family of chromatin remodeling proteins, and

along with Death-associated protein 6 (DAXX), forms a complex that is

necessary for H3.3 depositions into pericentric, telomeric, and ribosomal

repeat sequences.215,216 ATRX has multiple functions in the chromatin

landscape, acting both as a chromatin remodeler and a histone chaperone.217

ATRX is a large protein (2492 residues) and contains two structured

domains; anN-terminal PHD-like domain and a conserved Snf2 domain.218

The remaining �1660 residues of ATRX sequence are predicted to be

structurally disordered, with over 1300 residues in a single stretch separating

the two domains.219 The partner protein DAXX, a H3.3 histone chaperone,

contains a long disordered C-terminal domain (residues 418–740).213
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The involvement of the IDRs in ATRX and DAXX for catalyzing the

deposition and remodeling of H3.3 nucleosomes, remains unclear.

Chromatin accessibility complex (CHRAC) is an evolutionarily con-

served nucleosome remodeling complex that catalyzes histone octamer

sliding on DNA.220 Originally purified from Drosophila melanogaster, CHRAC

consists of ISWI (ATPase), ACF1 and two histone fold subunits, CHRAC-14

and CHRAC-16.221 A study looking into the function of CHRAC-14 and

CHRAC-16 found unstructured N- and C-terminal domains on both pro-

teins.222 CHRAC-14 and CHRAC-16 form a heterodimer with a fold

that resembles the geometry of histone dimer H2A-H2B,222 which is

predicted to create a surface for transient deposition of a segment of DNA

as it is stripped from the core histone octamer. The C-terminal of both pro-

teins is involved in DNA binding but with reciprocal effects; the C-terminal

on CHRAC-14 increases DNA binding while the C-terminal on

CHRAC-16 greatly decreases it but is still essential for sliding on DNA. It

seems that theCHRAC-14/CHRAC-16heterodimer enhances the catalysis

of nucleosome sliding with weak and non-specific DNA binding. These

findings were strikingly similar to the groups earlier work on the DNA

chaperone HMGB1,223 leading the authors to speculate that CHRAC-14/

CHRAC-16 heterodimer serves as a built-In DNA chaperone.

3.3.2 ATP-independent chromatin remodelers
Post-translational modifications frequently occur in IDRs, as outlined

above. Acetylation of the core histones enhances transcription by relaxing

the condensed structure of the nucleosome, whereas deacetylation will pro-

mote chromatin condensation and transcriptional repression.224,225 This

effect is due to a charge neutralization of the acetylated lysine that weakens

its interaction with the phosphate backbone of DNA. Both histone

deacetylases and histone methylases are regulated by phosphorylations in

predicted IDRs. Phosphorylations in HDACs 4,5,7 and 9 regulate shuttling

between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments226 and phosphory-

lations of sites flanking the nuclear localization sequence will promote

chaperone protein binding and subsequent nuclear export.227,228

Histone methylation is a dynamic PTM central to eukaryotic trans-

cription.229 These modifications regulate gene expression by recruiting tran-

scriptional cofactors that specifically recognize methylated lysine or arginine

residues.230,231 Dysregulation of histone methylation is associated with seri-

ous diseases such as cancers, developmental defects, and inflammatory bowel

disease.232,233 A recent study looked into PTMs of histone methylation
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enzymes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and found that phosphorylation

was strongly enriched in predicted IDRs in methyltransferases while histone

demethylases were phosphorylated within ordered regions.234 Furthermore,

the authors demonstrated that a phosphorylation cluster within an IDR

ofmethyltransferase Set2p has a major effect on levels of H3K36methylation

in vivo. This decrease in H3K36 methylation leads to increased cryptic tran-

scription, which can shorten the lifespan of cells.235

SIRT6 is an NAD+-dependent histone deacetylase and is highly site-

specific.236 While early experiments, using H3 peptides,237 demonstrated

that SIRT6 has an �1000 times slower catalytic activity then other related

sirtuins, the low turnover rate did not match with recent studies using whole

nucleosomes as substrates that found significantly higher catalytic rates.238

This is likely due to interactions between the intrinsically disordered

C-terminal region that has a high affinity to the nucleosome239; with

SIRT6 tethered to the nucleosome the reaction can take place with greatly

enhanced activity. Interestingly, while the SIRT6 interacts with nucleo-

somes in a 2:1 arrangement, only a single SIRT6 molecule can occupy

the high affinity site. This arrangement may be due to the asymmetry of

the two acidic patches, as observed with other chromatin remodelers that

have a distinct response to each acidic patch.240

3.3.3 Chromatin remodelers with chaperone activity
Facilitates chromatin transcription (FACT) is a histone chaperone that has a

dual-role as a nucleosome remodeler and chaperone.225,241 In gene regula-

tion, nucleosomes must temporarily unfold and then rapidly refold after the

regulatory process. FACT increases accessibility of RNA polymerase II

on chromatin by unfolding the nucleosome structure (Fig. 5).242 FACT

can then act as a histone chaperone that promotes nucleosome assembly

by preventing some non-productive interactions between histones and

DNA.243 Both of FACT’s two subunits, SSRP1 and SPT16, contain acidic

and disordered regions that are implicated in histone binding.241,244 Unlike

most other histone chaperones, FACT can bind both H2A-H2B and

H3-H4 dimers simultaneously,245 with both subunits being involved in

several interactions. Cryo-EM structures of FACT or SPT16 in complex

with nucleosome constructs revealed that the CTD of SPT16, that includes

an acidic IDR important for H2A/H2B binding, adopts a more ordered

conformation when in complex with parts of the nucleosome.246,247

Interestingly, the CTD appears to mimic DNA by compensating for the loss

of histone DNA contacts (Fig. 5).247 In a follow-up study using NMR
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spectroscopy, it was revealed that one of the N-terminal tails of H3 adopts a

different conformational ensemble when FACT is bound to the nucleo-

some.248 NMR analysis of H3 tail chemical shifts indicated that it is buried

in between two DNA gyres and that interaction is disrupted by the CTD of

SPT16. This leads to increased solvent exposure of the tail, rendering it

more susceptible to acetylation by HAT, indicating that FACT has a regu-

latory role in H3 acetylation. The intrinsically disordered domain (IDD) of

SSRP1 has an acidic N-terminal part (AID) and a basic C-terminal part

(BID). A recent study using NMR and CGmolecular dynamics simulations,

revealed how phosphorylation in the IDD change the intermolecular con-

tacts between the AID and BID. These contact changes tune the affinity of

SSRP1, with less phosphorylated states displaying high affinity to an intact

nucleosome and highly phosphorylated states having high affinity to a

deformed nucleosome, revealing an important mechanistic and regulatory

role for the IDD.210

+

FACT binds nucleosomes
through several interactions

Nucleosome is deformed
by HMG of SSRP1

Binding site for highly
phosphorylated FACT exposed 

DNA unpeeling by RNA polymerase II 

SPT16 SSRP1

Histone H3 tail
FACT

SPT16 ejects H3 tail  

A

B C D

E

Fig. 5 Nucleosome assembly/disassembly by the histone chaperone FACT. (A) A canon-
ical nucleosome with H3 tails (for clarity only the disordered tails of histone H3 is shown)
buried in DNA gyres and the two subunits of FACT, SSRP1 and SPT16. (B) FACT binding
to the nucleosome leads to deformation by the action of the HMG domain of the less
phosphorylated (green area) state of SSRP1. (C) FACT with a highly phosphorylated
SSRP1 has high affinity for deformed nucleosomes and replaces less phosphorylated
FACT. (D) Deformation of the nucleosome exposes a binding site for the C-terminal
domain of SPT16, causing increased solvent exposure of the histone H3 tail. (E) DNA
is peeled off the nucleosome by RNA polymerase II (or other factors). Following tran-
scription by RNA polymerase II, FACT can reassemble the nucleosome (not shown).
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Another remodeler, decondensation factor 31 (Df31), is a fully disor-

dered histone chaperone and an integral component of chromatin at all

stages of Drosophila melanogaster lifecycle.249,250 Df31 is suggested to have

a role in the higher order structure of chromatin by promoting chromatin

bridging in vitro.251 Df31 binds to both histone H3 and H4 but has a higher

affinity for H3.252 Binding to H3 takes place through the intrinsically disor-

dered H3 tail,251 making PTMs to the H3 tail a likely modulator for binding.

Recently, an RNA-dependent mechanism was discovered, where Df31

tethers chromatin-associated RNA (caRNA) to chromatin, resulting in

an RNA-chromatin network which is more accessible and active.252

We have highlighted here how structural disorder is a prominent part of

chromatin remodeling complexes but for most remodelers discussed here,

detailed mechanistic insights remain hidden. FACT has, however, a well-

established molecular mechanism, which was revealed with a close integra-

tion of NMR experiments and coarse-grained simulations, exemplifying the

strength of such approaches.

3.4 Transcription through a nucleosomal barrier with
disordered proteins

3.4.1 Transcription factors
The nucleosome represents a formidable barrier to transcription as the DNA

sequence encoding a specific gene must become accessible to transcription

factors in one way or another. The transcriptional machinery is rich with

disorder and even the ribosomal assembly contains many disordered protein

subunits.253 The vast majority of transcription factors (TFs) (>85%) have

long disordered linkers and transactivation domains (TADs) that flank their

structured DBDs.23,254 They bind cognate DNA sequences using predom-

inantly their structured DBDs and may subsequently recruit other proteins

to their binding site through their disordered TADs to initiate transcription.

The TADs often contain hydrophobic residues (frequently aromatics) well

interspersed with acidic residues, a feature that has been suggested to be

important for keeping the region disordered and exposed in an active form

allowing interactions with other proteins.255 Nonetheless, the IDRs are not

exclusively involved in protein-protein interactions: simulations have

suggested that the affinity to DNA, cognate or non-specific, is tuned by dis-

ordered regions, especially those that have significant charges.256 IDRs in

TFs have also been linked to facilitating scanning for correct binding sites

through non-specific interactions,257 and to inter-strand exchange through

a monkey-bar-like mechanism.258 In fact, recent evidence points to TFs
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having multiple specificity determinants encoded in their IDR sequence,

helping them to identify their specific binding sites by interacting with much

broader DNA regions than are recognized with only their DBD cognate

sites.259 However, in the context of our nucleosomal landscape, traditional

TFs require their binding sites to be accessible for binding, i.e., within

“open” chromatin states.

3.4.2 Pioneer transcription factors can alter cell fate
A unique class of TFs, called pioneer-TFs (pTFs), can bind to condensed,

nucleosome-rich regions of the genome and open these previously inacces-

sible regions to transcription (Fig. 6).187,260 This alters the transcriptional

pattern of a cell—the main determinant of its fate260—and can initiate cell

reprogramming. Despite the ultimate change in cell fate relying on subse-

quent recruitment of other factors, the initial binding ability to condensed

chromatin is what distinguishes pTFs from other TFs. A remarkable example

of pioneer activity is the so-called Yamanaka factors; a group of four pTFs

(Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, and c-Myc) that can induce a fibroblast to revert to a

pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)261—a process that earned the discoverers the

Nobel prize in 2012. Other pTFs, such as FoxA1, Ascl1, and Pu.1, have

since been shown to play key roles for inducing direct reprogramming from

fibroblasts to hepatocytes, neurons, and macrophage-like cells, respec-

tively.187 Reprogramming cell fate has immense potential for human health,

with recent reports showing extraordinary examples in regenerative

medicine such as sight restoration inmice, in vitro disease modeling, and drug

discovery.262,263 However, to fully exploit the power of pTFs for cell repro-

gramming, a detailed and quantitative understanding of their molecular

mechanism is critically needed.187 For example, it is largely unknown

whether pTFs bind to DNA that becomes spontaneously and transiently

accessible on nucleosomes or whether they actively “open” nucleosomal

DNA. In other words, how pTFs can dynamically invade compacted chro-

matin and initiate remodeling remains unclear. Some pTFs interact with

enzymes that remodel chromatin besides recruiting other TFs, and in those

cases, it can be challenging to separate the actions of the two classes of pro-

teins: are the chromatin remodelers necessary for remodeling and do the

pTFs just invade chromatin to initiate binding, or can those pTFs also

remodel chromatin themselves? The answers to these questions remain

hidden, in part due to the highly dynamic and heterogeneous conformations

of pTFs and chromatin, which render these systems notoriously difficult to

assay by classical structural biology methods.
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Like the vast majority of TFs, pTFs are rich in disordered linkers and

TADs (Fig. 7).264 Despite their abundance in pTFs, IDRs have largely been

overlooked thus far in studies of TFs, which is especially evident considering

the vast number of TF DBDs in the Protein Data Bank and the total absence

of 3D-structures containing entire eukaryotic TFs. Instead, intense focus

has centered on the DBDs in attempts to explain pioneering activity, with

impressive high-resolution structures revealing complexes between the pTF

DBDs and nucleosomes.265,266 The DBDs themselves are often disordered

Fig. 6 Pioneer transcription factors can invade and open condensed chromatin and ini-
tiate cell-fate changes. (A) Pioneer-TFs (orange) can bind to condensed chromatin
regions and render it accessible to traditional TFs (blue) or other components of the
transcriptional machinery. (B) Pioneer-TFs can lead to cell-fate changes, either through
reprogramming with formation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), or through
direct cell reprogramming. Panel A based on Zaret KS, Mango SE. Pioneer transcription
factors, chromatin dynamics, and cell fate control. Curr Opin Genet Dev. 2016;37:76–81.
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Fig. 7 Intrinsically disordered regions in pioneer transcription factors. (A) Disorder predictions for five pTFs based on two different predictors.
Domains are highlighted. (B) The intrinsically disordered and acidic PEST domain in the pTF Pu.1 modulates the formation of a dimer on and
off DNA. A 1:1 Pu.1-DNA complex activates transcription and dimerization negatively regulates the activity. The dimer in the absence of DNA is
furthermore thermodynamically destabilized compared to the monomer. (C) FoxA1 interacts with the core histones in a nucleosome through
a short motif in its C-terminal IDR. This interaction contributes to chromatin opening and thus its pioneering functions. The schematics of the
conformations of structured domains and IDRs in panels (B) and (C) are purely for illustrative purposes. Panel B reaction scheme is based on
Xhani S, Lee S, Kim HM, et al. Intrinsic disorder controls two functionally distinct dimers of the master transcription factor PU.1. Sci Adv. 2020;6(8):
eaay3178, Panel C based on results from Iwafuchi M, Cuesta I, Donahue G, et al. Gene network transitions in embryos depend upon interactions
between a pioneer transcription factor and core histones. Nat Genet. 2020;52(4):418–427.



before binding to their cognate DNA sequence, followed by a disorder-to-

order transition upon complex formation.267 The DBDs are also often the

major contributors to DNA affinity and in some cases such as for Sox2,

the IDRs seemingly weaken affinity for the cognate sequence.268 A recent

computational study also implicated rotational and sliding dynamics of the

DNA on the nucleosome to be important for binding of pTFs. Using

CG models and simulations, Tan and Takada showed that Sox2 recognizes

a certain rotational phase of its binding site which induced sliding, affecting

allosterically the binding of Oct4 or another Sox2 molecule.269 Clearly, the

DBDs are critical for pTF function but what possible role do IDRs play in

chromatin opening and subsequent reprogramming pathways?

3.4.3 Roles of intrinsic disorder in pioneer transcription factors
Disordered regions are frequently involved in protein-protein interac-

tions270 and in TFs the TADs often recruit components necessary for tran-

scription. Moreover, interplay between ordered and disordered regions is

poorly understood but expected as IDRs have usually co-evolved with

ordered regions and the conformational propensities of IDRs may therefore

be modulated by folded domains and vice versa. It is possible that, after

scanning and binding recognition sites, the DBDs act as anchors to allow

the disordered regions to inflict interactions that disrupt internucleosome

contacts in chromatin, leading to opening of the chromatin fiber. In that

way, IDRs could be involved in actively opening chromatin, modulating

oligomerization regulating pioneer activity (see below for Pu.1), or involved

in recruiting chromatin remodeling enzymes, followed by opening of chro-

matin, and subsequent binding of other transcription factors to the exposed

DNA. Ultimately, IDRs may have multiple, context-dependent roles reg-

ulated by cell-type, chromatin modifications, and local sequence determi-

nants. Nevertheless, the role of IDRs has been glimpsed recently for many

pTFs, suggesting a function in chromatin opening and a large-scale impact

on gene expression networks.

Strong evidence of IDR involvement in chromatin opening comes from

recent work from the Zaret lab, which revealed a role of IDRs in the pro-

totypical pTFs FoxA1 and FoxA2 for modulating interactions with core his-

tone proteins in a nucleosome.194 Using a combination of sequence analysis,

cross-linking, and mass spectrometry, the authors discovered a conserved 9

amino-acid sequence in the disordered C-terminal, which is critical for

chromatin opening functions through an interaction with the core histones
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in a nucleosome. This short region likely forms a transient α-helix, as helix
formation could be induced by addition of helix-promoting trifluoroethanol

in a short peptide when monitored by circular dichroism spectroscopy.

When this region was deleted, the chromatin opening ability, measured

by DNase cleavage sensitivity, was severely reduced, as well as the ability

to activate certain target genes. Using mouse embryos, the authors further

went to show that deletion of the short a-helix led to a 60% reduction

in target gene activation, severely impairing embryonic development by

affecting gene expression and chromatin accessibility. Clearly, this disor-

dered region plays a crucial role in the pioneering function of FoxA1.

Beyond pioneering functions, the FoxA proteins also have heavy ties to

cancer biology through their direct interaction with both the estrogen

and androgen receptors,271 and FoxA1 is currently hailed as a very prom-

ising therapeutic target. The interaction of FoxA1 with both receptors is

influenced by PTMs in the disordered regions, including SUMOylation

that has a negative effect on transcriptional activity and on association with

the androgen receptor.272

The key Yamanaka factor Sox2 has a short N-terminal and a long,

�200-residue C-terminal IDR flanking an HMG-box DBD.273 The

Sox2 HMG-box cooperates with the Oct4 POU-domain, and this interac-

tion is critical for producing iPSC and maintaining pluripotency but the effi-

ciency of reprogramming is conferred by the extreme C-terminal IDR274

through a currently unclear mechanism. Recent studies have shown how

Sox2 and Oct4 act in concerted fashion to invoke structural changes in

the core nucleosome structure ranging from subtle local distortion to

fully removing DNA from one side, depending on the cognate binding site

location.265 However, the dynamic events of scanning and binding that

finally lead to chromatin opening are still mostly unknown. The IDR region

immediately flanking the C-terminal side of the DBD (120–160) has

recently been implicated in RNA binding, even concurrently with the

DBD being DNA-bound.273 The authors went on to show that deletion

of the RNA binding domain severely reduced the efficiency of iPSC

generation, demonstrating a clear link between the IDR and cell

reprogramming.

Pu.1 is a hematopoietic master regulator pTF that contains an

N-terminal TAD, a disordered anionic PEST domain (rich in prolines, glu-

tamic acids, serines and threonines), and a structured DBD called ETS

(Erythroblast transformation specific) domain. Xhani et al. showed that
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Pu.1 dimerizes through its DBD and gene expression is regulated by two

distinct dimeric states: a transcriptionally active 1:1 complex and an inactive

ternary complex involving two Pu.1 molecules bound to a single DNA rec-

ognition site (Fig. 7),275 forming a negative feedback mechanism that

the authors confirmed in vivo. Using NMR spectroscopy and tryptophan

fluorescence experiments, the authors showed that the intrinsically disor-

dered PEST domain reduced the binding affinity of the second Pu.1

molecule to form a ternary complex. Interestingly, however, the PEST

domain also promotes homodimerization in the absence of DNA. The

two dimeric forms were found to be non-equivalent, with an asymmetric

DNA-bound Pu.1 dimer and a symmetric homodimer in the DNA-free

state. A legion of serines in the PEST domain is phosphorylated in vivo,

which prompted the authors to introduce phosphomimetic substitutions

in that region. Indeed, the degree of negative feedback was reduced with

phosphomimetic substitutions which promoted the formation of a trans-

criptionally active 1:1 complex with DNA. It remains to be determined

whether a similar regulatory dimerization mechanism would be observed

on nucleosomes but the positively charged histone tails may provide an addi-

tional interaction interface for the negative charges in the PEST domain.

There may furthermore be other complicating factors, as binding of Pu.1

to nucleosomes has been reported to be context-specific, suggesting a

non-classical pioneering role for Pu.1.276

Yet another example of a disordered pTF is the achaete-scute homolog 1

(Ascl1), which drives the conversion of fibroblasts to neurons.277 Ascl1 is a

relatively small transcription factor that has a characteristic polyA/polyQ

region in the N-terminal and a basic helix-loop-helix DBD in the

C-terminal. In a clever, fragment-based approach, Baronti et al. were able

to use NMR spectroscopy to dissect the highly aggregation-prone Ascl1278

and found an extended and dynamic structure with transient helix formation

yet no persistent tertiary interactions—a classical characteristic of an IDP.

Little mechanistic information is available on the interactions between

Ascl1 and DNA or nucleosomes but a genome-wide analysis showed that

it is one of only a handful of TFs that binds strongly to both DNA and nucle-

osomes albeit likely as a heterodimer.279

We have highlighted a subset of pTFs that have been studied by biophys-

ical approaches but many other established pTFs are predicted to contain

long IDRs.264 Molecular biology has over the years been extraordinarily

powerful at identifying the key players in transcriptional regulation networks
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during cell development. Yet, the link between molecular properties

of pTFs, especially the role of their IDRs, and cell reprogramming is still

largely missing. Integrative modeling approaches, using available structural

information in concert with biophysical studies and simulations, might be a

potent strategy to understand the physical principles of cell-identity path-

ways, leading us closer to controlling cell fate.

4. Common sequence features of disordered
nucleosome-binding proteins

In the disordered interactions and their regulation reviewed above,

charge emerges as a recurring theme. Charge is a principal component of

chromatin and is often utilized by IDPs to elicit a specific cellular response.

While the DNA backbone is highly acidic, the linker and core histone tails

are highly basic, creating an electrostatic balance in the NCP.280 Opposite

charges in the DNA and histone tails have been implicated in a number of

inter- and intra-nucleosomal interactions, which act to either condense or

decondense chromatin. Moreover, PTMs that alter charge in the disordered

histone tails have been shown to affect nucleosome stability.281 For instance,

neutralization of positive charge by acetylation or introduction of negative

charge by phosphorylation of basic residues in the histone H3/H4 tail

regions, weakens the histone-DNA interactions by reducing electrostatic

attraction.281 Consequently, chromatin takes on an open structure, increas-

ing nucleosome accessibility to modifying enzymes. Charge has an especially

clear role for the highly disordered H1 competitors (protamines, HMG

proteins, ProTα). A common feature among these proteins may be that

the unspecific nature of charge interactions and the high fraction of charges

allows these proteins to interact in complexes beyond a basic 1:1 stoichiom-

etry, exchange rapidly in a concentration-dependent manner, and keep

regulatory systems highly responsive despite high affinity binding. Those

molecular parameters would in turn be finely regulated by PTMs that affect

charge.

In the cell, several transcription factors, chromatin remodelers and archi-

tectural proteins function in a dynamic balance, ultimately controlling gene

expression. Understanding the effects of charge in IDPs that interact with

chromatin and chromatin-binding proteins may provide insight into their

specific cellular mechanisms. To better understand charge properties, we

calculated kappa (κ) values for the IDRs of proteins discussed in this review

(Fig. 8). κ is a patterning parameter used to describe strong and weak
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Fig. 8 Overview of the charge distribution within the intrinsically disordered regions of
nucleosome-binding proteins. Understanding the role of charge in nucleosome-binding
proteins may prove important to frame the functional space of different intrinsically dis-
ordered proteins within the context of transcriptional regulation. The parameter kappa
(κ), which can take any value between 0 and 1 and has been formulated to link sequence
properties to conformational behavior of intrinsically disordered regions,26 describes
the overall charge asymmetry in an amino-acid sequence. A low κ indicates more evenly
distributed positive and negative charge, whereas κ increasingly close to 1 indicates
blocks of positive and negative charge. The need to strongly coordinate DNA may
render charge distribution an important factor to finely tune protein-DNA interactions.
While for fully disordered proteins (shown in A) κ is found to vary considerably, for intrin-
sically disordered hinge regions linking structured domains (shown in B) κ is low and
similar across all proteins. A clear difference can be noted between the κ values of
the N-terminal (C) domains of linker histones that are involved in the physiological
homeostasis of chromatin and those expressed by sperm-line cells, which are involved
in extreme chromatin compaction and that show a lower κ. While no other trend can be
clearly seen for the other proteins or for their C-terminal domains (shown in D), it is
important to acknowledge that our classification is arbitrary and founded on the current
understanding of the role that these proteins have within the nucleosomal landscape.
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polyampholytes. A low κ value is indicative of well distributed negative and
positive charges along an intrinsically disordered domain which generate

extended ensembles, where intramolecular electrostatic attractions and

repulsions are counterbalanced.26 On the contrary, a κ value close to 1.0

indicates blocks of opposite charges that strongly interact leading to

globule-like conformations with low radius of gyration.

HMG proteins compete with histone H1 to bind chromatin and thus

HMG-nucleosome interactions often result in chromatin decondensation.

For instance, HMGA1 competes with linker H1 on SARs of nucleosomal

DNA, displacing H1 to non-SAR DNA and inhibiting chromatin compac-

tion.184 Interestingly, the κ value for HMGA1 is similar to that of the CTD

of linker H1.1, H1.2 and H1.5 (0.3<κ<0.4). Linker histone H1.5 has a

long CTD tail, containing more than two S/T-P-X-K sites, resulting in a

high affinity for heterochromatin. In contrast, H1.1 and H1.2 have shorter

CTD tails, with fewer S/T-P-X-K sites, and are enriched at euchromatic

regions.78 Therefore, charge distribution, in addition to net positive charge

and disorder, may also impact affinity.

Like HMGA1/A2, HMGB1/B2 also contain an acidic tail and displace

linker H1 from the nucleosomal dyad.173 However, unlike HMGA1/A2,

HMGB1/B2 are not completely disordered, although the disordered

CTD is required for correct HMGB function.175 HMGB1 is involved in

the regulation of p53; a tumor suppressor that binds to DNA which acts

by protect cells from malignant transformation.282,283 HMGB1 has been

shown to stimulate the linear DNA-p53 interaction in vitro and, in vivo,

p53 activity is increased.284 Additionally, HMGB1 and p53 have been

shown to directly interact via the PXXPXP motif in the disordered NTD

of p53 and HMG boxes in HMGB1. Moreover, the disordered acidic tail

in HMGB1 is a direct determinant of this interaction, as it shields the positive

charge in the HMG box decreasing p53-HMGB1 affinity and linking

disorder to protein function.285 In contrast to HMGB1, the interaction

between H1.2 and p53 induces p53 repression in DNA damage response.

Moreover, this interaction is negatively regulated by acetylation in the

p53 CTD and phosphorylation in the H1.2 CTD. In both cases, PTM acts

to disrupt the p53-H1.2 interactions, directly implicating charge and disor-

der in protein functionality.286

The connection between charge and disorder is prominent when con-

sidering the interplay of HMGN1/N2 and H1T2, H1oo and HILS1 vari-

ants. HMGN1/N2 promote chromatin decompaction by interacting with
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nucleosomal DNA at the major grooves flanking the dyad and competing

with linker H1 for binding sites.155 Furthermore, HMGN1/N2 has a low

kappa value (0.1<κ<0.2), that is similar to that of the H1T2, HILS1

and H1oo CTD and characteristic of disordered proteins. Therefore,

HMGN1/N2 may use its disorder to compete with these H1 variants for

binding sites. Interestingly, while most H1 variants have few arginine resi-

dues, H1T2 and HILS1 have an almost equal fraction of lysine and arginine

residues in the CTD. Because arginine forms stronger interactions with the

DNA phosphate backbone, the testis specific variants are likely to be harder

to displace. For instance, during spermatogenesis, inactivation of the gene

for H1T2 leads to defects in DNA condensation and chromatin packing;

effects that are not favorable in cell development.287

5. Concluding remarks

The nucleus is enriched in proteins that are disordered and thus highly

dynamic. These proteins play key roles in maintaining the genome and reg-

ulating its read-out. Despite decades of active research on IDPs and their

well-recognized importance in ensuring the homeostasis of the nucleus,

we still lack an exhaustive description of the interactions between chromatin

components and IDPs, especially with respect to how they translate to bio-

logical function and regulation. New methodological paradigms are needed

to tackle intrinsic disorder in the nucleus, because of both the intrinsic

dynamic character and the physico-chemical properties of the interacting

molecular partners, which frequently feature extremely strong electrostatics.

Consequently, in recent years there has been a considerable upsurge in

methodological development, especially for single-molecule techniques which

can discriminate distinct conformational sub-populations and sequences of

molecular events. Computational approaches that directly integrate single-

molecule data and simulations, featuring customized potential energy functions

tuned on the basis of experimental findings, have provided an unprece-

dented view of the ensemble of some key disordered interactions in the

nucleus. Remarkably, simple potential energy functions that dominantly

account for electrostatic contributions to binding, have been able to exhaus-

tively reproduce experimental findings and provide a mechanistic under-

standing of protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions.17,25,288 In the

future, such simple customized potentials may evolve into more complex
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combinations of potential energy terms that might take into account,

explicitly, the effects of post-translational modifications, such as methy-

lation and acetylation, in specific sites along intrinsically disordered

domains. Additionally, the modeling and parameterization of explicit ionic

species, especially for coarse-grained simulations, would be a conside-

rable advancement for a more accurate estimation of the energetics

involved in the nucleosomal landscape, especially considering the primary

role of ions in defining the association of strong disordered polyampholyte

chains that interact with chromatin. Overall, access to integrative modeling

approaches is still a challenge, as it requires strong collaborative efforts between

different research groups. Nevertheless, creating synergy between experi-

ments and simulations is key to refining our view of the disordered

nuclear milieu.
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Abstract

Intrinsically disordered proteins and regions (IDPs/IDRs) make up a large part of viral
proteomes, but their real prevalence across the global plant virome is still murky,
partly because of their massive diversity. Here, we propose an evolutionary quantitative
proteomic approach to foray into genomic signatures that are preserved in the amino
acid sequences of orthologous IDRs. Markedly, we found that relatively abundant IDP
varies substantially in viral species among and within plant virus families, including
according to genome size, partition or replication strategies. We also demonstrate
that most encoded proteomic modules of the plant virome contain multiple disordered
features that are phylogenomically preserved, and can be correlated to genomic,
bio-physical and evolutionary strategies. Furthermore, our focused interactome-wide
analysis highlights lines of evidence indicating that various IDPs with similar evolution-
ary signatures modulate viral multifunctionality. Moreover, estimated fractions of IDR
in the vicinity of pivotal evolutionary structural domains embedded in interaction
modules are strongly enriched with affinity binding functional annotations and relate
to vector-borne virus transmission modes. Importantly, molecular recognition features
(MoRFs) are abundantly widespread in IDRs of viral hallmark modules and their binding
partners. Finally, we propose a coarse-grained conceptual framework in which evolu-
tionary proteome-wide IDP/IDRs patterns can be, rather, reliably exploited to elucidate
their foundational fine-tuning role in plant virus transmission mechanisms. While
opening unexplored avenues for consistently predicting virus–host functions for many
new or uncharacterized viruses based on their proteomic repertoire, other consider-
ations advocating further structural IDP research in Plant Virology are thoroughly
discussed in light of viral modular evolution.
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1. The highly modular plant virus proteome

Viruses are, by orders of magnitude, the most abundant and dominant

biological entities across all plant environmental niches, and constitute a

major reservoir of genetic diversity affecting the different agroecosystems

of the extant biosphere.1 These intracellular obligate biotrophic pathogens

can infect a broad spectrum of mainly angiosperms (flowering land plants)

utilizing their host intracellular apparatuses for protein synthesis, replication

and systemic movement in order to assure their multiplication. Most

plant viral infections can be associated with disease symptoms inducing mor-

phological and physiological alterations of the infected plant hosts, which

often hampers plant performances and cause high yield losses for crops.

Encompassing two viral realms (Ribovaria and Monodnaviria), the highly

ubiquitous virome of land plants also underwent a notable evolutive expan-

sion of very diverse and distinct virus repertoires.2

1.1 Plant virus diversity and evolution
Notwithstanding the fact that genetic diversity of plant viruses is hard to

assess, plant viruses evolved a staggering diversity of genomic nature and size,

mainly dominated by positive single stranded RNA ((+)ssRNA) viruses

and, in a lesser extent by single stranded DNA (ssDNA) viruses, all deter-

mining distinct replication routes and protein expression strategies.

Furthermore, genomes of plant viruses may also encompass other types of

genomes, namely, from double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) which involve a

Reverse-transcription step to negative single stranded RNA ((�)ssRNA),

and double-strandedRNA (dsRNA).3,4 Since most RNA plant viruses have

genomes no longer than�17 kb (e.g., Closteroviridae), genomic promiscuity

may constrain virus evolution by reducing the number of sites that are

not involved in complex epistatic and pleiotropic interactions, and limiting

the possibility for gene duplication and lateral gene transfer. Paradoxically,

RNA viruses are prone to high mutation rates associated with viral RNA

polymerase mainly due to its low fidelity in the replication machinery

and lack of proofreading activity. Hence, severe fitness costs are inflicted

for those viruses that violate the error threshold, which in turn can place

a cap on genome size.5 This intricate balance between the variation gener-

ated by these high mutational rates and the biophysical constraints implicit

with small viral genomes suggests that complex adaptive trade-offs are likely

to shape the evolution of virus proteomes. Despite the similar structural and
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functional roles played by virions, they exhibit a remarkable apparent

diversity of forms, including icosahedral, filamentous, and rod shapes.

The icosahedral architecture represents another example of biophysical con-

straint preventing the capsid size expansion and resulting in the genome size

stability. In addition, viral genomes are organized into single or multiple

component nucleic acid molecules, the latter named segmented genomes.

Some segmented viruses termed multipartite viruses encapsidate their

genomic molecules in a set of separate virions which can harbor different

sizes.6 The multipartition represents another very challenging strategy

endorsing trade-offs between packaging genomic information while

maintaining viral genetic integrity and adaptive ability where viruses can

complement the mutational load through replication with reassortment of

genomic segments.7,8 Nonetheless, sharing some common functionalities,

plant viruses likewise have evolved specific and extensively various strategi-

cal mechanisms to also alleviate their lifecycles from the difficulties related

to the immobility and escape most obstacles to their intra/intercellular

spread.9 On the functional basis, plant viruses have arguably become masters

in fine-tuning viral replication, in highjacking host components and esta-

blishing specific interactions to modulate protein turnover machinery

and quench of host’s RNAi silencing defense pathways. Host range, local

cell-to-cell movement and long-distanced systemic transport through the

plant vasculature or vector-borne transmission are analogously functionally

determined by both genomic, proteomic and extrinsic ecological factors as

well and understanding the role of in host or vector range evolution remains

challenging. Besides, plant viruses also present a remarkable diversity in

their biology and can vary significantly in their hosts range (plants, plants

and fungi, plant and arthropods), from a single plant species to more than

1000, and in their transmission mode (biotic/abiotic). Recent advances in

metaviromics using detailed evolutionary RdRp-based phylogenomic

helped organize the vast expansion of the global virome with enhanced

coherence and revealed the extensive role of genetic exchange through

horizontal gene transfer, gene loss and shuffling.10 Evolution of bona fide

plant viruses is paced by multiple and independent episodes of cellular struc-

tures recruitment or modular components. The origin and evolutionary

forces accountable for such an abundant diversity of viruses spread some-

times between distantly related hosts remain still unclear. Henceforth, striv-

ing to deciphering their major or recurring tendencies through new

approaches is unquestionably essential to outline their multiple evolutionary

histories and the subsequent transition processes that molded this dazzling

virus functional biodiversity.
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1.2 Unique modular organization and functions of plant virus
proteomes

Over the long-term, viruses encompass a wide pool of interchangeably

conserved and highly evolvable functional modules contributing to their

diversified emergence.11 Irrespective of the selective constraints related to

genome size, virion shape and biology, mainly three interchangeably

functional types of virus hallmark proteins can delineate the interconnected

plant virus lifestyle: proteins enabling semi-autonomous genome replication

(replication modules), proteins responsible for virion formation and viral

transmission (morphogenetic modules) and proteins involved in intra-host

movement (MP-transport modules). Across the longstanding evolutionary

timeline, optimized sets of individual or combined functionally compa-

tible modules can be partially or entirely interchanged potentiating their

independent evolution under a wide selective landscape and enduringly

defying major genomic evolutionary limitations while contributing to

their protracted viral diversification.2 The genome replication module

of plant viruses is mainly centered around two very distinct RNA or

RT-dependent polymerases (RdRp, RT), the only gene that is conserved

in all plant viruses within the realm of Ribovaria, to the exclusion of the

rest of the global virome.3 Replicases regularly involve several virus-

encoded functional units, namely, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase

(RdRp), a helicase (HEL) that harbors NTP-motifs for displacing activity

of complementary strands in duplex nucleic acids during genome replication

and recombination, and a methyl-transferase (MET) leading the 50 capping
of RNA. Depending on the translation strategy, viral proteinases can

process polyproteins into functional elements, they are highly specific to

their substrate and exhibit multifunctional catalytic activity. With regard

to the morphogenetic modules, most plant viruses are encapsidated in heli-

cal, filamentous or icosahedral-shaped virions formed with the typical fCP

and single jelly roll (SJR) folded capsid proteins (CPs), respectively, while

some adopt more distinct structural architecture involving filamentous

nucleocapsids, or less frequently, membrane envelopes ornamented with

virus-encoded glycoproteins. Although well-conserved, the viral CPs are

very often multifunctionally involved in genome protection, transmission

and movement. By comparison, movement proteins (MPs) are evolution-

arily and structurally very diverse.12 Indeed, plant viruses need to escape

from the cell wall, the pecto-cellulosic barrier surrounding plant cell, to

reach the plant vasculature and to spread systematically in the host. Thus,

MPs represent the most noticeable unique hallmark of plant viruses,
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although highly multifunctional, their main task at the interface with

plant cell plasmodesma (PD) is to assure short-distance intracellular local

transport of virions or viral nucleoprotein complexes and to widen or

destroy the PD channel thus facilitating their passage to uninfected neigh-

boring cells towards progressive systemic movement through the host’s

vascular system.13,14 Diverse strategies have been selected alongside viral

evolution involving single or multiple proteins such as MP from the 30 K

superfamily, TGBp (triple gene block proteins) or MP-forming tubular

elements. Besides fulfilling their dedicated function, many of these viral

MP proteins evolved as RNA silencing suppressors (VSRs), to circumvent

or inactivate a wide range of biological processes from the host plant

involved in host antiviral defense.15–17 Insofar, only few plant viruses

encode no proteins directly involved in replication,2 whereas others; like

(�)ssRNA viruses (Negarnaviricota) have lost their morphogenetic module

(e.g., capsidless viruses) or encode highly specific or unique proteins.18

Nonetheless, most plant viruses encode these nonstructural and structural

modules in their genomic make up, and untangling their evolutionary

histories in light of proteomic features is essential to understanding plant

virus origins and evolution from a new vantage.

1.3 Transmission mechanisms and virus–vector interactions
of plant viruses

Plant viruses can be transmitted by very diverse ways.19 Transmission can

occur through abiotic means such as soil or water, or mechanically via

grafting or contacts during the agricultural practices, or through seeds, pol-

len. However, the majority of plant viruses that cause disease in agricultural

crops rely on an array of vectors for transmission and survival.20 In a sense,

vector-borne transmission represents a way to overcome the barriers to

inter- and intra-host viral dispersion due to the motionless nature of plants

and their pectocellulosic cell barrier.21 The plant virus-transmitting vectors

include mites, nematodes and fungi each relying on specific pathways

but insects represent the largest class of vectors. The best-characterized

plant viral insect vectors are found among Hemiptera and Thysanoptera like

aphids, leafhoppers, planthoppers, whiteflies and thrips, respectively. Some

of these biological characteristics of virus interaction are taxon-specific, yet

without full congruency with the taxonomic classification or vector life

style. Virus–vectors interactions are multiple, although some commonal-

ities are noticeable. Generally, the infection cycle begins with the vector
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encountering the virus in the plant where virus acquisition by the

vector takes place. The virus must then persist in or on the vector long

enough for the virus to be transmitted and delivered into the cells of a

new host plant. In most cases, specific viral determinants such as viral

capsid, or to lesser extent membrane glycoproteins, are essential for

vector-specific transmission. Specific virus–vector interaction can vary

in time and occurs through identified to non-identified molecules or

candidate receptors molecules in the cuticule of vectors.22,23 Recently,

integrative proteomics revealed, for example, in aphid and thrips, that

specific receptors embedded in these proteins are directly accessible

at the surface of the cuticle of specific organs, were shown to bind a plant

virus and were consistently involved in viral transmission.24–29 Additional

viral nonstructural helper proteins can foster bridging the virion to the

vector binding site. The different modes of viral transmission by vectors

include nonpersistent, semi-persistent and persistent, whereby the trans-

mission time window to disseminate the virus to a new host plant after

feeding on an infected plant by the vector lasts from seconds to minutes,

hours to days, or days to weeks, respectively.30,31 Briefly, noncirculative

nonpersistent (NC-NP) plant viruses are retained in the insect stylet, a

specialized sucking mouth element. Semi-persistent (NC-SP) viruses are

internalized in the insect by binding to chitin lining the foregut, but do

not appear to enter tissues. Persistent viruses are taken up into and retained

by insect tissues and are characterized by invading the salivary glands.32

Persistent viruses can be further divided into circulative, nonpropagative

(CP-NPr), and circulative, propagative (CP-Pr). Circulative viruses

must escape the insect digestive tracts and extent to neighboring organs

to reach the salivary glands for transmission implicating the interactions

of viral-host proteins.33 Circulative viruses generally follow a similar

acquisition route by vectors and this begins in the gut of the insect.

After entry into gut epithelial cells, the paths for virus movement between

cells and dissemination to other tissues diverge, sometimes even for

viruses within a family. The identification of cuticular protein receptors

of plant viruses within their insect vectors constitute a crucial challenge

to understanding the fundamental mechanisms of transmission and offers

avenues for future alternative control strategies to limit viral spread.34–38

Generally, the limited span of insect vectors exploited by viruses suggest

relatively strong evolution pressure and bottlenecks by the necessities of

vector transmission,39 and often disclose large-scale coevolutionary

patterns ruled by vector-type.40 This coevolution process implies both
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a perennial arms race that fosters diversification of viral escape or cooper-

ation strategies and elaboration of host defense pathways during the

ubiquitous interaction with cellular hosts.

1.4 Evolutionary structural modules and proteomic make up
It is well established that most proteins often exhibit highly modular struc-

ture. Proteins domains, or modules, are compact and stable protein structural

units which can occur either in the standalone form or as part of multi-

domain architectures. They are crucial macromolecular players. At this

point, it is important to underline the fundamental notion of structural

domain. Often, however, domains are characterized differently—as distinct

regions of protein sequence that are highly conserved in evolution. These

are essential to the functioning of the cell and fold into well-packed yet

highly ordered structural units which are evolutionarily highly conserved.

They fold in specific three-dimensional (3D) atomic spatial arrangements

and function largely independently separated by flexible loops and relatively

rigid regions in the form of turns and coils. They contribute to overall

protein stability by establishing a multiplicity of intramolecular interactions

mainly through interaction between hydrophobic residues in inter-domain

interfaces. Interactions also augment the stability of individual domains,

which constrains mutational substitution of interacting residues. These

folds are generally defined by the composition, architecture and topology

of their core “helix” and “sheet” secondary structure elements. This matches

the common concept that surface residues are less conserved in proteins

when compared to those that are buried in the structural core. In evolution,

protein structures are evolutionarily highly conserved and capable of pre-

serving an accurate record of genomic history over long evolutionary

periods. They represent “relics” of molecular evolution and express the

greatest levels of genomic redundancy and reuse. These compact, recurrent

and independent folding units of protein structure sometimes combine

with other domains to form multidomain proteins, a process driven mostly

by the evolutionary forces of genomic rearrangement.41 The salient features

of structural domains (that is, independent folding and stability) conduce

them to become distinct evolutionary units, which exist as stand-alone pro-

teins or as parts of various domain architectures in multidomain proteins

exhibiting various topologies, functions (here considered as modules).

Often, the basic physicochemical interactions and the associated structural

and sequence motifs are conserved throughout a fold or even across fold
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boundaries. Perhaps more important, on several instances, the same activity

and/or function is performed by two or more unrelated folds in different

viruses or in different viral systems in the same virus group. Comparisons

of structural and functional modules repertoires reveals both substantial

similarities between different viral species, particularly with respect to the

relative abundance of modules, and major differences. The most notable

manifestation of such differences is the viral lineage-specific expansion of

these modules, which probably points to unique adaptations of viruses to

their cellular context (host plant, vector insect, virion structure).

1.5 Chasing intrinsic disorder for plant virology: The promise
of an emerging field

Plant viral proteins, and Ribovaria viral proteins specifically, display

some level of disordered regions and loosely packed conformations.

These features might endow viral proteins with increased structural mallea-

bility and newly exploited effective adaptability paths to interact with the

components of the host.42,43 They could also reflect high adaptability

degrees andmutation rates observed in plant viruses, thus, denoting a unique

strategy to buffer the mutational deleterious effects. While undeniably still

in its early infancy, intrinsic disorder of land plant virus proteomes must

be duly considered in order to provide fundamental generalizations on

evolutionary patterns of transmission, on host range evolution, and on risk

prediction of disease emergence. Nevertheless, our present fundamentally

comprehensive proteome-wide analysis therefore highlights the extent to

which evolution has fine-tuned viral proteomes, and not just the native

structures, of complex biomolecules. Herein, using a coarse-grained

approach, this chapter uncovers unique insight for the generality and impor-

tance of protein disorder in evolutionary proteomics of plant viruses and

summarize the emerging global understanding on the IDP landscape across

all evolutionary lineages of the global plant virome.We propose a complete,

even though preliminary, framework of the forthcoming global plant virus

disordome and invite the further inclusion of IDP into mainstream plant

virology to advance our understanding of viral evolution.

2. Protein disorder composition in plant viruses: Terra
incognita

In plant viruses, the vast majority of structural and nonstructural viral

proteins of their proteome (e.g., replicase, capsid and movement proteins)
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are still poorly characterized. Although, well-conserved 3D structure (fold)

and functions are vital for competent viral life cycle,43–47 particularly at

the interplay of host interactions, many proteins or regions of proteins

never assume a specific fold and lack defined tertiary structure in their native

functional state. Rather, they operate as ensembles of fast interconvertible

conformers.48–54 Natively unfolded proteins exist as a dynamic ensemble

of conformations expressing several crucial biological functions under

specific physiological conditions.55,56 Proteins may be moderately or

entirely intrinsically disordered, encompassing a wide array of malleable

conformations depending on the amount of disorder. Intrinsically unstruc-

tured or disordered protein/regions (IDPs, IDRs) are pivotal to viral inter-

actions networks including their flexibility and are often associated with

diseases.57–59 Contrastingly to cellular organisms, viruses rely much more

extensively on disordered proteins, to optimally exploit the functional

landscape of their proteome.60–63

2.1 Viral protein intrinsic disorder: Evolutionary functional
modulator of adaptability

Particular properties of the viral lifestyle may predispose these obligate

parasites toward use of IDR. Undeniably, some viruses are encoded within

spatially restricted genomes, and the ability to execute diverse or even com-

plementary functions, facilitated by structural reorganization, may carry

advantageous features from the biophysical or coevolutionary stance.64–67

The capacity to rapidly acquire motifs made accessible within disordered

protein stretches that modulate interaction with host proteins may also con-

stitute a valuable asset under particular biotic circumstances. While viral

evolutionary switch often occurs between genetically unrelated hosts, viral

evolvability afforded by genomically encoded flexibility may appear an

important feature within certain families and foster coevolutionary coupling

even with relatively well-folded partners.68 Consequently, because they

undergo faster evolutionary changes than folded domains, disordered

regions may favor the rate of emergence of new adaptive phenotypes, in

addition to the wide range of potential genotypes. Hence, while the func-

tional protein interface involved in virus–host interaction may remain

relatively conserved, short motifs can easily tolerate variability and evolve

de novo more rapidly. Viruses can efficiently gain functional domains from

their host, however, horizontally transferred genes are typically acquired

only by larger viruses that can integrate a pinched genetic element from their

host into their genome without functional loss of essential other proteins.69
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Therefore, viruses with small genomes would better benefit from the struc-

tural and multifunctional flexibility and evolutionary optimal disordered

regions to adapt to or explore different environmental niches.43,46

Alternatively, these small-sized viral genomes may be so constrained

to encode a limited and relatively more conserved set of structural proteins

harboring largely ordered domains. Interestingly, some viruses can avoid

such constraints by tolerating more genomic promiscuity with overlap-

ping proteins over different reading frames.With respect to the global diver-

sity of the land plant virome (Angiosperms), we expected that these

evolutionary-driven constraints would result in significant variability in

IDP prevalence across different distributions of IDRs among different

plant viral groups. The use of compact protein interfaces allows increased

redundancy by permitting functionality to be mediated by a set of short

disordered regions (e.g., domains of HSP70h in the family Closteroviridae

or retroviral Gag proteins with the family Caulimoviridae) rather than on a

single globular interface, resulting in increased evolutionary robustness of

viral proteomes.70 Convergently, other studies have focused on human

and animal viruses and the prevalence of IDP and its correlation with motifs

involved in manipulating cell signaling, targeting host proteins for

proteasomal degradation, directing viral proteins to the correct subcellular

localizations, altering transcription of host proteins and deregulating cell

cycle checkpoints.71,72 While the functional importance of IDP interactions

in viruses has been established, to date there is limited understanding

of the nature and diversity of such IDRs across different viruses.

Henceforth, a in depth understanding of the role of IDP in plant viruses

is essential if we are to fully grasp the relationships between protein sequence

and function, and furthermore to decipher the relationships between the

overall diversity of plant proteome architectures and long-standing evolu-

tionary strategies opted by plant viruses. Insofar, information about IDP

for plant viral proteomes remain scarce. To date, only few attempts have

been done in elucidating functional role of specific disordered regions of

specific plant viral proteins such as the VPgs in the economically important

families Potyviridae and Solemoviridae.64,73–78 Furthermore, the structural

analysis of IDPs may appear challenging because of their involvement in a

plethora of pathogenicity pathways,61,79,80 which makes IDPs attractive

targets for disease management strategies. For this reason, herein, we set

out to explore the striking variation in viral protein disorder in a represen-

tative group of plant viruses. Regardless of whether the proteomic evolution

drives that of IDP, or vice versa, the exact relationship between these two
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fundamental biological features with virus biology has never been investi-

gated. To explore the nature of these patterns across the whole plant

proteome and its known biodiversity using comparative evolutionary

proteomics in order to deepen our understanding of the still under-

appreciated viral structural protein disorder, we summarize our findings

and describe its extent and meaningful features in the plant virosphere.

3. The global plant virus proteome reveals overhauling
IDP abundance and variability

To explore and grasp the importance of IDP across the global plant

viral proteome, we retrieved predicted protein disorder of 1003 plant virus

genomes from the RefSeq Database (NCBI)38, looking systematically for

trends within and between families of plant viruses. The emphasis was

focused on the prevalence of IDP variation in whole proteomes or in part,

together with variation in genome and proteome size, structural proteins

and by other viral biological features such as the transmission mode, or

nature of genome (DNA or RNA, single or double stranded, non-/

segmented, mono-/multipartite). Since various predictors outputs appeared

relatively well correlated,81 there were clear relationships between predicted

disorder (%IDP) for viral genomes, we relied on IUPRED, PONDR

VLXT and metapredictors D2P2 to survey the entire plant virome.50,51,82,83

We also focused on predictions within specific structural proteins,

noting that the overall survey results were very strongly correlated, regardless

which way the analysis was completed. The percent disorder (%IDP) for

a plant viral genome represents the percentage of residues which the

IUPred2A and PONDR softwares84,85 predicts to be disordered, with a

cut-off of greater than 0.5. The mean percent disorder for all surveyed viral

genomes investigated was 4.7% (standard deviation 0.8%, data not shown).

Plots of %IDP vs genome and proteome size for each studied plant virus

within a family and replication type summarize the global tendencies

(Fig. 1), and mean %IDP for a set of representative viral families was

comprehensively tabulated (Table 1). We noted that plant viral genomes

encode a strikingly high IDP amplitude, with minima-maxima values

ranging between 0.01% (Higrevirus, Kitaviridae) and 26.83% (Tymovirus,

Tymoviridae) (Fig. 1). Among viral categories based on genome nature,

the mean %IDP was seen to significantly range between the major viral fam-

ilies, and within them, e.g., from 2.6% (Reoviridae) to 7.1% (Amalgaviridae)

for the dsRNA, from 0.9% (Nanoviridae) to 8.2% (Genomoviridae) for the
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ssDNA, from 0.3% (Fimoviridae) to 2.73% (Rhabdoviridae) for the (�)ssRNA,

and from 1.5% (Secoviridae) to 14.5% (Tymoviridae) and 17.3% (Luteoviridae)

for the RNA viruses (Table 1). Furthermore, a considerable variability

within families was also observed as summarized by the standard deviation

for each family with the studied viral types (Table 1 and Fig. 1). Essentially,

the highest standard deviation was observed in the family Tymoviridae and to

a lesser extent in the familyAlphaflexiviridae andTombusviridae.We examined

the relationships between viral disorder abundance and genomic size

within every viral family at the genus level (data not shown). Amid a brief

Fig. 1 Overall relationships of the predicted intrinsic protein disorder (IDP) in the Global
Plant Virome. General IDP vs Genomic features Correlation between IDP with the
genome and proteome features of 1003 plant viruses from the RefSeq database.
Genomic replication types are single strand RNA positive strand ((+)ssRNA), single
strand RNA negative strand ((�)ssRNA), double strand RNA (dsRNA), single strand
DNA ((�)ssDNA and ambivalent (+/�)ssDNA), double strand DNA retrotranscribing
(dsDNA-RT). Inside panel are the same plots with their respective R2 slope in the middle
matrix.
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Table 1 Prevalence of IDP across the diverse evolutionary lineages of the plant virome.





foray at higher taxonomic resolution within viral families, some genera

show significantly high noticeable IDP values namely, Alphaflexiviridae

(Allexivirus), Caulimoviridae (Cavemovirus, Rosadnavirus), Secoviridae

(Waikavirus), Tombusviridae (Tombusvirus, Umbravirus), Tymoviridae

(Tymovirus), Virgaviridae (Pomovirus, Tobamovirus) showed extensive varia-

tion, while for other families the abundance of protein disorder remains

very comparable across all constitutive members.

4. General affinity of phylogenomically unrelated small
plant virus proteomes with increased IDP

The mean genome size of the investigated plant virus dataset

varies from 2.2 kb (Genomoviridae, ssDNA) to 16.3–17 kb (Closteroviridae,

ssRNA and Tospoviridae, respectively) with the exception of 27.3 kb

(Reoviridae, dsRNA) (Table 1). When examining whether viral families

with smaller genomes tend to have more disordered proteins, it appears

that IDP prevalence within and between taxonomically and phylogeneti-

cally closely related viral groups can be highly variable. For example, within

the viral order Durnavirales, both small genome-sized dsRNA families

Amalgaviridae (7.1% �1.6) and Partitiviridae (3.1% �2.07), but also between

the members of the family Solemoviridae (Sobelivirales) 7.83% �2.8 with

contrast to the related family Secoviridae (Picornavirales) 1.4% �1.08.

Within another group of genetically related ssRNA viruses, the order

Tymovirales, additional striking variation can be uncovered within with the

Alphaflexiviridae (7.5% �4.5), Betaflexiviridae (2.1% �1.5) and the Tymoviridae

(14.5% �5.9). Remarkably, among most investigated large-sized ((�)

ssRNA), all orders belonging to the phylum Negarnaviricota namely, the

Bunyavirales (Fimoviridae, Phenuiviridae and Tospoviridae), the Serpentoivirales

(Aspiviridae) and the Mononegavirales (Rhabdoviridae), present relatively similar

(with the exception of the Rhabdoviridae) and low %IDP, spanning 0.33%

�0.23 to 0.56% �0.6, 0.8% �0.06 and 2.73% �1.96, respectively

(Table 1). Using a nonparametric Spearman’s correlation coefficient to

quantify the degree of association between the IDP abundance and the

rank of genomic features, substantial lines of evidence support this assump-

tion. We examined the relationships between viral disorder abundance and

genomic size within every viral family (Table 1). Within the dsRNA viral

type, there is a significant strong negative correlation between mean %IDP

among members of the family Reoviridae and mean genome or proteome

size, considering only an average for each family as a single data-point in
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the analysis. Overall, except for the familyReoviridae, smaller viral proteomes

tend to have more IDP (Table 1, Fig. 1). Contrastingly, in the same viral

category, the family Endornaviridae, a moderate and strong positive correla-

tion is observed between viral %IDP, and genome and proteome size,

respectively. Within the ssDNA category, the family Genomoviridae exhibit

the strongest negative correlation between %IDP and proteome size,

whereas in the family Nanoviridae, a high positive correlation is observed.

Likewise in several (+)ssRNA virus families with highly compacted

proteomes and overlapping ORFs, such as Luteoviridae, Tymoviridae and

Solemoviridae, high IDP correlated with lower genome size values together

with proteome range, whereas the families Bromoviridae that harbor genome

size similar to the large-sized Tymoviridae intriguingly exhibit very low IDP

value.While some of the families are relatively small, or have little variability

likely associated with relatively recent common genetic origins, for others

there is a significantly extensive variation to admit further interpretation.

In a number of families, genome size together with few other genomic

features, such as genome and proteome size, was substantially positively

correlated to protein disorder, and accounted for an appreciable proportion

of the variation in disorder. These were the families Amalgaviridae,

Nanoviridae, Endornaviridae, Tymoviridae, Botourmiaviridae, Alphaflexiviridae,

Virgaviridae, Secoviridae and Kitaviridae. Out of all investigated viral taxa,

the Genomoviridae and the Phenuiviridae, Fimoviridae, Tospoviridae viral fami-

lies exhibited revelatory distinct negative correlations between genomic or

proteomic size and %IDP, respectively, whereas others presented moderate

extent of both correlations. Table 1 illustrates these trends for a representa-

tive set of families under study.

5. Emerging patterns in amino acid composition as a
potential predictor of IDP and virus functional
biology

Notwithstanding the relative universality of the genetic code and its

conservation across species, synonymous codons are not equivalently used

due to degeneracy, and codon biases can vary severely between across

genetic sequences within the same genome.86,87 As a result of the redun-

dancy of the genetic code, adjacent pairs of amino acids can be encoded

by many different pairs of synonymous codons raising the question of to

what extent the actual encoding in plant viruses is related to IDP.

Various factors can influence codon usage bias within and across genomes,
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including protein expression level and GC content.88 Although each species

clusters toward a specific setting of codons,86,88 the origin and evolutionary

drivers of these preferences remains largely unclear. Codon usage variation

within genomes (intraspecies codon usage) is often attributed to selection,

due to the significant positive correlation between protein expression levels

and the presence of “preferred” or “optimal” codons.89 Processes that drive

codon usage variation across viral genomes (interspecies codon usage) are

generally thought to be mutational,90,91 although the magnitude to which

these processes are ruled by mutation-selection principles, or biased genetic

conversion remains largely debated.92 Genomic GC content has been

identified as the strongest determinant of codon usage variation across

species.93,94 Consequently, GC-rich organisms tend to favor GC-rich

codons whereas AT-rich organisms are enriched in AT-rich codons.88

However, codon usage bias is uneven across open reading frames (ORFs)

of viral genomic organization, and many viral genes exhibit little or no

codon usage bias. Most amino acids are encoded by two to six synonymous

codons and it has been advocated that protein folding and functions can be

influenced by synonymous codon substitutions.95 Correlations between

codon usage and propensities to form certain protein structural motifs

have been previously investigated.96–98 The viral fitness is also proposed

to be affected by codon modifications of viral genomes.99 Furthermore,

amino acid biases in viral genome composition can also inform host–virus
associations. In any case, genomic biases can coarsely discriminate viruses

from different host taxa within several well-studied RNA viral taxa.100–103

Virus–host biological interaction is a continuous coevolutionary process

involving both host immune system and viral escape mechanisms.

Moreover, the amino acids frequency in IDRs/IDPs significantly differs

from that of ordered proteins45,104,105). Recently, regions predicted to

be unstructured were found to be preferentially encoded by nonoptimal

codons, whereas regions likely to be well structured are preferentially

encoded by preferred codons.106 These studies led to the hypothesis that

codon usage and protein structures coevolved to allow proper folding

of proteins. Underlying all hypotheses regarding the role of codon usage

in plant virus IDP and although it is not clear why some codon pairs are

under- or overrepresented, is the assumption that codon identity regulates

protein folding through the influence of the rate of translation elongation.

With respect to plant viruses, clear evidence supporting this assumption is

lacking, however. Notwithstanding the expected role of codon usage in

regulating protein folding, studies based on solved protein structures have
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not yielded clear correlations between codon usage and specific structural

elements. Yet, it has long been recognized that systematic effects on amino

acid usage are influenced by base composition (Novoa et al., 2019).

Consequently, as disordered residues favor G and particularly C rich

codons and has been reported to correlate host,107 in plant virus inves-

tigation, it appears essential to tease apart potential confounding impact

of disorder relationship with base compositional effects. In the present

genome-wide investigation covering the plant virus proteome, we

address such fundamental open questions and made two interrelated obser-

vations: (1) %IDP and %GC content are correlated (2) and %IDP, %GC

and amino acid compositions can, in some viral taxon, be considered as

potential predictor to host or vector. Hence, it appears crucial to charac-

terize whether the base composition is higher because of selection on

disorder, or vice versa, but most generally base composition is a strong

biasing feature that occurs most prominently at synonymously variable

sites, thus it is perhaps a more parsimonious explanation to consider

base composition as a potential modulator in protein disorder variability,

rather than contrariwise. At first glance, Table 2 suggests that both effects

occur. First, using a comprehensive dataset, there is a substantial both pos-

itive (Endornaviridae, Closteroviridae, Fimoviridae, Reoviridae) and negative

(Genomoviridae, Nanoviridae, Botourmiaviridae, Kitaviridae and Tospoviridae)

correlation of %GC content in plant viruses with predicted protein

disorder (Fig. 1), despite the fact that base composition preferences at

these sites do not fundamentally modify the amino acid sequences. This

suggests that viral %GC is indeed a substantial driver of the extent of

predicted protein disorder in plant viruses. The stronger correlations

observed for genomic %GC indicate that it is likely that selection pressures

favoring or avoiding protein disorder also have an additional universal

impact on viral %IDP within specific evolutionary viral lineages.

Accordingly, we attempted to determine if IDP had a direct relationship

with proteome size and number of proteins (Fig. 1). Among several

families of the dsRNA viruses (Amalgaviridae and Endornaviridae), the

ssDNA viruses (Nanoviridae) and (+)ssRNA viruses (Alphaflexiviridae,

Secoviridae, Tymoviridae), strong positive correlation were observed,

whereas a strong negative correlation were noticed for one family among

the dsRNA viruses (Reoviridae), ssDNA viruses (Genomoviridae), (�)

ssRNA viruses (Fimoviridae, Phenuiviridae, Tospoviridae). Intriguingly, a

substantial number of virus taxa for which a negative IDP%-proteome

size correlation has been reported are transmitted in a circulative persistent
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Table 2 Overview to predicted intrinsic protein disorder (IDP) in a taxonomically representative selected subset of plant viruses the Global
Plant Virome.

Realm Kingdom Phylum Class Order Rep_type Family Genus Viral Species Abbrev. GKb GC% #Prot %IDP* RdRp MP CP CAI NMoR LMoR

Monodnaviria Cressdnaviricota Arfiviricetes Muplavirales ssDNA Nanoviridae Babuvirus Banana bunchy top virus BBTV 6.40 40 5 0.9 21.7 48.7 30.0 0.68 14.0 18.0

Nanovirus Subterranean clover stunt virus SCSV 5.99 39 6 0.7 24.2 39.3 19.0 0.66 6.0 8.5

Repensiviricetes Geplafuvirales Genomoviridae Gemycircularvirus Bromus associated gemycircularvirus 1 BaGV 2.24 48 2 10.8 15.4 NA 26.3 0.69 3.0 17.6

Geminiviridae Becurtovirus Beet curly top Iran virus BCTIV 2.85 41 5 0.7 23.2 38.8 35.7 0.69 10.0 14.5

Begomovirus Bean golden yellow mosaic virus BGYMV 5.24 39 8 3.0 8.5 23.2 37.2 0.66 9.0 13.4

Capulavirus Euphorbia caput-medusae latent virus EcmLV 2.68 40 7 10.2 14.6 NA 31.4 0.70 NA NA

Curtovirus Beet curly top virus California BCTV 2.93 39 6 2.7 7.5 34.9 34.2 0.67 NA NA

Eragrovirus Eragros�s curvula streak virus ECSV 2.75 49 3 2.8 18.3 31.4 29.0 0.69 5.0 13.2

Grablovirus Grapevine red-blotch associated virus GRBV 3.21 41 5 5.3 16.3 NA 39.5 0.66 NA NA

Mastrevirus Maize streak virus A MSV 2.69 49 4 3.9 27.8 49.5 29.2 0.73 2.0 10.0

Topocuvirus Tomato pseudo-curly top virus TPCTV 2.86 42 6 9.3 14.3 34.4 21.1 0.67 NA NA

Turncurtovirus Turnip curly top virus TCTV 2.98 42 6 4.8 17.5 40.3 22.5 0.66 NA NA

Ribovaria Lenarviricota Alassoviricetes Levivirales ssRNA(+) Botourmiaviridae Ourmiavirus Ourmia melon virus OuMV 4.85 52 3 6.8 6.2 49.3 32.9 0.69 12.0 14.6

Pisuviricota Duploviricetes Durnavirales dsRNA Amalgaviridae Amalgavirus Southern tomato virus STV 3.44 48 2 5.4 27.1 NA 45.9 0.72 5.0 12.0

Pisoniviricetes Picornavirales ssRNA(+) Secoviridae Comovirus Cowpea mosaic virus CPMV 9.37 42 5 0.6 33.3 11.7 12.4 0.68 NA NA

Sobelivirales ssRNA(+) Solemoviridae Sobemovirus Southern bean mosaic virus SBMV 4.13 50 5 6.4 20.8 0.5 32.9 0.69 NA NA

Stelpaviricetes Patatavirales ssRNA(+) Potyviridae Potyvirus Potato virus Y PVY 9.70 42 2 18.7 9.7 9.4 29.9 0.67 2.0 20.0

Kitrinoviricota Alsuviricetes Hepelivirales ssRNA(+) Benyviridae Benyvirus Beet necro�c yellow vein virus BNYVV 15.91 40 10 2.2 9.7 11.4 48.8 0.64 27.0 13.3

ssRNA(+) Bromoviridae Cucumovirus Cucumber mosaic virus CMV 8.62 46 5 5.4 21.4 20.8 22.0 0.66 12.0 15.3

Closteroviridae Velarivirus Li�le cherry virus 1 LChV1 16.93 35 8 1.8 11.3 2.3 6.3 0.65 28.0 11.1

Ampelovirus Li�le cherry virus 2 LChV2 15.05 41 10 3.4 15.3 5.9 18.6 0.64 18.0 12.7

Virgaviridae Tobamovirus Tomato brown rugose fruit virus ToBFRV 6.39 42 3 0.2 18.6 32.7 15.7 0.68 5.0 10.6

Tobamovirus Tobacco mosaic virus TMV 6.40 43 6 0.3 11.1 17.7 16.7 0.65 NA NA

Tymovirales ssRNA(+) Alphaflexiviridae Potexvirus Potato virus X PVX 6.44 47 5 0.8 23.1 31.9 27.9 0.70 5.0 10.0

Tymoviridae Tymovirus Turnip yellow mosaic virus TYMV 6.32 57 3 26.8 4.1 24.5 36.0 0.70 3.0 6.0

Tolucaviricetes Tolivirales Luteoviridae Luteovirus Barley yellow dwarf virus BYDV 5.68 46 7 14.0 22.5 76.5 28.5 0.69 6.0 12.2

Polerovirus Potato leafroll virus PLRV 5.99 49 8 18.5 26.3 71.8 33.2 0.68 24.0 16.4

Tombusviridae Tombusvirus Tomato bushy stunt virus TBSV 4.78 48 7 0.3 18.6 35.6 13.2 0.67 NA NA

Duplornaviricota Resentoviricetes Reovirales dsRNA Reoviridae Phytoreovirus Rice dwarf virus RDV 2.48 44 13 2.7 13.5 16.9 13.1 0.66 19.0 9.7

Negarnaviricota Ellioviricetes Bunyavirales ssRNA(+/-) Tospoviridae Orthotospovirus Tomato spo�ed wilt virus TSWV 16.63 35 5 0.3 7.7 28.5 15.5 0.66 NA NA

Monjiviricetes Mononegavirales Rhabdoviridae Cytorhabdovirus Le�uce necro�c yellows virus LNYV 12.81 43 6 1.8 19.6 2.0 20.8 0.68 NA NA

Mononegavirales Nucleorhabdovirus Maize mosaic virus MzMV 12.13 47 6 3.1 13.2 25.5 11.6 0.70 NA NA

Pararnavirae Artverviricota Retraviricetes Ortervirales dsDNA-RT Caulimoviridae Caulimovirus Cauliflower mosaic virus CaMV 8.02 39 7 9.2 19.9 11.1 28.2 0.68 11.0 24.8

*PONDR® VSL2B

Orthornavirae

Martellivirales

ssRNA(-)

ssRNA(-)

Taxonomic classification, general IDP and IDP per hallmark protein RdRp, MP, CP (IUPRED Long). Genomic features: Genome length, number of proteins per
genome CAI (Codon Adaptive Index). NMoR (average number of predicted MoRFs), LMoR (average lengths of predicted MoRFs. Genomes and proteomes are part
of the global dataset of 1003 plant viruses from the RefSeq database (NCBI).



and propagative mode, additionally suggesting that disordered regions are

often found in viral genomes encoding overlapping regions of proteins.

Since many plant viruses are transmitted by one or several vector in a

specific mode, we also verified the possible relationship between all

tabulated correlations and the transmission mode. Additionally, we exam-

ined whether these relationships were statistically significant. Using the

important and genetically exceedingly variable family Closteroviridae as

an example, we examined the genomic %IDP, %GC and profiles the

amino acid composition of these CP-specific transmitted viruses. These

semi-persistently transmitted viral species harbor remarkably long

genomes encoding exceptionally large proteome size, and associated to

different vector species (Aphid, Whitefly and Mealybugs) with one genus

where the vector is still unknown (Velarivirus). Indeed, a complementary

feature of putative disordered proteomic regions is a compositional bias

toward polar and charged residues. Suggesting that IDP can depict

enriched content of disorder-promoting residues (Lys, Glu, Pro, Ser,

Gln, Gly, Arg) and a depleted content of order-promoting residues

(Trp, Cys, Phe, Ile, Tyr, Val, Asn and Leu). The amino acids His, Met,

Ala and Thr are not consistently enriched or depleted among intrinsically

disordered proteins, consequently are considered disorder-order neutral

residues.108,109 The compositional preference in amino acids is detected

by comparing the fractional difference in composition between a given

set of proteins and a set of ordered proteins. To carry out our amino acid

compositional analysis, we used the Composition Profiler tool (back-

ground sample PDB select 25) in a representative dataset. We investiga-

ted the propensity of intrinsic disorder derived from the whole

proteome of each individual viral species and at genus level in the family

Closteroviridae using well-established disorder predictors and computed

the fractional compositional difference of the Closteroviridae proteome

relative to a set of highly ordered proteins. Our comparative analysis on

this data subset was directed by the critical observation that overall disor-

dered proteins/regions have noticeably different amino acid compositions

than do ordered proteins/regions. For the comparative analysis, the

enrichment or depletion of individual amino acids was determined and

plotted (from order-promoting to disorder-promoting residues with red

for the most depleted to green for the most enriched) with annotation

as to whether a residue was disorder-promoting (green in Fig. 2; W, I,

H, M, A, G, Q, N, and P), order-promoting (red in Fig. 2; C, F, V, L,

R, S), or disorder-neutral (R and T depending on genus). Overall, amino

acid composition varied across Closteroviridae proteomes although with
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Fig. 2 Compositional profiling Heatmap of 50 proteomes within the Family Closteroviridae ((+)ssRNA) and their Vectors. Amino acid deter-
minants defining structural and functional differences between the ordered and intrinsically disordered proteins. Positive and negative
values, respectively, correspond to enrichment and depletion of given residues within query proteomes. Amino acids are represented as
disorder-promoting, namely, residues found more abundantly in IDPs (red), whereas order-promoting correspond to residues in which
IDPs are depleted (green), or disorder neutral (white). Members of the genus Velarivirus and recently sequenced or uncharacterized viruses
(Unclassified) have no assigned vectors. (*) Information in parentheses indicate natural vectors.



strong genus-dependent congruence. Distinctively, two phylogenomically

close genera criniviruses and velariviruses were depleted I, Y, N K amino

acid, whereas both remaining genera, namely the the closteroviruses and

ampeloviruses, where most enriched in V and R amino acids and weakly

depleted or neutral in residue K. Moreover, these results showed signifi-

cant genus/vector-dependent correlations between the proteomic amino

acid composition profile and genomic %GC with %IDP among viruses

and their vectors across different genera of this diverse family. Because

the members of the family Closteroviridae tend to have large genomes of

similar size, the overall trend noted initially of smaller viral families having

more disorder was not allied with the effects of %GC on genome size

(Fig. 2). Yet the overall variation in %GC and amino compositions

could be clearly positively related to IDP and type of vector within this

important family of plant viruses transmitted with different vector species

in a noncirculative and semipersistent way.31,110 Generally, it has been

proposed that viral proteins of vector-borne plant viruses are subject to

greater purifying selection on amino acid change than those viruses

transmitted by other pathways and that virus–vector interactions impose

greater selective pressure than those between virus and plant host.137

Thus, an attractive proposition is that viral GC and IDP fluctuations can

provide viruses with a variety of modulating leverages and may reflect

evolutionary adaptations to their surrounding cellular environments.

While this proposition is at face value plausible, more substantial evidence

will be necessary to guarantee a robust conceptual scaffold to these

assumptions.

Once the tracking effect of GC content on IDP is considered, further,

until now unknown for plant viruses, universal amino acid specific rules

governing the identity of selectively favored codons may be explored. To

determine the relationship between codons, genomic features and predicted

disordered residues in proteins within plant viral proteomes, we used the

codon adaptation index (CAI,91) to score the codon usage bias for each

codon for the protein-encoding genomes within same whole representative

set of the global plant virome. CAI measures the deviation of a given gene

sequence toward usage in highly expressed genomic regions and assigns a

score between 0 and 1 for each codon. A higher CAI grade indicates a stron-

ger preference to use optimal codons. For each genome of a taxonomically

representative set of plant viruses, a simple Pearson correlation coefficient

was calculated between CAIs, different genomic features and IDP scores.

In our genome-wide analysis, negative correlation means that nonoptimal

codons are preferentially used in disordered residues. Surprisingly, at
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whole-genome level, most of plant viruses had a moderate to significant

negative correlation with both genome and proteome size in contrast with

both IDP and GC where a strong positive correlation was recorded (Fig. 3).

Focusing at module-level (RdRp, MP, CP), CAI is positively correlated

with their specific IDP. Remarkably, the average correlation is the highest

and lowest in the RdRp and CP modules, respectively, which encode for

most conserved domains. Yet they also exhibit lowest and highest percent-

age of disordered residues, respectively, meaning that the observed positive

correlations between CAI and overall IDP scores are mostly due to disor-

dered residues and are most likely biologically very relevant. Finally, and

most staggering, inversely to both proteome and genome length, the stron-

gest negative correlation was found between CAI and the abundance of

MoRFs across all evolutionary lineages of the global plant virome.

Together, this prime quantitative approach has proven productive and these

results suggest consistently that nonoptimal codons are favorably exploited

for encoding IDRs at the whole viral proteome-wide scale.

6. The global plant virus MoRFome: Gaining functional
insights in viral IDP-mediated binding contextual
landscape via harnessing interface molecular
recognition features

Plant viruses are engaged, through their proteomic repertoires, in a

complex array of functional and biophysical interactions often implying

Fig. 3 Correlation matrix showing the relationship between CAI, IDP and proteomic fea-
tures within a selected set of taxonomically representative plant virus species across all
major plant virus evolutionary lineages. CAI measures the deviation of a given genomic
sequence and assigns a score between 0 and 1 for each codon. A higher CAI score indi-
cates a stronger preference to use preferred codons. NMoRFs : Avetage number of
MoRFs. LMoRFs : Average length of MoRFs.
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induced folding with other host cellular proteins in relatively hostile con-

ditions. The structural malleability of IDRs enables particularly efficient

and promiscuous interface connection, e.g., through ATP-, RNA- and

protein receptor-binding, with a broad range of structurally diverse

partners.111–114 Congruently, functional and evolutionary high flexibility

in protein–protein interaction networks, whether through permanent

or transient binding, are most often significantly enhanced by IDR-

enriched proteins.115–117 Mediation by these IDPs/IDRs can be fine-

tuned by either conformational selection (when the bound conformation

is presampled in the disordered ensemble) or induced folding (disorder-

to-order transition), as their structural flexibility enables them to ideally

fit their target domain’s binding surfaces.118–120 Our understanding of

the biological importance of IDP and its widespread occurrence in plant

viruses is gradually expanding, thanks to the fine-tuning of computational

genome-wide prospections. Henceforth, accurate IDP/IDR-based inves-

tigation can play a major role in researching the occurrence, the biological

function, and the potential involvement of intrinsic disorder at different

levels of complexity, including re-wiring plant virus–host protein–protein
interaction networks linking pathogenesis-phenotypes and elucidating

plant virus-associated disease.

Generally, IDR binding sites are classified under two overlapping

categories: short linear motifs (SLiMs)121 and molecular recognition fea-

tures or elements (MoRFs).122 In essence, MoRFs are defined as natively

unstructured short binding motifs (5–25 residues long) strictly embedded

in relatively longer IDRs that undergo different disorder-to-order confor-

mational transitions upon partner-dependent binding, according to the

induced-folding process.111,113,122–124 MoRFs are mingled with both

highly conserved and highly diverse residues and, on to a larger extent,

can be highly locally conserved making them potentially highly praised

features for coevolutionary studies.125,126 Knowledge of these unique

critical players enriched with amino acid with large hydrophobic side

chains can essentially contribute better understand protein functions and

facilitate comparative proteomic analysis of plant viruses. Therefore, accu-

rate prediction and systematic annotation of MoRFs is an essential step

in understanding functional properties of these proteins acting as molecular

switches and in finding alternative applications for virus control. Moreover,

accurate predictions of these abundant regions and their distinctive motif

signatures from protein sequences can be generated amid machine

learning-derived models where MoRFs are identified using putative disor-

der.85,123,127–134 MoRF computational meta-predictors truthfully detect
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experimentally characterized MoRFs and, thus, can reliably contribute to

the effective discovery of functional protein–protein interactions. Based

on the structure they adopt upon binding, MoRFs are subcategorized

into three basic groups: depending on the conformation they adopt.

Hence, their careful scrutiny can deliver valuable insights into the opaquest

parts of virus functional interactome.121,135–137

Viral MoRFs unique sequence signatures, abundance and how they

advantageously modulate protein interactability have been extensively

described across important viral processes including signaling and

regulation,61,138–141 yet MoRFs have never been substantially and system-

atically studied in plant viruses, which motivated us to extent our investiga-

tion by developing of a computational framework that predict MoRFs

from unexplored plant viral proteins. Clearly, viral MoRFs do not appear

to simply use these IDRs as “undefined linkers” among functional

well-structured proteins, and instead are related with a variety of molecular

biological functions, many of them intimately related to disease processes.

To improve our fundamental understanding of these entities and highlight

the increasingly paramount role that disorder plays in virus–host interac-
tions, we predicted MoRFs putative conserved MoRF motifs potentially

involved in protein–protein interaction. Here, we surveyed their presence

using benchmarked metapredictors (MoRFpred, MoRFchibi and

D2P2,109,121,142) to detect MoRFS and identify MoRFs residues based

on local sequence physicochemical properties in a representative set of

our plant virome dataset and their modular functional annotations.

Toward this end, we exploit recent accurate well-performing SVM-based

machine-learning sequence-based MoRFs predictors that have been specif-

ically trained to detect them at reasonable computational costs and generate

a propensity score of each residue to represent a MoRF.109,121,142 The com-

plementary advantages offered by a large spectrum of recently developed

online platforms (MoRFpred, MoRFchibi and D2P2) lie in that they com-

bine well-designed array of algorithmic architecture allowing feature-based

SVM predictions with comprehensive alignment of sequence-derived

markers of MoRF regions, including multiple disorder predictions, and

evolutionary profiles.

Our complementary analysis reveals interesting patterns relating

hallmarks MoRF regions located in plant virus proteomes and their inter-

acting counterparts of their vector. We estimated the average abundance

of putative MoRFs and IDRs across a representative set of plant viral

proteomes (Table 2). Mapping the average abundance, with reasonable
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accuracy, is founded on content of residues located in the IDRs involving

the MoRFs, that is the fraction of disordered MoRF residues among all

residues in a given viral species within a specific taxonomic or evolutionary

category. The content of average MoRF residues and their lengths is sig-

nificantly variable between the investigated viral species from different

families and replication strategies, albeit with some blanks or unresolved

spots. Outstandingly, we discovered that the content of overall IDP and that

of averageMoRF abundance are negatively correlated together with the GC

% (Table 2). The corresponding Pearson Correlation Coefficients (PCCs)

equaled�0.29 and�0.41, respectively (Fig. 3). Moreover, the lowest value

of MoRFs abundance in our studied dataset is observed within the families

Genomoviridae, Geminiviridae (Mastrevirus), Potyviridae (Potyvirus). Whereas

the highest values were recorded among the Benyviridae (Benyvirus) the

Closteroviridae (Velarivirus) and the Luteoviridae (Polerovirus). A correlation

where more protein numbers implies proportionally more MoRFs is also

clearly evident for the largest viral proteomes (e.g., Closteroviridae). Lastly,

faint positive correlation was observed between the average MoRF length.

We also demonstrate that our comprehensive MoRFs-based framework can

be used to dissect and predict putative new or uncharacterized plant

virus–vector interactions. Their well-supported significance and potential

impact in our understanding of viral transmission are thoroughly discussed

using several examples of well-documented virosystems, including with

respect to the displayed evolutive conservation across the plant proteome.

Together, these innovative results are highlighted with a fairly detailed

emphasis on the modular plasticity of the global plant virome with the

hope that such enhanced knowledge may prove coherently informa-

tive regarding their associated biological functions in plant virus–host
interactions.

7. Evolutionary proteomic comparative analysis
of conserved viral modules make up reveals IDP
landscape of viral–host interacting disordomes

Protein folding and binding rely on analogous processes, in which the

protein explores favorable molecular interactions across a channeled energy

landscape.143 In viruses, many proteins are disordered under particular

physiological circumstances, and fold into ordered structures only upon

binding to their cognate host cellular partners.113 In plant viruses, except
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for Potyviruses (Potyviridae), the underlying mechanisms by which folding is

connected to binding at the host plant interface is poorly understood, but it

has been hypothesized on speculative grounds that the binding to host plant

proteins may be enhanced by a “fly-casting” effect,75 where the IDP binds

weakly and nonspecifically to its target and folds as it approaches the asso-

ciated binding site. Intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) domains was

predicted to occur in all analyzed proteomes. Despite the fact that these

domains are not predicted to form stable three-dimensional conformation

and functional structures, IDPs have been shown to endorse central func-

tions in many biological processes.44,60,144 Our whole-genome investigation

has demonstrated that a fraction of proteins harboring substantial disorder

regions are found in evolutionary strongly conserved domains of the hall-

mark movement, transmission and capsid proteins of plant viruses. The

manifest structural and functional modularity of plant virus proteomes con-

stitute, arguably, key features of virus evolution. Consequently, a productive

approach to the investigate of the plant virosphere that complements

evolutionary approaches toward modularity is the construction and analysis

of networks of interconnected modules focused on their IDPs. Whether

these modules preferentially modify their structures upon interaction with

their host partners or whether they remain structured is a fundamental

question. Extrapolation on the functional importance of codon usage these

modules and the strong genome-wide positive correlation we observed

between GC% and disorder tendency could suggest that nonoptimal codon

usage allows IDPs to afford some conformational agility in certain domains.

Furthermore, IDPs may serve as templates for explorative protein–protein
interactions. Due to the uneven mutational pressures on these more con-

served modules and because IDPs lack strong potential to fold into stable

structural domains, these domains may readily misfold. The nonoptimal

GC%-based codon usage in IDPs may either allow sufficient time for these

IDPs domains to fold properly or may prevent interference by downstream

well-structured domains in the IDP folding, suggesting a potential role of

IDP in adaptation to ensure potential correct folding of proteins in new

cellular hosts. As demonstrated in the previous section, the intrinsic disorder

content in viral genomes can be highly divergent. In this section, we will

illustrate in a systematic approach the molecular host–virus interplay with

an emphasis on the IDP of the insofar module–module interactions land-

scape between the Potyvirus, the most prevalent family of plant RNA viruses,

and the host plants. Succinctly, Potyvirus is the largest genus of plant viruses
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causing significant losses in a wide range of crops. Potyviruses are aphid

transmitted in a nonpersistent manner and some of them are also seed trans-

mitted.145 As major economically important phytoviruses, potyvirids are

extensively studied relatively to other plant virus genera and covering many

facets, from molecular characterization to epidemiological evolution. The

Potyvirus genome is highly modular and consist in a 10 kb (+)ssRNA.146

The viral protein genome-linked (VPg) is covalently attached at its

50-end and whereas the genomic 30-end is terminated with a poly(A)-tail.75

After post genomic translation, potyviruses express 11 mature proteins. The

polyprotein is proteolytically processed by three Potyvirus-encoded serine

protease P1, Helper component proteinase (HC-Pro), a protein with

RNA silencing suppressor activity also involved in aphid-mediated trans-

mission andNuclear inclusion proteinase (NIa-Pro) into 10mature proteins.

CI, an RNA helicase with ATPase activity; the nuclear inclusion NIb the

potyviral replicase act as a viral factory perform replication localized into

intracellular specific membranes, the RdRp (RNA-dependent RNA poly-

merase); CP, the capsid protein; and two small peptides of unknown func-

tions, 6K1 and 6K2. In addition to the 10 proteins ensuing from the

polyprotein maturation, an eleventh protein, P3N-PIPO, embedded in

the P3 sequence, a protein involved in involved in cell-to-cell movement

is translated from a+2 ribosomal frameshift.147 After the translation and

replication processes, viral genomes are processed toward different fates,

comprising encapsidation into new virions, degradation, or cell-to-cell, long

distance and vector-mediated movement. Network-based interactions

among these viral proteins have been reported for several potyviruses.148

Advances in the understanding of processes underlying the regulation of

those pathways have been previously reviewed.75 In this context, we pro-

pose here to examine the occurrence of intrinsic disorder in a well-described

Potyvirus pathosystem and to assess its involvement in viral functions.

Owing to the importance of the IDP in viral–host interaction, performing

this analysis on the whole network of interaction is worth doing. In this sec-

tion, we addressed for the first time the interactome of a representative

well-studied Potyvirus, through in silico characterization of intrinsic disorder

at the whole known interactome level. In addition, an attempt was made to

identify biologically-relevant IDRs and establish a domain structural and

functional annotation of these regions as part of the virus-host disordome.

Inspired from multiple disperse sources, we incorporate experimentally

information for protein–protein interactions of the viral proteome among
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them and also with plant proteins, gathered from, into an IDP-IDP inter-

action model. With these, we will draft out possible mechanisms by which

viruses and plants interact. Finally, we will address these observations from

an evolutionary perspective. Although it has been hypothesized that IDP

could confer even to single domain essential plasticity to achieve multi-

functionality, using well-established experimental data on the Potyvirus

protein interactome,75,148 lines of evidence support that the interactome

landscape of the potyviral proteome is not correlated with the mean IDP

of each interacting partner. IDP has been associated to RNA viruses

evolvability toward escaping host immunity pathways to disrupt host resis-

tances or broaden host range. Indeed, analysis of our domain-domain

IDP-based interactome network indicate potyviral VPg, P1, 6K2, CP and

P3N-PIPO widely associated with adaptive events, are highly disordered

(Fig. 4 and Table 3). Finally, no correlation can be made so far between

the whole-protein disorder content and the general molecular and bio-

logical functions. With the yet scarce available data describing impact of

IPD in the virus–host interactome, we have been able to portray a unique

first basis for the interactome network in this pathosystem from the IDP

vantage. We have depicted generalizable structural features, such as viral

IDP can target highly connected and disordered host proteins. The prelim-

inary network here presented could, nevertheless, help in disentangling

some of the properties associated to the infection by potyviruses. It is

expectable that, the coming years, with the advent of fast and robust

IDP scanning pipelines, will allow us to considerably enlarge the list of

interactors, thus setting forward a more precise account of the different

viral IDP strategies and their impact in shaping the plant virus–host inter-
actome. Finally, a systems biology approach will be valuable framework

to shed light on the intricate mechanisms operating during disordome

coevolution, and it will help to identify emerging functional commonal-

ities and specificities of the virus–host–vector tripartite including an

emphasis on potential hub proteins. Future investigative work will

provide new insights of the mechanisms by which intrinsically disordered

proteins perform their diverse biological functions. Evidently, consider-

ation of IDP as a key staple phenomenon stirring up the entire plant

virosphere should be added to the future arsenal of comparative plant

metaviromics targeting molecular-based plant viral disease management

strategies.
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Fig. 4 IDP-based Interactome in Plant Viruses. Positional distribution of predicted intrinsic disorder for each protein in the Potyvirus proteome
and their interaction with their respective experimental host-plant partner. Each line graph represents the distribution of mean disorder
probability calculated for a given protein by averaging the per-residue disorder profiles generated by PONDRFIT (VLXT and VSL2B).
Residues with scores above 0.5 are considered disordered.



8. Functional IDP and evolutionary conserved
structures expand evidence for modulation
of transmission mode of plant viruses by insect
vectors

The now longstanding awareness that intrinsically disordered proteins

(IDPs) are functional despite lack of well-structured protein44,149,150 has

been a paradigm-shifting remodelling of our understanding on the role

Table 3 IDP-based interactome network in plant viruses.
Viral Module Protein Funcion Descriptor %IDP Host Plant Interac�ng Partner (Gene Entry / Domain) %IDP
P1 Serine protease 39.8 Rieske Fe/S )55300FP(22005FSS/08230g4tA 34.9

HC-Pro Protease with RNA silencing suppressor 12.3 Rgs-CaM )33831FP(37474FSS/03810g3tA 34.3

aphid-mediated transmission RAV2 )26320FP,74800FP(17145FSS,639101FSS/04886g1tA 28.1

CRT2 )26200FP(78836FSS,99894FSS/01290g1tA 35.5

CRT1 )26200FP(78836FSS,99894FSS/01290g1tA 47.2

CRT3 )26200FP(78836FSS,99894FSS/01290g1tA 32.6

HIP1/FAM10 )03871FP,35281FP(25484FSS/07622g4tA 75.5

HIP2 )58000FP,35281FP(33825FSS,25484FSS/08871g3tA 38.7

MinD )65610FP(04525FSS/02042g5tA 30.4

PAE1 20S-Alpha5 )48501FP,72200FP(53265FSS/05835g1tA 38.4

PAA2 At2g05840 / SSF56235 (PF00227, PF10584) 21.5

PBB2 )72200FP(53265FSS/08504g5tA 12.8

PBE1 )72200FP(53265FSS/06031g1tA 24.8

P3 Cell-to-cell movement 10.7 RubisCO RbcL )88720FP,61000FP(66945FSS,94615FSS/09400gCtA 17.8

RBCS-1A )10100FP,83321FP(93255FSS/09076g1tA 13.3

RBCS-3B )10100FP,83321FP(93255FSS/01483g5tA 18.8

RBCS-2B )10100FP,83321FP(93255FSS/02483g5tA 17.7

RBCS-1B )10100FP,83321FP(93255FSS/03483g5tA 17.7

P3N-PIPO (P3) Cell-to-cell movement 23.6 PCaP1 At4g20260 / PF05558 29.8

CI RNA helicase with ATPase ac�vity 15.8 P58IPK )91770FP,62200FP(25484FSS,56564FSS/06130g5tA 28.6

PsaK )04.682.01.1,14210FP(36518FSS/08303g1tA 24.6

NIa-Pro Protease 2.9 PABP2 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/01143g4tA 46.3

PABP4 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/05332g2tA 46.4

PABP8 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/06794g1tA 48.7

VPg 47.3 PABP2 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/01143g4tA 46.3

PABP4 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/05332g2tA 46.4

PABP8 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/06794g1tA 48.7

EIF4E1 )01.067.03.3,25610FP(81455FSS/04081g4tA 27.7

eIF(iso)4E )01.067.03.3,25610FP(81455FSS/02653g5tA 31.8

eIF4G )45820FP,74820FP(17384FSS/04206g3tA 68.9

eIF(iso)4G1 )45820FP,74820FP(17384FSS/07875g5tA 56.2

eIF(iso)4G2 )45820FP,74820FP(17384FSS/05042g2tA 52.6

OBE1 At3g07780 / (PF16312, PF07227) 49.1

OBE2 At5g48160 / (PF16312, PF07227) 48.1

RH8 )17200FP,07200FP(04525FSS/06600g4tA 32.9

Nib RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 14.6 PABP2 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/01143g4tA 46.3

PABP4 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/05332g2tA 46.4

PABP8 )67000FP,85600FP(07536FSS,82945FSS/06794g1tA 48.7

HSP70 )21000FP(76035FSS,439001FSS,029001FSS/04490g3tA 30.1

CP Capsid protein 29.9 DnaJ )48600FP,65510FP,62200FP(83975FSS,39494FSS,56564FSS/01144g3tA 42.4

DnaJ20 ATJ20 )62200FP(56564FSS/03831g4tA 30.0

DnaJ11 ATJ11 )62200FP(56564FSS/04063g4tA 51.6

DnaJ2 )48600FP,65510FP,62200FP(83975FSS,39494FSS,56564FSS/06022g5tA 33.7

6K1 Small pep�des of unknown func�ons 11.5

6K2 Small pep�des of unknown func�ons 21.2

Predicted intrinsic disorder (PONDRFIT-VSL2B) for each protein in the Potyvirus proteome and their
interaction with their respective experimentally validated host-plant partners.
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of conformational flexibility in molecular interactions.143,151,152 Until

now most IDPs and their influent role in virus–host interaction have

been studied animal and human viruses. In this context, given the

unexplored nature and pivotal relevance of these aspects to plant viruses

and their transmission, we wished to explore whether there is any correla-

tion of viral disorder and vector-borne transmission to host. We were

also interested to investigate whether the range and apparent substantial var-

iation of disorder in viruses could be associated to functional IDP observed

in the cognate interacting protein partners present in their vectors.

For this, we first systematically surveyed the prevalence of IDP according

to modes of transmission. Table 1 suggest that this is indeed the case for

vector-borne viruses transmitted in a circulative manner and showed a

range of viral disorder that seemed to be specifically low (0.46–2.6%).
While in noncirculative (NC-NP) transmitted virus, IDP spanned at mean

of 3.12% (1.5% Virgaviridae to 11.25% Alphaflexiviridae), the noncirculative

semipersistent viruses showed a much slightly higher mean IDP of 3.7%

where Caulimoviridae and the Tombusviridae peak with the highest mean

IDP values of 5.64% and 7.5%, respectively. Intriguingly, fungal-transmitted

viruses (CP-NPr) show a similar IDP span, but a tendency toward lower

disorder (mean IDP of 2.96%), so that the range for fungal viruses is

0.8–3.5%. The most striking range is seen for mite vectored viruses

(Tymoviridae CP-NPr), with a mean IDP value of 14.5%. Obviously, plant

viruses express a wide diversity of IDP profiles reflecting their adaptiveness

to various cellular landscape.

Secondly, we explored the presence and location sites of potential

MoRFs in major viral modules and discovered an abundant prevalence

of MoRFs in the IDP-rich regions of different well-defined functional

proteins of plant viruses (Fig. 5). Lastly, we surveyed the prevalence and

abundance of IDP in know potential insect cuticular receptors recently

described in confirmed vectors of plant viruses (Table 4). Intriguingly, sev-

eral putative disordered-embedded MoRF of heterogeneous length and

abundance were found in the highly disordered C-ter region of the stylin

cuticular receptor of virus vectors (Stylin-001 to 005 in Aphids), further

suggesting that these seemingly conserved ID regions could potentiate the

simultaneous binding interactions of the protein with viral partners and

underscore their paramount in plant virus transmission. These discovered

MoRF interaction sites seem conserved within vector species and according

to transmission mode, plausible supporting that induced folding events

are associated upon cuticular proteins binding. While we currently have
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Fig. 5 Structure and prevalence of MoRFs enriched IDRs in viral proteins of plant viruses. Structural proteins resolved by X-crystallography showing
their folded domains (ribbons colored in blue) and disordered regions. Protein represented with exposed and buried MoRFs regions highlighted
(pink-magenta). (A) Minor Capsid (CPm) of Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV, Luteoviridae, PDBid 6SCL, 3.00Åres.), (B) capsid (CP) of Cucumber mosaic
virus (CMV, Bromoviridae, PDBid 1f15, 3.30Åres.), (C) P21 Viral suppressor of RNA silencing (VSR) of Beet yellow virus (BYV, Closteroviridae, PDBid
2CWO, 3.30Åres.), and (D) the Glycoprotein (GN) of Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV, Tospoviridae, PDBid 5IP1/2/3, 2.70–3.00 Åres.). Graphs:
MoRF prediction for each viral protein with predicted MoRFS residues highlighted (pink-magenta). The propensity scores provided by
MoRFCHibi (MCW) and MoRFCHibi (MC) and their IDP are shown in red, green, respectively. Others predictors are switched off.

http://firstglance.jmol.org/fg.htm?mol=6SCL
http://firstglance.jmol.org/fg.htm?mol=1f15
http://firstglance.jmol.org/fg.htm?mol=2CWO
http://firstglance.jmol.org/fg.htm?mol=5IP1


Table 4 MoRFs occurrence and prevalence in insect vector CuP interacting with plant viruses.

Virus Viral Protein Transm. Protein Vector CuP Target (Domain) %IDP MoRFs Reference
CaMV (Caulimoviridae)
Acyrthosiphon pisum, M. persicae, B. brassicae Helper Protein P2 (P03551, PDB3k4t) NP-NC Stylin-001 ACYPI009006 AWF70754 (MG188739) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 43.7 89-95; 118-125 Webster et al., 2018*
Aphis craccivora NP-NC Stylin-001 AWF70758 (MG188743) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 / Endocu�cleSgAbd-4-like (PF00379) 53.33 89-95; 118-125 Webster et al., 2018*
Aphis gossypii NP-NC Stylin-001 AWF70757 (MG188742) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 54.07 89-95; 118-125 Webster et al., 2018*
Diuraphis noxia NP-NC SgAbd XP_015379180 (XM_015523694.1) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1/ Endocu�cleSgAbd-4-like (PF00379) 57.89 88-98; 116-123 Webster et al., 2018*
Acyrthosiphon pisum, M. persicae NP-NC Stylin-02 ACYPI003649 (BAH71241) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 55.64 88-98; 116-123 Deshoux et al., 2020*
Acyrthosiphon pisum, M. persicae NP-NC Stylin-03 ACYPI001610 (BAH71700) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 40.58 115-125 Deshoux et al., 2020*
Acyrthosiphon pisum, M. persicae NP-NC Stylin-04 ACYPI002877 (NP_001165731) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 34.93 96-104; 111-116 Deshoux et al., 2020*
Acyrthosiphon pisum, M. persicae NP-NC Stylin-04bis ACYPI000308 (NP_001165739) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 53.5 69-104; 111-116 Deshoux et al., 2020*
Acyrthosiphon pisum NP-NC Stylin ACYPI007911 (AK341247 BAH71681.1) CBM_14 / CPAP3 ( PF01607) 14.63 Deshoux et al., 2020*

Acyrthosiphon pisum NP-NC Stylin-05 ACYPI006031  (BAH71578) CBM_14 / CPAP3 ( PF01607) 14.41 Deshoux et al., 2020*

CTV (Closteroviridae) CP NP-SP )1.970486620_PX(066515301COL1-0I6J0Q3A0A Chi�n_bind_4 (PF00379) 39.69 167-173; 193-199 This Study

Diaphorina citri )1.042284800_PX(739815301COL1-1BID3S1A0A Chi�n_bind_4 (PF00379) 36.36 83-89; 96-110; 124-135; 158-164 This Study

)1.727484800_PX(493125301COL1-4BMD3S1A0A Chi�n_bind_4 (PF00379) 30.56 223-228; 352-375; 387-398; 418-452; 497-510; 574-586; 593-614 This Study

BYDV-GPV (Luteoviridae)
Rhopalosipum padi, Schizaphis graminum Readthrough protein (RTP)/CP CP-NP Cp62 ACYPI004113 (NP_001156154 ) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-2 (PF00379) 32.7 NA Wang et al., 2015

Wang et al., 2015

TYLCV (Geminiviridae)
Bemisia tabaci TYLCV-CP (P27265, PDB) CP-NP XP_018897334 (LOC109030698) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 24.48 85-92; 147-163; 184-200; 211-219; 221-226;249-258; 273-293 This Study

(P03561, PDB6EK5), (W5RUR4, PDB6F2S) CP-NP XP_022175931 (LOC111037581) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 40.6 200-221; 242-280; 299-311; 329-345 This Study

CP-NP XP_018897335 (LOC109030698 ) Chi�n_bind_4 /CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 25.15 85-92; 147-163; 184-200; 211-219; 221-226; 249-258; 273-293 This Study

ScYLV  (Luteoviridae)
Melanaphis sacchari, Rhopalosiphum maidis CP-NP A0A2H8TGY1 (MBW13377, _9HEMI) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 / Endocu�cleSgAbd-4-like (PF00379) 55.56 89-95; 118-125 This Study

RSV (Phenuiviridae)
Loadelphax striatellus Nucleocapsid NC3 (Q67897, PDB3AJF) CP-Pr CprBJ AGJ70277 (KC485263) Chi�n_bind_2 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 41.86 122-156, 172-181, 188-231 Liu et al., 2018*

CP-Pr (JAS02196) GEMB01000945 Tweedle mo�f /DUF243 / CPR RR-2 (PF03103) 56.4 Liu et al., 2018*

TSWV (Bunyaviridae)
Frankliniella occidentalis TSWV-GN (F4ZD19, PDB5IP1) CP-Pr CP-V A0A482JNJ7-1  QBP34368 (MH884758) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-2 (PF00379) 59.22

10-18; 39-44; 60-96; 99-121; 144-181; 211-238; 253-279; 303-313; 317-348;
388-399; 416-431 Badillo-Vargas et al., 2019*

CP-Pr EndoCP-GN A0A482JNN3-1  QBP34367 (MH884757) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379)  CP-GN 42.61 52-59; 79-110; 120-130; 163-174 Badillo-Vargas et al., 2019*

CP-Pr EndoCP-V A0A482JL26 QBP34366 (MH884756) Chi�n_bind_4 / CPR RR-1 (PF00379) 36.99 83-89; 96-110; 124-135; 158-164 Badillo-Vargas et al., 2019*

Cuticular proteins of different insect vectors transmitting plant viruses in different transmission modes. IDP profiles was predicted for a given CuP protein by averaging
the per-residue disorder generated by PONDRFIT (VLXT, and VSL2B) and D2P2. Residues with scores above 0.5 are considered disordered.



few information about the position of the binding site, or whether

these binding are specific, further exploring such the MoRFs and their

exact mode of action would provide foundational insights on the mecha-

nisms by which these critical IDP features could sequester the viral

modules and colocalize the complex on the vector cuticular surface,

thereby initiating replication of viral RNA and transmission of virions.

Henceforth, a mechanistic rationalization of the role of viral modules

and the entire plant virus disordome could emerge. Further structural

IDP information and experimental trials will be indispensable in order

to determine the subsequent sequence of processes that follow this initial

recognition step, and ultimately lead to replication and transmission.

9. Outlook and new challenging prospects for plant
virology

The principal and, in our opinion, striking conclusion of this study

is that the global plant virome is vastly and abundantly populated by

wide apparent yet underexploited IDP/IDR repertoire. This work was

prompted by the recent metaviromics advances, which have considerably

increased the insofar known diversity of plant viruses. Our reasoning vantage

is that IDP can contribute decipher the functional diversity of the plant

virosphere could improve understanding and fill glaring knowledge gaps

of virus evolution. To our knowledge, the picture emerging from of the

global plant virome IDP landscape viewed in light of modular virus evolu-

tion has not been presented previously. The large number and immense

diversity of plant viruses included in our dataset, encompassing 1003 viral

species distributed over 24 viral families, 13 orders, 10 classes across 5 viral

phyla, created computational challenges for a systematic, proteome-wide

IDP-based comparative analysis of each assigned evolutionary lineages of

the global plant virome.

9.1 IDP viral diversity and evolution
Intrinsically disordered protein and regions are abundantly widespread

across all investigated realms and families of the global plant virome. We

have surveyed 1003 plant viral genomes to investigate how intrinsic protein

disorder varies at different levels. Although this analysis has unveiled a very

substantial intra- and intertaxon variation among plant viruses in their

predicted disorder, overall the explored plant virus disordome seems
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taxon-specific and relatively conserved. This finding suggests that the

underlying IDP mechanism is both evolutionary effective and robustly

encoded in the global plant proteome. When mapping these results to what

is known about the proteins structured and unstructured regions of the

global plant virome, several original and untrivial insights can be emerged.

Previous studies, rather focused on Potyviruses,75 had highlighted the fact

that many specific proteins from plant viruses are relatively highly disor-

dered. One survey of disorder in viruses with a similar approach to our

study153 provided some consideration to this array of variation in viral dis-

order within few more plant virus families in which authors underlined that

certain plant virus genomes have high levels of disorder, pointing out that

plant viruses harboring smaller genomes have more IDP, and that for larger

viruses IDP ranges typically between 2.9% and 23%. However, the authors

also noted that certain viruses exhibit lower disorder. Though IDPs/IDRs of

plant viruses can, likewise to any other organism, readily be identified based

on their primary amino acid sequence54,154 and given the aforementioned

obvious evolutionary constraint governing the massive genetic and proteo-

mic diversity, it is currently unclear how IDPs/IDRs persist at high fre-

quency in the plant virus proteomes. Consequently, in stark contrast with

for folded regions of modules where function can often be predicted and

assigned with high specificity based on the presence of conserved protein

domains, it remains fairly challenging to associate viral IDRs with specific

biological functions based solely on their amino acid strings, limiting

their systematic and accurate functional characterization.155 One hypothesis

for the preponderance of disordered regions despite high amino acid

sequence divergence, is that the modular genomic features of disordered

regions that are functionally essential, such as genome length,156 amino

acid composition,157 complexity,158 are under perpetual evolutionary

constraints. Recovering clustering IDP patterns nested in or into the close

vicinity of modular features and identifying their quantitative rates of evo-

lutionary divergence would further valuably advance our understanding of

the evolutionarily constrained genomic features operating at the level of

the global plant virome. Based on robust correlations, our results indicate

that our comparative proteomic analysis successfully captured additional

interpretable viral features directly associated with IDP. Hence, we reported

and hypothesize that multiple genomic tend to be of key importance to

depict a wider and more accurate IDR functional landscape of the global

plant virome.
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9.2 Modular horizontal transfer and transport of intrinsic
disordered proteins : The hidden gems of viral exaptations

One of the biggest challenges facing our understanding of the dynamics of

disorder in plant viral proteomes is to grasp the causal origin and extent of

strong disorder avoidance. It is well known that there is substantial variation

among the main kingdoms of life in their distribution of disorder.60,159

Recurrent, cross-boundary horizontal gene exchange (HGT) and shuffling

of viral structural modules within viruses and among viruses and their hosts

are important factors of plant virus evolution. Striking examples are pres-

ented by RdRp permutations such as in amalgaviruses, ancestral SJR-CP

displacement by filamentous CP (e.g., potyviruses). Intrinsically disordered

regions are more common among eukaryotic genomes than prokaryotic

genomes, and since viruses frequently highjack their host genomes or

exchange genetic material through extensive HGT, hence, we might expect

that a substantial part of disorder proteins potential might have been trans-

ferred consequently (a phenomenon we term here Horizontal Intrinsically

Disorder Regions Exchange “HIDRE”). Therefore, we have expected that,

similarly to other viral entities, plant viruses would follow their hosts and

vectors, a trend discussed in a previous survey on viruses.56 Patterns observed

among the Potyviruses interactome showed, although very faintly, some

lines of evidence in this direction, yet this needs to be carefully investigated

in more comprehensive research. On a more evolutionary general scale, this

kind of broad HIDRE accompanied paramount life-style adaptive shifts of

plant viruses to their new hosts, such as the emblematic movement proteins

(MPs) which were, e.g., in the case of the chimeric ourmiaviruses, appar-

ently acquired from genetically highly distant “picorna-like” viruses, and

similarly exhibit high IDP-enriched profile. The complex IDP pervasiveness

landscape seen through the HIDRE evolutionary prism indisputably

emphasize its plausible key role as source of functional exaptations,160,161

in light of modular plant virus evolution. Furthermore, plant virus vectors,

whether arthropods, nematodes or fungi are particularly promiscuous

reservoirs for viruses, often sharing the same virus categories with distantly

interconnected organisms.1,2 Invertebrates that endorse the essential role of

vectors appear to be dominant agents of horizontal transfer within the global

plant virome and therefore may be also putatively qualified as vessels of

IDP and tightly associated to shaping the viral IDP landscape, albeit more

investigative support is unequivocally needed. This phenomenon presup-

poses a critical role of IDP in viral diversification including host cellular
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preference and, while raising further complex question on the significance

functional IDP conservation, its knowledge could help better enlighten the

still misty routes of plant virus evolution.

9.3 The plant virome IDP as an akin direct consequence
of nonoptimal codon usage

Synonymous codons are not used with equal frequencies in most plant virus

genomes (Tahzima et al., 2021, under preparation). Codon usage has been

suggested to act as modulator of kinetics and protein folding. The relation-

ship between codon usage and protein folding and its impact on IDP of

plant viruses remains to be clarified, however, genome-wide relationships

and correlations between codon usage, GC% and protein disorder have

never been established. Together, our investigation suggest that viruses

preferentially encode various GC-content in intrinsically disordered

regions across the plant virus proteome including in extremely conserved

well-structured modules. Importantly, we found genome-wide correlations

between GC-content choices and predicted proteomic IDP tendencies

suggesting that plant virus strong codon choices and IDP coevolved to

ensure adaptive proper protein folding according to the selective pressures

enacted by their specific ecological niche, albeit the governing rules of

this phenomenon remain elusive. Hypothetically, this may suggest that

nonoptimal codons are preferentially used in intrinsically disordered regions,

and more optimal codons are used in structured domains. For the first time

in plant virology, we observed a significant negative correlation between

CAI scores and protein disorder, meaning that there is a preferential use

of nonoptimal codons in regions predicted to be intrinsically disordered.

Furthermore, we highlighted that the correlation between codon usage

and protein disorder tendencies is conserved across evolutionary plant viral

lineages. Nevertheless, the functional significance of such correlations and

their prevalence across the whole plant virome need to be robustly con-

firmed by experimental structure-based codon investigation. Additionally,

the available solved protein structures are enriched for highly structured

proteins and domains. Here, in our large-scale proteome-wide study, we

discovered a strong proteome-wide correlation between GC content,

transmission mode and protein disorder tendencies. As highly optimized

adaptive entities, plant viruses have highly modular proteomic organization.

Modular domains and multidomains often segregate binding sites for each

ligand into the different structural domains. We proposed a global mapping

of IDP enriched modules for Potyviruses, yet the general process, through
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which the different modules interact, however, has proven elusive.

The observation that IDP/R reach domains appear in disproportionately

higher amounts in interactions proteins denotes that intrinsic disorder is

important for their functional role and allow us to put forward several

hypotheses to attempt finding an explanation on the widespread functional

significance of IDP. Without suggesting any exclusive role of IDP, the pre-

mises of such careful assumptions must consider the high-specificity/

low-affinity of binding to the virus–vector interface, the ability to modulate

interaction interfaces, and high specificity for multiple targets and primarily

put the emphasis on the MoRF-promoted mechanisms of module-module

interaction at the virus–vector interplay. The ability to understand the

evolutionary determinants of IDP is the cornerstone to a quantitative

description of these important processes and the discussion opened here is

a critical step towards a unifying framework that connects intrinsic disorders

with plant virus transmission modes. Predicted structural disorder is variably

abundant in all investigated plant virus species, and due to its strong corre-

lation with genome and proteome size, and %GC its level is significantly

higher in ssDNA viruses than in RNA viruses.

By conservative estimations, most virus families contain significant

disorder, that is, long disordered regions at least 30 residues in length. To

the best of our knowledge, such explorative forays is the first of its kind

to comprehensively embrace the whole RefSeq plant virus proteome.

Undoubtedly, further large-scale proteome-wide disordome studies will

constitute the cornerstone toward achieving in-depth robust deciphering

of the proteomic IDP multifunctionality in the plant virome. Although it

is considered almost conventional in the field that structural disorder

increases with the complexity of the organism,162,163 the highest IDP ampli-

tudes are not witnessed in the most genomically complex host-changing

plant viruses (e.g., in Closteroviridae), but in ssDNA (e.g., in Geminiviridae)

viruses that lead a fairly specialist lifestyle.

9.4 IDP elucidates modulation of vector-borne transmission
within the global plant virome: Underpinning evidence
from MoRFs patterns through their evolutionary
and biological relevance

The distinguishing and unifying feature of their extremely limited

amount of proteins—if any—is their inability to fold into a unique and stable

tertiary structure, while exhibiting a significantly higher array of structure-

related functional organization. Clearly, from our comparative evolutionary
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proteomics of viral structure–function features, it becomes evident that

structural disorder of plant viruses acts as an evolutionary amplifier of mod-

ular proteomic optimized functionality.164 Of particular relevance is the

growing beam of evidence that plant viral IDP is found in disproportionately

higher amounts in RNA- or ATP-binding GO-annotated functions

(UniProt) related to movement proteins, capsids, transmission factors and

their targets partners, suggesting a prominent role of IDP in their interaction

capacity.

In plant viruses, a major challenge to proteome-wide comparative

analysis is the limited applicability of homology-based sequence analysis.

Viral proteomes with a mixture of moderately disordered regions and

structured domains can be assigned function and taxonomic category based

on homology to their structured domains. Therefore, whereas highly diver-

gent intrinsically disordered proteins and HGT make viral proteomes much

more difficult to classify, we therefore asked, using a complete subset of

well-characterized and unclassified plant viruses (Closteroviridae), whether

hypotheses about amino acid compositional profiles and their propensity

toward IDP could be generated using evolutionary proteome-wide

IDP-signatures to cluster their genomes and predict viral biology. Based

on heatmap profile analysis, though with some caution, lines of evidence

are suggesting a generalizable predictive power of this approach and illustrate

how proteome-wide IDP evolutionary signatures can be exploited to gen-

erate functional and biological hypotheses for unknown or uncharacterized

viruses assigned to the expanding global plant virome.

Within the plant virus proteome IDPs are can be postulated to be

involved in processes of receptor recognition because the common thread

that connects most interacting viral proteins is that their function is modu-

lated MoRFS-abundant IDRs. Without overstating, assumptions for the

exact role of intrinsic disorder may involve both high-specificity/

low-affinity binding and high specificity for multiple targets. However,

despite the clear experimental substantiation for the dedicated involvement

of IDRs in these functions, a mechanistic model that offers a quantitative

rationale for their presence has yet to be established.57,108 On a more hypo-

thetical basis, IDP-related structural modules and domains of the plant virus

proteome are predicted to contain short disordered regions (MoRFs) that

are suggested to sample structured states within the conformational ensem-

ble, and may become fully ordered upon binding to the partner. Binding by

domains or motifs is considered usually weak, transient, and possibly of

limited specificity,113,122,165 which can be strengthen and/or made more
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specific by either cooperating with flanking residues, combining several

modules through synergistic folding, with different dynamics, or affording

mechanisms tolerating long-disordered domains.46,150 MoRFS-associated

structural disorder seems crucial at the functional virus–host interplay and

may certainly impact further regulatory pathways beyond virus transmission.

For example, once successfully transported and transmitted, and following

entry, replication, and movement, plant viruses must escape the whole bat-

tery of signaling and defense pathways of the host cell, which is orchestrated

through interactions of viral proteins with key host target proteins.

In few important plant viruses, several of their specific functional modal-

ities related to virus transmission, such as adaptability in binding to specific

cuticular insect proteins (CuPs) through weak but specific binding, and fre-

quent regulation by post-translational modification, have been formally

identified and experimentally validated.24,28

To demonstrate the association of evolutionary signatures with previ-

ously known functions, we associated IDRs with protein function and

the occurrence and abundance of MoRFs, and indeed revealed that we

could generate hypotheses about protein function for functionally uni-

dentified IDRs. We present strong evidence that groups of IDRs predicted

on specific insect vector CuPs share evolutionary signatures, and that these

groups of IDRs can be associated with specific biological functions related

to modes of virus transmission and species of insect vectors (Fig. 6). The

inference of IDP patterns closely related to various vector-borne transmis-

sion routes is, arguably, the most unexpected outcome of the present

analysis. Clearly, given that the primary evidence behind this derivation

of the plausible role of IDP in modulation of active transmission of viruses,

extreme caution is due in the interpretation of this observation. Moreover,

the predominant abundance of predicted MoRFS in disordered region of

viral binding partners (CuP) is conceptually compatible with our original

findings in plant virus modules and reinforces these sheaves of evidence.

The distinct occurrence and abundance of MoRFs in the direct vicinity

of CuP modules associated to specific modes of transmission and vectors

species also makes sense in terms of molecular logic of viral–host interaction
and transmission strategies. Indeed, noncirculative transmitted plant viruses

exploit the simplest interaction strategies to the vectors specialized cuticular

tissues involving, in all likelihood, a relatively limited amount of vector’s

organs, namely, stylet and foregut, whereas circulative transmitted plant

viruses conceivably evolved much diverse interacting partners while circu-

lating across the vector internal tissues and metabolism. Hence, in a general
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Fig. 6 Conservation of IDRs and MoRFs evolutionary signatures in proteins of cuticule receptor module from different insect vectors species.
Overview of IDP andMolecular recognition features (MoRFs) occurrence and abundance in insect vectors species transmitting plant viruses in
noncirculative (NC) mode by Aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) and in a circulative mode (CP) by Whitefly (Bt: Bemisia tabaci) and Thrips (Fo:
Frankliniella occidentalis). Graph: PONDR® FIT-generated disorder profile of the corresponding proteins. The yellow tags indicate the
occurence and abundance of predicted MoRFs. The green/white bar is the IDP profile generated by the D2P2 computational platform.



framework, we proposed that various kinds of domain–domain interactions

involved in virus transmission are mediated by specific functional MoRFs

signatures located near the chitin binding module (Chitin-bind-4,

CPR-RR1/2, PF00379) and associated to evolutionary conserved IDRs

harboring short motifs in their direct vicinity. Furthermore, although

only few CuPs have been identified and experimentally characterized so

far, the presence of IDRs is con served across orthologs in the vast majority

of cases (Fig. 7). We also confirm that the vast majority of these CuP specific

MoRFs-enriched IDRs are distinct from Pfam domains in mostly all

transmission-associated CuPs. This can offer both extreme evolutionary

agility and adaptive versatility and are usually bound by receptors domains

Fig. 7 MoRFs features indicate binding hotspots at the virus-insect vector cuticule
receptor module surface. Overview Molecular recognition features (MoRFs) and both
protein surface affinity and specificity of CuP-RR1 Stylin-001 (Pfam PF00379,
ACYPI009006) displayed in (A) cartoon highlighting predicted MoRF residues (cyan),
(B) according to electrostatic potential, (C) hydrophobic (red) to nonhydrophobic
(white) gradient, or (D) highlighted according to hydrophobicity/affinity charges (red
and blue). The color scheme reflects the relevant points for intuitive assessment of
protein–protein interactions: yellow; negatively charged oxygens of glutamate and
aspartate, red; nitrogen’s of positively charged functional groups of lysine and arginine,
blue; all remaining atoms including the polar backbone, white). (E) MoRF prediction in
aphid cuticular proteins (Acyrthosiphon pisum) using MoRFchibi. Positions with scores of
0.752 or greater are considered MoRF residues. (F and G). Close up on the interacting
residues in the chitin-binding domain (CBD) at the interface between the receptor and
the virus are displayed in sticks.
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of the partner proteins, keeping in mind that multiple IDRs may perform

different function, thus further thwarting the mapping of functional

IDRs of these modules. Most of these modules are adjacent to intrinsically

disordered regions (IDRs). These functional advantages demonstrate the

involvement of structural disorder in protein function amplification,

as approached from a molecular and functional IDP perspective. While

writing this chapter, we are presently developing a well-supported

machine-learning approach to predict function for MoRFs-enriched

IDRs based on evolutionary IDP signatures. On more challenging grounds,

the systematic large-scale proteomic-wide survey at viral species level

of these IDRs will greatly advance future functional and evolutionary

proteomics in the field of plant virology.

9.5 IDP conservation and plant viral disease
Beside their evolutionary implications, widespread evidence and patterns

of abundant functional and highly diverged portions of IDRs also bears

several biological consequences for plant viruses and their hosts. The

conservation of IDP features over long evolutionary time, despite accumu-

lation of amino acid divergence, is coherent with the model of stabilizing

selection166,167 that postulates that individual amino acid sites are under rel-

atively weak functional constraints. In this line, single point mutations are

unlikely to dramatically impair IDR function, and hence large evolutionary

divergence can accumulate, suggesting that disease-causing mutations in dis-

ordered regions are more likely to trigger gain of function, consistently with

recent works.168 Although the involvement of structural disorder was con-

firmed in many other important disease-associated proteins in humans,47,108

its contribution in plant virus disease still remains unclear and needs to be

further substantiated. Perhaps, large-scale transcriptomics focusing disor-

dered proteins and domains involved in virus–plant pathogenic interaction,
symptomatology and onset viral-associated disease syndromes can promi-

nently lead to the unprecedented understanding in plant virology and

reformulation of many rationale of plant pathology. Thus, the involvement

of IDPs in disease points them as prime targets for future innovative design

of control strategies to limit spread and transmission of plant viruses.

Unquestionably, with further exhaustive structural–functional investigation
of plant virus IDP we may foresee more comprehensive understanding

underlying the evolutionary and structural foundations of intrinsic disorder

in plant viral disease.
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10. Conclusion

Intrinsic disorder makes up a large share of the global plant virus pro-

teome. Through comparative and proteome-wide IDP analysis, many orig-

inal aspects of the global plant virome involving its diverse viral linages have

been addressed and clarified fostering the emergence of biologically

IDP-centric plausible scenarios of virus–host evolution. Remarkably, we

found it unexpected and noteworthy that, despite the colossal diversity of

the rapidly expanding plant virome repertoire via the progresses of

in-depths metaviromics, the contours of the evolutionary proteomic flexi-

bility landscape across two major virus realms appear to be solidifying.

Indubitably, retracing of the deepest events in the evolutionary history of

plant virus proteomic IDP in relation to the intricate network of encoded

functional modules involved in virus genome processing and expression,

and proteins involved in virus–host interactions, such as MPs or RNAi

suppressors, is bound to remain speculative, principally due to the highly

adaptive nature of viruses itself and the complexity of their intimate relation-

ship with their diverse hosts. Discovery of evolutionary signatures abun-

dance and their peculiarities associated with specific functions in diverged

IDR-rich modules suggests that underlying IDP-driven evolutionary

mechanisms are shaping the global plant virus proteome on a much wider

measure than currently assessed and advocates that both major structural

domains as well as IDRs evolve under two different functional regimes.

This original and much-anticipated comprehensive study of the global

plant virome IDP enhance current knowledge and represents a traceable

primer to better-reflecting foundational evolutionary processes of plant

virus functional diversification and host interaction that are more sensical

in light of intrinsic protein disorder.
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